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Preface

Education is the cornerstone of any society, and it serves as one of the foundations
for many of its social values and characteristics. State-of-the-art and novel
methodologies and technologies allow researchers, designers, and domain experts
to pursue Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) solutions targeting not only
cognitive processes but also motivational, personality, or emotional factors.
Nowadays, we can identify two main legs, providing necessary and complementary
strengths to a TEL-oriented design process: Appropriate technologies should be
applied, and appropriate methods should guide such application. Technologies in
TEL can deliver smart, personalized, tailored, and motivating learning solutions.
Methods come from different ﬁelds, such as psychology, medicine, computer science, and from diverse communities, where collaboration and co-working are used,
such as maker communities and participatory design communities. In addition,
learning analytics can help manage (big) data to augment learning opportunities for
learners and educators alike, for instance, by supporting self-regulated learning or
adaptation of the learning material.
As to these topics, the annual appointment of MIS4TEL established itself as a
consolidated fertile forum where scholars and professionals from the international
community, with a broad range of expertise in the TEL ﬁeld, share results and
compare experiences. The calls for papers of the 11th edition of the conference
welcomed novel research in TEL and expand on the topics of the previous editions:
It solicited work from new research ﬁelds (ranging from artiﬁcial intelligence and
agent-based systems to robotics, virtual reality, Internet of Things, and wearable
solutions, among others) concerning methods and technological opportunities, and
how they serve to create novel approaches to TEL, innovative TEL solutions, and
valuable TEL experiences.
The result of the call for papers is that both the main track of MIS4TEL 2021 and
its related workshops (i.e., GaLePro, Nursing, and TEL4FC) contribute to novel
research in TEL and expand on the topics of the previous editions. This volume
presents the papers that were accepted for the main track of MIS4TEL 2021 and the
related workshops.
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Preface

The papers related to the main track discuss how diverse methods or technologies are employed to create novel approaches to TEL, valuable TEL experiences, or innovative TEL solutions. Several papers acknowledge novel challenges,
e.g., due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and address them with novel TEL solutions,
e.g., for assessing student’s work, monitoring group dynamics, or engaging children
in learning at a distance. Other papers include in the TEL process participatory
research methods, such as action research, or novel technological approaches, such
as gamiﬁcation, augmented reality, or virtual reality. Finally, several papers take a
critical stance toward technology (e.g., by considering age and gender issues) or
aim at promoting critical reflections in TEL (e.g., by soliciting students’ reflections). All papers underwent a peer-review selection: Each paper was assessed by
three different reviewers, from an international panel composed of about 50
members from 18 countries. The program of mis4TEL 2021 counts 12 contributions from diverse countries. The quality of submissions was on average good, with
an acceptance rate of approximately 70%.
The conference program also features three selected workshops, which aim to
provide participants with the opportunity to present and discuss novel research
ideas on emerging topics complementing the main conference. In particular, the
workshops focus on multi-disciplinary and transversal aspects such as TEL in
nursing education programs, social and personal computing for Web-supported
learning communities, interactive environments, and emerging technologies for
eLearning, besides TEL for future citizens. A total of 15 quality papers, with
authors coming from various countries from Europe, Asia, and America, have been
selected for the workshops and included in the present volume.
We would like to thank all the contributing authors, the members of the Program
Committee, the reviewers, the sponsors (IBM, AEPIA, APPIA, and AIR Institute)
and the Organizing Committee for their hard and highly valuable work. Thanks for
your help—MIS4TEL 2021 would not exist without your contribution.
Fernando De la Prieta
Rosella Gennari
Marco Temperini
Tania Di Mascio
Pierpaolo Vittorini
Zuzana Kubincova
Elvira Popescu
Davide Rua Carneiro
Loreto Lancia
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Abstract. Orientation within university campuses, given the size and number of
buildings, is a problem that is particularly relevant for those who are entering for
the first time. The location maps available in many universities may not be useful
on certain occasions and, in addition, the identification of the different rooms
shown on them is often not always up to date or accurate. On the other hand,
many university buildings do not have a comprehensive system for managing the
maintenance of the facilities, which results in unnecessary expenditure of time and
resources. This paper presents a module of a web application that uses 3D models
and spherical photographs whose objectives are, on the one hand, to facilitate
orientation within university buildings and, on the other hand, to provide a facility
management tool. This article describes the main functionalities of this module
(orientation and facility management), the development process and the working
principles of the software architecture used (model-view-controller). In addition
to the web application module, a smartphone application dedicated to facilitate
the orientation inside the university buildings by means of 2D maps and dynamic
routes that point the way to the different rooms is presented.
Keywords: 3D interactive virtual environment · Model-view-controller ·
Smartphone application · Web application

1 Introduction
University buildings house a large number of rooms, usually spread over different floors,
which serve multiple purposes, such as classrooms, laboratories, offices, etc. In addition,
the function and names of many of the rooms often change over time. Orientation within
one of these buildings can be difficult, especially when entering for the first time. In
fact, it often takes a new student several weeks to become familiar with the building.
Although there are frequently location maps at the entrance of university buildings, they
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 3–11, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-86618-1_1
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are not always easy to understand [1]. Indeed, since there is often only one location plan
located at the entrance of the building, it is necessary to mentally create and memorize
the route to follow [2, 3] from the building entrance to the desired room. This task is an
exercise in abstract reasoning that is complicated for many people who have difficulty
interpreting location plans and locating rooms on them.
Furthermore, many universities lack a centralized facilities management system, i.e.,
a single computer system that aggregates all the information management tools needed
to carry out preventive and corrective maintenance, room reservations or inventory. For
example, it is often necessary to open files located in certain folders to consult the electrical installation plans, while other files located in other folders must be opened to consult
lists of planned preventive actions. The absence of a comprehensive maintenance management system can lead to problems such as lack of coordination between maintenance
team members or the omission of both preventive and corrective actions.
This paper presents a building management module integrated in a web application
that is being developed to be used in three buildings of the Technical University of
Manabí (Ecuador), which offers functions of supplies monitoring, home automation,
waste management, etc. The module presented in this work is oriented to: (i) facilitate
the orientation of people inside buildings; (ii) manage building facilities. The first module
uses a 3D interactive virtual environment and spherical photographs to allow the user
to virtually tour the university buildings, while the second module offers a set of tools
oriented to facilitate the management of the facilities. In addition, a mobile application
has been developed that allows the user to select any room in the buildings to obtain, on
a 2D map, the route to follow to reach their destination.
Section 2 (entitled “Background”) lists some technologies that have benefited from
both the improvement and cheapening of hardware in recent decades and the spread of
high-speed Internet. Furthermore, some works related to building guidance and maintenance are cited. Section 3 (entitled “Software Development”) describes the process of
creating the web application and the smartphone application. Section 4 (entitled “Web
Modules and Mobile Application Description”) describes the operation of both from
the point of view of an end user. Finally, Sect. 5 (entitled “Conclusions”) presents the
conclusions reached by the authors.

2 Background
The last decades have witnessed a great improvement and cheapening of all types of
hardware and the expansion of high-speed internet coverage, facts that have favored the
proliferation of different technologies such as the internet of things [4], smart cities [5],
multi-agent systems [6], image processing [7, 8] or 3D interactive virtual environments
[9–11].
Focusing on 3D interactive virtual environments, virtual reality and augmented reality, it is possible to find several works where these technologies are used for purposes
related to the orientation of people, such as those focused on the orientation of the general
public inside buildings [12–14], on the evacuation of buildings or facilities in case of
emergency [15–17] or on the orientation of firefighters in a burning building [18], among
others. In the field of orientation inside university buildings, Jomsri [19] developed a
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successful system based on 3D models and augmented reality to facilitate the guidance
inside university libraries. In addition, there are now commercial applications that allow
users to orient themselves within facilities that have been adapted in some way to their
use [20].
On the other hand, the maintenance of university buildings encompasses a set of preventive and corrective activities that are carried out on the facilities [21]. Examples of
preventive activities are the periodic flushing of radiators, checking the electromechanical condition of the air conditioning systems, checking fire extinguishers and checking for
Legionella, while examples of corrective activities are the replacement of blown bulbs,
repairing leaks in the plumbing network or replacing broken window panes. Building
maintenance has also benefited from the evolution of technology, as evidenced, for example, by the work of Pun et al. [22], which describes a decision support system based on
fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to assist the choice of facility maintenance strategies.

3 Software Development
The architecture of the web application is known as model-view-controller (MVC)
linked to a database. The flow of operation of the programs that use this architecture is
represented in Fig. 1 and is summarized as follows:
• The user interacts, via input devices (e.g., mouse or keyboard) and the user interface,
with the controller layer.
• The controller layer directly modifies the view layer (and through it modifies the
content displayed on the screen) or sends information to the model layer, which is the
layer that contains the logic of the program.
• The model layer interacts with the database, querying or modifying it, processes the
information and sends a response to the controller layer.
• The controller layer, using the response obtained from the model layer, modifies the
view layer, which modifies the content displayed on the screen.
The development of the web application has been carried out following three different
stages: (i) creation of the database, (ii) creation of the virtual environments and (iii)
programming of the web application. Thus, the first stage consisted of creating the
database containing the data relating to classrooms identification, inventories, directory
of people, etc., using PostgreSQL.
The second stage, the creation of the three-dimensional virtual environments, was
carried out by modeling the university buildings using Blender and then taking spherical
photographs of each of the rooms of the buildings, using Google Street View. The
third and final stage consisted of programming the web application using the JavaScript
programming language and the Express.js framework for Node.js.
On the other hand, the smartphone application was developed in two stages: creation
of 2D plans and programming of the application. During the first stage, the images of
the floor plans of the buildings were created using AutoCAD and Adobe Illustrator.
In addition, during this stage were created the animated arrows that show the paths
to the selected rooms, by means of graphics interchange format animations (usually
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known as GIFs), for which was used Adobe After Effects. During the second stage, the
application was programmed and linked to the database (which is also connected to the
web application), using the integrated development environment Visual Code Studio
combined with the Ionic and Cordova frameworks.

Fig. 1. Principle of operation of an application with MVC architecture linked to a database.

4 Web Modules and Mobile Application Description
The user starts the web application and accesses one of the different modules it integrates (Fig. 2a). The building management module presented in this work (Fig. 2b) is
programmed in such a way that each type of user has access to certain functionalities.
For example, if a computer is installed at the entrance of a building for the purpose
of guiding the people accessing it, the web application will only allow the use of the
guidance functionality.
On the other hand, a person in charge of the building’s maintenance team will have
access to the maintenance functionalities, thus being able to consult and manipulate
installation plans or inventories. On the other hand, the mobile guidance application gives
any user access to all its functionalities since this application only displays information
(and therefore does not allow the user to manipulate any database or files).
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(b)

Fig. 2. Sidebar of the web application (English translations of the texts written in Spanish have
been added): a) modules integrated in the web application (the building management module
described in this article has been surrounded by a box); b) display of the building management
module that integrates the guidance functionality (i) and the facility management functionalities
(ii).

4.1 Guiding Function
The guidance function integrated in the building management module allows the user to
walk through several buildings virtually recreated by three-dimensional models (Fig. 3a)
using the computer’s keyboard and mouse. Once in the room of interest, the user can click
on its identification sign (Fig. 3b) to access a spherical photographic image (Fig. 3c).
From the spherical photograph (Fig. 3c) the user can rotate around a fixed point to view
the entire room and, if he/she has sufficient permissions, reserve it or access the inventory
of objects contained in it.
In addition, the room identification signs (Fig. 3b) are linked to a database, so that it is
easy for an administrator to modify the text of these signs without having to manipulate
the 3D model (i.e., the administrator would only have to modify the text in the database
and it would appear automatically updated in the 3D model).
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Fig. 3. Virtual tour of university buildings: a) interior of a virtual building; b) sign identifying
a room (highlighted in the image by a box); c) part of a 360º image of the interior of one of the
rooms.

4.2 Facilities Management
The group of facilities management functions offered by the module presented in this
article allows the user to carry out different actions related to facilities management,
among which the following are the most important:
• Accessing the university staff directory.
• Reserving rooms.
• Consult the inventory of objects and equipment in each room, as well as know its
status or note incidents related to it.
• Consult facility plans (biometric access controls, surveillance cameras, firefighting
systems, etc.).
• Manage school calendars, including information on teachers and room occupancy.
4.3 Mobile Application
The mobile application (Fig. 4) runs on a smartphone with Android operating system
and lists the rooms of the university buildings grouped by category (classrooms, teaching
offices, administrative offices, auditoriums, toilets, stairways, elevators and emergency
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exits). When the user selects a room, the application displays an animated arrow showing
the route to follow from the entrance of the building to the selected room.

Fig. 4. Mobile guidance application showing the route from the entrance of a building to the room
selected by the user.

5 Conclusions
Orientation within university buildings or campuses and their maintenance is a topic
rarely addressed in the existing scientific literature. In particular, the authors have not
found any works developed in the academic field that describe applications based on 3D
interactive virtual environment whose purpose is to facilitate orientation within a general
university building. Moreover, although there are commercial platforms that allow the
navigation within buildings or the integral management of their maintenance, these often
have prices that make them inaccessible to many institutions. This paper presents one of
the modules of an innovative web application that aims to: (i) facilitate the orientation of
people accessing buildings of the Technical University of Manabí (Ecuador) and (ii) serve
as a management system for the facilities of such a University. In addition, this paper has
presented an application for smartphones that uses two-dimensional maps and animated
arrows to show the way to the different rooms of the buildings. Thanks to the combined
use of the web application module (which uses a 3D interactive virtual environment and
spherical photographs) and the mobile application, the orientation process within the
university buildings is considerably simplified.
On the other hand, the use of the facility management functionalities included in
the web application module improves, among other things, the reservation of rooms,
the registration and follow-up of corrective maintenance actions or the management of
inventories. Since both the web application module and the smartphone application are
linked to a common database, it is easy to update the information displayed in both
by simply modifying the database, thus minimizing the chances of displaying outdated
information to end users.
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Both the web application module and the smartphone application presented in this
paper are useful tools that can be developed at very low cost by staff of the university
where they will be used, making them accessible to virtually any institution.
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Abstract. The use of artiﬁcial intelligence proved to be useful to
automating the grading process, especially when the assessment involves
a large number of students. The general problem we are addressing is
the automated grading of assignments, which solutions are composed of
a list of commands, their outputs, and possible comments. In this paper,
we focus on the automated classiﬁcation of the comments, as “right”
or “wrong”. In particular, we investigated the eﬀect of diﬀerent features
(i.e., fastText, BERT, distance-based and custom features), fed to several
classiﬁers (i.e., Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines, Random
Forest, Multi-Layer Perceptron – MLP), to select the best one in terms
of best balanced accuracy. In the experiment carried out, the best result
was obtained by the MLP classiﬁer using the fastText embeddings. When
instead fed with BERT embeddings, MLP obtained a slightly lower accuracy and F1 score, even if it remains the best option with respect to the
other classiﬁers. Furthermore, we tested the classiﬁer with comments
given to diﬀerent assignments (of the same structure), given by diﬀerent students and evaluated by a diﬀerent professor. Also in this case, we
achieved a relatively good accuracy and F1 score.
Keywords: TEL · Automated grading
BERT · Multi-layer perceptron
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Introduction

The manual grading of assignments is a tedious and error-prone task, and the
problem particularly aggravates when such an assessment involves a large number of students. The use of artiﬁcial intelligence proved to be useful, by automating the grading process, assisting teachers in the correction and enabling students to receive immediate feedback, thus improving their solutions before the
ﬁnal submission [15].
In such a context, our speciﬁc problem regards the automated grading of
assignments like the one in Fig. 1, the solutions of which are composed of a list
of commands, their outputs, and possible comments. In [24], we introduced a
general approach valid for such a kind of assignments. In the proposal, at ﬁrst,
the solution provided by a student is compared with the correct solution given
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022

F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 12–21, 2022.
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Let us consider the following dataset:
patient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

before
211
200
210
203
196
191
190
177
173
170

after
181
210
196
200
167
161
178
180
149
119

The data regards a sample of 10 hypertensive patients (variable “patient”) who receive an
anti-hypertensive drug. We measure the systolic blood pressure before drug administration
(variable “before”) and measured also few hours after (variable “after”).
You are required to:
1. calculate the mean of the systolic blood pressure before and after the administration of the
drug;
2. verify if the systolic blood pressure can be considered as extracted from a normal distribution;
3. comment on the result;
4. verify if the systolic blood pressure has decreased due to the effect of the drug;
5. comment on the result.
Submit as solution a text containing the list of R commands with the respective output, as well
as your interpretation of the analyses.

Fig. 1. A sample exercise

by the professor. The distance between the two solutions represents the ﬁnal
grade: the largest the distance, the lower the grade and viceversa. Then, we
implemented a tool that relies on state-of-the-art natural language processing
combined with a code analysis module, able to automatically grade assignments
regarding the statistical analysis of medical data in R language [18]. Such an
approach was implemented in the UnivAQ Test Suite (UTS) [4], and we showed
that its adoption shortened the correction times, reduced the possibility of errors
by professors, and supported the students while solving the exercises assigned
during the course through automated feedback. With speciﬁc regards to the
comments, we used a Support Vector Machine classiﬁer [9], fed with fastText
sentence embeddings [5] and distance-based features. In particular, in [24], we
showed that the use of sentence embeddings [5] plus several distance-based features, fed to a supervised binary classiﬁer [9], yielded to good accuracy and F1
score.
Starting from these premises, the research reported in this paper focuses
on a twofold objective regarding the automated grading of the comments given
to the statistical analyses. Firstly, how the use of diﬀerent types of sentence
embeddings, as well as of diﬀerent classiﬁers, impacts on the accuracy and F1
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score. Secondly, if the best classiﬁer, applied to comments given to diﬀerent
exercises (of the same structure), completed by diﬀerent students and corrected
by a diﬀerent teacher, preserves a good accuracy and F1 score.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work.
Section 3 describes the dataset, the features, the methods and the results.
Section 4 ends the paper by summarising the results and drafting the future
work.

2

Related Work

The scientiﬁc literature had already taken into account the need for rating computer programs and short sentences. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge,
our proposal is the ﬁrst that aims at rating assignments made up of a mix of commands, their output and comments. Concerning the computer programs, even if
outside the scope of the current research, which instead focuses on ﬁnding the
best approach for the comments, the readers may refer to the work of Souza
et al. [20]. On the other hand, by referring to the automated grading of short
sentences, we brieﬂy recap the most relevant papers and how they are related to
our research.
Our approach for classifying the comment follows the scientiﬁc literature: the
available approaches rely on knowledge bases and syntactic analyses [16], vectorbased similarity metrics [21], sentence embeddings [5], transformer-based architectures [10] and neural network classiﬁers [23]. Furthermore, neural approaches
have demonstrated acceptable performance and generalisation capabilities across
both domains [22] and languages [7], even if they typically require large amounts
of data to learn an accurate classiﬁcation model, as conﬁrmed in the studies cited
above.
Accordingly, in our research, we introduced both distance and custom features (similar to [21]) in addition to sentence embeddings [5,10], given in input to
diﬀerent types of classiﬁers. The main diﬀerences of our approach with respect to
the literature are that (i) the previous proposals have mainly focused on English,
whereas our courses and exams are in Italian, and (ii) we also tested non-neural
classiﬁers, given the size of our dataset.

3
3.1

Study
Dataset

To train the classiﬁcation model, we built the dataset available at [2], which
contains a list of comments written by students with a unique ID, their type
(if given for the hypothesis or normality test), a code for the exercise, their
fail/pass result, accompanied by the gold standard (i.e., the correct answer). All
students’ answers were collected from the results of real exams; all gold standard
answers, the pass/fail judgement were assigned by the professor who evaluated
such exams. To increase the number of training instances and achieve a superior
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balance between the two classes, we have also added a series of sentences that
acts as a denied gold standard, by manually entering a set of correct answers
and reversing the corresponding failed/passed result. The sentences of all students and gold standard sentences were in the Italian language. In summary, the
dataset contained 899 student/gold standard answer pairs, 442 of which were
labelled as “pass” and 457 as “fail”.
To test the generalisability of the classiﬁer, we built a further dataset [1],
with the same variables, but from diﬀerent exercises of the same structure, completed by diﬀerent students of diﬀerent courses, corrected by a diﬀerent professor.
This dataset contained 60 student/gold standard answer pairs, 30 of which were
labelled as “pass” and 30 as “fail”.
3.2

Features

We pre-processed the sentences by removing stopwords (e.g., articles or prepositions). The text was then processed with the TINT NLP Suite for Italian [3]
to obtain part-of-speech (PoS) tagging, lemmatisation, and aﬃx recognition.
We then used sentence embeddings, distance and custom features to support
the classiﬁcation process.
As known, sentence embeddings are the set of methods used to map sentences
to vectors of real numbers. For the creation of the embeddings, we relied on both
fastText [5,13] and BERT [10]. FastText is a library to learn word representations
and convert them into sentence representations. BERT is instead a pre-trained
model that uses embeddings and deep learning techniques as basis to create
state-of-the-art models for diﬀerent tasks. In our setting, fastText embeddings
are vectors of 300 dimensions, BERT embeddings are vectors of 768 dimensions.
As for fastText, we adopted the precomputed Italian language model1 , trained on
Common Crawl and Wikipedia. As for BERT, we instead used the multilingual L12 H-768 A-12 model.
In addition to sentence embeddings, we extracted a set of eight distancebased features, so to capture the lexical and semantic similarity between the
students’ answers and correct answers. Starting from the output of TINT, we
computed the following features:
• Token/Lemmas overlap: A feature representing the number of overlapping
tokens/lemmas between the two sentences normalised by their length. This
feature captures the lexical similarity between the two strings;
• Presence of negations: This feature indicates whether a content word is
negated in one sentence and not in the other. For each sentence, we identify negations according to the ‘NEG’ PoS tag or the aﬃx ‘a-’ or ‘in-’ (e.g.,
“indipendente”), and then consider the ﬁrst content word occurring after the
negation.

1

https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html.
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Starting from the sentence and the single word embeddings:
• Cosine of sentence embeddings: We computed the cosine between the sentence
embeddings of the students’ answers and that of the correct answers;
• Cosine of (lemmatised) sentence embeddings: same as above, with the sentences that were ﬁrst lemmatised;
• Word mover’s distance (WMD): WMD is a similarity measure based on the
minimum amount of distance that the embedded words of one document must
move to match the embedded words of another document [14];
• WMD (lemmatised): same as above, with the sentences that were ﬁrst lemmatised.
We also considered a set of six further features (three for each sentence),
chosen after a careful inspection of the sentences written by both the students
and the professors. These additional features focus on the number of negations
in the sentence and the presence of the mathematical notations “<” and “>”:
• Number of negations: the occurrences of the Italian words “non” and “no”
(i.e., “not” and “no” in English). We included this feature (in addition with
the Presence of negation, already mentioned) to strengthen the detection of
negations, since the two sentences “The diﬀerence is statistically signiﬁcant”
and “The diﬀerent is not statistically signiﬁcant”, that diﬀer of just a negation, convey the opposite meaning;
• Presence of “<” (or “>”): whether the sentence contains the respective mathematical symbol (or the equivalent “maggiore”, “minore”, “superiore”, “inferiore”2 , since the correct interpretation of an analysis depends on whether
the p-value is greater of less than the 0.05 threshold.
3.3

Methods

The analysis proceeded as depicted in Fig. 2.
As for the classiﬁcation, the sentences of the ﬁrst dataset were analysed, processed, and the aforementioned embeddings and features were extracted. Then,
we tried diﬀerent classiﬁcation methods, namely: Logistic Regression (LR) [25],
Support Vector Machines3 (SVM) [9], Random Forest4 (RF) [6] and Multi-layer
Perceptron5 (MLP) [17], applied to the extracted features supported by either
fastText or BERT embeddings. For all combinations, we analysed the dataset
(either as a whole, or by exercise and type), we used k-fold cross validation [19],
and we calculated the average (balanced) accuracies and F1 scores. We then
chose as best classiﬁer the one with the highest balanced accuracy. For the latter, we also reported the Cohen’s K [8], so to measure also the agreement with
the human rater.
2
3
4
5

In English: “major”, “minor”, “greater”, “less”.
Tuned through grid-search.
The forest was made up of 100 trees.
We used 5 hidden layers and a decay equal to 10−5 .
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Fig. 2. Study design: (a) classiﬁcation, (b) generalisation

As for the generalisation, by using the best classiﬁer and type of embeddings previously identiﬁed, we ﬁrst extracted from the second dataset the related
embeddings and features. Then, we calculated the achieved balanced accuracy,
F1 score, and Cohen’s K.
The results reported in the next subsection were obtained through R 4.0.4,
with the e1071, caTools, caret, randomForest and nnet packages. The dataset,
embeddings, features and R routines used for the analyses are available at URL
https://vittorini.univaq.it/uts/.
3.4

Results

The models presented in the previous subsection yielded to the results summarised in Table 1. In all cases, the best classiﬁer was MLP. With the fastText
embeddings and the additional features, we achieved a balanced accuracy and
F1 score both equal to 0.93. With BERT, we obtained a balanced accuracy and
F1 score of 0.86 and 0.90, respectively.
As for the Cohen’s K, we calculated a value of 0.87 when using MLP with
fastText embeddings, and a value of 0.72 with MLP fed with BERT. According with the common thresholds used to interpret the Cohen’s K values6 , the
agreements can be considered excellent and good, respectively.
In terms of generalisation, when we applied the MLP classiﬁer on the fastText embeddings and features extracted from the second dataset, we obtained a
balanced accuracy of 0.75, an F1 score of 0.73 and a Cohen’s K of 0.5 (average
agreement).

6

K ≤ 0.2 → poor, K ∈ (0.2, 0.4] → low, K ∈ (0.4, 0.6] → average, K ∈ (0.6, 0.8] →
good, K ∈ (0.8, 1.0] → excellent.
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Table 1. Results of the analysis obtained through the diﬀerent classiﬁcation methods,
supported by both fastText or BERT embeddings
Features and
fastText BERT
Balanced accuracy
Logistic Regression

0.77

0.79

Support Vector Machines

0.89

0.31

Random Forest

0.85

0.82

Multi-layer Perceptron 0.93

0.86

F1 score

3.5

Logistic Regression

0.81

0.83

Support Vector Machines

0.93

0.57

Random Forest

0.85

0.82

Multi-layer Perceptron 0.93

0.90

Discussion

The study showed interesting results.
Among all classiﬁers, MLP obtained the best balanced accuracy and F1 score
with both fastText and BERT embeddings. In absolute terms, the best choice
is MLP fed with fastText embeddings, with a 0.93 balanced accuracy and F1
score, and an excellent agreement between the human rater and the automated
classiﬁer. Nevertheless, the time taken by MLP to converge towards the best
weights was larger than for all other classiﬁers, and we had to increase the
maximum number of iteration steps to let the algorithm converge. It is also
worth reporting the case of SVM, that registers surprisingly low values of both
balanced accuracy and F1 score with BERT embeddings, and high balanced
accuracy and F1 score with fastText (in line with the results already reported
in [24]).
The further experiment on the generalisation also returned encouraging
results. The average agreement, combined with the good balanced accuracy and
F1 score returned by MLP, suggest the possibility to use the classiﬁer also on
diﬀerent set of exercises (of the same structure), completed by diﬀerent students,
corrected by diﬀerent professors.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we dealt with the problem of the automatic grading of assignments in
a University course, whose solutions are composed of a list of commands, their
output and possible comments written in natural language. In particular, we
have proposed a solution to the problem of classifying the comments, by applying diﬀerent Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning techniques.
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Among all the possible combinations tested, the best was the MLP classiﬁer
with fastText embeddings, with the addition of distance and custom features.
The classiﬁer also showed a good balanced accuracy and F1 score when applied
to diﬀerent sentences, written by diﬀerent students, corrected by a diﬀerent professor, thus suggesting a possible generalisation of the classiﬁer.
Even if the current implementation regards the R language, comments in
Italian and assignments on the statistical analysis of health data, the proposed
method is quite general and can take into account assignments in diﬀerent programming languages (e.g., MATLAB) and in diﬀerent subjects (e.g., ML). On
the other hand, the method requires solutions that can be represented as a
sequence of commands, outputs and possible commands. Therefore, programs
with cycles and conditional statements cannot be directly addressed with our
approach. Furthermore, it is worth remarking that the solutions are provided by
the students as plain text (so, in an unstructured form). As a consequence, the
list of commands, outputs and comments is built by an ad-hoc parser, which may
introduce errors, which in turn may reduce the accuracy of the classiﬁcation.
In real scenarios, the system has to be applied carefully. So far, during the
formative assessment, the automated classiﬁcation is returned to students as a
structured feedback containing a “warning” sentence [11], that explains that a
manual revision by a teacher is mandatory, in order to consider the classiﬁcation
as truly correct or wrong. On the other hand, during the summative assessment,
the teacher can use the automated classiﬁcation to speed up the correction and
revise the assignments before returning them to the students.
As future work, we will implement an improved version of the UTS system
[4], based on the MLP classiﬁer, fastText embeddings, and the aforementioned
distance-based and custom features. Besides the good results achieved so far, and
as already discussed in the related work, neural classiﬁers need large datasets
for their training. In this direction, we aim to re-evaluate the balanced accuracy
and F1 score on larger sets of sentences that we will collect in the current and
forthcoming academic years, so to investigate on the possible diﬀerences with
respect to the experiment conducted in this paper.
Moreover, we also started developing a structured feedback to students to
support them during their study of the subject [11,12]. The structured feedback
gives an explanation of the automated grading, also providing students with
the causes of the mistakes and suggestions on how to correct them. An ad-hoc
study showed an increased engagement while performing the assessment, the
usefulness of the feedback, as well as where the explanation was clear and where
improvements are needed, i.e., the further research activity we will focus in the
near future.
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Abstract. Smart things are everywhere, from smart watches to smart
toys. Children are used to them but they do not know how they are made.
Engaging children in the design of smart things can help them learn of
them and develop their own. Smart-thing design with children was usually held in person, in informal settings, with a learning by-doing and
playful approach, and collaboratively, so as to sustain children’s learning over time. Recently the COVID pandemics has made this type of
design with children impossible, e.g., due to physical distancing restrictions. Smart-thing design with children has thus adapted to the mutated
settings and moved at a distance. What children can learn when designing at a distance, though, remains an open question. This paper tackles
such issue. It reports on at-a-distance design workshops with 20 children, aged 8–16 years old. In this paper, data are processed in relation
to children’s learning of smart-thing programming, before and after the
workshops. Results indicate that design workshops, held at a distance,
can help children learn how to program their own smart thing ideas. A
signiﬁcant positive correlation was also found between age and learning.

1

Introduction

Smart things are physical things with computing capabilities, enabled by the socalled Internet-of-Things paradigm [22]. Smart-thing design is a complex process,
which requires diﬀerent abilities and expertise. However, involving children in
smart-thing design can be beneﬁcial for them, e.g., for their learning [13]. To this
aim, smart-thing design has been usually conducted in in-presence workshops,
collaboratively, with a learning-by-doing approach. Restrictions imposed by the
COVID pandemics, however, call for alternative approaches. This paper presents
a case study of smart-thing design workshops, at a distance.
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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In order to be authentic and genuine, design with children should allow them
to learn how to form digital technology for their own purposes [9,10]. Children should, thus, be enabled to conceive their own smart things and program
them [21]. In particular, design workshops with children should start by scaffolding children’s smart-thing ideas and guide them through the necessary steps
for exploring and expanding these ideas on their own [16,17]. In addition, they
should teach basic programming concepts, which enable children to program
their smart things with diﬀerent types of interactions, e.g., with or without
complex conditionals.
In the work reported in this paper, children were involved in a series of workshops, with a smart-thing design toolkit that spans the entire design process.
The ﬁrst workshop served to scaﬀold their learning of smart things, help them
ideate simple smart things, and learn how to program them with simple conditionals. The other workshops aimed at deepening their learning by introducing
further programming constructs and enabling them to program more and more
complex ideas of smart things. The workshops involved a total of 20 children,
aged 8–16 years old. This paper focuses on children’s learning outcomes and
speciﬁcally on whether children learn how to program their own smart things.

2

Related Work

Children’s involvement in design has been extensively explored in the ChildComputer Interaction and related communities. In recent years, researchers focus
also on the beneﬁts that children can derive from their involvement in design,
such as their learning gains [9]. The process of technology design can be a versatile way for stimulating and scaﬀolding active learning [8]. For example, children
can learn about diﬀerent technological possibilities and improve their attitudes
towards programming [14,21]. Design with children, where learning is at the center of attention, requires thus a speciﬁc design approach, which enables children
to acquire learning beneﬁts, while gradually exploring the design space.
Design workshops with children tend to use toolkits for children, e.g., [2,7].
Toolkits are especially a core component of smart-thing design workshops with
children. In the ideation stage, they tend to come in the form of cards. These
are also used in few programming toolkits. Teknikio, for example, is a physical
toolkit with a programmable circuit board for children that comes with physical cards, which match the sensors and actuators of the board, so as to clarify
how to use them [23]. Teknikio and others are examples of physical toolkits for
children. Others are digital. Albeit not a digital toolkit per se, the Makecode platform comes with scaﬀolding programs for smart things, which children can copy
and work on [15]. Roumen et al. used scaﬀolding videos and a smartphone app
for “pre-programming” the behavior of electronic devices [1,20]. Such toolkits,
however, do not involve children in ideating and immediately zoom in on programming. Instead, the design toolkit of this paper, described below, can guide
children through the entire design process, leveraging on existing programming
platforms for children, as recommended in [6].
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Design Toolkit for Workshops at a Distance

Digital SNaP is an HTML5 application, stemming from a physical-design toolkit
for children [5,13,19]. The main elements of the digital SNaP are decks of cards
for conceptualising smart things. Children start exploring what smart things
are made of and ideate simple smart things by playing with cards. What is
more, the digital SNaP automatically generates programs for children’s own ideas
of smart things. SNaP generates programs for ideas with blocks of Makecode
for micro:bit boards [15]; it can also generate code in MicroPython, common
across diﬀerent physical-computing devices such as micro:bit and Raspberry
Pi Pico boards [4,18]. Next children can further elaborate on the generated
programs and evolve the programs according to their programming skills. The
reported design workshops were framed around SNaP, as shown in Fig. 1 and
explained next.

Fig. 1. Design with the digital SNaP: (1) exploration of input and output of given
smart things (top, left); (2) ideating a novel smart thing (top, right); (3) generating
the program of a smart thing idea (bottom, left); (4) elaborating on the program in
the Makecode block-based editor (bottom, right)

4

Workshop Design

In this paper, a series of at-a-distance workshops were organised with SNaP.
Children were involved in the stages of exploration, ideation, and programming
of smart-thing design. The prototyping stage was not conducted because it was
forbidden to share physical material, according to COVID safety measures of
the time. Children used the micro:bit simulator oﬀered by Makecode so as to
test their programs for smart-thing prototypes.
This section reports on the research question explored in this paper, besides
the participants and setting of the workshops. It describes the protocol of the
workshops in as much details as possible, so as to make it replicable.
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Research Question

The workshops aimed at enabling children to learn how to design their own
smart things, even at a distance. The main goal of the research reported in this
paper is thus translated in a single research question (RQ): Do children learn of
smart-thing programming in at-a-distance design workshops?
4.2

Participants and Setting

A total of 20 participants joined the workshops, 40% females, with mean age M =
11 years, maximum age max = 16 and minimum age min = 8, and standard
deviation SD = 2.8. Most of them already attended basic programming courses
at school or during informal education activities, but they were all unfamiliar
with concepts related to smart things and especially their programming. Due to
the heterogeneity in age, participants were divided into two groups of 10 members
each. The ﬁrst group (60% females) consisted of the youngest participants, with
mean age M = 8.8 years old, max = 10, min = 8, and SD = 0.6. The second
group (20% females) consisted of the oldest participants, with mean age M =
13.5 years old, max = 16, min = 11, and SD = 1.96.
The workshops were organised in two turns, one for each group. They took
place in December 2020 at a distance. All participants voluntarily joined the
workshops and their parents authorised their participation through a written
consent form, approved by the ethical committee of the University of Salerno.
The workshops involved a moderator, managing the protocol and data collection,
and three observers. They are all members of the Perlatecnica association. Postworkshop data processing was undertaken in an anonymous form so as to meet
data protection requirements and regulations of the Free University of BozenBolzano and University of Salerno.
4.3

Protocol

The workshops were split into three consecutive days, starting with the exploration and ideation stages and followed by the programming stage. The programming stage was extended in three diﬀerent workshops, each focusing on diﬀerent
programming constructs. The same protocol was repeated for each group. During
the exploration and ideation stage, participants worked on their own, assisted
by the moderator when needed. During the programming stage, the moderator started by presenting programming constructs with examples. Subsequently,
participants were challenged to elaborate on their smart-thing programs and
extend them on their own. Details of each workshop follow.
4.3.1 Workshop 1: Exploration and Ideation
The ﬁrst workshop explored the main components of a smart thing and focused
on ideating one with SNaP. Participants familiarised themselves with the terminology and the components of a smart thing, such as sensors (represented
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by input cards) and actuators (represented by output cards). Consequently,
they ideated smart things by combining cards and describing ideas with a semicontrolled natural language. The ideation ended with the automated generation
of the block-based program for the participants’ ideas, in Makecode.
4.3.2 Workshop 2: Programming with Loops
The second workshop was dedicated to loops. The moderator shared her screen
and, through examples, started explaining the functionality of the blocks on
start and forever, which are basic programming blocks for making a smart
thing reacting continuously. Next, she moved on to explaining the for and
repeat loops so as to elaborate on the concept of iteration for collecting data a
given number of times. She challenged participants to answer questions. See an
example challenge in the left part of Fig. 2. Finally, participants were asked to
expand on their own their smart-thing ideas and programs generated by SNaP.
4.3.3 Workshop 3: Programming with Conditionals
and Comparisons
The second day focused on simple conditionals and comparisons. As in Workshop
2, the moderator shared her screen, showed example programs, and challenged
participants to answer questions. See an example challenge in right part of Fig. 2.
Afterwards, participants were challenged to extend their smart thing idea by
incorporating the explored programming constructs.

Fig. 2. A challenge on loops used in Workshop 2 (left) and a challenge on conditionals
and comparisons used in Workshop 3 (right)

4.3.4 Workshop 4: Programming with Conditionals and Booleans
The last day focused on complex conditionals and Booleans, i.e., and, or and
not operators. As in the previous workshops, the moderator ﬁrst presented the
programming constructs and, then, participants were challenged to incorporate
them in their programs. See an example challenge in Fig. 3. Finally, each participant described the ﬁnal smart thing idea and program to the rest of the
group.
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Fig. 3. A challenge on conditionals and Booleans used in Workshop 4.

4.4

Data Gathering

Before and after the workshops, participants were invited to complete a questionnaire to assess their knowledge of programs. The questionnaires were administered at a distance and participants ﬁlled them in on their own, at home. Both
questionnaires had 4 questions that addressed the programming blocks, which
the workshops mainly scaﬀolded: conditionals, with Booleans or comparisons,
all within loops.
The questionnaires challenged participants to analyse idea descriptions and
identify the correct programs for them. In order to answer, children had to
select one out of three items, presented in a visual format. As standard in the
education literature, one item was correct, one item was a distractor, and the
remaining item was wrong and not a distractor [3]. See Fig. 4 for an example
question and the related items. In order to prevent any carry-over eﬀect, the postquestionnaire had questions that diﬀered from those of the pre-questionnaire only
in terms of inputs and outputs, besides their ordering [12]. The questionnaires
were pilot-tested before running the workshops with children who are expert of
smart-thing programming, and revised in light of the results of the pilot tests.

Fig. 4. A question and the related items of the questionnaire
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5

Workshop Results

The learning questionnaire addressed children’s knowledge of smart thing programming, in relation to conditionals with Booleans or comparisons, before all
the workshops and after them. Each question used a 3-item scale, with values 0
(for the wrong item), 1 (for the distractor) and 2 (for the correct item).
Questionnaire results were aggregated across questions so as to obtain an
overall view of the results of participants related to programming. Data were processed with SPSS 26 for Windows. The related descriptive statistics are reported
in Table 1. They show a general increase in participants’ results after the workshops.
The sign test is used to determine whether there is a diﬀerence between
paired or matched observations. The test can be considered as an alternative
to the paired-samples t-test or Wilcoxon signed-rank test when the distribution of diﬀerences between paired observations is not normal or symmetrical,
as in the case of pre- and post-questionnaire results. According to the test, the
workshops seem to have elicited a statistically signiﬁcant median increase in the
questionnaire results (p = .007).
A Spearman’s rank-order correlation is used when variables are not normally
distributed or with outliers, as in the case at hand. The test was run to determine
the relationship between age and the post-questionnaire results. There was a
positive correlation, statistically signiﬁcant (rs (18) = .469, p = .037).
Table 1. Relevant statistics concerning the questionnaire results
Descriptive statistics
N Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum Median
Pre-questionnaire

6

20 5.7

1.56

3

8

5.5

Post-questionnaire 20 6.7

1.38

4

8

7

Discussion

The workshops invited children to explore smart-thing design at a distance,
scaﬀolded with SNaP. The main research question, investigated in this paper,
is whether children learn of smart-thing programming in this manner. None
of the participants had experience in programming for physical computing in
terms of inputs, outputs, and the way to process such data to create an interaction. However, some of the participants were familiar with some general-purpose
programming constructs. Thus, pre- and post-questionnaires were administered
before and after the workshops to assess newly acquired skills. The sign-test
gave statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the pre- and post-questionnaire results,
indicating that children seem to have acquired new skills related to smart-thing
programming through the workshops.
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During the workshops, children were challenged to freely explore and use the
new programming constructs according to their preference and the needs of their
ideas. They were expected to participate in a creative activity, and not to put
any special eﬀort in learning out of it. The reported results, thus, could be taken
as indicators that smart-thing design, supported with SNaP or similar tools, can
help children internalise some programming concepts, even when they are not
involved in a formal educational activity. What is more, the results indicate that
smart-thing design at a distance can support children’s learning of programming
like in in-presence workshops with physical SNaP [13].
Spearman’s rank-order correlation analyses were run and returned a statistically signiﬁcant correlation between age and the post questionnaire results.
Therefore it seems that the older participants were and the higher their learning
of programming seems to have been. Such results suggest that age may help
speed up internalising and directly exploiting what children experienced during
the design workshops. However, previous programming exposure may also be a
relevant factor. Further work is needed to investigate whether age might be a
moderator variable.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper stems from recent work related to design with end users, inspecting
beneﬁts for children participating in design, e.g., [11]. The focus of this paper is
on children’s learning of smart thing programming, through a series of workshops
guiding them to design their own smart things, by ideating and programming
them. Such workshops are generally conducted in presence, through tinkering
and collaboration. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the workshops presented in
this paper were instead conducted at a distance and children were working at
homes.
In total, 20 children, aged 8–16 years old, without previous background in
smart-thing design, were engaged across 4 workshops. A novel digital design
toolkit was used for designing at a distance. The toolkit guides children to
start the design process. Diﬀerently than existing toolkits, it enables children
to explore smart things and ideate their own. Moreover, it generates initial
programs of children’s own ideas, e.g., in the Makecode block-based environment. The workshops continued by making children delve into the programming
of more and more complex smart-thing ideas. A pilot-tested questionnaire was
administered before and after the workshops to investigate children’s learning of
smart-thing programming.
Overall, results of the research indicate that children beneﬁted and learnt
of smart-thing programming through the design workshops, held at a distance.
Older children, in particular, seemed to have beneﬁted more. Limitations of the
work are mainly due to the fact that the study was not run in an experimental
setting. The questionnaires were administered to children at a distance, without
control on what they were doing. Future work will focus on qualitative data
analyses for a more in-depth understanding of what children learnt during the
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workshops with regards also to other variables, such as age and previous programming exposure.
Acknowledgments. We thank collaborators from Perlatecnica, Daniela D’Agostino
and Rosaria Cianelli, for acting as observers and being actively involved in the workshops, as well as all the participating children and their parents.
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Abstract. Getting students to reﬂect critically is considered hard to
achieve. This should be addressed because critical reﬂection is crucial
for students to prepare for their professional lives in a complex world.
We examined the research method Photovoice to raise critical reﬂection
in students. Traditionally, this is achieved in a social, reﬂective process
of discussing self-made photos. However, the process of taking photos is
performed individually, therefore not fully contributing to critical reﬂection. In the research presented here, mobile technologies were used in
Photovoice assignments to turn photo taking into a social, reﬂective
process of taking and sharing. Students’ general attitude towards this
approach was examined, as well as towards speciﬁc aspects related to
anonymity and inﬂuence of and on peers.

1

Introduction

Reﬂection is considered a crucial skill for students to perform in a dynamic and
complex world, but hard to acquire. Especially critical reﬂection is pursued for its
focus on understanding and potentially adapting students’ attitude and beliefs
towards pressing issues in society, more than ‘regular’ reﬂection, which focuses
on pragmatic improvement of practice [10,15,18,25]. Employing the research
method Photovoice in education has the potential to support critical reﬂection in
students: it facilitates a social process of discussing self-made photos. Research
emphasises how students beneﬁt from a social context in which knowledge is
gained from peers and through interacting with peers (e.g. [21]) and how photos
can play a signiﬁcant role in understanding and expressing knowledge related to
attitude and beliefs [3,12], conducive for critical reﬂection.
However, Photovoice is not used to its full potential. Taking photos is an individual process, not contributing to a social reﬂective process. The research presented here aims to address this, by utilising social, mobile technologies. Through
these technologies the individual process of taking photos is turned into a social
process of taking and sharing, supporting critical reﬂection. The main research
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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question is: What is students’ attitude towards a social, technology-enhanced
process of photo taking and sharing with peers? Also: What is the eﬀect of
photo sharing on photo taking and how is identiﬁed (non-anonymous) posting
of photos perceived?
Students used a mobile application in which self-made photos were added to a
photo collection – a photomap – shared with peers. Then, the students ﬁlled out
a questionnaire addressing technology enhanced photo sharing in an educational
context. The results were translated into recommendations and future steps for
the design of photo sharing technologies as a means to support critical reﬂection.

2
2.1

Theory and Related Work
Photovoice and Reflection

Photovoice [28] is a qualitative research method in which knowledge is gained
through discussing and interpreting photos people make of their daily lives
[13,27]. Its strength lies in the power of photos ‘to unlock meanings and insights
extraordinarily readily’ [12] and to express ‘ineﬀable’ knowledge, such as emotions and associations. Photovoice contributes valuable results for researchers,
however also beneﬁts the participants: through critical reﬂection a better understanding of one’s attitude and beliefs towards concepts addressed in the photos
can be achieved.
These are clear advantages for education, as is illustrated in theory by Freire
[8]. The premise of Freirian education is that it takes place in the context of
people’s lives and rejects the ‘teacher as authority’ model. Knowledge arises from
interpersonal interaction and engagement rather than from didactic instruction.
Freire would use drawings to stimulate collective introspection and discussion.
Using his theories as foundation, Photovoice stimulates a similar process however
based on self-made photos of daily or ‘lived’ experiences, supporting learning as
a continuous process of analysing and reﬂecting on personal experiences ‘inaction’ and ‘on-action’ [10,25]. Typical steps in the process are: 1) the educator
sets the challenge, 2) students take photos, 3) student groups engage in reﬂective
interactions with photos and 4) student groups evaluate and present insights [3].
Research on Photovoice in educational context has focused on investigating
students’ experiences with societal issues such as cultural diversity and gender
inequality [1,5], racism and sexism [26], health [7] and rural nursing [6,14]. Overall, photo taking (with phone- or other type of cameras) is performed individually. Photovoice becomes social only when students meet up and discuss their
photos. This paper extends previous research by utilising mobile technologies
for their ability to turn photo taking into a social process, potentially beneﬁting
reﬂection and learning [21].
2.2

Designing Social, Mobile Technologies to Support Reflection

The practice of photo sharing through social media is popular among many students. Photos have become ’a social medium in itself’ [9]. The eﬀect on students’
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personal lives is an ongoing topic in research, since not only positive (e.g. [2])
but also negative eﬀects of social media on mental health (e.g. [19]) are reported.
Also, it is unclear how photo sharing is perceived in education, as opposed to
the private context. With regards to the design of social technologies, research
describes the crucial role of social traces [20]: digital traces of humans sharing
a digital space, e.g. self-made content, likes/dislikes and exposed user names.
Studies regarding exposed user names state that on the one hand anonymous
posting of content reduces credibility and is associated with negative behaviour.
On the other hand: anonymity helps students to focus on the content rather than
on the author of the content [16,24] and reduces psychological insecurity [29].
Since these studies focus on textual content, we were curious to ﬁnd out what
students attitude is towards identiﬁed posting of photographic content. We were
also curious about what students would report on the eﬀect of photos of peers
on their own photo-making process.

3

The Mobile Application

Fig. 1. Key screens from left to right: (1) contributing photos, with timer, (2) grid
view and (3) list view on shared photo collection, (4) detail view.

We created an application (Fig. 1) that allows educators to formulate a concept (a word or a short sentence) to explore and send it to the students in a
phone notiﬁcation. In turn, students are supported to engage in a social process
of taking photos and adding them to a shared photomap.
The application is account-based and invite-only, ensuring a trusted environment. After the educator has created the group, students receive an invitation
code by email allowing them to log in, create an account and join the group.
Students are allowed to choose a preferred account name, however they are not
allowed to post anonymously. The account name is displayed in the detail view
of a photo. The application allows for the setting of a start- and end date and
time of a concept to explore. A timer in the application is counting down towards
the end time.
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The application facilitates liking with a heart and/or a star. A dislikingfeature, by throwing a tomato, was added since research suggests that combining
liking- with a disliking-feature has a positive eﬀect on the quality of photos [4].
Yet, we aimed to design the disliking-feature in a good-humoured way, to create
a playful experience allowing for critical yet not plain negative responses.
We invested in a high ﬁdelity mobile application, as opposed to a low ﬁdelity
prototype, since research states that this allows participants to focus on the purpose of the technology in the context of their lives, rather than being distracted
by what the technology might become in the future [17].

4

The Study

The application was used with ﬁve student groups at a university in the Netherlands (context 1–4, years 2016, 2017 and 2019) and Brazil (context 5, year 2016)
(Fig. 2). In context 3 and 4, the ﬁrst author of this paper took the role of educator. To avoid researcher bias we included courses in which we did not partake
as educator (1, 2 and 5).

Fig. 2. Data overview of study with students (N = 109) in ﬁve learning contexts.

4.1

The Assignment

To assure a meaningful learning experience for the students, the assignments
contributed to learning goals of all ﬁve courses: 1) to understand and frame
the problem area and 2) to understand own attitude and impact regarding the
problem area on the professional context. All assignments prompted students to
add 6–10 self-made photos of a given concept related to the problem area to the
shared photomap. The given time frame ranged from a couple of hours up until
three days, depending on the course schedule. To avoid students taking photos
as basic registration of reality, these concepts were deﬁned in abstract or speculative wording to provoke the taking of photos as interpretations of experiences
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with reality and to create optimal conditions for critical reﬂection to happen.
For example: students were asked to explore the concept of social city and critically reﬂect on related issues and on their own attitude and impact related to
a social – and concurrently antisocial – society. Students worked on three or
more related concepts simultaneously, to avoid getting stuck on a single concept. The students were divided into subgroups to assure a manageable amount
of photos per subgroup. Then, the photos were discussed in a group meeting.
The students were informed about the learning goals and asked to describe and
illustrate insights from the created photomaps as a group and state their individual attitude towards the concepts with a presentation and a report or video.
These deliverables were graded (context 4) or checked oﬀ as mandatory activity.
The quality and popularity of the photos were not part of the evaluation.
4.2

The Questionnaire

A questionnaire with 12 statements to be answered on a 4-point Likert-scale was
developed. To minimise the eﬀect of ‘satisﬁcing’ [11] and urge towards an explicit
positive or negative response, no ‘indecisive’ midpoint was supplied. The statements address students’ attitude towards aspects of photo sharing with peers
while engaging in an assignment using the application. The 12 statements represent six pairs of opposing or contrasting perspectives on the same aspect. We
used negatively worded statements as well, to ensure attentive students involved
in agreeing as well as disagreeing [22]. By using slightly diﬀerent wording to
describe an aspect, the set appears as single statements and not as pairs. The
statements were ordered randomly.
109 Students completed the questionnaire (Fig. 2). The low response rate in
the pilot of the study – only 22 out of ±400 students completed the questionnaire – was due to insuﬃcient time for students in the course to ﬁll out the
questionnaire. We changed this in later studies.

Fig. 3. Responses (N = 109) to 12 statements about attitude towards photo sharing
in an educational context, grouped in 6 statement-pairs A1/A2 - F1/F2.
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Results

First, remarks were collected from students about the perceived usefulness of
the Photovoice assignments as a whole for their learning process. Remarks about
enriching or reﬁning the concept to explore were made: the creation of photomaps
helped to ‘see patterns in the visual data’, ‘be inspired to think out-of-the-box’,
‘discover details’ and ‘determine diﬀerent perspectives on a topic’. Also, critical reﬂection was suggested by students mentioning eﬀects on a more abstract
or personal level. The photomaps helped ‘to see that others really care about
speciﬁc concepts’, ‘to get a new view on the world’ and ‘to get to know norms,
values and opinions of peers’.
The questionnaire focused speciﬁcally on the technology enhanced social process of taking and sharing photos with peers. Diverging stacked bar charts [23]
(Fig. 3) were used to present the data and indicate the number of responses
(N=109). Percentages (%) are used in the text below.
Statement-pair A1/A2 examines students’ general attitude towards photo
taking and sharing and shows a consistent pattern. Positive scores for A1 about
contributing to group work (89,9% responded ‘tend to agree’ and ‘agree’, 0.9%
no answer) are combined with negative scores for A2 about preferring to be confronted with only one’s own photos (22% responded ‘tend to not agree’ and ‘not
agree’). These results suggest that the positive attitude towards photo sharing,
known from social media use [9], may also apply in an educational context.
B1/B2 investigates if students pay attention to photos of peers and use them
for their own photo creation process. Also here we see a consistent pattern in
the answers. A minority (22,9%, 0.9% no answer) pays no attention to earlier
posted photos of peers (B2), while the majority (72,5%) indicates to not only pay
attention, but to use photos of peers as inspiration for their own photos (B1).
Looking deeper into the type of inspiration (C1/C2), it appears that almost all
students (89%, 0.9% n.a.) try to add a new and original idea with their photo
(C1). A smaller majority (62,3%, 2,8% n.a.) tries to reinforce earlier photos/ideas
(C2). From the latter we might conclude that students are triggered to follow the
line of thought presented in photos of peers. The most notable result however,
is the suggestion that students are nudged towards a leading role by trying to
add a new and original idea.
D1/D2 investigates whether students experience if peers are inspired by their
photos. Over a third of the students (35,7%, 2,8% n.a) assumes that their photos
are not being watched at all (D2). Moreover, whether their photos inspire peers
remains undecided (D1): 48,6% thinks they do (3,7% n.a.). This is remarkable
and contrary expectations, since in B1/B2 it is suggested that students themselves feel inspired by photos of peers.
E1/E2 investigates how students feel about revealing their identity to peers
when sharing photos. Notably: students were allowed to change their account
name into a less recognisable nickname, however none of them did. On the contrary: a large majority is positive about being identiﬁed when it comes to sharing
photos (E1: 89%, 0.9% n.a.). A minority (32,1%, 0.9% n.a.) indicates a preference to add photos anonymously (E2). One could argue that 32,1% is a less
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convincing minority to complement E1. However, it could suggest that students
sometimes would like to add photos anonymously, i.e.: E1 and E2 could be valid
simultaneously.
F1/F2 investigates students’ attitude towards the revealed identity of peers.
The results show high interest in the identity of the creator of a photo (F1:
75,3%). Concurrently, the content is considered even more interesting than the
identity of the creator (F2: 69,7%). Previous research suggests that being able to
identify others is less desirable because it distracts from (textual) content [16].
It is not clear whether focus is taken away from the content in this research,
however the results of F1/F2 suggest that in case of photos, paying attention to
both photo and creator’s name is feasible. Interest in the identity of the creator
may provide a positive impulse for a closer look at the content of the photo and
vice versa.

Fig. 4. Mean score values of statement-pairs (left) and Spearman’s correlation (right).

Figure 4 (left) shows the mean score values of all statement-pairs (reversing
negatively worded statements), ordered from highest to lowest. All scores are
above the midpoint of 2.5, indicating a positive attitude towards the addressed
photo sharing aspect. Additionally, Spearman’s correlation test was performed
between the highest scoring pair A1/A2 and the other pairs (Fig. 4, right). A
moderately strong correlation (.471) with D1/D2 was detected. This ﬁnding may
indicate that the possibility to inspire peers drives a positive attitude towards
photo sharing and vice versa. This is supported by the relatively high score for
the statements on ‘Being identiﬁed’ (E1/E2: .350), compared to lower scores for
‘Identifying others’ (F1/F2: .125).

6
6.1

Discussion and Future Research
Design Recommendations

From the data two main conclusions were suggested and translated into design
recommendations with examples. Firstly, it is suggested that students’ general
attitude towards a social, technology enhanced process of photo taking and sharing is positive. Issues related to revealing one’s identity, known from research on
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sharing textual content [16,24], seem less troublesome or even absent, when sharing photos. From a design perspective, we recommend therefore to emphasise and
celebrate students’ contribution to the shared space – in this case: photomap.
Suggestions could include expressive and animated feedback, creating a dynamic
view on the shared space. Another suggestion would be to emphasise connections with earlier posted photos through automatic clustering, based on image
recognition or colour.
Previous research states that a social context supports critical reﬂection. We
therefore assume that the social context provided in this research, combined with
the observed positive attitude of students for this social context, is beneﬁcial for
critical reﬂection. Future research could focus on providing more evidence, by
including an experimental set up in which two student groups are compared: one
group takes and shares photos to a shared space (as in this research) and the
other group keeps their photos to themselves, before discussing them together.
Secondly, it is suggested that taking a leading role, being seen and inspiring
of peers is a driver for students’ positive attitude towards photo sharing, more
than identifying and being inspired by peers. At the same time, only half of the
students perceived their photos to inspire peers. An explanation for this might be
that students do not see evidence of peers watching, let alone being inspired by
their photos, so they may conclude it does not happen. We recommend therefore
to support students’ motivation to be seen and to take a leading role by showcasing their inﬂuence in the group, for example by providing a reward system
for new, original ideas/photos and by providing social traces such as amount of
views, indicating interest of peers other than through liking.
Future research could focus on why and when students sometimes prefer to
add photos anonymously, as 32% responded. Also whether the shown interest
in the identity of the creator of a photo provides a positive impulse for a closer
look at the content of the photo and vice versa – as our research suggests – or
whether attention is actually taking away from the content [16,24] –, could be
investigated further.
Zooming out, we envision that future research could move on towards investigating learning outcomes. What exactly can be learned from photo sharing and
how to support not only a social process of photo taking and sharing, but also
a meaningful discussion of photos?
6.2

Limitations

Reliability of the results could have been impeded by diﬀerences in interpretations of the statements between individual participants as well as between
Dutch, English and Brazilian participants using the Dutch or English version
of the questionnaire. However, the practical character of the statements, referring to actual experiences with the technology enhanced Photovoice assignments,
lowers this risk. Also, the large sample (N = 109) supports reliability.
Further, coherent measuring of isolated aspects of photo taking and sharing
with statement-pairs could be improved, i.e. C1/C2 and F1/F2 actually both
measure two aspects in stead of one. To gain more insights on why students
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answered in a certain way, we could have put more emphasis on open questions.
We decided however to stick to the original questionnaire design, to be able to
draw coherent insights from a large and equally treated sample of students.

7

Conclusion

With this study, results of previous research on Photovoice in education were
extended by creating and investigating a social and technology enhanced context
for Photovoice assignments and by zooming in on the phase of taking photos.
We translated our ﬁndings into recommendations and future steps for the design
of photo taking and sharing technologies to be used in educational context. We
hope to have raised interest and advanced research on Photovoice in education
as a means to support critical reﬂection: a crucial skill for students to perform
as competent and responsible professionals in a dynamic society.
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Abstract. This paper revolves around graph algorithmic thinking,
related to graphs and their properties. Algorithms for graphs are used
to investigate problems young learners are familiar with, such as how
information is spread in a social network. However, graph algorithmic
thinking is not taught at school. School teachers, besides learners, are
often unfamiliar with it. This paper stems from research for introducing teachers to graph algorithmic thinking. Research in the ﬁeld highlighted the importance of creating learning scenarios with teachers so as
to bring graph algorithmic thinking into schools and promote learning.
This paper explains how learning scenarios were created with secondaryschool teachers and how they were used to structure interventions without computers in a secondary school. Learning results are satisfactory
and they are reﬂected over in the conclusions to promote further scenariobased interventions for graph algorithmic thinking.

1

Introduction

Computational Thinking (CT) [22] refers to a pool of abilities necessary to
abstract away a problem, and represent it in a format amenable for computers to
process. At the core of CT abilities, one can recognise the less known Algorithmic
Thinking (AT) abilities. AT requires to understand an abstract representation,
to apply it to model a problem, and ﬁnally to design a new strategy or explore
an existing strategy for solving the problem [13]. This paper considers Graph AT
(GAT) for learners, which requires them to understand graphs, model a problem
with graphs, design or explore strategies for resolving the problem with graphs.
The formal deﬁnition of a graph, which will be implicitly adopted in the rest
of the paper, is as follows: a(n undirected) graph is an ordered pair G = (V, E),
with V = {v1 , . . . , vn } the set of nodes, and E = {{vi , vj } | vi , vj ∈ V } the set
of edges between pairs of nodes. Situations, which can be modelled and solved
with GAT, are related to communication among school-mates or in social networks, such as Facebook. People can be modelled as nodes of a graph, and an
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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edge between two nodes represents a friendship relation, enabling their communication. Problems, which young learners could be invited to think about, are:
Is there a way to communicate a message between two people, A and B, via
friends? That amounts to the veriﬁcation of a graph property, namely, if there
is a path in the graph between A and B. Can a message be transmitted in a
group of people, by relying on mutual friends? That means verifying if the graph
with those people as nodes is connected. And how can one transmit the message
eﬃciently in the group? That could be solved by ﬁnding a minimum spanning
tree, e.g., in terms of the number of friends it takes to transmit the message.
Although applications of GAT are easily found in real-life situations, GAT
is not taught at school, due to several issues. Firstly, computers are scarce in
several contexts, and GAT is traditionally taught with computers in computerscience university courses. So-called unplugged interventions, without computers,
could cope with the issue. However, in several countries, teachers’ engagement
is also another issue, e.g., in Italy, see the survey by Corradini et al. [8]. This
issue leads to the question explored in this paper: how to engage teachers into
GAT so that their classes learn in unplugged GAT interventions? This paper
proposes to co-create learning scenarios with teachers, which engage them as
actors of an unplugged GAT intervention and help uniformly structure it. The
overall research question it explores is related to the learning eﬀects of a GAT
intervention at school, without computers.
The paper starts with an overview of related work, setting the grounds for the
research reported in this paper. It explains the relevant background, focusing on
unplugged interventions for CT or AT, and the usage of scenarios in interventions
for novel CT or AT subjects at school. Next if focuses on the study reported
in this paper, and shows how scenarios ﬁrst evolved with teachers and then
how they were used to structure the unplugged GAT interventions. Learning
data were collected, in relation to GAT scenarios, and processed uniformly. The
paper concludes by reﬂecting on the experience and future work.

2
2.1

Related Work
Unplugged Learning

The most popular approach to teaching CT or AT at school is CS Unplugged,
which was proposed by Bell et al. [1]. Nowadays, CS Unplugged is a collection
of instructional activities which teach computer science without computers, e.g.,
via cards, strings, crayons and physical movement. Its main objective is to engage
younger learners in computer science without sitting in front of screens.
Generally, unplugged interventions are designed to give learners an opportunity for experiencing the kind of questions and challenges which computer scientists experience, without the need of learning programming. The CS Unplugged
movement has attracted worldwide interest, with advocates in at least 16 countries, and in international organisations such as ACM-CSTA [1].
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Ideas by Bell inspired many authors to propose variations, all of them teaching CT or AT through hands-on or physical activities, e.g., algomotricity, Informatik erLeben, puzzles [2,3,16]. Activities of this nature are prevailing at schools,
especially when the school has no programming resources as it happens in Italy.
In particular, teaching AT through tangibles or physical objects has received
increasing attention in recent years albeit examples are scarce in number [6,13].
GAT, in particular, lends itself to numerous unplugged interventions and applications young learners are familiar with, as explained in the introduction. At
the same time, the study of GAT is traditionally omitted or postponed to university. Thus, GAT is totally novel for young learners and school teachers, and
however potentially relevant for them. In such a context, scenarios can be used
for introducing GAT to both learners and teachers, as explained in the following.
2.2

Scenario-Based Learning

There is an increase in the integration of CT in compulsory education, also
promoted by the recent wave of reforms of national curricula in many European
countries [4]. At the same time, research shows that teachers tend to need implicit
and explicit practices for carrying on CT in their context [21]. In general, teachers
showed lack of in-depth understanding of what AT involves and how to best
embed it in their class [23].
As far as the Italian context is concerned, a recent study among Italian teachers shows that a large majority (circa 75%) does not feel adequately prepared to
develop CT or AT competencies at school and more than 80% identify training
as the most important need they have [8]. Similar results are found in other
countries, e.g., in a course for prospective school teachers, organised by a training center for teachers in Switzerland [11]. The need of introducing the basics of
computer science at school and in teachers’s training led to the organisation of
courses for teachers, e.g. [18].
Orthogonally to that, framing CT or AT interventions with scenarios, cocreated with teachers, enables to promote teachers’ training and a leading role
in the interventions, besides to bring CT or AT in their classes, as explained in
the following.
In the past, learning scenarios were employed with success for “structuring resources for the initial teacher education practice” [19]. Learning scenarios tend to describe learning interventions according to speciﬁc learning objectives. Therefore designing a learning scenario with teachers means for them to
get engaged in planning and structuring learning interventions according to the
learning objectives of their classes. The resulting scenarios consist of the description of the context in which the intervention takes place, the learning outcomes,
the assessment instruments, and the material for the teacher and the students.
In brief, the design of learning scenarios is a formative moment for teachers
themselves which also helps them structure novel interventions for their classes
and take up the leading role of facilitator [15].
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Finally, scenarios are ubiquitous across disciplines, from interaction design to
education. As such they help create a common language between researchers and
teachers, willing to include a novel subject, such as GAT, in their classes. In the
research reported in this paper, scenarios were initially developed by researchers
for introducing GAT into schools. Scenarios evolved with teachers, by adopting
an action research approach, as explained in the following.

3
3.1

GAT Scenarios
Action Research for GAT Scenarios

As explained above, GAT is a topic rarely tackled in school contexts, and at
the same time GAT is present in numerous situations learners are familiar with,
e.g., how information can be rapidly broadcasted in a social network. Therefore bringing GAT interventions into schools requires a collaboration between
GAT researchers and teachers. Action research is a potential candidate research
approach for that.
Action research was introduced by Kurt Lewin as “a spiral of steps, each
of which is composed of a circle of planning, action, and fact-ﬁnding about the
result of the action” thereby opening up possibilities for change [17]. It was
originally born for the study of social processes, as it is based on the principle
that complex social processes can be best studied by introducing changes in these
processes, and reﬂecting on the eﬀects of these actions. Then action research
made its appearance in learning contexts, for bringing novel technology-related
interventions, e.g., [9,10,14]. Research and practice proceed thus together, and
they evolve together in the chosen learning context. Qualitative or quantitative
data are processed, triangulated, and reﬂected over from diﬀerent perspectives,
e.g., [12]. As such, action research may lack of the ability to generalise results to
a larger populations beyond participants in actions. However, it can bring a ﬁne
understanding of the learning context and empower all participants in actions.
In the work reported in this paper, action research served to bring, into
schools, unplugged GAT interventions, structured with GAT scenarios, which
are explained next.
3.2

The Framework of GAT Scenarios

GAT scenarios were co-created and evolved with four teachers along three years
of work [5]. They all use the framework described in Table 1, whereas Table 2
gives an example scenario. As such, GAT scenarios blend characteristics of learning scenarios and of scenarios often found in interaction design, for novel technology under design [20].
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Table 1. Framework common to all GAT scenarios

Title:

The title with the purpose of the scenario

Participants:

An outline of participants and their roles

Goal:

The learning goal for learners

Objectives:

The main objectives related to the goal, which can be assessed

Assessment:

Instruments for assessing the main objectives

Environment: A description of the environment where the activity takes place
Material:

An outline of the used tools

Description:

A narrative description of the main tasks for achieving objectives,
and the roles of participants and material

Table 2. A scenario, related to understanding and modelling with simple graphs
Title:

Simple graphs

Participants:

9–15 years old children; their teachers; possibly, a researcher as
observer or for technical assistance

Goal:

To understand simple graphs, and to model problems with them

Objectives:

To understand the properties of a simple graph, namely, (P1) it
has no self-loops, and (P2) it has no parallel edges; to model a
problem with simple graphs so that P1 and P2 are satisﬁed

Assessment:

Question-answering during the intervention, and a
post-intervention questionnaire related to (P1) and (P2)

Environment: A classroom where learners are free to move and collaborate
Material:

Either GAT tangibles or paper and pencil

Description:

The teacher introduces a problem to model with a simple graph,
e.g., a message to broadcast in a social network. The teacher
introduces mistakes on purpose for learners to reﬂect (according to
the feedback of GAT tangibles, if used). Mistakes are related to
(P1) self-loops and (P2) parallel edges. Then, the teacher
introduces other examples and asks learners to model them with
simple graphs. The teacher invites learners to reason upon their
choices. Finally, the teacher stirs the conversation so as to abstract
properties P1 and P2 from the examples, in order to foster the
understanding of simple graphs and model problems with them

Like learning scenarios, GAT scenarios come with a learning goal, which is
related to one out of four aforementioned ones for AT (understanding, modelling,
designing or exploring). Moreover, they turn the goal into measurable objectives
for teachers, which are related to assessment instruments that teachers can use
in class. The scenarios also document the relevant information concerning the
environment in which they take place and the adopted learning material.
GAT scenarios also share characteristics with scenarios of interaction design,
for describing the expected interactions of learners with GAT material. The
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description of interactions is mainly a narrative description of tasks of learners with learning material, as in task scenario, linked to the learning objectives
of the scenario and the primary learning goal. Moreover, like key-path scenarios, also GAT scenarios were coupled with mock-ups to illustrate the intended
interactions of a group of learners with GAT material while accomplishing tasks.
3.3

GAT Scenarios and Interventions

In the research reported in this paper, GAT scenarios structured GAT interventions, with two main types of learning material: either (1) tangibles or (2)
paper-based material [6].
Interventions are clustered and ordered according to the learning goals of
their scenarios, as in Table 3. Thereby scenarios help teachers organise interventions at school, so that each becomes preparatory to the next one: a teacher
starts from scenarios related to nodes and edges, and gradually moves towards
the others.
The next sections focus on an action with GAT scenarios, which illustrates
how these were used in a school by a teacher, and the results obtained in terms
of learning of GAT.
Table 3. An overview of GAT scenarios
Scenario

GAT skill

Nodes and edges

Understanding a graph, modelling a problem using
a graph

Simple graph

Understanding a graph, modelling a problem using
a graph

Connected graph

Uunderstanding a graph, modelling a problem using
a graph

Spanning tree

Understanding a tree, modelling a problem using a
tree, designing or exploring a strategy

Minimum spanning tree Understanding a tree, modelling a problem using a
tree, designing or exploring a strategy

4
4.1

A Field Study with GAT Scenarios
Participants and Setting

The intervention described in this paper is a ﬁeld study with a high-school
teacher, his classes and a researcher. Initial scenarios were co-created with further
teachers from middle schools [7]. These scenarios were used by the ﬁeld-study
teacher without his classes, and revised by him in terms of timing, usage of the
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learning material and examples for his learners. Then the teacher acted with the
reﬁned scenarios in his classes, as the main actor of the GAT intervention. A
researcher also participated in the study at school as passive participant, mainly
taking care of the data collection.
A total of 28 learners were involved. Their parents authorised their participation through an informed consent form. Learners belonged to the ﬁrst two
classes of the same technical high school, namely, the Technologische Fachoberschule “Oskar v. Miller” of Merano, Italy. Before the GAT intervention, they
already knew the meaning of the word “algorithm” and knew of CT, in that they
had studied the basics of programming using the C# programming language.
None of the learners, however, had ever studied algorithms, and they had no
knowledge of graphs or trees. Their teacher randomly divided them into two
groups. All tackled the same scenarios, as follows:
1. 20 learners tackled GAT scenarios with paper and pencil; they are referred
to as the paper-group;
2. 8 learners tackled GAT scenarios with GAT tangibles; they are referred to as
the tangible-group.
Their participation lasted a total of 6 h, split across diﬀerent days.
4.2

GAT Scenarios

The teacher used all GAT scenarios, classiﬁed as in Table 3. The main diﬀerence
among the groups was that the tangible-group received further initial scaﬀolding
concerning nodes and edges, and the paper-group had more modelling examples
concerning graphs and trees. Moreover, the tangible-group was split in two,
with 4 learners working with GAT tangibles at any given time. All learners in
the paper-group worked together in the same environment. Tasks were assigned
individually as per scenarios, leaving learners the opportunity to tackle them
together in small groups of 3 or 4 learners. Tasks were then discussed jointly.
4.3

Research Question and Data Collection

The main research question explored in this paper is as follows: whether, after the
GAT intervention structured by scenarios, learners understand speciﬁc graphs
and their properties, can model problems with them, and possibly design strategies for tackling problems. Data for tackling the aforementioned questions were
collected as explained in the following.
Quantitative data were collected through a dedicated questionnaire, with
exercises concerning GAT, and related to GAT scenarios, in German [5].

5

Results

The questionnaire was ﬁlled and turned in by 16 learners out of 20 in the paper
group, and by 7 out of 8 of the tangible-group. Exercises were divided in types,
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according to the learning goals of GAT scenarios in Table 3. Each resolution
received 1 as score if correct else 0. For each learner, scores were aggregated
across types of exercises so as to compute, for each learner, (1) his/her success
result for graph understanding, (2) his/her success result for graph modelling,
(3) his/her success result for tree understanding, (4) and his/her success result
for tree modelling and design.
Table 4. Success results per type of exercise, learner and group
Paper-group
learner

Graph
Tree
Understanding Modelling Understanding Modelling

d1

0.2

0.5

0

anon1

0.2

0.1

0

0.5

anon2

0.8

0.8

0.5

0.5

anon3

0

0.1

0

0.5

d2

0.8

0.7

0

0.25

d3

0

1

0

0.25

d5

1

0.8

0

0.75

d6

0.4

0.5

0

0.5

d8

0.8

0.7

0

0.25

d11

0.4

0.7

0.5

0.5

d12

0.4

1

1

0.75

d15

0.4

0.9

0

0.5

d16

0.2

0.6

0

1

d18

0.8

0.7

0

0.5

d20

0.4

0.7

0

0.5

d21

0.8

0.7

0

0.5

0.5

Tangible-group Graph
Tree
learner
Understanding Modelling Understanding Modelling
a3

0.2

0.9

0

0.5

a6

1

1

0

1

a12

0.2

1

0

0.25

a1

0.8

0.5

0

0

a4

0.6

0.5

0.5

1

a5

0.6

0.5

0

0.75

a8

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.25

Table 4 reports success results per learner, according to his/her group, e.g.,
success result for graph understanding of learner d1 from the paper-group (0.2),
of learner a6 of the tangible-group (1). It also reports the mean success results
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across learners of the same group, e.g., the mean success result for graph understanding across all learners of the paper-group (0.48) and across all learners
of the tangible-group (0.57). Such results were analysed from two perspectives,
testing for diﬀerences: exercise type; group. Statistical tests were run with SPSS
25.0, Windows, as reported in the following.
5.1

Results per Type of Exercise

Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had
not been violated, χ2 (5) = 1.54, p = .91 > 0.05. An ANOVA with repeated
measures was then used to test for signiﬁcant diﬀerences among the success
results of the four types of exercises. According to this, the mean success results
were statistically signiﬁcantly diﬀerent (F (3, 66) = 18.83, p < 0.0005). Since
the p-value is <.05, it can be concluded that there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences
in success results of graph understanding, graph modelling, tree understanding,
and tree modelling & design exercises.
Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction revealed that success results
are as follows:
• success results for graph understanding (with mean 0.5 and standard error
0.06) are worse than for graph modelling (with mean 0.67 and standard error
0.52), but the diﬀerence is not statistically signiﬁcant (p = .184),
• success results are slightly worse for graph understanding than for tree modelling and design (with mean 0.52 and standard error 0.54), but the diﬀerence
is not statistically signiﬁcant (p = 1),
• success results are slightly better for graph modelling than for tree modelling
and design, but the diﬀerence is not statistically signiﬁcant (p = .07),
• success results are better for graph understanding, graph modelling, tree modelling and design than tree understanding; the diﬀerence is always statistically
signiﬁcant (p = .001, p < .0005, and p < .0005, respectively).
Therefore, we can conclude that there is a diﬀerence in the success results of modelling or modelling and design exercises versus success results of understanding
exercises, which are worse, but statistically signiﬁcantly so only for tree understanding exercises.
5.2

Results per Group

Finally, success results were also inspected across groups. Mean success rates
and standard deviations across each group are reported in Table 5.
The Mann-Whitney U test was used. This test allows to compare whether
there is a diﬀerence in the dependent variable (in this context, a success result
across learners of a group) for two independent groups of small sizes, or violating
normality distribution. The Mann-Whitney U test showed that, although success
results for the tangible-group tended to be slightly better than success results for
the paper-group, the diﬀerence was not statistically signiﬁcant (U = 47, p = 0.54
for graph understanding; U = 51.5, p = 0.68 for graph modelling; U = 55,
p = 0.95 for tree understanding; U = 56, p = 1 for tree modelling/design).
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Table 5. Means and standard deviations for success results, per group
Graph

Tree

Understanding

Understanding Modelling & design

Paper Tangible Paper Tangible Paper Tool

Paper Tool

0.48

0.57

0.66

0.71

0.13

0.14

0.52

0.54

St. dev. 0.32

0.29

0.26

0.24

0.29

0.24

0.19

0.39

Mean

6

Modelling

Discussion and Conclusions

This paper revolved around GAT and how to bring GAT into schools, so that
teachers take an active role in GAT interventions and all participants learn.
It started grounding on the literature its choice of co-creating scenarios for
unplugged GAT interventions in school classes. Then the paper outlines how
GAT scenarios were co-created with teachers, and what scenarios were cocreated. The paper presents a ﬁeld study related to an unplugged GAT intervention, structured with GAT scenarios. In the study, two groups of learners
used diﬀerent learning material (paper-based, tangible-based) but in the same
school and with the same teacher, who was the main actor of the interventions,
whereas researchers had a passive participant role. Data were collected via a
learning questionnaire and analysed by considering the type of questionnaire
exercises and group (paper, tangible). Results are overall positive and discussed
next.
Type. The results of the questionnaire were compared across types of exercises,
classiﬁed according to the goals of GAT scenarios. An ANOVA with repeated
measures, followed by post hoc tests with Bonferroni correction, revealed statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences among types of exercises. In particular, the results
for understanding the exercises (which require to understand and remember
concepts) tend to be worse than the results for modelling or for modelling &
designing exercises (which require other abilities, e.g., to analyse a problem and
apply knowledge), and statistically signiﬁcantly worse in case of tree understanding. Such results can be reﬂected in two ways. On the one hand, they indicate
that the GAT scenarios used in the study seem to be eﬀective in promoting abilities that go beyond understanding and memorisation of concepts, especially for
trees, and related to higher-level learning abilities. On the other hand, results
indicate that future GAT scenarios should extend time spent in understanding
and retaining GAT concepts, such as the deﬁnition of spanning tree.
Group. Results of the questionnaire were compared across groups. The results
of the tangible group were slightly better than those of the pencil-and-paper
group, for each type of exercise. A possible reason might be due to diﬀerences in
engagement which were signiﬁcantly higher for the tangible group than for the
pencil-and-paper group [6]. However it may be also due to the fact that GAT
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tangibles stimulated diﬀerent learning modalities, in line with the multimodal
approach to learning they are based on, and helped learners using tangibles better tackle exercises which required them to model problems, explore or design
strategies. A Mann-Whitney-U-test was also applied, but no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence was found. So, future GAT studies should investigate such results
with larger groups of learners.
Limitations and Future Work. The contextual nature of the reported work,
and the small number of involved participants aﬀect the generality of its results.
However, the intervention at school was described with contextual factors, so as
to make it possible to replicate it in other contexts. Future interventions in other
schools could be carried on and deepen the results reported in this paper.
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Abstract. Nowadays, given the rapid changes due to the fourth industrial revolution, information and communication technology designers
often ﬁnd themselves without space and time to learn while working. This
issue is especially evident for on-chip monitoring system designers: usually, they have to face signiﬁcant design challenges due to the complexity
and heterogeneity of the systems to be monitored. To meet their needs,
in this paper, an “on-the-job” Technology-Enhanced Learning environment, called MONICA, is proposed. The paper especially focuses on the
MONICA learning model that serves as a guide for designers to improve
their knowledge of the monitoring system domain at the same moment
they are “on-the-job”. Moreover, an empirical evaluation of the MONICA
learning model is reported, demonstrating its eﬀectiveness and highlighting the designer’s satisfaction.

1

Introduction

In the last decades, the industrial organizations have changed rapidly to face
the innovations of the fourth Industrial Revolution. To date, all areas of life
are permeated by the increasingly integrated and consolidated Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT). In the wake of digitization, trends such
as Big Data, Internet of Things, Industry 4.0, Smart Something, or Artiﬁcial
Intelligence have pointed to new bandwidth [18,21,29]. Most of the challenges
posed by the fourth industrial revolution are mainly due to the rapid growth of
HW/SW systems solutions, their heterogeneity, and their strong miniaturization
(the so-called Systems-on-Chip). To address this challenge, on-chip monitoring
systems (MSs), with their ability to analyze the behavior of the entire system,
are largely utilized [6,28]. A MS is itself a HW/SW component, able to satisfy
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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speciﬁc monitoring requirements. It is then evident that all organizations that
want to be competitive on the market need novel lifelong learning strategies to
support designers in keeping up with the rapid pace of change [19].
Usually, to deliver this kind of workplace learning, three diﬀerent strategies of learning are distinguished, i.e., formal, informal, and non-formal [23].
According to [12], the formal learning takes place within, or follows from, organized and structured program or event usually held “oﬀ-the-job” (e.g., faceto-face/virtual courses). On the other end of the spectrum, informal learning
is unstructured, often unintended, and occurring outside of a formal learning
environment. Between these two extremes, non-formal learning is embedded in
planned activities not explicitly designated as learning (in terms of learning
objectives, learning time, or learning support) and usually occurs “on-the-job”,
intentionally outside formal learning contexts. To date, this learning strategy
shows some advantages over others since its primary focus is on practical knowledge [27]. Speciﬁcally, it ensures greater ﬂexibility and suitability to employees’
current needs and constant changes brought about by society; it can support
personal development as well as improving individuals’ professional skills and
working activities [27]. Consequently, the non-formal “on-the-job” learning strategy plays a crucial role in ongoing skills development, as it allows knowledge to
be acquired while individuals working. Indeed, as conﬁrmed by employees, this
learning strategy can be very eﬀective to develop professional knowledge and
skills, due to the juxtaposition of learning and working activities [4,25].
Nowadays, considering that most organizations use ICT, it appears evident
that the most promising way to implement “on-the-job” learning is the adoption of Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) environments. Indeed, TEL is by
nature able to emphasize the interactivity of the learning process, the active
experimentation, and the joint construction of knowledge [3,5,8,14].
Thus, in this paper, an “on-the-job” TEL environment, called MONICA
(acronym of on-chip MONItoring systems ChAracterization), is proposed to
address these challenges (Sect. 2). MONICA is designed for MS designers to be
supported in their main and daily tasks of designing HW/SW MSs, and entering
in a territory still not adequately explored. The MONICA underpinning learning model can support MS designers to enhance their knowledge about the MSs
characteristics as well as support themselves in designing such systems “on-thejob”. An empirical evaluation of the MONICA Learning Model (MLM) to test
its eﬀectiveness is also proposed (Sect. 3). Finally, Sect. 4 reports the discussion
of results and draws out some conclusions.

2

MONICA “On-the-Job” TEL Environment

In this section, we present the MONICA “on-the-job” TEL environment, mainly
focusing on its underpinning learning model and its implemented tool.
As any TEL environment [30], the MONICA one is a complex and dynamic
system in which people apply certain strategies and use available resources to
achieve a predetermined learning goal. According to [30], the MONICA “on-thejob” TEL environment has the following four core components:
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• Learning goals - Improving the knowledge about MSs characteristics while
supporting the design of MSs;
• People - MSs designers;
• Resources - MONICA tool and State-of-the-Art related to MSs description;
• Strategy - Non-formal “on-the-job” learning strategy.
In particular, the focus of this section is on the proposed MLM, while in
the next section we report the empirical evaluation of its eﬀectiveness. Indeed,
because the core foundation of a TEL environment is its learning model, to assess
the eﬀectiveness of a TEL environment it is necessary to assess the eﬀectiveness
of its learning model.
The proposed MLM was obtained as a result of an active and participatory
iterative process, starting from the evidence achieved from a literature review
related to MSs: it is a common practice describing a MS through its HW/SW
parameters [16]. Hence, a set of HW/SW parameters was extracted from a large
set of papers, as described in [6]. A single parameter is denoted as pk . For
example, purpose represents the goal of the monitoring action, record-play is
whether the MS can record and replay the behavior of the unit under monitoring
or not, and hardware target is the hardware that the MS can monitor. Then,
we grouped the extracted parameters into ﬁve clusters, denoted as Ci , mostly
known by designers of MSs: Design, Drawbacks, Beneﬁts, Implementation, and
Extensions. These clusters should add information to ﬂat extracted parameters
and then enhance the expressive capability of the MLM.
The Fig. 1(a) reports all MLM’s clusters and the list of their related parameters. For example, the design cluster contains parameters that express aspects
of a monitoring system that emerges during its design stage, e.g., exceptions.
An in depth description of clusters and related parameters is reported in [20].
In summary, according to the MLM, a generic monitoring system M Si can
be identiﬁed as a set of clusters Ci , as follows:
M Si = {C1 ; ...; Ci ; ...; Cn }
where:
• ∀ i ∈ {1, ..., n} : Ci = ∅
• ∀ i,j ∈ {1, ..., n} ∧ i = j : Ci ∩ Cj = ∅
In turn, a cluster Ci can be identiﬁed as a set of pairs of parameters and
their values:
Ci = {(p1 , V alue1 ), ..., (pk , V aluek ), ..., (pmi , V aluemi )}
where:
• mi is the number of parameters of the cluster Ci ;
• V aluek is an array containing the values of the pk parameter (at least one);
n

mi represents the total number of parameters.
• N=
i=1
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Fig. 1. (a) The MLM: clusters and related parameters; (b) how and where the clusters
are mirrored in the MONICA tool interface; (c) the MLM questionnaire - practical
phase: structure and some example of questions.
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Currently, the proposed MLM is characterized by n semantic clusters (n = 5)
and N HW/SW parameters (N = 30). Note that these numbers can evolve in the
future, due to the very nature of the proposed MLM; in fact, this model derives
from an iterative active and participative process that can improve its quality.
The MLM can be then deﬁnitively considered under continuous evolution.
Following the active characteristic of that process, we designed and implemented the MONICA “on-the-job” TEL tool (brieﬂy, the MONICA tool – available at https://monicatool.cloud), using the MVC (Model View Controller)
design pattern in a Client-Server setting. This tool, implemented as a singlepage (IDE)-based web application with a dark-theme [11], mirrors the MLM:
each cluster is indeed visualized in a colored box containing the corresponding
cluster of HW/SW parameters, see Fig. 1(b). The MONICA tool meets all the
rules that the technology might play into a TEL system [30]: (i) when it is used
in still mode it implements an “on-the-job” strategy, by oﬀering a support to
MS designers in their daily design activities, showing for each parameter the
list of associated values; (ii) when it is used in ﬁnd mode, the tool can motivate
people (the MS designers), retrieving the suitable MSs, starting from a set of
monitoring requirements; (iii) when it is used in insert mode, it enriches the
resource of the TEL environment, allowing the storage of new instances of MSs
according to the MLM; (iv) when it is used in evaluation mode, it promotes and
evaluates the learning goals, allowing a continuous improvement of the MLM.

3

Empirical Evaluation of MONICA Learning Model

In this section, we present the empirical evaluation of the MLM. It is a rigorous
process characterized by an adequate design ensuring the deﬁnition of the variables to be tested while separating them from confounding factors [7,9,17]. All
the steps of this analysis are reported below.
Research Question. Does the MLM eﬀectively describe a monitoring system?.
User’s satisfaction during its usage was explored as well.
Recruiting Participants. The sample was selected according to the criterion
that the participants were domain experts on MSs and all practically characterized a MS at least once. The evaluation was performed on a sample of 16
domain experts (mean age ± SD: 34.4 ± 7.26; age range: 24–50 years; 10 males;
6 females), recruited from diﬀerent European Research Centers working speciﬁcally with the MSs.
MONICA Learning Model’s Questionnaire. To verify our research question, a questionnaire aimed to assess the eﬀectiveness of the MLM was proposed. The whole MLM’s questionnaire requested approximately 40 min to be
completed. The participants’ responses were kept anonymous. In more detail,
MLM’s questionnaire was composed of three sections:
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(i) “User proﬁling information”: this section was proposed to gather general
user proﬁling information (e.g., age, gender, level of experience with MSs)
that are usually used to avoid potential confounding factors [17].
(ii) “MLM-Practical phase”: in this section participants were asked to practically use the MLM to characterize diﬀerent MSs. To guarantee a rigorous
design, the MLM-Practical phase was designed according to the MLM. For
example, Fig. 1(c) reports on how the HW/SW parameter Exceptions,
belonging to the cluster Design, is reported in the MLM questionnaire. The
MLM questionnaire consists of 30 questions (N = 30 is the current number of the MLM parameters), one for each parameter, grouped into ﬁve
clusters as shown in Fig. 1(c). During the practical phase, the participants
dealt with the learning materials that consist of the detailed description of
each parameter. To verify the level of eﬀectiveness of the proposed MLM in
describing a MS, two MSs with a diﬀerent level of complexity were selected
(the former MS-e [2], the latter MS-d [10]) as gold standard based on the
number of their citations on Google scholar (173 and 161 citations respectively, data retrieved in May 2020), their presence at the most important
conferences dealing with Design Automation for Embedded Systems, and
their citation score reported in the only survey available for embedded onchip MSs. These MSs were also chosen according to their level of complexity.
For the MS-e, 16 out of 30 parameters of the MLM were correctly explained
inside the reference paper. On the other hand, for the MS-d only 10 out
of 30 parameters of the MLM were described. The answers obtained by
the participants for the 30 parameters of the MLM in both MSs have been
encoded by 0 (wrong answer) and 1 (correct answer). At the end of the
practical phase, participants were asked to answer six additional questions
on a dichotomous scale (yes/no), to qualitative explore the experience of
participants.
(iii) “User Experience Questionnaire - Short Version” (henceforth: UEQ-S [26]).
This section was included to evaluate the users’ experience and satisfaction
with the use of the MLM. The UEQ-S questionnaire is a semantic diﬀerential, a standardized measure with psychometric validity (e.g., reliability)
widely used to detect the attitude of users of a product [26]. This questionnaire represents a milestone in the ﬁeld of attitude detection [15,22]
since it is an implicit measure that guarantees the reliability of the results
excluding any eﬀect of confusing factors [13]. The UEQ-S is focused on the
measurement of two dimensions: pragmatic and hedonic quality. The perspicuity, eﬃciency, and dependability are pragmatic quality aspects, related
to the goals that the user aims to reach when using a product. On the contrary, stimulation and novelty are hedonic quality aspects, not related to
the goals but to the pleasure experienced while using a product [26]. For
both hedonic and pragmatic dimensions, eight items were chosen. The ﬁrst
four items reﬂect the pragmatic quality and the last four the hedonic one.
Note that in this paper we refer to users as participants and to product as
the MLM.
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Regarding the interpretation of the results, the mean values of the pragmatic
and hedonic dimensions can be assessed along with the mean value of the overall
UEQ-S, coming from the eight items. The range of the UEQ-S mean is between
−3 (horribly bad) and +3 (extremely good). Notably, in real applications, only
values in a restricted range will be observed. Therefore, on a scale of −3 to +3,
a value of ±1.5 is considered to be a consistent result. Finally, the internal consistency of the pragmatic and hedonic quality dimensions is high, as reported by
the reference study [26]. Indeed, the corresponding Cronbach Alpha (Cronbach’s
α) values are 0.85 (pragmatic quality) and 0.81 (hedonic quality).
Practically, UEQ-S consists of a seven-point rating scale used to derive the
user’s attitude towards the given question. The subject is asked to select an
appropriate position on a scale between two bipolar adjectives (such as obstructive or supportive, complicated or easy). In this study, the given question was:
“Overall, how would you rate the MLM?”. All the items of the questionnaire
have the same polarity ranging from negative to positive terms. The UEQ-S
used in the study is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The UEQ-S [26] used in the study.
Overall, how would you rate MLM?
Obstructive

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ Supportive

Complicated

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ Easy

Ineﬃcient

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ Eﬃcient

Confusing

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ Clear

Boring

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ Exiting

Not interesting ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ Interesting
Conventional

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ Inventive

Usual

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ Leading edge

Data Analysis and Results. The three sections of the MLM’s questionnaire
were analyzed as follows:
(i) Frequency analysis was performed to provide user proﬁle information describing the sample. The analysis showed the following participants characteristics:
• The sample was unbalanced for gender (male: 62.5%; female: 37.5%);
• 56.3% of the sample stated that HW/SW design is the most related topic;
• 56.3% of the sample stated that smart applications (e.g., agriculture, energy,
healthcare, living, manufacturing) is the most related application area;
• 43.8% of the sample self-rated their knowledge on MSs as “good”;
• 81.3% of the sample stated that they never designed a MS.
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(ii) Wilcoxon rank non-parametric test was carried out to verify the presence of
signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the performance obtained by the participants
in MS-e and MS-d for all MLM parameters. The analysis showed the presence of a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the performance obtained for
the runtime management MLM parameter (W = 0; p = 0.03; Cohen’s d
= −0.65) between MS-e and MS-d. In particular, the tested sample showed
a better performance for the runtime management MLM parameter in
MS-d (mean ± standard error: 0.62 ± 0.12) compared to MS-e (mean ±
standard error: 0.93 ± 0.06). Furthermore, no signiﬁcant diﬀerences between
MS-e (mean ± standard error: 0.69 ± 0.05) and MS-d (mean ± standard
error: 0.69 ± 0.04) in the overall performance (W = 61.0; p = 0.97; Cohen’s
d = 0.04) were found. As a whole, frequency analysis on the gathered data
demonstrated that the estimated value of the correctness of performance
was at 87%.
Regarding the qualitative evaluation, we performed a frequency analysis on
the 6 additional questions proposed to evaluate the participant’s practical experience. The results are reported below:
• “In your opinion, do the parameters of the MLM adequately describe a MS?”
(100% yes);
• “In your opinion, are the parameters of the MLM useful to design a new MS?”
(100% yes);
• “In your opinion, are the parameters of the MLM useful to classify existing
MSs?” (93.7% yes; 6.3% no);
• “In your opinion, are the parameters of the MLM useful to promote the reuse
of a MS?” (100% yes);
• “Have you ever classiﬁed a MS with respect to others?” (18.7% yes; 81.3%
no);
• “According to previous questions, is the MLM innovative?” (100% yes).
(iii) The results obtained by the UEQ-S showed that our sample expressed a
neutral evaluation of the MLM (mean ± SD: 0.57 ± 0.72) as well as for
the pragmatic dimension (mean ± SD: 0.30 ± 0.95). However, a positive
evaluation of the hedonic dimension was observed (mean ± SD: 0.84 ±
0.67). Table 2 reports mean and SD values for UEQ-S’ items.

Reliability and Internal Consistency. We assessed the internal consistency
and reliability of the MLM’s questionnaire using Cronbach’s α analysis. Results
showed a moderate internal consistency (Cronbach’s a = 0.77).
Statistical signiﬁcance of the model was set at the 0.05 level (Jamovi project
- ver 1.2; 2020).
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Table 2. The UEQ-S performance for each item.
Item Mean

4

Variance SD Negative

Positive

Scale

1

↑ 0.9

2.6

1.6 Obstructive

Supportive

Pragmatic quality

2

↓−0.9

2.4

1.5 Complicated

Easy

Pragmatic quality

3

↑ 1.2

0.8

0.9 Ineﬃcient

Eﬃcient

Pragmatic quality

4

→−0.1 1.4

1.2 Confusing

Clear

Pragmatic quality

5

→−0.5 2.5

1.6 Boring

Exciting

Hedonic quality

6

↑ 1.7

0.9

0.9 Not Interesting Interesting

Hedonic quality

7

↑ 1.3

0.4

0.6 Conventional

Inventive

Hedonic quality

8

↑ 0.9

0.5

0.7 Usual

Leading edge Hedonic quality

Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an “on-the-job” TEL environment, called MONICA,
to meet the needs of MSs designers that have to face signiﬁcant design challenges
due to the complexity and heterogeneity of MSs. In particular, we presented the
MONICA underpinning learning model, which is a structured set of HW/SW
parameters able to exhaustively characterize any MS. It serves as a guide for
designers to enhance their knowledge about the MSs characteristics as well as
support them in designing such systems “on-the-job”. With the learning goal in
mind, and therefore in view of the generalizability of the results, an empirical
evaluation of the MLM to test its eﬀectiveness was also performed and here
reported.
Regarding the eﬀectiveness, the results obtained by the Wilcoxon rank test
demonstrated that the MLM was eﬀective in describing both the two MSs
selected as gold standard. The frequency analysis performed on the gathered
data gave an estimated value of the correctness of performance of 87%. Moreover, we assessed the satisfaction of the participants during the use of the MLM
using the UEQ-S questionnaire. The analysis of the latter showed that the participants evaluated positively (the mean value of the hedonic dimension is 0.84
that, in real applications, is considered a good result) the MLM in terms of
stimulation, novelty, and task support aspects. These features are all necessary
for a learning model and compliant with some of the main features that a model
should have to be satisfactory for the users [26]. The UEQ-S questionnaire results
were also conﬁrmed by the data obtained from the frequency analysis carried
out on the proposed six qualitative questions. Speciﬁcally, they showed that
about all participants expressed a positive evaluation of MLM (percentage value
close to 100%). Overall ﬁndings make us conﬁdent about the proposed MLM
since we obtained them using a questionnaire that has two key strengths for
drawing reliable conclusions: the ﬁrst, is that it contains a standardized test
to measure the user’s experience and satisfaction during the use of the MLM
(UEQ-Questionnaire); the second is that the internal consistency measure was
calculated, thus providing its reliability.
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In conclusion, this paper provides a contribution to the issues of MSs designers, demonstrating that through the proposed MLM they will be able to deal
with the rapid change due to the fourth industrial revolution. Indeed, they will be
able to adequately cope with the complex and heterogeneous activities of working with MSs as well as they can simultaneously learn about them. Through the
empirical evaluation of the MLM presented in this study, it is possible planning
a future standardization process that can transform this learning model into a
“reference standard” with well-deﬁned parameters. This ensures that it can be
used and shared by the entire designer community. Furthermore, in the next
future, we aim at testing the usability of the MONICA tool to strengthen its
validity, just like we did for the MLM.
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Abstract. Since coding literacy has become a necessity, acquiring the
fundamentals of programming at an early stage can bring countless constructive consequences to many aspects of the youngsters’ lives. Educational serious games have recently attracted attention, especially with
the post-pandemic surge in homeschooling and distance learning. The
majority of the existing serious games are either using the traditional
two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) environments. One of
the most emerging technologies over the recent years is Augmented Reality (AR). This study describes the ﬁndings of a comparative experimental
research that questions the impact of the medium of a serious game on
the learning process of Computer Science (CS) core concepts for youngsters. The objective of the experiment is the design, implementation and
evaluation of an AR serious game that would assist youngsters in learning
the basic programming concepts. This game was developed in order to
examine the eﬀectiveness of an engaging AR serious game on the learning process for youngsters compared to another implemented 2D version
of the same game, in the context of teaching CS.
Keywords: Serious games · Augmented reality
Education · Computer science
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· Youngsters ·

Introduction

The use of technology for educational purposes has ushered in promoting the
learning process, yielding fruitful results. In particular, serious games have been
trending and promising as a way of teaching, especially for youngsters [21]. Augmented Reality (AR) involves enhancing the real-world environment by adding
to it computer-generated objects, enriching the experience and making it more
interactive. Several sectors have employed this technology in their work, and
the remarkable outcomes make it worthy of further integration in the diﬀerent
ﬁelds [24].
Learning how to code is crucial for the cognitive health of kids, it fosters
logical and creative thinking. Not only does the early exposure to programming
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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strengthen kids’ problem solving skills, but also it can help them secure a lucrative job [18].
After carrying out a review of the literature in this ﬁeld, it was found that
there exist serious games that help kids learn programming, some of which have
proven to be eﬀective. However, most of the platforms in the market are designed
in the normal 2D or 3D mediums, such as [15] and [11]. Thus, the question arises:
will changing the medium to the emerging AR instead of the traditional ones
lead to better eﬀectiveness and results? In other words, if the same content is
delivered through an AR environment, will this promote the learning process?
Accordingly, the implementation as well as the impact of AR serious games
that teach kids the fundamentals of programming is the main aim of our work. In
an attempt to unravel the potential of AR in teaching Computer Science (CS),
we developed ARcode: an AR serious game that assists kids in learning the core
coding concepts in a captivating way grounded on block-based programming
[22]. As one of the main objectives of this study is to compare the eﬀect of
the two diﬀerent mediums: AR and 2D, a second version of the game was also
implemented, which delivers the same exact content but in a 2D medium. The
tests carried out to compare the eﬀect of both versions included two aspects:
the learning gain of the students and their engagement level during the learning
process, along with extra tests examining the eﬃciency of our game design.

2

AR in Education: A Wave of Change

Numerous studies, such as [1,13] and [14], have focused on technology integration in education that would stimulate the students’ interest rather than the
conventional teaching ways [12]. Despite the fact that the traditional teaching
methods are usually preferred due to their convenience and familiarity, most
of them lack the dynamic sense. Alternatively, computer-generated 3D virtual
worlds can be used, but this comes at the expense of realism oﬀered in the real
world. Here comes the power of AR which supplements the real world with 3D
virtual objects as well as virtual information, bridging the gap between the physical and virtual worlds. With this combination, learners are provided real-time
interaction between the real and virtual worlds by integrating AR interfaces with
educational content, making the learning process more appealing.
According to [23], AR fosters the feeling of being immersed in a realistic
experience, for learners are given immediate feedback as well as verbal and nonverbal cues. Moreover, it oﬀers ﬂexible learning as AR applications can be used
in class or at home, letting the students manage their own learning pace [3].
On the other hand, there are some limitations in AR that should not be overlooked. Students may be overwhelmed by the excessive amount of information
presented in AR environments [23]. [8] reveals that students often ﬁnd it quite
challenging and confusing to deal with such situations.
To conclude, although AR technology provides powerful capabilities that can
play a pivotal role in the ﬁeld of education, there are still some challenges that
may hinder using this technology. Therefore, further research and experimentation are required to evaluate the impact of incorporating AR in education.
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Related Work

With the aim of extracting the strength points that should be capitalised on and
the gaps as well as the shortcomings that should be addressed in our proposed
design, this section sheds light on some of the existing work related to teaching
programming to youngsters.
CodinGame [4] is an online gamiﬁed platform that allows its users to sharpen
their programming skills by solving fun problems. Players can opt any of the 25+
widely known programming languages supported by the platform. However, this
platform requires prior knowledge of CS basic concepts, so it is not suitable for
kids who want to start from scratch.
Scratch [16] is an online block-based programming community where kids
can program their own interactive stories by dragging and dropping blocks. Its
core advantage is that it implants the problem-solving strategies in the kids’
fertile minds. One of its shortcomings is that it does not introduce kids to real
programming with all its syntax errors, which are a part of any coding language.
Code.org [10] is another online learning website that oﬀers a diversity of
courses to teach youngsters the fundamentals of programming. It delivers the
coding concepts in an interactive way through a variety of attractive themes
using programming blocks, but it is only available in the traditional 2D medium,
which makes it less alluring.
To sum up, the existing work shows that using serious games can be of avail in
the education of children. While AR games, such as Pokemon Go [17], have been
booming in the past few years, there is a rarity of educational games, teaching
CS in speciﬁc, designed to operate in this environment. This sparks an interest
in developing a game that combines the best of both worlds.

4

Platform Design

ARcode is a cross platform AR game that can be played on iOS, Android and
Universal Windows Platform (UWP) devices. It was implemented using Unity
game engine [6] coupled with the Vuforia Engine plugin, speciﬁcally ground plane
detection [9]. This feature allows digital content to be put on horizontal surfaces,
such as ﬂoors and tabletops.
The main aim of ARcode is to teach youngsters, who have no or little background in CS, the basic building blocks of programming in an AR environment.
ARcode relies on the approach of dragging and dropping blocks rather than using
a textual programming language since block-based programming is considered
to be an easier way for those starting from scratch [22].
To cover the most fundamental CS concepts, we designed a series of levels in
our game. Each level asks the student to perform a particular task, focusing on
certain coding concepts that the student should comprehend while visualising
the eﬀect of each programming block used. Not only are the levels arranged
according to the order in which the concepts should be presented, gradually
ramping up the complexity, but also each level gets unlocked upon successfully
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passing the previous one. The motive is that to introduce some concepts in CS,
one needs to ﬁrst understand another concept as a prerequisite.
In addition, we developed Syntax Hub: a web platform that teaches the
kids the same concepts in Python syntax, which is simple and intuitive [2]. After
successful completion of each level in ARcode, they visit a web page where they
learn how to translate the correct answer they got from the programming blocks
to Python.
Material and Theme: The curriculum in ARcode covers the elementary concepts of programming and was chosen in accordance with the well-known CS
K-12 framework [5]. This framework sets the major ideas that students should
grasp at this stage. Among the reasons for opting this curriculum is that it
can be easily and eﬀectively evaluated. Furthermore, it does not require any
prerequisites from the student.
By the end of playing all levels in the game, the student should be able to
understand as well as debug any code snippet involving any of the following
concepts: sequencing, loops, conditionals and functions.
The theme of the game is a cartoon character who wants to meet the famous
footballer Lionel Messi on an island. To reach the goal, the student has to accomplish some missions and overcome the obstacles encountered in each level to
advance to the next one by controlling the actions that the player performs.
ARcode: Walk-Through: To start a level, the students are asked to scan
their physical world to ﬁnd a horizontal surface so that the game map is put
in the designated place. ARcode comprises six levels varying in their diﬃculty,
sorted according to the order in which the concepts should be introduced. This
will assist in preparing the ground for gaining further knowledge in the ﬁeld of
CS. The aforementioned concepts were translated in ARcode into six diﬀerent
levels as follows:
Level 1: Get Energy Boosters: A maze-style level in which the player has
to go from the start spot, gather the needed collectibles and avoid colliding with
the obstacles scattered throughout the island. It is a simple task that focuses on
the concept of sequencing and how the student should order the programming
blocks in a correct way.
Level 2: Chop Wood: The goal is to chop down a tree and get two wooden
logs, which will be used in the upcoming level. The student should assist the
character in collecting some tools and constantly hit the tree afterwards while
it is still standing.
Level 3: Where’s My Water? The target is to aid the character cross the
water to the other side of the island. Shield collection and correct placement
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of the two wooden logs gathered before will ensure accomplishment of the goal.
This level presents the repeat blocks: the second type of loops introduced in
the game.
Level 4: Mow the Lawn: The character is having a lawn mower to cut down
the tall grass on lawns. The aim of this level is to help the character check for tall
grass and cut it down till reaching the last location in the row. What makes this
level harder is that it introduces the concept of conditionals over and above
the loops previously presented in the preceding levels.
Level 5: Mark the Field: The objective is to mark the ﬁeld to prepare it
for a football match. The character should check each spot in their row and
either draw a line or a circle according to the design conventions of the football
ﬁelds. As an extension to Level 4, this level adds the else part besides the if to
guarantee a complete delivery of the concept of conditionals.
Level 6: Can I Meet Messi? The purpose is to start a football match through
calling out two opponents as well as a goalkeeper and inviting Messi to enter
and ﬁre the ball into the goal. The indicated actions correspond to the body of
the provided functions, which is the last concept introduced.
Combining all the previously taught concepts in this level, the student recognises the power and eﬃciency of functions because it becomes obvious that
they can be used as many times as needed without having to re-implement
things. Figure 1 shows an overview of ARcode levels from the upper left corner
respectively, along with the home and level complete screens and a customised
congratulatory certiﬁcate.

Fig. 1. ARcode: An overview of the game levels as well as the home and level complete
screens and the certiﬁcate of completion
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Gamification Elements

Believing that gamiﬁcation features are an integral part of any successful game,
we were keen to embed some essential game elements in ARcode, based on [26],
which will enhance the user experience.
Feedback System: In all levels, prompt feedback is provided either in an
auditory or a visual form customised for each action in the game. The auditory
feedback involves assigning a unique sound for every action in the game. Furthermore, voice-over is used to alert the students to any errors in their submitted
programming blocks, narrating the problem in a clear English accent and a slow
manner. Feedback is also given visually via the dynamic changes of the game
objects and the user interface in response to the students’ code blocks.
Rewarding Mechanism: In ARcode, we always motivate the students by
playing encouraging sounds as well as rewarding them with a medal and stars
upon completion of each level. In addition, they are awarded a personalised
congratulatory certiﬁcate at the end of the game.
User-Oriented: The student can ﬁnd a help button in the upper right corner
of the screen in Level 1. Should the students be hesitant about what to do to
control the game, they can click this button, and instructions will be presented
to guide them. Moreover, the goal of each level is displayed elegantly in a speech
bubble as if the character is communicating with the student playing the game.
Open Code Space: One of the key features in ARcode worthy of mentioning
is that it is designed to be generic by accepting any answer the student thinks of
and responding accordingly. Owing to this feature, the students do not have to
submit the whole bunch of blocks together; instead, they can run partial answers
and observe the eﬀect of each block on its own. This enables the students to learn
from their mistakes without being penalised or demotivated for wrong answers;
contrarily, they get instant feedback to guide them. This feature applies one of
the requirements to have a good ﬂow according to the Eﬀective learning environment, Flow experience and Motivation (EFM) model, which is eliminating
the fear of failure from the student [25].

5

Experimental Design and Testing

This work experiments the eﬀect of using an AR serious game on the learning
outcome of children learning programming in comparison to a 2D version of the
same game. This was achieved by implementing both versions and testing them
with a sample of the target group. According to [20], the learning outcome is
not necessarily associated with the engagement. Thus, the learning gain and the
engagement level were tested as two separate factors. The experimental design
approach that was adhered to is the methodology adopted by [7], which involves
the steps delineated in the following subsections.
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Model Selection: The model utilised is a normal between-group design that
separates the participants into two independent sub-groups comprising the same
number of children. The ﬁrst sub-group played ARcode while the second subgroup was exposed to the 2D version of it. The two versions of the game were
intentionally designed to be identical in every aspect to ensure that the only
changing variable is the medium. Figure 2 displays Level 1 in the 2D game version.

Fig. 2. Level 1 in the 2D version

The null hypothesis states that there are no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences in children’s achievement when they experience educational games in two
diﬀerent environments: AR and 2D. The ﬁrst hypothesis (H1) claims that children attain the same academic scores when they play the AR version or the
2D version of the game. The second hypothesis (H2) claims that children have
equivalent engagement levels during the learning process when they play the AR
version or the 2D version of the game.
Test Conduction: A sample population of 24 children, in the age group of 9–13
years, were randomly divided into two groups (experimental group: n = 12 and
control group: n = 12). Each participant took part in the following activities:
pre-test, one of the two game versions, ﬂow analysis test, Syntax Hub platform,
post-test and engagement test. The whole session lasted for 45–50 min.
Learning Gain Test: Prior to playing their respective version of the game, all
participants were given a pre-test that matches the material introduced in the
game. An identical copy of the same test was distributed as a post-test after being
exposed to the game. The test simply consists of 10 multiple choice questions,
presented in hard copy, equally divided into two sections to test the participant’s
knowledge of both block-based programming and a text-based programming
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language: Python. All questions have either four or ﬁve choices including an ‘I
don’t know’ option, which was purposefully added to avoid having inaccurate
data if the student chooses an answer haphazardly.
To calculate the learning gain, the number of correct answers that the child
got in the pre-test was deducted from the number of correct answers got in the
post-test. The learning gain of both groups is compared to reach a conclusion
about the eﬀect of the game medium on the child’s learning progress.
Engagement Level Test: An engagement test was employed to measure the
engagement level of kids subjected to the two diﬀerent environments. The test
used is a ﬁve likert scale standardised questionnaire obtained from [19]. It consists
of nine items that assess the overall ﬂow of any activity through measuring two
factors: control and enjoyment. By adding up the scores of the individual items
included in the questionnaire and comparing the results of both groups, we can
determine how the game medium aﬀects the child’s engagement level.

6

Results

To analyse the results of the tests conducted in our experiment, an independent
t-test on the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to help draw
a conclusion regarding the eﬀectiveness of the educational game environment.
The purpose of this test is to compare between the two game versions designed
in two diﬀerent mediums: AR and 2D, which were tested in the experiment.
Learning Gain Test Results: The test was run on the data as well as 95%
conﬁdence intervals (CI) for the mean diﬀerence. It was revealed that after the
two interventions, the learning gain result obtained from the AR group (M =
6.750, SD = 1.765) was signiﬁcantly higher than that obtained from the 2D group
(M = 5.250, SD = 1.288) (t(12) = 2.378, p = 0.013) with a mean diﬀerence of
1.500 (95% CI, 0.192 to 2.808). This disproves (H1) which states that there is
no diﬀerence between the two game mediums: AR and 2D on the learning gain
of the child.
Engagement Level Test Results: The results of the independent t-test
between the two groups showed that after the two interventions, the average
engagement level ratings, for all the items included in the engagement level survey, of the AR group (M = 4.379, SD = 0.338) were signiﬁcantly higher than
the average engagement level ratings of the 2D group (M = 3.295, SD = 1.015)
(t(12) = 3.510, p = 0.001) with a mean diﬀerence of 1.083 (95% CI, 0.443 to
1.724). This disproves (H2) which states that there is no diﬀerence between the
two game mediums: AR and 2D on the engagement level of the child. The individual elements of this 9-item engagement level questionnaire were dissected to
oﬀer some insights into the components that contributed the most to this result.
It was noticed that the enjoyment and distraction levels were among the top
factors that tipped the scales in favour of the AR environment.
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Conclusion and Future Work

ARcode is an enticing AR educational game that introduces children to the pivotal programming concepts through playful levels using block-based programming. This game was implemented, tested and compared with another implemented 2D version of the game. Both versions were identical in all aspects except
for the medium under test. Two diﬀerent groups of participants were speciﬁed;
each of them was exposed to one version of the game. Upon conducting the
experiment and analysing the data, the results revealed that the AR version of
the game proved to be more eﬀective than the 2D one on both the learning gain
and the engagement level.
ARcode may lay the foundations for future research endeavours and developments in the area of AR serious games as powerful means of education. Among
the enhancements that can be performed is the design of additional levels to
incorporate more advanced CS concepts and deliver them in an appealing way.
Furthermore, ARcode can be extended by providing the possibility of creating
and controlling the content and themes included in the game. This will boost
the ﬂexibility of the game, and educators will be capable of adding, editing and
removing educational material so that the game is tailored to the child’s needs.
Finally, the various features supported by AR technology should be explored
and evaluated to include the most eﬀective ones in the learning experience.
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Abstract. This study investigates the ability of Virtual Reality to be
used as a Serious Game experience to disseminate information to novice
learners about the cultural heritage of Rock Art. Speciﬁcally, the study
explores how non-verbal instruction serves as visual-interactive instruction. It is found through a study with 32 participants that there is a
substantial uptake, and retention of this information a month after the
study.

1

Introduction

“Rock art” is a concept that captures the expressive art from of petroglyphs
(carvings, scrapings and scratchings on stone) and pictographs (drawings, and
paintings on stone made using natural materials). Both petroglyphs and pictographs can suﬀer from natural corrosion and erosion.
Besides being artistic remains of cultures long gone, the meanings of rock art,
the tools and techniques used, and the time of creation continue to be debated
inside the academic spheres. For the average citizens these sites are often found
in remote areas or locations where access is prohibited - yet public awareness is
a key factor to ensuring the future protection of these sites.
UNESCO supports eﬀorts of rethinking safeguarding, for instance by using
digital technologies in educational contexts [21], but there is little guidance on
how to approach this problem-ﬁeld. Within the context of disseminating rock art
to the wider public, colleagues have successfully demonstrated how novel mobile
and internet-based technologies can be used to disseminate information, create
awareness about, and generate interest for visiting the physical sites of rock art
in North East England [12]. Technologically enhancing existing physical sites
does not allow more people to visit these sites. Therefore, how can we construct
and bring representations of these sites to the public as educational and engaging
in a digital reality, meanwhile embracing that the spatial properties of a site is
fundamental to the experience of it - real or digital?
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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Aligned with UNESCO ambitions for investigating tools and technologies
to promote learning, revitalization, and promotion of our shared heritage, this
research presents a study with two connected objectives: 1: How to disseminate
cultural heritage of rock art as a Serious Game (SG), meanwhile exploring the
opportunities of recreating the site characteristics, and enable interaction with
it using Virtual Reality (VR)? 2: Then to establish if non-verbal, interactive
experimentation is a possible pathway to disseminate information, and how this
might be retained among novice learners?

2

Related Work

2.1

Learning in the Context of Serious Games and Cultural
Heritage

One of the global challenges for safeguarding is the lack of interest, and a general
absence of cultural heritage content accessible in entertaining formats appealing
to youths of today. To close this knowledge gap, the hypothesized approach could
be to investigate how popular and entertaining digital technologies could fare in
educating about cultural heritage. Suominen and Savula call this
“To apply gaming for representing the past.” [19].
Today, video games are the most popular form of digital entertainment [15],
and there is a particular species of video games known as SG, which by concept
reﬂects games not intended solely to entertain, but they have an embedded
educational aim as well. While the popularity of SG has been rapidly increasing
over the years, its educational dimensions have been more diﬃcult to pinpoint.
The consequence of this was highlighted by Mortara et al. [13]:
“...the lack of formal evidence of learning gain is still perceived as the main
barrier to a wider SG adoption.”
And Connolly et al. have argued, in their comprehensive survey of more than
100 papers on SG and learning that larger studies are needed [6]. Later, Boyle
and colleagues concluded in their follow-up study:
“Future research will beneﬁt from detailed experimental studies that systematically explore which game features are most eﬀective in promoting
engagement and supporting learning” [3].
Although more recent investigations (and reviews [5]) into educational indicators
have been published, the major obstacle for evidence gain might very well be the
inherent complexity of the ﬁeld. SG represent a patchwork of game genres (from
puzzles to shooters, all genres in-between and combinations thereof), digital
technologies (VR to mobile devices), subjects (non-formal and formal), domains
(training or education), as well as their agenda for the instruction varies from
application in public spheres (e.g. games on Steam) or educational spheres (e.g.
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classrooms), where the nature and accuracy of the subjects variate and where
only a subset of studies conduct rigorous end-user evaluations.
Such is the case for SG in combination with disseminating subjects rooted
in cultural heritage. Hanes explained recently [7] the additional challenges of
combining cultural heritage subjects with SG; one being that historical content
might be inaccurate. An example is the franchise of Assassin’s Creed, where the
artistic quality and scale of cultural heritage is large and impressive, yet there is
a logical absence of evaluating its educational value. After all, it is a game for the
public sphere, and it has received criticism for its lack of historical accuracy [2].
From a dissemination perspective, a game can generate interest among youths
of today, is widely playable, but the educational eﬀect is not adequately explored
nor is it meaningful to disseminate false information as new conceptualisations
in the mind of learners would further extend any misrepresentation. From this
general indication of potential, we now turn to the medium of instruction.
2.2

Cultural Games and Situated Experiences in the Context
of Virtual Reality

Although the VR technology is reasonably old (consumer headsets were available
in the 1990s), eﬃcient processing units and sophisticated tracking systems have
made VR publicly accessible and aﬀordable, and has recently seen an upsurge in
popularity [17]. Early on, Sherman and Craig deﬁned four key elements of a VR
experience; virtual world, immersion, sensory feedback and interactivity [18]. In
contrast to many other digital media using a game-like instructional method, VR
allows users to experience and interact with any subject in a more immersive
and kinesthetic way. According to Mortara [13], SG in a VR context might have
the following promise:
“3D settings are able to support situated cognition by oﬀering a realistic/meaningful environment where the learning process can eﬀectively be
situated also giving to the player the possibility of interacting with objects
in their actual context.”
This didactic approach is rooted in constructivism and presupposes that knowledge acquisition is a product of experience and reﬂection. As pointed out in
[5], user-interactivity in VR is a necessity to achieve high learning rates. In this
context, it is presupposed that VR enables a learner to actively have “ﬁrstperson” experiences through non-symbolic interaction within settings emulating
any reality - although being a virtual reality (see also [1,8]). The diﬀerences
reside in the diﬀerence of interaction. In a non-symbolic interaction a learner
does not have to learn a symbolic system to be able to access material. For one
to learn using a desktop PC, one would ﬁrst have to understand the symbolic
system of the computer before interacting with the subject. In VR, there is the
opportunity to experience in “ﬁrst-person” in a non-symbolic way - as embodied interaction is already an established part of the cognitive system [22]. Most
SG have, quite naturally, been deployed for the most popular platforms, yet it
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diﬀers when VR is used as an instructional tool to enable “ﬁrst-person” rather
than “third-person” experiences, and whether it is through a symbolic or nonsymbolic, gamified interaction with the educational subject.
In 2017, Malegiannaki and Thanasis reviewed the educational eﬀects of spatial
games and concluded:
“The use of complex storytelling in spatial games for culture constitutes
one of the axes that can be further exploited and evaluated” [11].
Looking across the ﬁeld of the educational overlap of SG and VR, Checa and
Bustillo recently illustrated in their comprehensive review of the SG, VR and
learning in combination, that there is only a subset of studies documenting learning [5]. A possible explanation for this might be that disseminating information
is easier than documenting uptake (and retention) among the audience.
2.3

The Subject and Instructional Technology: Rock Art
and Virtual Reality

Looking speciﬁcally at research orbiting rock art, VR, and learning, some conclusions can be drawn. VR is often used to recreate the tangible properties of rock
art, as it allows a site to be experienced by people who would otherwise never be
able to visit the real site. For recent examples, see “A Virtual Reality Platform
for Analyzing Remote Archaeological Sites” [4] and “Virtual Valcamonica” [10].
The ambition is often to recreate the tangible site as accurately as possible
for the user, who often is an observer and can not directly interact with the site
- at least not in a game-like fashion. An example for public use is the 360 VR
app made for the British Museum, Rock Art VR - Game Pass Shelter App [14].
It features a guided tour through the rock art site Game Pass Shelter in South
Africa and was made using the site’s Trust for African Rock Art (TARA) archive
[20], yet it holds no opportunity for a user to interact with the rock art.
Thus, we hypothesize VR as an appealing, technology-enhancing medium
for enabling situated learning facilitated as spatial experiences allowing users to
explore and interact with a particular cultural, educational subject - rock art.

3

Reconstructing a Prehistoric Context: Design and
Implementation of a Virtual Reality Rock Art Cave

For the purpose of this study and our participation in a wider agenda for digitally safeguarding Cultural Heritage (CH), it was relevant to further explore the
concept of rock art - speciﬁcally interaction and exploration. For this purpose,
a 3D environment consisting of a small cave for interaction, a larger cave for
exploration, and a tunnel connecting them were created and used as the setting
for disseminating various aspects relating to the CH of rock art.
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The cave system was textured with the rock art of mammals and modeled
with reference to the Lascaux cave system in France, and implemented in Unity
for HTC Vive (outside-in tracking VR).
For the player movement, superman locomotion was used. This type of locomotion allows the player to ﬂy by positioning the controllers in the desired direction without having to be physically moving, rather the virtual world is moving.
This increases stability and removes the need for a larger tracking space, and
since superman locomotion is an unrestricted form of movement it is useful for
exploring the cave system.
To better accommodate the player’s bodily re-positioning, the interaction
was designed to be played by sitting on the ﬂoor as well as to invoke a feeling
of being grounded in the experienced virtual cave system.
3.1

A Short Walkthrough of the Game

A blue “spirit” orb was used as a visual and auditory, narrative guide to assist
the users’ progression (see Fig. 1).
During the experience, the participant’s goal is to follow the spirit orb’s
and ﬁnd/gather the needed 3D models/tools used for making rock art. These
tools consisted of; tree eggshells containing red, orange and black pigments and
one piece of moss for pigment application (see Fig. 1). The tools where located
in the larger cave, leading the player to explore while looking for the tools.
While exploring the larger and small cave, the participant can observe rock art
depictions of mammals from the Lascaux cave in France.
At the end of the experience, the participants were instructed to make their
own rock art inside the small cave (see Fig. 2) for an example of a participant’s
rock art drawing), and they could do so by picking up a piece of moss, “dip” it
in the eggshells containing pigments to change the color, and touching the sides
of the cave with the moss in order to draw.

Fig. 1. The ﬁgure shows the blue spirit
orb inside the cave system

4

Fig. 2. The ﬁgure shows a participant’s
rock art drawing

Evaluation

While this project is manifold, the following text will only detail how interactive
variables were added to the simulation, and how these variables were tracked
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in pre-, post- and retention-test. Much of our research orbits digitization of CH
among populations with limited written literacy (such as marginalized indigenous groups and children), thus it makes no sense to compare results against a
verbal instruction type. As referenced literature calls for more systematic evaluations, it was concluded; in addition to the main study, to explore the temporal
retention dimension of acquired information beyond the experiment.
Research question; will novice users pick-up information being disseminated as a
non-verbal, visual-interactive instruction in VR, and how is information retained
a month after exposure? Prior to carrying out the evaluation the system was
thoroughly tested for usability issues (both internally and externally).
4.1

Instructional Variables and Scoring

To better observe the experimental variables (visual-interactive), the general art
direction reﬂected a low amount of objects, low ﬁdelity of graphics, and a relatively low amount of auditory communication. Each instructed element was
conveyed in only one place to avoid potential cross-contamination of where the
information might come from.
Question 1: What was used to contain the pigments (the paint) for making rock
art? The instruction of how paint was contained was only instructed by having
three eggshells, which the user must pick up, and stir paint in.
Question 2: What was used to paint the wall for making rock art? The instruction of what rock art paint is applied with (moss) was not written, or in any
form mentioned anywhere besides the user having to pick up digital 3D moss,
and use it to apply paint on the virtual cave.
The questionnaire used was a multiple choice type with only one correct answer.
To avoid qualiﬁed guessing, all question items were constructed to be as realistic
as possible.
4.2

Participants

The test had 32 participants consisting of Computer Science students in the age
from 21 to 29. They were expected to know little about the subject, but belong
to a demographic who usually ﬁnds games interesting. No participants reported
visual- or -hearing -impairments.
4.3

Procedure

A pre-test evaluated their knowledge about rock art prior to the VR experience,
and the post-test evaluated their knowledge right after play. The same questionnaire was used for both pre- and post-testing (and later, for the retention test).
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The participants were asked to complete a Simulator Sickness Questionnaire
(SSQ) [9] to record any experienced discomfort while playing, and a questionnaire covering the system- and audio-visual interaction with the VR system to
establish any usability issues not identiﬁed during pilot testing.
To investigate retention the rock art questionnaire was by permission sent
to the participants one month after the study for a follow-up retention assessment. This questionnaire was identical to questionnaire administered during the
initial pre- and post-test. Since participation was optional, not all participants
responded. The distribution of the questionnaire was in private and thus completion was uncontrolled.

5

Discussion of Results and Conclusion

The SSQ showed that the system caused minor simulator sickness in the participants with all four components increasing post-experiment, though none signiﬁcantly. Out of the 32 participants, only three reported no experience with
VR. However, their results were kept and treated like the rest as there were
no deviation in either results or time spent in the VR experience. Due to their
experience with technology such as VR, it could be argued that the familiarization time needed for the participants is lower than the general population, and
thus the time taken to perform the experiment (approx. 15 min per participant)
could be lower than for the average person. Despite the participants only being
exposed to the game for a short period of time through one interaction with the
subject, they were still able to retain a measurable amount of information.
The results of the experiment show clear promise that gamiﬁcation of CH via
VR can be a useful way to disseminate information about rock art to a target
novice learner group as a non-verbal interactive experience.
For readability the pre-test is placed to the left, post-test is placed center
and retention test is placed to the right (see Fig. 3 and 4).

Fig. 3. Question 1: What was used to contain the pigments (the paint) for making rock
art? left: pre-test; center: post-test; right: retention-test
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Fig. 4. Question 2: What was used to paint the wall for making rock art? left: pre-test;
center: post-test; right: retention-test

It was found that the groups’ knowledge increased signiﬁcantly after trying
the VR experience and that a vast majority could remember said knowledge a
month after testing as the visual-interactive instruction had a high retention rate
(14 and 15 out of N = 17). This shows the potential for experiential stimulation
rather than the instruction of facts (book knowledge).
Future studies will be to setup more long-term measures as well as further
investigating the interactive elements and opportunities of increasing interest
and knowledge by the gamiﬁcation of CH to younger populations. For instance,
it would be interesting, in a broader sense, to investigate if experienced nonverbal instruction is retained shorter or longer than verbal stimuli, but also
how other modalities compare with each other in a longer temporal scope. The
crux of the challenge of evaluating if users learn is the tracking of variables,
where we recommend a more data-driven approach to capture exposure and
interaction with the instructional material [16]. As an example, perception of
material can vary among participants. Quantifying, for example, the duration
of gaze on visuals, time taken interacting etc. would be shedding more light on
dissemination and retention and the general interaction with the subject.
During the experiment it was noticed that the participants had diﬀerent ways
of interacting with the eggshells. Some “dipped” the moss in the eggshells multiple times while others would stir in order to change the color used for applying
paint to the cave wall. Tracking retention within the group could shed further
light on which strategies might be more eﬃcient for retention, and how VR
can support diﬀerent strategies accessing the same variable. As a layman example; knowing factual knowledge about a birdhouse is diﬀerent from the experience of constructing it, yet there are many ‘right’ strategies for constructing
a functional birdhouse. The multiple strategies of interaction with the subject
support the idea that generalizing the SG and its educational value can only
be done by empirically capturing the variate nature of how a user can access
the material. This, we suspect is one of the major challenges, and reasons for
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the limited amount of studies done. Thus, the future should hold also ways of
assessing how the more performative aspects of the VR interaction is retained perhaps as live, physical trials whereby a previous participant is asked to redo
the steps in a real scenario. Using the HTC Vive controllers for grabbing and
mixing paint in eggshells and afterwards applying it did not require a realistic
motor movement or haptic feedback in terms of hand and virtual-object relationship. To further understand the interactive indicator it becomes relevant
to research which addresses plausible diﬀerences between embodied interaction
performed with hand-tracking (controller-free) or controllers on virtual objects.
While the retention on this variable was high, having more natural interaction
could arguably contribute to a more immersive experience.
Acknowledgments. Thank you to the participants in the experiment and to Agata
Drozdek for assistance during the implementation of the prototype.
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Abstract. Work-related stress is a dangerous and expensive problem because it
affects performance, and, if prolonged, can even result in serious health problems.
With the advance towards the ubiquitous use of digital technology at work, a new
form of work-related stress is emerging: techno-stress. Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have few, if any, resources to deal with this issue and lower access
to experts. This paper describes the design, development, and implementation of
a game-based training program, named DESTRESS, which aims to provide an
innovative Vocational Education and Training (VET)-based solution to help managing this problem. Building on existing research, a curriculum was developed,
supported by an innovative Digital Training Platform using the latest techniques
in game-based training and gamification, complemented by a set of practical tools
and resources to facilitate the transfer of learning into the workplace.
Keywords: Game-based training · Work-related stress · Technostress · Virtual
environment · Psychological health

1 Reduce Technostress: A Challenge of Our Time
1.1 Work-Related Stress and Its Consequences
The health of the working population has been threatened by stressful work environments (Schnall et al. 2016, Siegrist and Wahrendorf 2016). Work-related stress (WRS)
is one of the main psychosocial risks found in the workplace. According to Eurostat
data (2019), stress is the second most common health problem among workers after
musculoskeletal disorders. WRS entails high costs, both for individuals, who may see
their health deteriorate and their quality of life worsen, and for organisations, which
are affected by the costs of absenteeism, reduced productivity, and high staff turnover.
If we add to this the special situation brought about by the emergence of COVID-19
and the resulting changes in work organisation (which may have modified workload
and working time, diminishing autonomy, and increasing social isolation, among other
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 85–94, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-86618-1_9
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things), also new challenges have emerged. The European Agency for Safety and Health
at Work (EU-OSHA 2017) highlights that it has been estimated that work-related injuries
and illnesses result in the loss of 3.9% of all work years globally and 3.3% of those in
the EU, equivalent to a cost of approximately EUR 2680 billion and EUR 476 billion,
respectively. Recently, Hassard et al. (2018) presented a systematic review of the available evidence examining the cost of WRS in Australia, Canada, and the EU-15. The
findings reveal that the total estimated cost of WRS was observed to be considerable and
ranged substantially from US$221.13 million to $187 billion. In addition, productivity
related losses were observed to proportionally contribute to most of the total cost of WRS
(between 70 to 90%), with health care and medical costs constituting the remaining 10
to 30%.
Many studies have suggested that employees who report high levels of WRS are
at a greater risk of developing a range of mental and physical health conditions such
as depression, anxiety, hypertension, and heart disease (ILO 2016). Siegrist and Li,
editors of the monograph Work Stress and the Development of Chronic Diseases (2018),
present new research findings linking working conditions and employee’s health, with a
particular focus on chronic diseases. In this regard, Kelly and Ismail (2015) published a
comprehensive review about the relationship between stressful working conditions and
chronic disease. They develop a model through which it is observed that the activation of
the physiological response to stress by chronic exposure to stressors, low socioeconomic
status, the propensity to develop mental illness (such as anxiety or depression), increases
the risk of developing cardiovascular disease or diabetes. Prolonged stressful situations
at work gradually reduce workers’ resources to cope with stress (Shirom 2003), which
can lead to emotional, physical, and mental exhaustion, and to a depletion of their
ability to maintain intense participation in their work activity (Schaufeli et al. 2009),
thus triggering the affective-behavioural response that we know as burnout or burnout
syndrome. Stress also makes workers more prone to depression (Yoshizawa et al. 2016),
work-related injuries (Kim et al. 2016) and risks of accidents and work-related diseases.
As a result, a growing incidence of work-related mental diseases has been observed, and
as well as increased absence from work and early retirement due to mental illness in
most European countries (European Framework for Action on Mental Health and Wellbeing 2016). Even minor levels of depression are associated with productivity losses
(Beck et al. 2011). Where there is a loss of highly skilled workers due to poor health,
additional recruitment and training costs may be incurred by employers (McDaid 2007).
Sickness absence may also lead to an increased workload and potential risk for WRS in
remaining team members. In addition to absenteeism, businesses have to contend with
presenteeism - poor performance due to being unwell while at work (e.g., Aronsson et al.
2000).
1.2 Technology as an Emergent Source of Work-Related Stress: Technostress
According to the last European Working Condition Survey (Eurofound 2017), the number of workers using Digital Technologies (DT) has been increasing in the last years. The
COVID-19 pandemic and the shift to work-from-home has escalated this trend (De et al.
2020), with a very high number of workers using DT to accomplish their professional
duties.
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The use of DT has blurred the traditional boundaries between work and life domains.
Nowadays, the work activities are not delimitated by the workspace anymore and workers
remain connected to the work from home during non-working hours, by using new
technologies. Being continuously connected increases work-personal life conflict and
reduces the possibility to have a full recovery after work, with the negative effects such
issue might have on workers’ well-being (e.g., higher level of anxiety, fatigue, burnout)
(Barber and Santuzzi 2015, Boswell and Olson-Buchanan 2007, Dragano and Lunau
2020). This phenomenon might be even more pronounced for those people who work
remotely, especially when telecommuting is not the result of a voluntary choice (like
during the COVID-19 pandemic).
Hence, despite DT having improved several aspects of our daily life, the use of
technology might provoke adverse effects namely on workers’ well-being (Day et al.
2012, Gaudioso et al. 2017, Lee et al. 2016, Tarafdar et al. 2007, Weinert et al. 2014)
and has been appointed as an emergent source of WRS. Technostress has been defined
as the stress experienced by users when using DT (Ragu-Nathan et al. 2008). There
is some consensus in scientific literature around the existence of five techno-stressors
(Tarafdar et al. 2007, La Torre et al. 2018). These are: 1. Techno-overload: the DT’s
potential to drive an employee to work faster and longer hours; 2. Techno-invasion: the
DT’s potential to invade an employee’s personal life when performing job tasks, because
employees can be reached at any time or feel the need to be constantly connected; 3.
Techno-complexity: the inherent quality of DT that makes employees feel inadequate
regarding their DT skills; 4. Techno-insecurity: users feeling threatened about losing
their jobs; and, 5. Techno-uncertainty: refers to the constant changes and upgrades of
software and hardware that may impose stress on employees.

2 Using Games to Address Technostress
Videogames appeared on the consumer market about 50 years ago and their societal
impact steadily grew until they became a fundamental social and cultural element
(Oblinger 2006). Initially thought as simple entertainment objects, the design and/or
use of videogames for other purposes was seen as a logic step to take advantage of the
motivation and engagement that users experience while playing. Therefore, videogames
are now used for education and training, awareness raising, advertising, research studies,
public health campaigns, etc. These games, called Serious Games, are generically defined
as “[games] that do not have entertainment, enjoyment or fun as their primary purpose”
(Michael and Chen 2006, p. 21) or as “… a mental contest, played with a computer in
accordance with specific rules, that uses entertainment to further government or corporate training, education, health, public policy, and strategic communication objectives”
(Zyda 2005, p. 26). Serious games use the game mechanics and dynamics to develop
specific skills and competences, to transmit a desired information (or message) to the
user and to reinforce the acquired knowledge or awareness while the user is immersed
in a fun environment (Prensky 2003). Users can ‘learn by doing’ and ‘learn by error’ in
a controlled environment that supports knowledge, skill and competence development
and can even improve teamwork, social skills, leadership, and collaboration (Juzeleniene
et al. 2014). To be more effective, the adopted game mechanics and dynamics should be
selected according to the desired serious purposes (Baptista et al. 2015).
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There is evidence revealing that playing games may have several positive effects on
how people feel and for stress management. For instance, games may contribute to help
people to recover from stress, to do a better emotional regulation, to use stress coping
strategies and for supporting stress levels decrease giving biofeedback information (e.g.,
Al Osman et al. 2016, Collin and Cox 2014, Heber et al. 2016, Lopes et al. 2014, Villani
et al. 2018). Moreover, since the nineties it is recognized the value of simulation games
in training, for instance for Crisis Management skills or Crew Resource Management
Training (Baker et al. 1993, Marlow et al. 2017). However, there are not yet games
that cover the critical competencies and skills required for work stress management
and resilience and specially for managing technostress. This would constitute a critical
innovation of our project.
We briefly present now the steps of the Erasmus + project, aimed to create a digital
training platform for developing employees’ and employers’ competences to manage
technostress at work. The platform is addressed to workers of SMEs.
2.1 Step 1: The Needs Analysis
The first activity consists of a deep analysis of the emergent psychosocial risks associated
with the increased use of DT. The more profound knowledge of the nature of the risks
informed the development of the risk management standards, which were used to develop
the VET curriculum and to inform the design of the Digital Training Platform and the
development of the training materials and resources.
2.2 Step 2: The Digital Training Platform
The second – and most important – step of the project is the design and development of a
digital game-based training platform, founded on the specification that emerged from the
first step. The game concept is based on a 3D Role Play Game (RPG) approach and the
integrated series of scenarios provides a rich, experiential, and immersive experience
enabling learners to understand the choices they have and the implications of these
choices when placed in simulations of typical situations where stress arises because of
the use of DT in the working environment. The RPG game concept is also applied in
the definition of a set of character attributes, related to technostress, whose values vary
according to the tracking of the player progress, done through the recording of game
analytics, which also allows to determine the player’s performance and achievement
of the learning outcomes. The development of the platform follows an Agile Software
process with frequent interaction with the end-users.
The game is thought both for employees and for employers, with similar scenarios
seen from different perspectives, aimed to train both target groups, helping employees
to cope with technostress, and employers to support all the useful strategies to avoid
technostress for their employees. Before the game, learners will answer to a self-report
diagnosis tool to assess their levels of technostress. Learners will assume the role of
employer and employee to experience specific scenarios and to determine the most
appropriate solutions for each scenario. Learners can react using language, actions, or
postures, and after each reaction they will gain or lose some points, depending on the
fact that their response help learners to usefully cope with technostress or not. The scores
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are based on some skills that are assumed – from the scientific literature – to help in
facing stressful situations, e.g. resilience, emotion regulation, decision-making/problem
solving, control, task/time management, communication, support, motivation, delegation
strategies. The effectiveness of the training will be assessed using a self-report diagnosis
tool, like the one used at the beginning of the game, and various metrics will be also
considered, using a quantitative approach. In a research perspective, the possibility to
have a longitudinal evaluation is also considered, to check for the persistence of the
effect of the training. Figure 1 shows an example of the starting point of a scenario.

Fig. 1. Two screenshots of an example of a scenario for the technostress training platform.

2.3 Step 3: The Facilitator Training Course
The Facilitator is the person that leads the employees and the organisation in the learning
process to reduce technostress and looks after the adequate implementation of the tools
offered by the DESTRESS training platform. This actor plays an important role in terms
of both committing all the stakeholders involved and monitoring the implementation of
those policies and practices necessary to eliminate technostressors.
The facilitator’s training course is composed by three learning units. The first one
trains the facilitator on soft skills, necessary to foster the commitment of all stakeholders.
The second unit focuses on the acquisition of main knowledge about stress, technostress
and risk management standards. Moreover, this unit clarifies how to use the DESTRESS
platform. The third and last unit aims to improve skills related to the development and
implementation of the Techno Stress Action Plan. To do that, knowledge about how to
interpret the results of the risk assessment carried out through the platform and how to
develop a medium- and long-term action plan are provided.
2.4 Step 4: Policy Report and Recommendations
At the end, a policy report including clear recommendations for the further development
and application of the DESTRESS concepts and tools for the management and mitigation
of WRS as a result of the increasing use of DT in the work environment will be prepared.
The report will set out the economic and social benefits of extending the project to a
wider European audience and will also set out a series of concrete recommendations.
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3 Some Preliminary Results: The Alpha Testing
The aim of an alpha testing process is to run all the tasks that a typical user might
perform to identify all possible issues and bugs before releasing the product to end users.
Alpha testers are usually the internal employees of the involved organizations and in the
DESTRESS a total of 21 participants (13 females, mean age 46.3 years) were involved in
this testing stage. The testing procedure involved downloading and installing the game,
playing the entire game and answering a survey with open and closed questions. The
survey focused on three different aspects: Usability, Game Experience, Pedagogical and
Competence development objectives.
3.1 Usability
Usability of the DESTRESS game was assessed through the System Usability Scale
(SUS, Brooke 1996), a validated tool consisting of a 10-item questionnaire using a 5point Liker scale, from Strongly agree to Strongly disagree. An example is: “I think that
I would like to use this system frequently”. Besides the individual evaluation of each item
answers, SUS provides an aggregate score ranging from 0 to 4 with 4 being the most
positive. Finally, the score is converted in a 0–100 scale, with the following cut-off:
above 80.3: excellent; between 68 and 80.3: good; 68: ok; between 51 and 67: poor;
below 51: awful.
The total SUS score for the DESTRESS game was 72,03. So, although good,
improvements are still required. The learning curve of the game was considered good,
the game was easy to use, and players felt confident when using the game. The repeatability factor of the game must clearly be improved. In relation to the negative statements,
the game seemed a bit cumbersome to use and did require some practice so usability
must be improved.
3.2 Game Experience
The game experience was assessed through an adapted Game Experience Questionnaire
(Ijsselsteijn et al. 2013), that provides a view of the game experience through the following variables: competence, sensory and imaginative immersion, flow, tension/annoyance,
challenge, negative affect, positive affect (27 items). Participants were asked to indicate
how they felt while playing the game, evaluating each item on a 5-point Likert scale from
0-not at all to 4-extremely. Example of items are: “It felt like a rich experience” (sensory
and imaginative immersion), or “I was deeply concentrated in the game” (flow).
Results showed that the game experience was positively evaluated but it can clearly
still be improved. The sensory and imaginative immersion was well scored together
with flow and the feeling of competence. The challenge dimension is somehow limited
but this is probably because the only scenario tested was the introductory one (tutorial)
where the difficulty level was low to facilitate the learning of the game mechanics.
3.3 Pedagogical and Competence Development Objectives
The final set of 5 ad hoc items was meant to assess the extent to which the game
would allow to develop the expected cognitive and competence objectives defined for
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the tested scenario. These objectives were: understand the game-based pedagogical approach, know how to play the game, know what technostress is, know which kind of
techno-stressors and inhibitors exist, understand that technostress can be viewed differently by the employer and the employee. Self-assessment was given using a 5-point
Likert scale from 0-not at all to 4-extremely.
Results showed that the game seems to be working well at the most primary cognitive
levels (understanding and knowing concepts and basic operations) and that participants
understood how to operate the game, and how the methodology is applied. They also
understood what a techno-stressors is, and which techno-stressors exist. However more
complex cognitive aspects, like understanding in full what technostress is and how it
might be viewed differently by employees and employers, was not completely covered.
3.4 Final Open-Ended Question
An open-ended question was provided for participants to report qualitatively on improvements to the platform. The comments received can be categorized in the following
areas:
– Feedback about performance. Some participants highlighted the lack of information
about their performance during the game. Although the game displayed at any moment
different scores that changes in line with the participants’ performance, some of the
players were not able to identify which behaviors contributed to increase the final
score.
– Game content and dialogues. Other participants commented that the content was not
appropriate enough for being a new employee’s first day, as proposed in the scenario.
Some dialogues were interpreted as too much heavy and not realistic. Moreover,
few participants considered that the technological pressure transmitted by the game
was too strong, considering that it was contextualized in a SME where technology,
although important, might not play a so important role.
– Participant interaction with the game. Although one of the goals of the game was to
foster the participants’ space exploration, some considered that it is necessary to add
some preliminary information to guide the player along the game. Moreover, for some
participants, knowing how to start and proceed was not intuitive (for instance, some
of them took time to understand that the introduction of their name was required at
the beginning). Some participants considered that the text of the dialogues appeared
slowly.

4 Conclusions
This contribution seeks to illustrate the development and implementation of a project
aimed to develop employees’ and employers’ competences to manage technostress at
work, using a digital training platform. By immersing learners in a virtual environment,
using various scenarios, they will be exposed to the main psychosocial health risks connected with the use of DT, and their real impact. Players will assume roles, enabling them
to think back on their experiences with these specific situations and how it happened,
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and which solutions are available for each scenario. Besides raising awareness on the
problem, the project outputs will enable owners, managers and even decision makers
to plan for and to mitigate its occurrence and the negative consequences of work-based
technostress. For that purpose, both a policy report and recommendations will be produced, and a network of facilitators will also be created as an open forum to debate these
issues.
The preliminary results of the alpha testing showed good results in terms of usability, game experience and pedagogical and competence developments, although it also
demonstrated that several features need to be improved. The qualitative comments of the
players were focused mostly on the need of providing more information in the beginning
on how to play and on the objectives of the game; the need for reinforced feedback about
the players’ performance, namely in relation to the consequences of each individual
decision; the need of improving the character (avatar) navigation in the office space
by making the next task clearer; and the need of improving the dialogues between the
different characters.
Acknowledgments. “Stress Resilience @SMEs (DeSTRESS)” is a funded Erasmus+ project,
Vocational Education and Training Strategic Partnership – KA 202.
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Abstract. This paper presents results from our design and evaluation studies of
the Learning Analytics Cockpit (LA Cockpit) for a quiz app, which aims to provide lecturers with important information about students’ knowledge levels. We
define a LA Cockpit as a tool for instructors that enables them to steer students’
learning process by providing a LA Dashboard which visualizes students’ learning indicators and an intervention feature enabling instructors to give feedback
based on students’ knowledge levels. To address the needs of lecturers we applied
the Double Diamond (DD) design process model which consists of four stages:
discover, define, develop & refine. Following the DD process, we first conducted
a qualitative study by interviewing four lecturers and student teachers to discover
their needs. Results from the interviews allowed us to define requirements of the
lecturers. We used these results to develop the first version of the tool where we
refined it through informal feedback by the interviewed teachers. In preparation
for a larger effectiveness-study, we evaluated the LA Cockpit in terms of usefulness
and usability in a preliminary study with 16 university lecturers. Results from this
qualitative study indicate that the LA Cockpit can measure the students’ knowledge
level and supports self-reflection for lecturers. Moreover, results show that the LA
Cockpit enables lecturers to address knowledge gaps and provide interventions to
students before the exams.

1 Introduction
Learning Analytics (LA) is a relatively new field of research, introduced in 2011 and
defined as “the measurement, collection, analysis, and reporting of data about learners
and their contexts for the purpose of understanding and optimizing learning and the
environments in which it occurs” [19]. Ruipérez-Valiente et al. [16] identified two main
LA approaches to make sense of large amounts of learning data: (1) systems relying
on automatic data-processing, which result in automated systems, such as intelligent
tutoring- or recommender systems, or adaptive systems and (2) supportive systems to
provide data directly to stakeholders, such as teachers and learners, to support decisionmaking processes. This second approach is visible through the increasing research in
the field of LA Dashboards (LADs) [2, 8, 22]. LADs help learners to self-reflect and
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 95–104, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-86618-1_10
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educators to make the best possible decisions themselves, rather than leaving it to an
automated system [1].
LADs combine learning-related data into multiple indicators about learners, the
learning process or the learning context into one or multiple visualizations and present
them on a single display [17]. LADs provide visualizations of students’ performances as
well as activities and are normally designed either to support the teaching process or to
facilitate self-regulated learning, awareness and motivation [11, 17]. LADs are designed
to make learners and teachers aware, but as stated in the work of Jivet et al. [9], students need more than just awareness to make progress with their studies. Interventions
like actionable feedback in the form of tasks or recommendations containing additional
materials can address these shortcomings [13]. Winne states that LA typically has 2
elements: 1) a calculation where students’ learning-related data is aggregated & visualized and 2) a recommendation which aims to help students to take the next useful move
[23]. However, most LADs only provide information on students’ learning status to the
stakeholders but do not cover personalized, actionable feedback-interventions [12]. To
address the shortage of actionable feedback in LADs we conceptualize the LA Cockpit,
which enhances visualizations on learning indicators with an intervention-feature that
aids teachers to give personalized feedback based on students’ knowledge levels.
The LA Cockpit is a tool that provides a LAD combined with an intervention feature.
This tool was developed as an extension of the quiz-app StudyCore, in which students
can test their knowledge by answering questions created by lecturers. The quiz-app has
already been used for several semesters in lectures with larger cohorts at german universities [20]. In this paper we first present an overview of the related work. Next, we
outline our research question and overarching methodology that lead to the conceptualization of the LA Cockpit. Then we described a preliminary study with the aim of
collecting the requirements. We then present a user study that served as a foundation for
the development of the LA Cockpit. Finally, we will give an outlook for the future work
which contains the evaluation of the effective-ness of the intervention feature of the LA
Cockpit on a larger scale with an empirical study.

2 Related Work
In the research area of LADs, the most common two target groups are learners and teachers. There are LADs that distinctly address one of the two target groups and also LADs
that address both. Student LADs are mostly designed to support self-regulated learning,
awareness and motivation [17, 23]. In contrast, LADs aimed for teachers inform them of
students’ learning status and support them in performing their roles effectively in areas
including class management, learning facilitation, provision of feedback, evaluation and
grading [17]. The LA Cockpit can be categorized as a teacher LAD.
Teacher LADs can provide indicators like the time spent or social interaction and
collaboration efforts and help to identify isolated learners. They can also use data from
exercises, quizzes, or other forms of knowledge testing and show indicators of learner
performance [3, 7]. Furthermore, LADs can use log files from learning management
systems (LMS) that focus on predicting student dropouts or academic success [2]. After
becoming aware of key aspects of students in a course, it is important for teachers to
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be able to provide students with timely interventions such as feedback. The work of
Sedrakyan et al. [18], proposes a conceptual model showing how LADs can be used
to provide process-oriented feedback to learners and teachers. Furthermore, feedback
intervention tools such as OnTask [14] enable teachers to provide personalized feedback
at scale [13]. In designing LA applications, researchers encountered usability challenges
that led to the growing popularity of the field of human-centered LA (HCLA) in recent
years. Methods such as case study, (semi-structured) interviews, low-fidelity prototyping,
and many others have been used in previous work when applying HCLA [5]. In this paper
we apply a design method that is being regularly applied in the industry, but rarely in the
LA community. This related work provided the basic guidelines for the creation of our
LA Cockpit by combining LADs and interventions by enhancing the concept of LADs
through an intervention feature.

3 Design Methodology
The goal of this work is to create a tool that on the one hand improves the quality of
teaching and on the other hand can be easily used in everyday life of a lecturer who is
not an LA expert. Therefore, the following research questions (RQs) guided our study:
RQ1: What are key components for an LA Cockpit designed to help college instructors
to identify students’ knowledge gaps and provide individualized feedback?
RQ2: How do lecturers perceive the tool in terms of its usefulness & usability?
RQ3: Does the LA Cockpit help lecturers to identify knowledge levels, make timely
interventions before exams and self-reflect their teaching?
In order to implement features useful for the teachers and have a tool with good usability, our design focuses on the needs of lecturers and therefore requires an exploratory,
human-centered approach. Thus, we followed the Double Diamond (DD) design process
model characterized by “divergent” and “convergent” thinking, in which many ideas are
first generated before being refined and reduced to the best idea [21]. This happens twice
in this model – once to confirm the problem definition and once to create the solution
[4]. Following our adaptation of the DD model, we divided the development of the LA
Cockpit into the following steps:
1. Discover: In order to identify key components for an LA Cockpit, the expectations,
wishes and needs of lecturers with regard to digital teaching as well as learning
analytics (RQ1), we conducted semi-structured interviews with four lecturers in a
qualitative pre-study (Sect. 4.1).
2. Define: The interviews helped to develop a deeper understanding of the target group
and to formulate detailed feature requirements (Sect. 4.2).
3. Develop: Next, we implemented the system based on the requirements. That led
us to three indicator categories (engagement, performance and distribution) split up
into three views (Sect. 5).
4. Deliver & Refine: To refine the design, every development-sprint was backed by an
informal feedback round with the interviewed teachers. We conducted a user study of
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the developed system with 16 instructors to gain insights into instructors’ perceptions
of usefulness & usability (RQ2) and whether instructors can use the developed
system to identify knowledge levels, make timely interventions, and self-reflect on
their teaching (RQ3, Sect. 5.1).

4 Requirements Collection
4.1 Methodology: Interviews
To obtain insights about the LA Cockpit requirements, we conducted interviews with four
teachers, which took 45 to 60 min. The participants were first asked about how they would
ideally shape teaching through digital tools. Then we introduced StudyCore, the quiz-app
which should be extended by the LA Cockpit. We used this tool for our study because
all participants were already using Study-Core in their teaching. StudyCore is a mobile
quiz-app where students can check their knowledge at any time by answering questions
which are created by lecturers. Answers to question-types like multiple choice, fill-in-theblank or drag-and-drop can be validated in real-time. By providing direct feedback and
displaying individual explanations, StudyCore aims to promote self-regulated learning.
The app is used in a blended learning scenario as a complement to the existing course
materials during the semester [20]. We then introduced the concept of the LA Cock-pit
to the participants and asked them to envision how they would enhance StudyCore with
the LA Cockpit for daily use in their teaching.
4.2 Results
The interviews revealed that teachers would like to have a precise overview of students’
prior knowledge and performance as well as their weaknesses and strengths in order to
design courses such as tutorials, lectures or seminars more individually and to increase
students’ learning success. Furthermore, teachers find it helpful to get feedback from
students so they can reflect on their teaching and improve its quality. Based on the results
from the interviews we derived following requirements where the LA Cockpit should
enable lecturers:
1. to analyze strengths and weaknesses by identifying knowledge levels, in order to
adapt teaching more individually.
2. to fill students’ knowledge gaps through timely and constant feedback during the
semester to reduce the number of failed exams.
3. to get feedback from students on the learning items (quiz-items) to identify poorly
designed material and ensure content-quality.
4. to see the usage time and number of quiz-attempts in order to observe the regularity
and intensity of the students’ engagement.
5. to identify user groups sorted by their performance levels in order to give
differentiated feedback.
6. to use the tool through good usability to facilitate its use in everyday life.
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5 The LA Cockpit
To go beyond displaying only information, we aim to provide instructors a tool to identify
knowledge gaps in order to adapt their instructional design and provide targeted feedback
to the students. In the LA framework, Greller and Drachsler [19] put the importance of
pedagogy in context where the results of LA can lead to pedagogical consequences by
instructors that can change learners’ behaviors, which again can be studied through LA.
Referring to this, Fig. 1 shows how the LA Cockpit can affect instructional design and
help instructors improve in a continuous loop. The data we are using to populate the
LA Cockpit and compute the indicators are generated by the quiz-app. In StudyCore
we track the results of students’ answers, the time spent on the app, the number of
question-attempts and the reports that students give when they misunderstand a question.
Based on the requirements in Sect. 4.2 the indicator categories engagement, performance, and distribution were determined. We developed 10 visualizations which are
divided into three views (performance-, engagement-, and distribution view) as well as
an intervention feature. Engagement indicators show the number of total and recently
active users, the duration of use, the number of answers given daily, and the number of
users with high activity.
Performance indicators measure the quality of usage and are presented in the
performance-view (Fig. 2) which provides information about how successful students
answered the quiz-questions including statistics on success rates of chapters and of individual questions in order to enable an effective analysis of weaknesses. In a detailed
performance-view, the success rate for each question is visualized and sorted by chapters and by descending failure rates. Thus, lecturers can analyze whether a quiz item is
for instance formulated improperly, whether it contains errors in the sample solution, or
whether the question is too difficult or was not covered in the lecture.

Fig. 1. The LA Cockpit loop

Distribution Indicators. Differentiating groups with different levels of performance
is, in the sense of differentiation in didactics, a step toward individualizing teaching [10,
15]. To enable internal differentiation, distribution indicators include statistics on the
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Fig. 2. The performance-view

frequency distributions of users by performance levels to see how the levels are spread.
It is visualized in a bar chart, with the x-axis showing the intervals of success rates that
students can achieve and the y-axis showing the number of students in that interval.
Distribution indicators are depicted in the distribution-view (Fig. 3).
Intervention Feature (Fig. 3). Lecturers can send in-app-interventions to various student groups based on their individual performance levels. The distribution view, with
its frequency distributions of users by performance level, has been enhanced to allow
instructors to intervene with those students who are within a certain success-rate interval. For example, lecturers can send supportive materials to all students with a success
rate of 25% or below in order to close knowledge gaps. Conversely, the instructor can
challenge students who have very strong success rates (e.g.: 90% or higher) with more
challenging tasks.
Interventions are displayed to the student on the quiz-app’s learner-board. A rulebased intervention feature allows teachers to send recommendations to students at scale
in order to accompany their learning process individually. This intervention feature was
not evaluated in the user study (see Sect. 5.1) because testing its effectiveness requires
a different type of evaluation.

Fig. 3. The distribution view and intervention feature show (1) a filter to select a chapter; (2)
number of all students with a success rate (SR) between 0% and 10%; (3) customizable SR
thresholds; (4) feedback for all students with SR from 0% to 10%.
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5.1 Methodology: Usability Study
The LA Cockpit was evaluated in terms of usefulness and usability with 16 lecturers
from german universities or schools who did not participate in the interviews during
the requirements collection (Sect. 4.1). In this paper, we present the results of the first
evaluation round in which we focused on the three indicator views. Before empirically
evaluating the effectiveness of the intervention feature, we wish to establish the usability
of the interface. Therefore, the intervention function was excluded from this usability
study and will evaluate its effectiveness in a future study empirically. The Evaluation
was conducted through videoconferencing with each subject where we first started with
an explanatory introduction to the LA Cockpit. Then we showed the subjects screenshots
of the 10 visualisations, which were divided into the engagement, performance and
distribution views. In a first questionnaire the subjects rated these visualisations in terms
of usefulness, usability and visual appeal. Next, the participants were asked to complete
typical tasks with the LA Cockpit, which they could solve in a similar context with
this tool in the future. For this, we generated a random dataset for a larger course and
displayed the test-data in the LA Cockpit. Subsequently, the lecturers answered a second
questionnaire regarding the usefulness of the implemented system in the context of
teaching. As the final step, the usability was evaluated with the System Usability Scale
(SUS) [11].
5.2 Results
Figure 4 shows how the charts were evaluated in terms of its usefulness, readability
and visual appeal. The ratings in the figure result from the average of all evaluation
results of the 16 participants. In general, all charts were rated positively with a scoring
over 6 of 10 possible points in all three areas: readability, usefulness and visual appeal.
However, the detailed performance-view of the success rates of questions received the
best rating in terms of usefulness, visual appeal and readability. Participants mentioned
that the chart allows a detailed weakness analysis and helps to detect incomprehensible
or incorrect quiz-items. The evaluation furthermore indicates that the LA Cockpit can
measure students‘ knowledge levels and identify weaknesses as well as strengths. The
results have also shown that the implemented system can be used to uncover areas where
students have difficulties during the semester and thus provide timely interventions to
better prepare learners for the final exam. The large majority of the lecturers also agreed
that the system can be used to reflect more on one’s own teaching and ensure as well
as improve the quality of their teaching. The SUS score of the Implemented System is
75 which is a B in school grades according to the grading system designed by Sauro &
Lewis [6].
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Fig. 4. Ratings of the 10 visualizations divided into the three views. The size of a bubble represents
how visually appealing the subjects found a chart.

6 Discussion
To answer RQ1 that concerns identifying key components for an LA Cockpit to improve
the quality of teaching we conducted a requirement collection where we interviewed
lecturers and allowed us to derive six core requirements for the LA Cockpit. Based on
these requirements we designed the first iteration of the LA Cockpit which included all
of the requirements except the one of filling the knowledge gaps through interventions.
We evaluated this first iteration through a usability study. The results of this study on
the usefulness and usability of the proposed system and its impact for teaching aimed
to address RQ2 & RQ3 and indicate that the LA Cockpit can measure the students’
knowledge level and support self-reflection for lecturers. Moreover, results show that
the LA Cockpit can enable lecturers to address knowledge gaps and provide interventions
to students before the exams.
One limitation of the study is the number of interviews, with a bigger number of
participants we expect to get more requirements. Yet, we consider that the requirements
that we got are sufficient for our first iteration. Another limitation of the study is that
the proposed LA Cockpit was yet applied only on quizzes. Regular courses are way
more complex and getting data from course activities and presenting it in a LA Cockpit
requires additional research. However, we consider that results from our study show the
potential of more generalizable LA Cockpits.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work we introduced the concept of the LA Cockpit, a tool that enhances LADs by
providing actionable interventions based on students’ knowledge levels thus steering the
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learning process beyond the raise of awareness. We identified six main requirements for
an LA Cockpit: (1) identification of strengths and weaknesses for teaching adaptation,
(2) filling students’ knowledge gaps with timely interventions, (3) receiving students’
feedback to ensure content quality, (4) monitoring students’ engagement, (5) identifying
students clusters based on performance, and (6) ease of use. We designed and implemented a first iteration of the LA Cockpit following these requirements and evaluated
it. Results from this evaluation show the LA Cockpit to be useful as it can indicate
the students’ knowledge level and support self-reflection for teachers. Thus, enabling
teachers to provide timely interventions, and adapt their teaching addressing students’
weaknesses. Moreover, results show that the tool is relatively easy to use.
For future work, we plan to conduct a larger scaled empirical study by examining
the effect of the LA Cockpit-interventions on exam results. Through such interventions
teachers can provide targeted and partly automated rule-based feedback or recommendations to students directly from the cockpit, steering the learning process in an informed
way.
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Abstract. Age and gender estimation using face images is an exciting
task in the ﬁeld of computer vision. The traits from the face images are
used to determine age, gender, ethnic background and emotion of people. By learning representations through the use of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), a signiﬁcant
increase in performance can be obtained on these tasks, respect to the commonly used hand-crafted methodologies. This paper presents a comparative overview of the state-of-the-art approaches which estimate age and
gender from human faces, some of them proposing novel network architectures or the addition of new components to already known models.

1

Introduction

Age estimation and gender classiﬁcation play an important role in our lives,
identifying whether a person is a male or a female and young or old. More
generally, languages reserve diﬀerent words, expressions and grammar rules when
addressing diﬀerent people.
The ﬁrst thing we do to estimate the age or the gender of a person is to
observe his or her facial appearances, that depend on extrinsic and intrinsic factors [14]. The extrinsic ones are mainly determined by the living environment of
the observed person, his or her health conditions and lifestyle, etc. The intrinsic
factors depend, instead, on physiological elements, such as genes. In particular,
the intrinsic factors are often determinant to classify the gender of the person.
As the roles of computers in our lives grow, increasing our interaction with it,
it is natural to expect systems capable of doing the same things that we can do,
included this kind of classiﬁcation, with similar accuracy and eﬀortlessness.
The automatic age estimation and gender classiﬁcation have a wide range
of applications in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), in surveillance and web
content ﬁltering. Despite of the continuous research in these ﬁeld, where both
universities and industries have devoted their eﬀort in the design and the modeling of algorithm and in the collection of the data, the age and gender determination is still a challenging job.
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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The feature extraction is a crucial factor for the success of classiﬁcation. It not
only demands the features having the most diﬀerentiable characteristics among
diﬀerent classes, but also retains unaltered characteristics within the same class.
Many of the methods employed are hand-crafted, requiring strong prior knowledge to engineer it by hand, and they cannot be relied on to accurately predict
human’s age or gender. In recent years, due to its good feature extraction ability, the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) has been highlighted in machine
learning and pattern recognition ﬁelds, having higher accuracy in the results [7].
The creation of such systems requires one or more benchmark databases, in order
to train, validate and test the network.
In this paper we present an overview of the diﬀerent CNN architectures commonly used in such research ﬁeld, followed by an overview of the main results,
where we emphasize the datasets used, in order to provide an easy way of comparing current and new results.

2

Overview of CNN Based Approaches

A typical pipeline of age estimation system using CNN is presented in Fig. 1 [1].
The procedure starts with face detection in the picture where the person is,
followed by face landmark and alignment. After these ﬁrst steps, representing
the processing of the image, the obtained picture passes through a more or less
complex neural network in order to have the extraction of the features and, in
output, the estimation of the age of the person. The ﬁnal result can be weather
an output of a regression problem or a classiﬁcation problem. In the ﬁrst case
the system returns a single number representing the estimated age of the person,
while, in the second case, the system gives the probabilities for the age of the
person to be in some pre-established ranges. The procedure described here for
the age estimation is similar to the one for the gender classiﬁcation, in which
only a classiﬁcation problem is possible, representing the probability for a person
to be a male or a female.

Fig. 1. A typical CNN age estimation system.

Deep learning and, in particular, CNNs have demonstrated good performances in feature learning and face recognition, thanks to the ability to learn
discriminative trait descriptors from the image.
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AlexNet is one of the more famous CNN architectures [11], winner of the
2012 edition of ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)
and trained with 1.2 million labeled images of objects.
This network consists of a simple layout of eight layers with ﬁve convolutional
and three fully-connected layers.
An improved CNN architecture is the Visual Geometry Group (VGGNet)
architecture [19], that has a ﬁlter trained obtain a better result in the “ImageNet”
classiﬁcation challenge. Such architecture is often used for transfer learning, in
the case of features extraction and ﬁne tuning also used in the age and gender
determination. This network presents the disadvantage of a very slow training
process and quite large weights, given, moreover, by the presence of some fullyconnected layers. The results of the learning process become more accurate if a
“pre-training” approach is added in the architecture, making the whole training
even slower. A variation of the VGGNet, called “MiniVGGNet”, is used for
smaller datasets.
A deeper and wider architecture than AlexNet is GoogleNet [20], that has
a model weight of 28 MB and uses “global averaging pooling” instead of the
fully-connected layers previously used in the AlexNet architecture, reducing the
weight size. This network outperformed the VGG model.
The ResNet architecture [9] was developed to improve the performance of
the previous CNN architecture, introducing the concept of “residual module”
and “identity mappings”. The residual module consists of two branches: the ﬁrst
is a shortcut which connects the input to the addition of the second branch,
and a series of convolutions and activations. This network is computationally
expensive with large depth and other variants exist, like “ResNet-10”, “ResNet18” and “ResNet-34”. This network is widely used in the classiﬁcations problem
from picture.
The GilNet architecture has three convolutional layers followed by three fully
connected layers. Each convolutional layer is activated by a Rectiﬁed Linear Unit
(ReLU) and then max-pooled. A Local Response Normalization (LRN) is applied
to the output of the ﬁrst two convolutional layers. The last layer, softmax, has
a number of outputs based on the task in interest (two for gender classiﬁcation
and n, equal to the number of the age spans, for the age determination).
Finally, the Xception (Extreme Inception) architecture [3] is a CNN based
entirely on “depthwise separable convolution” layers with a small weight serialization (91 MB). The architecture has 36 convolutional layers grouped in 14
modules having linear residual connections around them, except for the ﬁrst and
last modules. It is an improved version of the older Inception architecture.

3

Approaches and Datasets

This section comprises a full state-of-the-art techniques for the age and gender
determination from pictures. Generally speaking, the face classiﬁcation methods
are sensitive to face localization errors and variations in illumination. Before
the procedure for the feature extraction, the face image should be normalized
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respect to these eﬀects [2]. The face alignment is, after the face detection from
a picture, the ﬁrst procedure to do in order to normalize the face image, and
can be done using the position of the nose and of the eyes (Fig. 2). The eyes
can be aligned horizontally by an in-plane rotation of the face image into an
upright pose: the distance between the eyes is used to compute the dimension
of the cropping area. In an uncontrolled environment, where the head’s angle of
rotation respect to the body axis is generally non-zero, the distance between the
eyes can be shorter and the cropping area would result smaller than the frontal
case. For this reason, the horizontal position of the upper and lower parts of
the nose can be considered in order to mitigate this eﬀect, because the distance
between these two points increases with the angle of rotation of the face and can
be related to the decreasing of the distance between the eyes.
In unconstrained environment, moreover, the facial texture is prone to uneven
illumination, impacting for sure the demographic and gender perception, as
established by Russell [18]. In order to normalize the photometry, reducing
the eﬀects of local shadows, the Pre-processing Sequence (PS) [21] approach,
enhanced with a Bilateral ﬁltering, can be considered prior to the Multi-scale
Local Binary Patterns (MSLBP) operator. The ﬁlter is added to reduce the
noise in the image, while the MSLBP techniques, an enhancement of the LBP
commonly used, divides the picture into a certain number of non-overlapping
regions and, for each of them, extracts the local histograms. This procedure is
repeated many times with a diﬀerent radii of the local regions and the resulting
histograms are combined before they are concatenated in order to obtain the
whole feature vector (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. The face alignment procedure from the position of the nose and of the eyes [2].
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Fig. 3. The extraction of the multi-scale local histograms [21].

The raw feature vector is, in general, a very high dimensional vector and
the segmental dimensionality reduction techniques can be used in order to have
a more approachable problem, for example, in the age classiﬁcation. In this
regard, Azarmehr et al. [2] uses the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), a
supervised reduction method that can linearly separate the classes to capture
the most discriminant features from the fare representation, maximizing the ratio
of between-class and within-class separability. The supervised and discriminative
SVM classiﬁer with an RBF kernel is used to guarantee an accurate classiﬁcation.
From the scheme in Fig. 4 it is possible to see that the gender classiﬁcation
appears to be a middle step of the age determination, seen as a classiﬁcation in
multiple age spans.

Fig. 4. The demography-based discriminative classiﬁcation tree.

In the cited work, the embedded benchmarking platform was a non-real time
Android system running on a multi-core 1.7 GHz Snapdragon 600 (ARMv7)
SoC, with 2 GB of RAM. The datasets used for the training of the system were
FERET, MORPH (Album II) and Gallagher, while for the evaluation of the
performances were used Adience, BioID and PAL. A particularity of the work
was that the age and gender determination were done on unconstrained video
with a camera having a resolution of 720 × 1280 pixels.
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Fig. 5. FaceMaskNet-9 architecture considered in the work of Golwalkar.

During the current COVID-19 pandemic emergency people wear face masks
to prevent human-to-human transmission of the virus thereby making it diﬃcult
to detect their faces and their characteristics. The age estimation problem of
face images from photographs or live videos with subjects wearing a sanitary
mask has been considered by Golwalkar [8].
Table 1. Comparison of methods and datasets for age and gender estimation from face
images.
Authors

Dataset

Approach

Othmani et al. [14]

MORPH FACES FG-NET

Deep CNN (Xception, InceptionV3, Age MAE: 2.52–4.63 yr
ResNet-50, VGG-16 and VGG-19)
1-layer NN for regression

Ozbulak et al. [15]

Adience

CNN (GilNet, AlexNet like,
VGG-Face) SVM classiﬁer
Fine-Tuning

Age: 73%–80% Gender:
87%–95%

Mallouh et al. [13]

Adience

2 CNN architectures 2 training
processes for face recognition and
age estimation

Age: 70%–90%

Azarmehr et al. [2]

FERET MORPH Gallagher
Adience BioID PAL

MSLBP PCA LDA SVM classiﬁer

Age: 93%–76% Gender:
96%–76%

Duan et al. [4]

Adience MORPH

LBP+FPLBP

Age: 52% Gender: 88%

Eidinger et al. [5]

Adience FG-NET MORPH

LBP+FPLBP SVM

Age: 75%–81% Gender:
82%–89%

Ekmekji [6]

Adience

CNN LNR

Age: 84% Gender:
76%–92%

Hosseini et al. [10]

Adience

CNN + Gabor Filter

Age: 61% Gender: 89%

Levi, Hassner [12]

Adience

CNN LNR

Age: 85% Gender: 87%

Qawaqneh et al. [16]

Adience

VGG-Face CNN Fine-Tuning

Age: 95%

Rahadian, Suyanto [17]

Adience

ResNet Transfer Learning and
Data Augmentation

Age: F1 = 80%

CNN (FaceMaskNet-9)

Age: 95%

Golwalkar, Mehendale [8] Amatorial photos and GAN

Accuracy
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Fig. 6. Results obtained when input image or live video stream was tested on age
detection system in the work of Golwalkar.

Also in this case, the age estimation has been considered as a classiﬁcation
problem, and a novel CNN architecture, called FaceMaskNet-9, has been taken
in account (Fig. 5). The second and ﬁfth layers are the convolutional layers while
the ReLU layers are at the third and sixth layers. There are two max pooling
layers, one after each of the ReLU layers. The fully connected layer with an
output size of 10 is followed by the softmax layer. The classiﬁcation layer is used
to classify the age of people. The pre-processing of the input image, of resolution 227 × 227 pixels, is performed with OpenCV’s DNN module. As there is
not a database containing enough images of people wearing a mask, an amatorial dataset has been created with the Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)
method, containing 4,500 face images from 500 individuals.
The system achieved an overall accuracy of 95,0% and can detect the age
of people wearing masks as well. The age of 12 people with face masks was
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predicted with an accuracy of more than 90% and only one person’s age was
detected with an accuracy slightly less than 90% (Fig. 6).

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a comprehensive survey of various approaches for
the age and gender determination and of databases commonly used in this ﬁeld,
highlighting the results obtained in terms of accuracy. In Table 1, a summary of
performance evaluations is given.
Our plan is to expand this work by presenting a detailed comparison of the
datasets used: this way we aim to build a complete reference framework in which
future works can be assessed.
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Abstract. We describe our approach to the computation and visual representation of the learning dynamics of a Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC), where the educational strategy of Peer Assessment is used.
The state of the MOOC, at a point in time, is representable through the
student models and the relationships and data produced during the Peer
Assessment. Such representation is rendered through a Graph Embedding approach, supported by Principal Component Analysis, as a point
in a 2-dimensional space. The evolution of the MOOC, during a series of
Peer Assessment sessions, is then representable as the path of the points
where the MOOC status has been. Basing on a simulated MOOC, with
1000 students, modeled by a normal distribution of the student model
features, we show that the proposed representation can picture eﬀectively
the evolution of the MOOC in time.

1

Introduction

A distance learning ecosystem is comprised of learners, teacher(s), learning contents, and the networked applications supporting teaching and learning. Its characterization as a complex system (to the border of a chaotic system) dates back
in time [10], to works of Otto Peters [8,9]. This characterization is based on the
modern scientiﬁc approach to systems, where, the individual parts cannot be
modeled only in isolation, whereas each component of the system might behave
diﬀerently, if taken in isolation, than when it is interacting with one or more of
the others. Student modeling, and modeling the class (the set of students participating in a course) is of course one main issue in distance learning. By such
modeling, the learner’s “state of learning” can be represented as, for instance,
the level of knowledge, competencies, performance or skills, possessed at a point.

c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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An eﬀective visual representation of the state of learning can be of great help for
the learners, as it can allow to self-evaluate and help proceeding along the course.
Such a visual representation can be also a crucial asset for the teacher In fact it
could support the teacher’s comprehension of the dynamics of the complex learning system, and allowing possible interventions. By dynamics, here, we mean the
evolution in time of the learners’ state, and consequently the class’s state, due to
the interactions taking place in the system among its parts. MOOCs are a ﬁeld
of distance education, where the availability of an eﬀective visual representation
could be more important for the teacher, and in this paper we focus mainly of this
aspect. MOOCs are courses characterized by a huge number of participants, and
by an economic model that makes many of them still free of charge and they have
been surging ahead in the last years. In fact, in the last eight years, MOOCs have
reached 120 million learners1 . In 2019 the Coursera platform2 delivered 3, 800
courses with 45 millions participants, while Edx 3 delivered 2, 640 courses with 24
millions participants. 13, 500 MOOCs have been announced or launched, until
end 2019, by over 900 universities around the world. It is straightforward that
the task of keeping under control the class’ and individual learners’ evolution in
a MOOC is a very hard task for the teacher unless (s)he is provided with an eﬃcient set of automated tools to visualize and comprehend the learners’ learning
data. Advances in Computer Science and Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL),
through Learning Analytics and Teaching Analytics (TA) could oﬀer such tools,
usually based on Machine Learning (ML). In this paper we investigate the use
of a Deep Learning (DL) technique, called Graph Embedding (GE) [1] to support the representation and analysis of the learning dynamics of a MOOC where
a Peer Assessment (PA) educational strategy is used [11]. In a session of PA,
learners are called to accomplish an assignment (such as answering a question,
or producing an essay, a software program, or other artifacts). Subsequently,
learners assess some tasks produced in the session by a small set of their colleagues (peers). By using a classic graph based representation, the relationships
among the members of a community can be powerfully represented. However,
graphs, are diﬃcult to be dynamically analyzed, mainly for computational reasons, especially when we compare two diﬀerent learning states, and dynamics,
of a whole large group of students. In previous work we showed how, using a GE
approach, it is possible to represent a MOOC as a point in a multidimensional
space, oﬀering the teacher a compact view of the MOOC’s dynamics [3]. We
applied also the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique [4], to lower
the number of dimensions of the points representing the MOOC, so to have a
2D representation (that has the advantage of being more directly visible and
comprehensible by the teacher).
Here we deepen the analysis of the GE+PCA representation, by comparing
two use cases:

1
2
3

https://www.classcentral.com/report/mooc-stats-2019/.
www.coursera.org.
www.edx.org.
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• in one case we represent the MOOC’s dynamics obtained during a series of
PA sessions, while the student models are used seamlessly throughout the
sessions, starting in each session from the models obtained at the end of the
previous session;
• in the second case we start each session from the same initial student models.
The second case is our baseline, to detect if our representation shows changes
in diﬀerent cases. In this way, along the PA sessions, we obtain two sets of points,
describing two paths of learning.
So, the research question is whether the technique based on GE+PCA is able
to show evidence of diﬀerences between the two cases. In other words whether
the two conditions generate two separate paths in the 2D space.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shows some related works from
the literature. Section 3 brieﬂy explains the student modeling features we use in
the management of PA sessions. In Sect. 4 we show the execution of the above
mentioned use cases, and discuss the research question. The last section provides
a closure, and gives a preview of future work.

2

Related Work

Graph embedding is a computational approach used to transform graphs’ nodes,
edges, their attributes, or the whole structure into a ﬁxed length vector representation in a continuous latent space. These embeddings are a lower dimensional
representation and, in case of the graph structure, they preserve their topology
in such a way that, two graphs with similar structure are associated with two
vectors which are close in the latent space. There are several approaches in the
literature for the extraction of graph embeddings [13]. In this study the de Lara
and Pineau’s approach has been used [5], based on the spectral decomposition
of graph Laplacian, which is particularly suitable in case of large graphs. Our
work uses the GE technique, to compress the graph representing a community of
learners into a low-dimensional vector and, eventually, to a point in a 2D space.
The GE algorithms can be eﬀective in converting high-dimensional sparse graphs
into low-dimensional, dense and continuous vector spaces, preserving maximally
the graph structure properties. Our work refers to a community of students, even
large (e.g. MOOCs), where the learning strategy of PA is used. Such a community can be represented as a large and direct graph where a node Vi represents
a student and an edge between two nodes Vi and Vj represents the grade that
the student si gave the student sj . In [3], the GE technique is used to represent
3 PA sessions in a classroom composed by 25 students, without taking into consideration the feasibility to represent the dynamics of diﬀerent PA sessions in a
MOOC in a two-dimensional space, where each point represents the MOOC in
a PA session. We did not ﬁnd actual researches where the GE-based approach
is applied to the problem of representing whole classes through student models.
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However the GE technique seems to be on the verge of further applications in
the ﬁeld of education. In particular, [6] shows a systematic investigation of the
problem of course concept extraction for MOOCs. The article proposes to learn
latent representations, for candidate concepts, via an embedding-based method;
a graph-based propagation algorithm is then proposed, to rank the candidate
concepts based on the learned representations. In [7], the authors present the
GEval system, a modular and extensible evaluation framework for graph embedding techniques. This framework is useful to compare diﬀerent approaches of GE
both for developers of new embedding techniques and consumers of these techniques in choosing the best approach according to the task(s) the vectors will
be used for. Moreover, Deep Learning enhancements for LA have been proposed
recently, in particular to support the prediction of success (or impending failure) of at-risk students [12], and to deal with an important problem for MOOCs,
which is the analysis and prediction of dropping-out rate [14].

3

The Student Model

In this section we shortly present the components of the Student Model (SM)
we use here, and the relevant aspects of the OpenAnswerKNN PA framework
[2], which we use, together with the K-OpenAnswer simulation platform, to
implement the simulated PA sessions in the presented experiments.
OpenAnswerKNN allows to manage PA sessions, by 1) collecting the PA session data, 2) representing the peers through the SM, 3) computing the grades
each peer should have for her/his artifact, initially based on the peers’ assessment, and 4) progressively update the student models, and the grades to give
the peers, based on the grades given by the teacher to a subset of the artifacts.
Before looking through the components of the SM, let us state that the
rationale of the SM, in the current PA context, is basically in the peer being
characterized by two main values:
• her/his proﬁciency in the subject matter, which in turn entails the quality
of the artifact (s)he produced in the PA session; we express this value as K
(Knowledge), a rational value in [1, 10];
• her/his capability to correctly assess a colleague’s artifact, which we express
as J (Judgment), a rational value in [0, 1]
At the beginning of a PA session we may imagine that the peer si is already
characterized by the true values of such a model, which we name Real SM: it is
expressed as the couple < KRi , JRi >, where:
• KRi is the grade that the si would have, were the teacher to assign it. So
this element models the true proﬁciency of the learner. Here, it is si ’s correct
grade.
• JRi is the actual si ’s capability to assess. There is a basic dependency of
this value from KRi , so its value is deﬁned as proportional to KRi (by a
conﬁgurable α = 0.1 in our experiments).
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Of course the real model is unknown to the PA system, and the aim of the
PA system is to eventually compute a model for a given peer, which is the same
as (or suﬃciently close to) the real one.
The computed SM is based on the following deﬁnitions:
1. [kp,q ] is the grade assigned by peer sp to peer sq (stretching a bit the notation
we may have kteacher,q = KRq ).
2. [KPi ≡ [1, 10]] is the grade that the PA system would give to the peer. Ideally
this would be equal to KRi . In reality the system computes it, and updates
it, according to rules: The process is described right after this enumeration
of elements of the Student Model.
3. [JPi ≡ [0, 1]] is the Judgment part of the Student Model, in its “current value”
computed by the system for si . As it was for KPi , this value is supposed to
eventually become equal to JRi , or very close to it, if the PA system works
well.
4. [Devi ] measures the reliability of the value achieved by KPi : the higher it
this, the less KPi can be trusted to be accurate.
Dev is initialized as the standard deviation of the grades kp,i of the peers sp
who gave an assessment for si ’s artifacts. It is then updated when the changes
in such peers’ SM will elicit a change in the estimated kp,i .
When teacher’s grades have to be chosen, in order to inject them in the
system, the peers that will get the grade can be selected as, or among, the si
having the highest Devi .
The OpenAnswerKNN process starts following the initialization steps mentioned in the above list. Subsequently:
• a set of grades Kteacher,i is produced by the teacher. These grades are added
into the system, to have an eﬀect on the student models by propagation; the
peers si who received the teacher’s grade are deﬁned as core peers; they are
placed in a set called Core Set;
• for the core peers, KPi is assigned to be equal to KRi (it will not change
anymore);
• the JPq are recomputed, for all the peers sq who graded at least one of the
new core peers;
• the KPt are recomputed for all the peers st who were graded by peers with
updated models;
• the last two steps are iterated up to a termination condition.
After a PA session, the above process is applied, in order to reach a better
computation of the peers’ models SMi =< KPi , JPi , Devi >. In principle the
process can be applied more times to the same PA session (by adding groups of
teacher’s grades in separate steps). This can help reaching more accurate models,
but it implies more work for the teacher.
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Experimental Evaluation

As anticipated in the Introduction, here we verify whether the GE+PCA representation is able to render the diﬀerent paths followed by the MOOC under
two diﬀerent conditions, during the execution of a sequence of PA sessions. One
condition is that the student models computed by the PA systems at the end of
a session are used to initialize the Student Models when the next session starts.
The other condition is that each session starts using the same SM initialization
for the peers in the class.
4.1

The Experimental Settings

As the environment for the experimentation we used the K-OpenAnswer simulation platform [11]. This environment is a software platform usable on the web
which allows to manage simulated communities formed by a huge number of
students and to carry out a what-if analysis on their dynamics. In particular,
K-OpenAnswer allows to simulate PA sessions by using the theoretical framework for PA deﬁned in OpenAnswerKNN, whose SM management was basically
described in Sect. 3. Figure 1 shows K-OpenAnswer Home page.

Fig. 1. The K-OpenAnswer web system.

Through this environment, teachers can choose among diﬀerent statistical
distributions to initialize the SMs of a simulated class (i.e. the real models of
its peers). In particular, the teacher can create the community by deﬁning a
Gaussian distribution to be used to compute the KRi values of the peers in the
class. Then the JRi values are computed based on the proportionality mentioned
in Sect. 3.
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Fig. 2. The simulated community, with the SMs computed by the system according
to the sole PA session data (peer assessments): the X-axis is the K dimension, where
the KPi values are placed; the Y-axis is the J dimension, with the JPi values, and the
Z-axis is the DEV dimension, with model reliability values.

For our case study, we deﬁned a community composed by 1, 000 students.
Then we carried out 30 simulated PA sessions, where each peer would assess 5
other peers. We computed the peers’ grades based on the real models, to deﬁne
the PA session data, on which the OpenAnswerKNN process would take place.
Figure 2 shows the simulated community, according to the PA session data, in
the model space K × J × DEV .
4.2

The Peer Assessment Sessions

To build each PA session, we used the Start a PA Session function of the KOpenAnswer system, as shown in Fig. 3. The teacher can set the number of peers
to grade. In our experiment this number remained ﬁxed at 5 for all the PA sessions. After having set the PA parameters, for each of them the system produced
two new updates in the community representative graph. The ﬁrst change, i.e.,
without taking into account the students’ models, produced a completely new
graph. The second change updated the previous graph adding new arcs and
updating the old ones with new weights due to the students’ models dynamics.
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Fig. 3. Building a new PA session in the K-OpenAnswer system.

4.3

Graph Embedding

In the experiments we set the dimension of the embedding space to 12, according
to experiments with a small dataset of simulated data and to another previous
work [3]. So, for each PA session we ﬁrst run the deep learning procedure on both
data, obtaining an array of 12 dimensions. Secondly we run the PCA procedure
to reduce the space dimension from 12 to 2 of To help us to visually explore the
data, the embedding space is further reduced to two dimensions by means of the
PCA technique.
4.4

Results and Discussion

As a result we obtained the two representations shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In the
ﬁgures, each point represents the community in the conﬁguration obtained after
a PA session, and is labeled by the session number.

Fig. 4. PCA representation of the PA sessions without using the students’ models.
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Fig. 5. PCA representation of the PA sessions using the students’ models.

A comparison of the two graphics makes the diﬀerence between the two
conditions quite apparent. The path in Fig. 5 is quite more regular than the
one (or rather none) shown in Fig. 4. In the latter case we see no correlations
among the sessions (baseline). In the former, we can see such correlation, and
conjecture that the use of progressively updated SMs, along the sessions, has a
distinct eﬀect. With such an initial conﬁrmation, while we cannot yet conclude
that this analysis can produce more usable feedback for the teacher, we can
consider that as matter for further study.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we used the Graph Embeddings ML technique, supported by Principal Component Analysis, with the aim to represent in a visually eﬀective way
the dynamics of a large community of students, where the PA learning strategy is applied. We simulated a community of 1000 peers, along a sequence of
30 PA sessions, and represented the evolution of the SMs of such a class. The
state of the class models, after each session, was represented as a point in a 2D
space, computed by GE, followed by PCA-based reduction of dimensionality.
The comparison between the community’s paths, computed under two diﬀerent
conditions (use of constant Vs. updated SMs, at the start of a session) showed
that the representation we devised can eﬀectively visualize the diﬀerences. We
think that the presented study strengthens the hypothesis that the GE+PCA
technique can be eﬀective in representing the dynamics of a learning community.
In future work, we plan to deepen this approach, in order to produce more useful
feedback for the teacher, and eventually for the learners. A teacher, for instance,
would be interested in comparing the current position of the community against
an “ideal” position (e.g. the best ﬁnal state of the community). A student might
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as well be interested in comparing her/his personal path with the whole community’s one. Both the above aspects seem to be reachable, after the conﬁrmation
of eﬀectiveness provided by the study we presented.
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Abstract. In an increasingly digitalized society, it is more common to use new
technologies in different dimensions of people’s daily lives. Education is part of
the set of fields where there is a need for technology integration and continuous
improvement. In that sense, gamification presents itself as a new trend in opposition
to traditional methods of teaching. The purpose of this article was to give a brief
view of the possibilities, concerns, and legal aspects of gamification in education.
To better define the subject and the dimensions resulting from the increasing use
and attention aroused by gamification, a qualitative methodology of bibliographic
review was conducted. It is necessary to encourage different ways of approaching
new teaching methods since traditional forms of teaching are becoming outdated
and are beginning to be considered obsolete, less inclusive, and unattractive to students. Many research studies support gamification as a method that demonstrates
student engagement and increased commitment and motivation in the classroom.
However, when applying and using this technology, there are also aspects to be
deliberated concerning the use, collection, storage, and disclosure of user information entrusted to the companies responsible for creating and distributing this
technology. There is a need to adapt and understand the legal aspects of this type of
use to develop practices, contribute to greater user awareness, and regulate vague
or even non-existent directives. This article will contribute to the discussion about
a topic that will significantly impact future education worldwide.
Keywords: Gamification · Education · Influence

1 Introduction
The world is quickly changing due to technological innovations [1]. Digital games have
become gradually popular in the past few decades, rivaling entertainment options such
as movies, television, and music [2].
With the increasing ownership of smartphones plus growing ease in the use of game
design tools, digital games are becoming more prevalent in the daily lives of most
individuals [3].
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 129–136, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-86618-1_13
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Today’s students are digital natives. Their ability to use various applications of
sophisticated technology development often surpasses the knowledge of their teachers
[1].
In information societies, various needs arise in education similar to all fields, while
researchers turn to new areas that will meet those needs. Traditional teaching applications
remain insufficient today, and it is highlighted that students should be responsible for
their learning processes, while teachers should serve as guides for the students [4].
The constant advancement of technology makes integrating technology compulsory,
and education systems face the continuous need for change and improvement. This
change, in turn, allows for the emergence of new methods for learning and teaching [4].
Among various learning strategies, gamification has been acknowledged as an effective way of promoting students’ learning [5]. Gamification is a convoluted concept of
which there has been some misperception regarding what qualifies under its definition.
It is most often defined as using game design elements in a non-game context to enhance
user experience and user engagement [1, 3].
More educators begin to see the potential benefits of using games to involve students.
For instance, in language learning and teaching, both analog and digital games have been
shown to increase student involvement [2].
Although there are several incentives for someone to include gamification, it should
not be considered an easy fix nor applied carelessly [3]. It is essential to clarify and
assure legal regulation of such technology use since game elements can lead to privacy
violations. Consequently, there is the need to consider protecting users’ privacy and
provide an environment in which users’ information is secured [6].
Therefore, to better define the subject and the dimensions resulting from the increasing use and attention aroused by gamification, a qualitative methodology of bibliographic
review was conducted.

2 Gamification as a Tool of Education
In the educational context, gamification appears as a work method that allows students
to capture the attention of specific themes, giving them focus and motivation to study
less intuitive subjects.
Gamification enables a more empirical approach and allows students to develop
reasoning and ideas more innovatively by stimulating their minds for a more open study.
Increasing students’ skills at the level of strategy, group work, and problem-solving are
some of the goals of gamification.
The social interaction between students inside and outside the school takes on a
new dimension through gamification. It stimulates social contacts through the suggested
activities and allows more reserved and shy students to establish learning contacts never
before desired by traditional methods [7]. The break with the traditional teaching methods provided by gamification allows these questions to be looked at from a different
perspective. The assessment so feared by students in the traditional method gains a
much more accessible and relaxed dimension with gamification.
The natural connection existing in today’s students with technology should be considered an advantage in their school performance and not be seen with suspicion and
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reluctance. However, it is necessary to use this link to technology as an aggregating
and enhancing factor for social interaction. The gamification applied to education will
certainly play a significant role in bridging technology and stimulating social interaction
around the subject [8].
2.1 Possibilities in Education Developments Using Gamification
Gamification opened many possibilities in several different ways in education, such as
students’ motivation, alternative learning methods, distance learning, and evaluation.
The game is a motivational activity for people in general, which allows them to face
challenges in several different areas, such as the army, sports, scouts, and teaching.
The satisfaction and happiness boosted by games are something to consider when
gamification is applied to education. Gamification stimulates the skills of each individual,
as in the case of the field of intrinsic motivation, in which it seeks the challenge of
acquiring new knowledge, reaching levels, distinguishing points, and tasks. It allows the
players to repeat and learn at their own pace, motivated by a personal reward, whatever its
nature. Nevertheless, there are also issues of extinct motivation given by the challenge and
competition among peers that allow them to interactively navigate to work individually
or collectively in a transparent way [9].
In distance learning, gamification shows that one of the better methods consists of
simulators since they give a chance to students to experience different roles in realistic
situations. Simulators are an excellent opportunity for real training that allows students
to develop thinking and enhance problem-solving strategies, being an essential tool for
distance learning [10].
The gamification feedback instruments allow a more personalized monitoring of the
students and more dynamic evaluation methods. Gamification often allows obtaining
a real-time evaluation, thereby giving the teacher a correct perception of the students’
learning paths over time, allowing them to be evaluated in a more just and rational way
when compared to a single evaluation moment [8].
Gamification and Law Education
With centuries of existence, traditional teaching methods in Law schools are tiring,
boring, and frightening for most students. Thus, today’s Law teachers must strive to
transform Law education into a pleasant and attractive activity for their students. In
this perspective, gamification can play a fundamental role in this radical change that is
required in the teaching methods of Law schools. Thinking about a hypothetical situation
within a game and its resolution strategies allows students to solve legal problems through
relevant cognitive challenges and efforts in Law enforcement. The creation of simulated
legal disputes in gamification enables applying legal theories in practice [11].
The massive use of gamification in the teaching of Law allows the move from limited
options and residual and delayed knowledge feedback to personalized, real-time feedback that enables students to understand and rectify what may not be right in solving a
given legal issue [12].
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2.2 Effects of Gamification on Students Skills and Academic Achievement
While gamification can be used as a learning method applicable to a group of students, it
is also a powerful individual tool that allows students to have a greater perception of selfassessment, knowledge, goals, and results to be personally achieved. In this perspective,
pressure is removed from students who are not subject to the judgments of colleagues and
the teacher [13]. Gamification as an educational tool encourages students to freely build
their learning paths at their own pace, inspiring them to do more and better in a natural,
individualized and spontaneous way. Their achievements and disappointments are seen
as part of the game and not as personal failures. This fact improves their self-esteem
in learning and makes students share their results without blame. Consequently, the
externalization of results has a highly positive impact on education because it enhances
students’ individual and group confidence [8].
Gamification also enables the reinforcement of interdisciplinarity during learning since it unites knowledge from different areas, involving students in constructive
approaches. The progression in learning enabled by gamification gives students the
freedom to fail, evolve, and get feedback on their progress in real-time. The game’s
history allows students to draw conclusions that stimulate their power of synthesis and
promote their memory by creating mental models provided by gamification. Not being
focused on a final result but rather on lasting and continuous learning, gamification
favors dialogue and investigation, allowing the analysis of theories in a practical way
that are experienced in the game and, as a result, perceived empirically [14]. This system
demonstrates the delivery and commitment of students in the learning process because it
gives them the possibility to participate in a unique and personalized way in the teaching
methods used. The student may feel that he also controls his educational process and
that it is not exclusive to teachers [15]. To learn, students do not need to come face to
face with the teacher. There is a universe of learning in the virtual world, particularly in
gamification, which leads to productive and multi-stimulated learning [16].
2.3 Gamification as a Connection Between Students and Their Teachers
Regarding the relationship between teachers and students, gamification allows breaking
the traditional barriers of power established in the classic teacher-student relationship
characterized by an association of power-subordination. Gamification brings teachers
and students closer together, and both are at the same level. The teacher is more of a
player in the game, even though he may have a different role, usually that of a referee or
manager of the game, enhancing a relationship of parity and equality with the students.
This new teaching methodology, enhanced by gamification as a tool, forces teachers to
reinvent their pedagogical methods, promoting an increase in teaching quality. The fact
that gamification implies direct and short instructions gives students access to only the
information necessary to achieve their goals, which benefits them. In addition, there is
a more significant interaction with teachers who follow the students’ academic paths in
a more personalized and individual way, giving them more detailed feedback on their
results [8].
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With gamification, there has been a greater degree of commitment in teaching by
teachers and students and increased mutual challenges. With this method, teachers transmit clearer and simpler information to students who better absorb that information by
apprehending its true meaning [14].
Teachers who use gamification as a teaching tool give students the possibility to
enjoy targeted learning with real-time activities that adapt to different needs. By defining
clear learning objectives in multiple aspects, the games provide equal opportunities to
all involved to reveal their qualities, whether they are students or teachers. Investing
in gamification can be a very profitable way of learning in the future, as long as it is
properly explored [17].

3 Legal Issues Raised by the Use of Gamification on Education
Gamification raises important legal questions that remain unanswered, as is the case of
using games software and virtual resources compatible with the personal data protection
regime that was certainly created while ignoring this need for the possibility of using
this teaching tool [18].
Most of the computer tools and applications used in education are free to use and, as
such, their use is regulated by DL nº 252/94 of October 20, with the wording given by
Law nº 92/2019, of September 4, which in its article 10 refers to the free use provided for
in article 75 of the CDADC. Article 10 (1) of the mentioned diploma is entitled “limits”
and is worded as follows: “Whenever compatible, the limits established for copyright
are applicable to computer programs, namely those contained in article 75. Of the Code
of Copyright and Related Rights, but private use will only be allowed under the terms
of the present diploma”, also referring to paragraph 2 that “The analysis of programs as
an object of scientific research or teaching is free.”
This principle should also be applied to gamification, and the available contents
should be regulated within the scope of article 75 of the Code of Copyright and Related
Rights (CDADC), namely of paragraph 2 f) complying with the requirements set out in
paragraph 2 of article 76 of the same code to provide equal opportunities for all students.
During the past few years, Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)
have become more common. ICTs have been designed for various sectors and, depending
on each case, based on several techniques. One example is Virtual Reality (VR), a
computer-generated simulation of a real-life environment that makes users feel as they
are within the simulation [6].
Gamification has been developed to provide attractive environments and maintain
user interest in several domains. It has been shown that in education, marketing, and
health, where gamification techniques are applied, user engagement in applications has
increased [6].
With such use, some situations need to be taken into account. Will there be any
legitimacy concerning the lack of protection of some personal data of students and
teachers? Who will be responsible for the processing of personal data? Who will be
bound by the codes of conduct? Will there be any compensation for damages allegedly
caused in the context of the breach of data protection rules?
Regrettably, legal regulations in force are not prepared to directly answer these
questions.
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3.1 Privacy, Control, and Information Disclosure
The gamification process applied to surveillance itself spills over from the digital
mediation of games into physical reality [19].
With the use of these apps, protecting users ‘privacy is an important aspect to be
considered due to the registration of their users’ personal information [6].
Writing surveillance in and for a gamified society entails creating fiction, games, and
other media that generate alternative social narratives with which users can collectively
shift the rules of the game. With that, the distribution of power can be even, and the
games of control that define our digital age disrupted [19].
Alarmingly, most of the empirical research has established bright side effects of using
gamified services but neglected potential dark side consequences. As users engage with
gamified apps, they can become so involved that they are more likely to share private
information with companies, threatening their information privacy [20].
Gamification has consolidated constant monitoring across society. Activities are
tracked from education to work and shopping, with user progress being monitored and
rewards meted out. However, this forced acceptance of constant surveillance constructs
a social narrative in which privacy ceases to exist, and technological tools at work can
easily be shifted from reward to control [19].
At the highest level of a monitored society, the game is played using citizens as nonplayer characters and gamification to control the global gamified environment. Writing
(about) surveillance and gamified control can warn people of emerging power structures,
criticize socio-technical relations, and offer a space in which new cultures can emerge.
These processes are necessary for creating new collective voices that can contain the
increasing trend towards gamified society through mass surveillance [19].
As action-awareness merging refers to the reduced effort during service usage, it can
be argued that the released additional cognitive resources can allow users to correctly
account for the information sensitivity of, among others, disclose their own location data
to a service provider and, therefore, not increase information disclosure [20].
3.2 Personal Information, Concerns, and Perils
Nowadays, learners grow up as digital natives and have different learning styles and
attitudes towards the learning process. The design of the challenges and the setting of
the content have to be carefully considered to make it as neutral as possible while not
seeming trivial and boring [21].
Therefore, teachers have to use different teaching methods and approaches that allow
students to be active participants with strong motivation and engagement in their own
learning [21]. Nevertheless, the increase of numerous services raises several risks and
concerns regarding user privacy protection, as their personal information is recorded,
monitored, and their identity can be connected with their actions [6].
The benefits and disadvantages of using gamification in the classroom are discussed
to provide a clear view of the learning process [21].
Flow theory is helpful to explain the process of how motivational experiences resulting from gamified services might translate into information disclosure. Flow generally
refers to a psychological state of deep involvement and absorption that, at its core,
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describes how individuals become so profoundly concentrated on a task that they are
not aware of themselves being separate from it [20].
The benefits of the game elements can be at the same time disadvantages for users’
privacy since the recognition of users’ faces may provide an animated character. Still,
users’ characteristics are recorded, so their anonymity is violated [6].

4 Conclusion
The purpose of this article was to present a brief view of the possibilities, challenges,
concerns, and legal aspects of gamification in education.
In an increasingly digitalized society, it is more common to use new technologies in
different dimensions of people’s daily lives. Education is part of the set of fields where
there is a need for technology integration and continuous improvement. It is necessary to encourage different ways of approaching new teaching methods since traditional
forms of teaching are becoming outdated and are beginning to be considered obsolete,
less inclusive, and unattractive to students. In this sense, gamification presents itself
as a solution to this problem with research that demonstrates student engagement and
increased commitment and motivation in the classroom. However, when applying and
using this technology, there are also aspects to be considered concerning the use, collection, storage, and disclosure of user information entrusted to the companies responsible
for creating and distributing this technology. There is a need to adapt and understand the
legal aspects of this type of use to develop practices, contribute to greater user awareness,
and regulate vague or even non-existent directives.
This article will undeniably contribute to the discussion about a topic that has great
importance since the emerging use of gamification will significantly influence the shape
of future education teaching methods of millions of students around the globe in the
following years.
Acknowledgments. This work has been supported by national funds through FCT – Fundação
para a Ciência e Tecnologia through project UIDB/04728/2020.
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Abstract. The way students learn changed signiﬁcantly over the past
two years, due to the current pandemic. However, this change was neither
desired not planed beforehand. As a result, in many cases, it may have
been undertaken without the appropriate care. In this paper we propose
a framework for online education tailored for Computer Science degrees.
Its goals are twofold: to avoid disruptive changes by providing a familiar
and supportive structure for teaching/learning activities, and to motivate
Students to learn autonomously, despite their reduced contact with their
peers or the Teacher.
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Introduction

Teaching and learning activities extend as far back as the ancient civilizations,
with evidence from around 3500BC [11], and can be described as a process
through which students learn new information, behaviors, skills, and construct
the necessary knowledge to fulﬁll their ambitions (e.g. getting a job). Generally,
it involves three key elements [12]: (1) Teachers, the main relationship initiators
and responsible for using multiple creative teaching pedagogies to motivate students to attend the classrooms and learn the required contents; (2) Students, the
key participants in the learning process; (3) A conducive learning environment,
that is typically associated with the infrastructure that should be provided by
educational institutions.
Of these three elements, the last has changed signiﬁcantly over the past two
years in face of the current pandemic. Indeed, in most countries, a signiﬁcant
number of Students went through a major and swift change in which classes
became online. Since this change was caused by a raging pandemic, it was performed out of necessity and not out of a previously planned action. In these
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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cases, one runs the risk of jeopardizing the whole teaching/learning process as
simply digitizing traditional learning processes may not be enough.
In this paper we present a framework for online teaching in Computer Science
degrees. It has two main goals: to provide a familiar and supportive structure
for Students despite signiﬁcant changes in the teaching/learning relationship,
and to keep them motivated while working autonomously despite the reduced
contact with the Teacher or other Students. In that sense, we analyze appropriate
methodologies and frameworks, and we look at the role of Gamiﬁcation as a way
to motivate Students. This framework has been in use for the past three years in
the Artiﬁcial Intelligence curricular unit, of an Informatics Engineering degree
of the Polytechnic of Porto, in northern Portugal.

2

Background

According to Felder and Silverman [8], the way each Student learns is unique,
and each unique learning style should be matched with a corresponding teaching
method. Students make use of their vision, hearing, reﬂecting and acting, reasoning (logical and intuitively), memory and visualization, drawing analogies,
or even mathematical models, in diﬀerent combinations, as learning catalysers.
This variety is also reﬂected on teachers and teaching methods. From lectures to
demonstrations or discussions, focus on principles versus applications, and even
emphasis on memory or understanding. Thus, a student capability to learn can
be presented as an equation that consists of their native ability and comprehension, associated with the compatibility of their learning style to the instructor’s
teaching style. While contextualized with engineering education, the remarks of
their work are transversal to other areas, and the main subject remains: mismatches between learning and teaching styles will result in bored and inattentive
students, poor learning outcomes, discouragement, and even dropouts.
Despite the documented existence of up to 32 learning styles on Felder and
Silverman’s conceptual framework [8], the usual methods for engineering education can be classiﬁed into ﬁve categories, with eﬀective teaching techniques
substantially overlapping the remaining categories. A combination of two categories results in a learning style dimension, and the Students’ learning style is
deﬁned by a ﬁve question questionnaire, while the corresponding teaching style
is also achieved through the same method (with diﬀerent question corpus). As
result, the authors have classiﬁed the following learning dimensions, represented
as Learning Style (categories) → Corresponding Teaching Style (categories):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Perception (sensory, intuitive) → Content (concrete, abstract);
Input (visual, auditory) → Presentation (visual, verbal);
Organization (inductive, deductive) → Organization (inductive, deductive);
Processing (active, reﬂective) → Student Participation (active, passive);
Understanding (sequential, global) → Perspective (sequential, global).

The authors further concluded that the existing learning and teaching proﬁles among the engineering students are mostly incompatible. As reﬂection,
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most engineering students are visual, sensing, inductive, and active, while most
engineering education is auditory, abstract (intuitive), deductive, passive, and
sequential. Their work explores the theory that a single teaching method is
not suﬃcient to address all students necessities, and this topic was recently
addressed by the work of Nithyanandam [12] where the author conducted a
seven-year study (2011–2018) on 2475 Indian students (2135 undergraduates,
and 340 graduates) with ﬁve teaching-learning methodologies being applied on
60 courses. The author was motivated by the common results when the learning
and teaching methods are not compatible (namely lack of students attendance,
lack of students attention, and higher failure rates), and each of the ﬁve methodologies is composed by a combination of 16 teaching pedagogies:
a Methodology 1: mind map, open-ended questions, reﬂection, quiz, summarization, journal reﬂection, divider, rubrics, role play, ﬂip-ﬂop classroom, bloom’s
taxonomy + SMART, case study;
b Methodology 2: mind map, google search, YouTube, WhatsApp, bloom’s taxonomy + SMART, case study;
c Methodology 3: bloom’s taxonomy + SMART; case study;
d Methodology 4: Unique question paper, bloom’s taxonomy + SMART, case
study;
e Methodology 5: team formation; mini-project or ﬁnal year project.
In his vision, the teaching-learning process can be expressed as an environment where the Teachers dictate ‘what’ and ‘why’ the Students need to learn by
planning and programming, and linking the course topics to the current industry
requirements. Then the teachers can determine ‘how’ the teaching material can
be delivered, and ﬁnd ‘when’ the Students achieve the learning goals by accessing the course outcomes. For the methodology, the Teacher should observe the
students’ performance in the ﬁrst two weeks of the class, and modify it appropriately. As for evaluation, if the student succeeded (got a job, went for higher
education, become an entrepreneur, etc.) then the applied pedagogies were considered useful. Otherwise, other pedagogies should be used in the future. With
this approach, the study achieved the following results: (1) 2.02% failure rate
in undergraduates; (2) 0.5% failure rate in graduates; (3) 14% improvement in
Students attendance from the second week of the class; (4) conﬂict between
Students and Teachers was improved by 100%; (5) industry-academia student
projects were increased to 90%; (6) 4 “Best” ﬁnal year project award, 1 Student
included in the design patent, 12 published papers in national and international
journals, and 2 part-time working Students got their promotion.
Learning methodologies are often supported by tools. As an example, a Portuguese research group [15] has developed several tools to assist teaching, learning, and training programming tasks. Their motivation was the common failure
rates among most computer science higher education institutions, all over the
world. As one of the most relevant skills for computer science students, programming is generally diﬃcult to learn and teach, where most common issues
are associated with lack of previous knowledge on programming, diﬃculties in
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thinking in an abstract manner, or the limited available time that is also divided
with other demanding subjects [3,10,14].
Their solution was a set of tools that have been adapted through the years
to satisfy their learning-teaching needs and to incorporate new technological
advancements. While mentioning that each tool has its own sets of beneﬁts, they
also agree that is diﬃcult to ﬁnd one suitable tool that satisﬁes every Students’
needs. From the 80’s, when programming was limited to a black screen with
a blinking cursor, to 2008, the group has developed six programming learning
tools that allowed students to write pseudo-code and observe the current simulation step by step and observe the evolution of the variable values; implement
algorithms to solve problems using a ﬂowchart representation based on the constructive theories; visualization of basic object-oriented concepts; collaborative
learning and educational simulation by supporting student discussion during
problem-solving group activities and promoting their collaboration to solve a
common problem; or even trying to improve motivation through tools present in
the generally advanced mobile devices (in 2008) that computer science students
were attracted to.
Some key aspects of these tools are commonly found today on the most
popular Integrated Development Environments (IDE), but we can see that as
a result of an evolutionary process that started as a response to those common learning challenges. Also, the conducive learning environment is not always
associated with a physical room. The virtualization of this process is known
under common terminology (online learning, open learning, web-based learning,
computer-meditated learning, blended learning, m-learning, e-learning, etc.) that
is associated with a capability to learn at any time, in any place [5]. While the
value of face-to-face instruction method can not be reduced, e-learning can be
used together with the traditional methods to bring eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness
[2]. Despite not being a novel concept, the popularity of e-learning has shifted
through the times and has been decisive during natural disasters that aﬀected
the teaching-learning process. This is further explored in the work of Dhawan
[7] where the author addresses online learning during the most recent global
pandemic event. The author proposes a variance of the common SWOT analysis
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) called SWOC (Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Challenges) of online learning during global
crises (Table 1).
Regarding the acceptability of this new paradigm, and despite the e-learning
passed from a possibility to a necessity, Allo [1] concluded that students consider online learning helpful. This is a contrast to a 2002 study where students
were reluctant to the inclusion of online learning in campus, but this contrast is
also supported by the large availability of internet access, reduced costs, online
platforms familiarity, large oﬀer of communication and collaboration software,
and a generalized shift in society towards a more digital daily routine.
Nonetheless, the shift from a traditional setting to an online one does not and
should not be a major disruption. That is, students should have some elements
of “normality” to hold on to when this shift happens, especially when it happens
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as quickly as it happened during the current pandemic. In this regard, Oliver
[13] proposes a learning framework that is especially suited for virtual/distance
learning environments. The framework is composed by three elements: Learning
Activities, Learning Resources and Learning Supports.
Table 1. Dhawan’s SWOC of online learning during global crises.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Time ﬂexibility;
Technical diﬃculties;
Location ﬂexibility;
Learners capability and conﬁdence
Catering to wide audiences;
level;
Wide availability of courses and con- Time management;
tent;
Distractions, frustration, anxiety and
Immediate feedback;
confusion;
Lack of personal/physical attention;
Opportunities

Challenges

Scope for Innovation and digital
development;
Designing ﬂexible programs;
Strengthen skills: problem-solving,
critical thinking, and adaptability;
Users can be of any age;
Innovative pedagogical approach
(Radical transformation in all
aspects of education);

Unequal distribution of ICT
infrastructure;
Quality of education;
Digital illiteracy;
Digital divide;
Technology cost and obsolescence;

The Learning Activity is the “traditional” task that is assigned to the student, although it may be carried out in a diﬀerent manner through the use
of online/virtual supports/resources/tools. In Computer Science degrees, this is
often a designing/programming/testing task. Learning Resources are the materials that provide context and content for the learning task, and help Students
build the necessary meaning and knowledge for carrying out the learning task.
Finally, the Learning Supports are the elements that will guide the Student in
this self-building of knowledge. These may include scaﬀolds such as automatic
code generation, automatic diagram generation or even visualization tools [9].
Indeed, visualization tools are often pointed out as an eﬃcient aid in learning
programming. These may include program visualization, algorithm visualization
or even visual programming tools [6].
Thus, there are several teaching/learning methodologies that can be used to
appropriately frame teaching strategies in online settings. In the following section
we describe a framework, inspired by these previous works, that is being used
to conduct distance teaching in a curricular unit of an Informatics Engineering
degree.
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A Framework for Online Education in Computer
Science with a Focus on Motivation

We are currently living through a pandemic event that resulted in a signiﬁcant
and abrupt change in the teaching/learning relationship. A signiﬁcant number of
Teachers and Students quickly found themselves teaching/learning from Home,
without enough time to prepare or adapt. This raises signiﬁcant challenges and
risks degrading learning performance. In this section we describe a framework
for online learning in Computer Engineering degrees, that has two main goals: to
provide a familiar and supportive structure for teaching/learning activities, and
to motivate Students to learn autonomously, despite their reduced contact with
their peers or the Teacher. The proposed framework is inspired in Oliver’s work
[13] but extends it ﬁrst by framing it in the Computer Science ﬁeld, and secondly
by including game-elements with the goal of motivating students (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Proposed framework, inspired in [13] and enriched with game-elements.

The framework contains the same three main elements: Learning Tasks,
Learning Resources and Learning Supports. However, signiﬁcant changes are
introduced. First and foremost, the central element is no longer an Assessment
but rather a Competition. While the goal of the competition is still to produce
an artifact that will be assessed and translated into a Student’s score, it represents a more profound and core change of the framework: to transform the whole
learning process into a competition between teams (rather than in an assessment
carried out in isolation by groups). This goes far beyond a change in language
(e.g. students create Teams with names of their choosing rather than groups with
assigned numbers) and in the classroom dynamics. Namely, the central element
in the assignment is now a game or another simulated environment, in which
students will develop their task. But changes are still more profound.
Traditionally, each student or group works in an isolated fashion. The work
of each group does not connect to that of others’. When everything is changed
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to a competition, Students become curious as to how good others are doing, and
in ﬁnding ways to overcome them, especially when there is a way of comparing
their performance. This results in an increased, motivating, healthy sense of
competition.
However, changes cover the three dimensions of the framework. The Learning
Task is, eventually, the least changed one. It still consists of an assignment in
which Computer Science students will have to design, develop and/or test an
application to solve a given problem, or a related task. This task will, however,
be carried out by the Student in a more autonomous way as the contact with
the Teacher may be reduced. Hence the changes in the other two dimensions.
The goal of the Learning Supports is to facilitate the work of the Students,
allowing them to perform better with the same eﬀort. One particularly important
aspect, is to ensure that the use of a game or other simulated environment does
not add complexity to the Learning Task. That is, the Student should focus
on acquiring the skills and knowledge of the curricular unit, and not how to
interact with or use a particular game. To this end, complex game engines or
environments should be accompanied by Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) or other simple and language-agnostic integration mechanisms.
Another important aspect is that of using visualizations. Topics in Computer
Science degrees are often abstract. In that sense, allowing Students to visualize
the internals of their solution and gain a notion of how good it is, is paramount.
This can be achieved through the game itself (e.g. by watching how the solution
of the Student behaves in-game) or by using speciﬁc visualizations (e.g. internal
state of the program). Likewise, we also propose the use of automated realtime feedback mechanisms. The goal is that Students can get objective feedback
regarding their solution, at any time, and that they can use that feedback to
improve their work, without depending on the availability of the Teacher. This
makes learning more asynchronous and adapted to the rhythm of each individual.
This feedback mechanism can also be incorporated into a Leaderboard, that
shows the latest performance metrics of each Team. This is a central element
in motivating students through healthy competition. Much like the interaction
with the game engine, so too the interaction with the feedback mechanism or
the Leaderboard should add no complexity to the learning process.
Moreover, Learning Supports should also include scaﬀolds such as code snippets, suggested project structure, or even a sample project that shows how
to start and how to interact with any of the provided supports (e.g. feedback
mechanism, Leaderboard). This should be accompanied by tutorials or hands-on
classes, in which the Teacher shows Students how to use the provided supports.
On-demand content could also be created, according to issues raised by students,
so as to address general doubts, problems, or changes in the supports/resources.
Finally, Learning Supports should be accompanied of the corresponding
Resources. These include the traditional books, papers, and lecture contents. But
they should go further by also including resources that help students understand
the provided supports and how to use them. For instance, Learning Resources
could include the documentation of the provided APIs, instructions on how to
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interact with the game engine or simulation environment, or technical manuals.
Learning Supports should not be overwhelming, but still provide the necessary
detail for students to eﬃciently interact with the Supports. Failing to do so may
result in added work and frustration, and actually be counterproductive.
3.1

An Instance for the Super Mario Game

The proposed framework has been in use for the past three years, in the Artiﬁcial
Intelligence curricular unit, of an Informatics Engineering degree at the Polytechnic of Porto, in northern Portugal. In this curricular unit, students traditionally
have to use an AI technique (e.g. Machine Learning, Genetic Algorithms) to
solve a given real-world or simulated problem. This section describes how the
evaluation process was changed to use the proposed framework in the speciﬁc
term of 2019/2020.
In this speciﬁc edition, the well-known Super Mario Bros. game was used.
The Learning task was for students to develop an autonomous agent to play the
game using Genetic Algorithms (GAs). However, this should not add complexity
to the task. That is, students should still only focus mostly on programming and
testing the GA and not on how to interact with a Super Mario game engine.
Figure 2 shows how the Learning Supports were created for this speciﬁc
instance. First, a python-based Super Mario emulator was used. Given that the
conﬁguration and use of this emulator varied among diﬀerent Operating Systems
and was somewhat complex, the emulator was provided in a Virtual Machine
(VM). Moreover, it was equipped with a REST API based on CherryPy, which
implemented all the necessary services for Students to interact with the emulator. For instance, students used to API to test their GA agent, and obtain
feedback about its performance.
This real-time feedback mechanism included information about how well the
agent performed, including how far it got in the game, its score, the number
of enemies killed, number of coins gathered, etc. The feedback was also used
by students to implement their own ﬁtness function, which ultimately dictated
how the agent evolved over time. Finally, a visualization mechanism was also
included in the VM that allowed students to actually watch their agent playing,
thus facilitating the identiﬁcation of potential problems or unwanted behaviors.

Fig. 2. Instantiation of the proposed framework for a speciﬁc learning task.
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The provided API also allowed students to interact with the Leaderboard,
available online at all times. Whenever students had a version of the Super
Mario agent that they were proud of, they could submit it to the Leaderboard
for automatic evaluation, according to the Teacher’s criteria, after which their
Team’s name, together with their general score and a few other metrics, would
appear in the general Leaderboard. In this case, the Leaderboard hosted multiple
simultaneous competitions: one in which students had to develop an agent to go
as far as possible in the game starting in World 1-1, and a group of others in
which the agent could specialize in maximizing its score in each of a group of
speciﬁc Worlds.
All these supports were accompanied by a group of resources that included a
sample project that showed how to interact with the API (i.e. emulator, feedback
mechanism and Leaderboard), technical documentation for the REST API and
the provided code, information regarding the mechanics of the Super Mario game
and, of course, information regarding the Learning Task, its goals, expected
outcomes, etc.
This section shows a speciﬁc instance of the proposed framework for a speciﬁc
use-case. In other academic years the same framework, and many of the components this instance, have been used: in 2018/2019 with the Robocode Game
with the goal to automate the tank’s movement and ﬁring mechanisms, and in
2020/2021 with the goal of ﬁnding the best vaccine for a given set of viruses.

4

Conclusions

Given the current pandemic, the teaching/learning relationship has been significantly changed in an abrupt way. Such radical changes, when carried out without appropriate preparation, may jeopardize learning eﬃciency and outcomes.
In this paper we proposed a framework for online education in Computer Science
degrees that addresses this issue by providing a group of elements that allow for
the traditional structure to be adapted to an online setting. Moreover, we introduce a strong element of gamiﬁcation, whose main goal is to motivate students
to work autonomously and feel a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction.
The key takeaways of the proposed framework are: 1) to use game-elements
such as games, game language and competition, to improve motivation and class
dynamics; 2) to provide real-time feedback about the Students’ performance,
decreasing the dependence on the availability of the Teacher and making the
intermediate assessment process asynchronous; 3) to provide appropriate supports and resources for students to interact with these new elements, so that
there is no added complexity.
These changes have shown to signiﬁcantly improve student motivation and
satisfaction, especially the Intrinsic Motivation to Know, one of the dimensions
of the Academic Motivation Scale used [16]. These eﬀects have been assessed
through quantitative studies and using a Multiple Linear Regression model that
showed how student motivation was inﬂuenced. These results are further discussed in [4].
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Abstract. Gamification is a learning technique through which the mechanism of
games is transferred to the educational environment. The ultimate aim of gamification is to improve students’ results. In recent years, the union between the
digital aspect and gamification has made the latter achieve great popularity due
to the advantages it brings to the teaching and learning processes. On the other
hand, the Higher Education stage is undergoing important changes in recent years,
including the implementation of new methodologies and new methodological techniques, among which gamification stands out. The main objective of this paper
is to address the role of gamification in Higher Education through the existing
scientific literature and research on this topic. The aim is to offer an overview of
what gamification consists of and how it influences all the agents involved in the
university stage. Likewise, to show the characteristics of this technique as well
as its advantages and disadvantages and different ways of implementation in the
classroom through various devices, tools and materials.

1 Introduction
The traditional pedagogical model of teaching that was developed in recent years in
the university context was characterised by a magisterial methodology, in which the
teacher presented the contents to the students in a unidirectional way and the students
were presented as mere passive receivers of the information. New educational trends,
however, are committed to implementing active and participatory methodologies, in
which students are the protagonists of their knowledge construction process, with the
teacher acting as a mediator during the process [1, 19, 20, 22].
In the scenario that has been presented, gamification emerges as a tool for educational transformation that offers the opportunity to increase student motivation, creativity,
favours attention, argumentation, meaningful learning, as well as allowing greater interaction between students through group dynamics [31]. Pelling first coined this term in
2002 to refer to the incorporation of game techniques in educational processes, favouring
greater epistemological and didactic development [8, 26].
In the educational context, gamification is being used both as a learning tool in different areas and subjects, and for the development of collaborative attitudes and behaviours
and self-study. In fact, it should be seen not so much as an institutional process but directly
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 147–155, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-86618-1_15
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related to a didactic project that is contextualised, meaningful and transformative of the
teaching-learning process [9].
Among others, the reason for selecting gamification as a methodology, and not any
other, is its close relationship with motivation. As [33] indicates, the importance of
gamification lies in the ability of its systems to stimulate the motivation of users/players
to develop certain behaviours or activities.
In this way, this paper is committed to presenting gamification as a novel strategy
to be applied at the Higher Education stage, regardless of the subject matter involved.
To this end, it addresses from its definition, to its elements and implementation, to the
role of the teacher in this new methodological strategy and the associated elements and
tools. All this from a theoretical perspective that presents the importance of this strategy
in the current scientific literature.

2 Gamification in Higher Education: Theoretical Approach
In the educational context, [12] define gamification as the use of game design elements
in non-game settings. It consists of a procedure based on a scoring and reward recording
system that provides students with a series of tools that increase their academic performance and their involvement in the teaching process [5, 19]. The inclusion of these game
strategies in the design of pedagogical processes implies greater motivation and creativity of students in their learning experiences [10]. Therefore, the use of gamification not
only favours academic training, but also generates effects on the emotional and social
level, so that the comprehensive development of students is enhanced, contributing to an
improvement in communication processes, collaborative work and, therefore, generates
a greater expectation towards learning [11, 27].
Over the last few years, several research studies have focused on analysing students’
perceptions of gamification and its application in teaching-learning contexts. In this
sense, the study conducted by [19], shows that students have a positive assessment of
this tool, as they accept its potential to increase interest and motivation towards learning.
Along the same lines, other studies have highlighted the relevance of gamification for
increasing involvement and participation in learning processes [20], as well as a greater
possibility for developing metacognitive strategies.
The use of gamification in educational processes offers numerous advantages. Motivation, in particular, is a variable par excellence that is significantly increased, helping to
predict academic achievement by students, as well as encouraging their commitment and
responsibility towards academic tasks in general. In addition to this, interactive learning
spaces can be created, as well as the acquisition of greater autonomy to make coherent
decisions that lead to positive knowledge construction [8, 13].
Likewise, gamification enables the development of technological literacy and a multitasking mentality, with which to become able to identify various details present in one
or several tasks, with the consequent promotion of a literacy that oscillates from the
technological to the socio-emotional, as the main requirements for the development of
skills tending towards an appropriate use of technologies.
However, despite the above, it has also become evident in the scientific community
that this methodological tool can sometimes be controversial in educational spaces,
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since it does not always manage to respond to psycho-pedagogical needs [23], even
generating a certain competitiveness and a certain distance with respect to the main
learning objectives in the teaching space of the different academic disciplines.
Once some essential aspects of gamification have been defined, it is of interest to
clarify the specific elements that allow its application in any field, as [11] explain. Figure 1
graphically illustrates each of these elements, which will be developed in depth below.

Fig. 1. Elements of gamification in the teaching-learning process. Adapted from Contreras y
Eguia (2016).

The activity is the first element, and refers to the type of task to be developed with the
intention of achieving specific learning objectives. From this perspective, it is important
to underline that tasks must be adapted to the contexts in which they are to be developed,
and thus be coherent with the main needs that have been detected and in line with the
main interests of the learners.
The context is the second element, and the techniques to be used depend on it. In
this sense, it is necessary to take into account factors related to time and organization,
all of which influence the success of the activities.
Competences and skills are the third element, and they need to be paid attention
to throughout the learning process, as they are central to decision-making in order to
rethink certain actions according to the results obtained.
Management and supervision form part of the next element, which implies assuming
a position of leadership in the classroom space in which gamification is carried out, with
the consequent design, implementation and control of the processes that are triggered.
Finally, it is important to highlight the mechanics and game elements, which refer
to the fundamental rules that must be respected during gamification processes, which
are essential in order to obtain the maximum benefits from this methodology and to
ensure the true involvement and active participation of students in the teaching-learning
processes.
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3 The Role of the Teacher in Gamification Processes
The use of active methodologies that involve students responds to a need to update the
traditional teaching model, in which the teacher gives lectures and the role of the student
is that of a mere spectator. Students must play a more active role in their learning process
so that they acquire the necessary skills to function in today’s society.
When teachers plan their intervention in the classroom by giving more of a leading
role to students, their role as stimulator and guide becomes crucial. In this sense, it is
important that, together with the granting of a greater level of autonomy, students are
trained to assume it properly, i.e. they are provided with different didactic tools and
strategies and are helped to develop criteria to select the most appropriate ones [4].
In this sense, [16] suggests that one of the active methodologies par excellence to
stimulate learning is gamification, which, when correctly used by teachers, increases
student motivation in the educational process.
3.1 Phases in the Design of a Gamified System
Once the basics of gamification and its main elements are known, the teacher must know
how to carry it out. When implementing a gamified process, [35] established 6 steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define objectives
Outline the target behaviours.
Describe the players.
Develop activity cycles.
Don’t forget the fun!
Implement appropriate tools.

For his part, [33] analyses design models proposed by different authors in the field,
including [35], developing his own, in which he places particular emphasis on the
importance of the beginning of the process and especially on the importance of the
process:
1. The objectives to be achieved
2. Why apply gamification.
The resulting model developed by [35] is shown in Fig. 2.
Therefore, following the scheme of [35], the teacher, after defining the objectives for
the gamification design, must “understand the target audience and the context” which,
transferred to the educational field, would be to define the level to which it is addressed
and the setting of our gamification. Both points are very important because depending
on the subject we are working on, and its contents, a gamification environment can be
better developed or difficult to implement.
Then we have to “delineate the target behaviours”, what we want from our students.
First of all, we want our students to be motivated, not only extrinsically, but also intrinsically, so it is very important to try to capture their attention from the first moment,
making a good introduction to the dynamics of the classes and describing the reward
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Fig. 2. Designing a gamified process. Adapted from Teixes (2014).

system to be followed, specified in the rubric created to evaluate or in the tool that is
decided.
By creating a system of rewards, the aim is not only to motivate them, but also to
value the effort of the students and to make them see how by working they can develop
an improvement in their learning.
In designing learning activities, we need to emphasize understanding of content and
the development of skills and abilities rather than competition between peers or the
achievement of a numerical grade.
This helps students to mature intrinsic motivation. In addition, focusing on the task as
a learning pathway makes personal development rather than achieving a certain external
result the main goal, so that if work is done it is easy to feel that the goal is being
achieved, which generates rewarding feelings and increases the sense of control.
This has a positive influence on motivation, because when an individual is in control
of the situation and feels competent, it is easy to show a favourable predisposition towards
the activity and to engage in it with a high degree of satisfaction [7].
Thus, a curriculum design based on the principles of gamification helps to maintain
the interest of students by preventing the teaching-learning process from becoming
boring or uninteresting [36].
The design of a gamified system is therefore a challenge for the teacher, involving a
significant amount of creative work and time.

4 Innovative Applications and Tools for Gamification
As we have been saying throughout the document, the term gamification is increasingly used as it is becoming a methodological strategy used in many educational stages,
including Higher Education.
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There are many applications and tools that can be used to carry out this strategy.
Among them, the use of mobile devices stands out, due to the fact that they are common
elements in the routines of today’s students [18].
The game, however, can be inside the classroom, so it would be a face-to-face game,
but it can also be semi-face-to-face or online.
Outdoor or in-class play has been considered one of the most basic ways of motivating
students. However, this type of game has been commonly related to the lower stages of
education and gamification itself or game-based learning has been given and has been
shown to have a greater impact, especially positive, on these students [29].
In this regard, there are different mobile applications that use gamification with
different themes to achieve certain goals.
For example, in the field of health or sport, these applications aim to motivate and
try to change certain lifestyle habits of their users. These applications include, among
others, Endomondo or Socialgym [24].
The different applications can address all kinds of skills to be developed among
students. Thus, there are platforms for the creation of different contents such as a game
or video game, including Scratch or Sploder [34].
At the same level are video games. These are widely used in all educational stages
including Higher Education. However, although the terms gamification and video games
are closely related, it is necessary to point out that they are not the same. Thus, video
games have the primary intention to entertain, while this function is not the main one
when talking about gamification [21]. The relationship between gamification and video
games is established by the commitment and loyalty that is intended to be established
through the different game mechanics presented [3].
The applications most commonly used in Higher Education classrooms due to their
versatility and flexibility when it comes to being able to adapt to any subject or objective
are [2]:
• Kahoot [32]
• Socrative [15]
• Quizizz [25]
These applications, as can be seen in the research examples above, are used in Higher
Education for a multitude of purposes. On the one hand, with the basic objective of
introducing technology in the classroom. Also, to use the game as a motivating element
that facilitates student learning. Similarly, they are used to increase participation in the
classroom in real time and to facilitate the evaluation of this and other tasks and to
provide positive feedback for students.
For example, the Socrative application allows the teacher to design learning
itineraries through questions, to introduce immediate feedback and to know the progress
of the students.
An example of the use of the Socrative digital tool in the university context can be
found in the study by [17]. The results obtained highlight an improvement in student
learning using an application that provides incentives, offers immediate feedback from
the teacher and favours collaborative work.
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Other examples of tools that can be used in Higher Education for gamification are
escape rooms. An escape room is basically a game in a certain room where several
people have to solve different riddles in order to get out of the room, and the themes that
are given to these experiences can be very varied, from horror to films, video games,
comics, etc.
The use of this technique within gamification in the classroom facilitates the assimilation of content and a greater degree of motivation and commitment on the part of
students [30]. There are several experiences that show in different university degrees
how escape rooms allow all types of content to be worked on and promote both the
acquisition of theoretical knowledge and the application of practical knowledge [6, 14].

5 Conclusions
In conclusion, the great potential of this methodological strategy to provide constant
feedback must be highlighted, in that students have the possibility of knowing at all
times their progress, the knowledge they are building, the acquisition of competences
and the main learning outcomes, all of which constitutes a guide for teachers, who design
teaching experiences in line with all these elements.
In the same way, it is made clear that gamification in education is a complex task,
which requires excessive cost and time to develop, and in which, in many cases, certain contents have to be reduced and classified around which to work, thus losing some
nuances in the learning processes, with the consequent reduction of themes and specific
points that are not developed or dealt with in sufficient depth. Nevertheless, we are committed to the use of this active methodology as it offers more advantages for the students
in order to achieve the development of their autonomy and an optimum predisposition
for learning.
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Abstract. Current conditions limit the direct observation of learning
processes useful for teachers design the hypothetical learning trajectories.
Fortunately, technology makes it possible to complement direct observation through cognitive and emotional monitoring of students during
problem-solving processes. Monitoring the learning process open opportunities as tools can do scaﬀolding, teacher knowledge about the student’s learning process, teacher knowledge about the results of their
scaﬀolding process, and self-knowledge of subjects about their learning
processes. In order to develop technologies that engage learning through
learning analytics, this document presents three mathematical games:
Towers of Hanoi, Four Knights, and The Jumper, with the respective
graphs that represent the problem space and a theoretical proposal to
analyze the hypothetical learning trajectories generated in the solution
of mathematical games. The theoretical proposal is composed of four
hypotheses results from analyzing the students’ behavior while solving
the game of the towers of Hanoi. All resources are free and available at
git-hub.

1

Introduction

There is a long tradition of tools in education. The participation of the tools in
the learning process depends on their technological capabilities. Current technological capabilities foster the agency of tools, cognitive and emotional convergence with subjects, and the capture of information linked to learning processes.
The last-mentioned characteristic is related to the concept of learning trajectories. It allows teachers to recognize learning processes, students achieve better
self-recognition of the process, and even teachers to understand the eﬀects of
their pedagogical interventions. In mathematics education, learning trajectories
provide opportunities for the recognition of the development of problem-solving
skills [8,10,16,22,28,31]. However, collecting data on transformation mathematical games learning trajectories is still manual, local, and reduced. We present
modest research advances to identify the potential beneﬁts of learning analytics
in understanding learning trajectories while solving mathematical games.
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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Fig. 1. The problem space or graphs of three mathematical games: Tower of Hanoi,
Four Knights, The Jumper. The web pages are free and the code developed for each
game in Matlab is available at git-hub

Our investigations are supported by various case studies that analyze verbal
and non-verbal behaviors during the problem-solving process of transformation
games investigated in [1,17,18,20,21,25,26]. Within the learning of the case
studies, the need arose to better understand the subjects’ learning trajectories
through two instruments: the space of the mathematical game problem and the
learning trajectory of the subjects. Thus, the new course of research has made
it possible to computationally model mathematical problems, visualize the subjects’ learning trajectory, and ﬁnd trends during problem-solving and learning.
The image 1 shows three developments to contribute to the consolidation of the
ﬁeld of Learning Analytics in mathematics education. The three developments
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contain the computational model of the problem space for each game, and the
three games are available on the web and the data obtained from the plays.
The Figs. 1a, 1c, 1e represent the problem spaces for each game, that is, the
graph with all possible moves. Figures 1b, 1d, 1f show the interface developed
for each game. The application of learning analytics consists of identifying the
game trends and the learning trajectories of one and several players. The identiﬁcation is made through a proposed theoretical model that will be described in
the next section. For now, the objective of this proposal is to mature the analogy
of a cognitive Waze to understand the learning processes through mathematical
games better.

3

Theoretical Background

Fig. 2. Theoretical elements for the analysis of learning trajectories

Reﬂective Abstraction is a method for studying the development of knowledge
proposed by Jean Piaget. It concept establishes the possibility of organizing mental structures according to the levels of abstraction that a subject performs in
an activity [2,3,5,7,22–24]. The concept of Hypothetical Learning Trajectories
was proposed by [27]. This concept provides tools to construct learning paths
through a general aim [13,28,29]. The discussion about trajectories in the teaching of mathematics and the use of digital technologies lies in the organization
of learning goals for students and the reﬂective processes on the construction of
didactic sequences for the teaching of mathematics in a technological world [19].
The Taxonomy of Generalization (TG) is the theoretical ﬁeld proposed by [14] to
study the generalizing activity within a restrictive or non-restrictive environment
which allows establishing two general aspects. The ﬁrst refers to Generalization
Actions, and the second to Reﬂection Generalizations. Finally, Ed Dubinsky
proposed the relationship between Reﬂective Abstraction and advanced mathematical thinking to study and develop thought patterns [9,11]. The Patterns of
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perceptual instability (PPI) explains the recurrence of movements that a subject
makes over the problem space. The PPI is a concept created from the analysis
of 18,000 thousand data got through the game software. The PPI is supported
by the theoretical reference of the concept of Reflective Abstraction proposed by
the psychologist Jean Piaget and the studies of [9,10,12,14,27,29,31]. Movement
Automation (MA) is the last state of cognition that a subject reaches about the
development of the Towers of Hanoi game. The AM is originated in the ﬁeld
of Generalization Taxonomy [4] & [14]. These allude to Generalization Actions
and Reﬂection Generalizations as ﬁltering mechanisms of the subject’s mental
activity. The Fig. 2 integrates the theoretical elements, levels, and processes
used to set out the four hypotheses. Theoretical meanings propose a framework
for understanding behavior in problem space.

4

A Case Study: The Tower of Hanoi Game

In order to test the technological beneﬁts of the online game, we analyze the
learning trajectories through the our theoretical model.
4.1

Presentation of Hypothesis

The analysis of the hypotheses consider the following sections; presentation of
the hypotheses, description of the heat maps associated with the recognition of
the subjects’ actions, and description of the associated theoretical elements. The
description considers two aspects: the transition of the players’ levels according
to Ellis’s taxonomy and the route towards constructing the hypothetical learning
trajectory proposed by Piaget and Simon.
First Hypothesis. The players have to explore the initial states corresponding
to discs 1,2,3,4 and do not tend to move the discs 5 and 6. In players, this
behavior generates repetitive movements that increase the number of steps for
the solution. During the initial four attempts, the players perform a problem
space study. Patterns of perceptual instability, a concept deﬁned above, promote
actions of abstraction related to repetitive movements in the states derived from
the main four discs and non-exploration of the states derived from the movements
of discs 5 and 6. One cause of non-exploration is that the low level of recognition
of the problem space does not allow exploring new states. Consequently, players
expect their actions and decisions based on their judgment, either returning in
the process or advancing to another state. From attempt 1 to attempt 4, the
brown color decreases along the paths, and blue ﬂashes appear in the lower part
of the problem space. These ﬂashes indicate the presence of more sophisticated
levels of development to achieve the aim of the game. So far, we present a
generalizing action corresponding to the search method. The player is at the
second level of development within the general process of Perceptual Instability.
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In addition, the ﬁrst cycle of movements is generated in the 81 initial states.
Consequently, heavy and focused traﬃc is observed. 87% of the players on the
ﬁrst try do not move discs 5 and 6 because of recognizing the problem space. Only
up to Node 88 presented brown color observed in the heat map, interpreting that
13% of the players moved disc 5 to rod 2, discovering an alternative path through
which they traveled. The initial statistic reveals that there are new states. In fact,
over 80% of the players have gone through the ﬁrst general process of Perceptual
Instability located at the second level of development.

Fig. 3. Three graphs from the Towers of Hanoi game are presented. Figures 3a,3b,3c
shows the frequency of exploration of the graph by users in attempt 1,2,4

Second Hypothesis. If in the ﬁrst hypothesis the players tend to explore the
problem space through the movement of four discs, then in the second hypothesis; it is that there is an expansion of the limits of the player’s problem space
because of the conditions of familiarity and emergence of feedbacks in the transition of states. In this context, feedback is the answer made by a medium to
the participant’s stimulation as proposed by [6]. The middle is the game The
Towers of Hanoi. Feedback occurs the player moves a disc to a diﬀerent position.
The medium allows testing new states to continue or return. After collecting
information through the graphs, the hypothetical learning trajectory generated
shows the tendency to decrease the number of movements, either reach new
states, explore the problem space, or achieve the game’s goal. Hypothesis two is:
between trial 1 and trial 4, players decrease repetitive movements and explore
new states by moving discs 5 and 6 to positions other than peg 1. The graph
4b contains iconic representations of the states that are on the path analyzed in
the previous paragraph. The path expresses the sense given by the players when
performing various movements that belong to the optimal path. Traveling along
this path corresponds to what is established by [30], which shows the regularity
of the movements. Finally, [27] establishes a relationship between the activity
carried out and the eﬀect produced, which are characteristic elements of the
Hypothetical Learning Trajectories.
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Fig. 4. a) In black color, the most circulated path due to the presence of brown and
red colors. b) Path followed by the players adjusted to the optimal route.

Third Hypothesis. Players tend not to explore one of the problem space regions
because they are positions of the disks in the longest motion path. Therefore,
they strive to do it in the least amount of movements, skewing to the shortest trajectory. The graphics present in the Fig. 5 show all the players’ actions
during the subsequent ﬁve attempts until the tenth attempt. The data collected
throughout these attempts point to the trend for the decrease of the brown color
-an indicator of several movements on the same states- to a diversity of alternative routes traveled by the players. We can ﬁnd an example of the above in
the graphs 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d and 5e that describe the dissipation of the brown color
at the top of the map. This means that there are fewer repetitive movements
that players need to advance to new states. Therefore, players’ formalization
of techniques and skills from the game’s response according to the movements
executed. In conclusion, the more attempts the players made were adjusting the
solution process. This organizes new forms of strategies that would make them
go from the general process pattern of perceptual instability to go through the
second process that corresponds to the Movement Automation that refers to the
possibility of advancing through chord states to the objective of the participant
and the game. The little exploration of routes that require many movements to
get there establishes the possibility of regularizing the participant’s visualization. The heat map indicates that the player no longer needs to repeat several
states to advance to establish the game because there is the presence of a regularity that the discs handle, which allows them to achieve the same aim but in
fewer movements. Showing that if the elements exposed in the Generalization’s
Taxonomy of [14] and the anticipation phase of [28] are fulﬁlled.
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Fig. 5. Consolidation of the heat maps of the 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 attempts of the players.

Fourth Hypothesis. Between attempts 10 and 12, the players transported the
discs from rod 1 to rod 2. There is regularity in the players’ movements, staying
within the minimum trajectory of steps. This process opens up the possibility of reaﬃrming that heuristic developments and generalization processes are
increasingly eﬃcient as the player strives to achieve the aim of the game. This
hypothesis states that players reach development level 4, Movement Automation.
This makes it possible to study the diﬀerentiated paths used by the players over
the game problem space. Some attempts covered several exploratory tours. The
variation handled during the 12 attempts falls on the decrease in more signiﬁcant
traﬃc areas that indicated a repetition of states. In attempts 10, 11, and 12, the
localized areas with brown color are not perceived, but a trend is marked by constructing a route requiring less traﬃc and reaching a partial aim. We present the
above in the graph 6 that contains attempts 11 and 12, which we will discuss in
the next section. The heat maps of the graph 6 reveal the decrease of the brown
color (an indicator of the presence of many movements in the same state). The
presence of brown nodes is almost nil except for the map 5f and a part of the
map 6a. The important thing in these attempts is the uniform distribution of
the color in the three maps. Between the three maps, 8.03% of the data collected
is registered. When comparing the eﬀorts between players, there is evidence of
more signiﬁcant development in the proposed levels, and this allows merging
a better transition between the participation phases and the anticipation phase
[28]. Indeed, the theoretical aspects proposed by [14,28,29,32], correspond to the
idea that a player who makes more attempts has the possibility of transferring
his actions by generating techniques associated with a process of generalization
of their movements.
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Fig. 6. Heat maps corresponding to trials 11 and 12. d Optimal route used by the players in trial 12. This graph indicates in the problem space that they traveled uniformly.

5

Findings and Discussion

The learning trajectory generated is itself the development process described in
the previous hypotheses. It contains the three elements that intervene in constructing a route that promotes learning through the relationship with a digital
environment. The path that leaves this process contains the goals, objectives,
and hypotheses demonstrated using the reﬂective abstraction proposed by [15].
The movements transformed into data represented in the heat maps are the
mechanism devised to study the behavior in the game’s resolution. The extensive amount of data has varied the players’ possibilities in the game databases.
The game environment is a technological medium by which we access it through
digital interaction with the device. The information analyzed between attempts
5 to 10, apart from presenting a decrease in repetitive movements, a constant
appears, and it is a little exploration of various positions of the discs. These
paths without exploration belong to longer routes through which the players
can travel using a more signiﬁcant number of movements. This provides relevant
information since, in identifying a generalization or technique, they concentrate
on ﬁnding a discrete traﬃc mechanism -paths shorter-, this is aﬃrmed by the
trend seen in the heat maps.

6

Conclusions

In the school context, the technologies associated with learning analytics are not
typical, and consequently, their beneﬁts have been little explored by students and
teachers. Among the beneﬁts to be highlighted is the use of the problem space
(graph) as a representation system for the actions of one and several players.
The representation proposed in this document allows to recognize patterns in
the problem-solving processes such as critical points in the learning trajectories,
relations between the properties of the problem space and the subjects’ behavior,
and establish theoretical relationships to understand the behavior o of one and
several subjects during the solution of mathematical games.
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Abstract. The world is changing, and Sars-Cov-2 has accelerated this
process. Education was severely aﬀected by countries emergency state
where most students had remote classes. This change of the paradigm (for
most of the students) aﬀected students’ motivation and teacher failed to
assess the real students’ knowledge. Pervasive Gaming has demonstrated
to motivate the user while playing and learning. Indeed, with this work
we intend to show how to assess the programming skills of the students
in a remote learning scenario and, at the same time, give the student’s
progress to the teacher. The number of tries, the type of errors and time
spent to solve exercises are some metrics retrieved to the teacher in the
form of a dashboard. This approach contrasts with current systems that
do not provide any feedback to the teacher. As future work is intended
to test the system in a real scenario and validate the extracted methods.
Keywords: Remote education · Remote avaliation
skills · Qualitative and quantitative analysis

1

· Programming

Introduction

It is undeniable that the pandemic aﬀected all activity sectors, from industry to
health and education. This was specially felt by measures taken to prevent the
pandemic dissemination by pushing people for remote work.
Education was severely aﬀected since all classes had to be transmitted in a
videoconference format, diﬃculty in the transmission of knowledge from teachers
to students and to ensure that all students were successfully learning. This process was supported through Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
tools and by other teaching approaches [1].
The application of ICT tools for an educational purpose arouse the concept
of Pervasive Gaming (PG) in which a real world scenario may be recreated and
used for learning purposes [12]. Indeed, the ability of creating an almost real
experience that may be repeated several times until the user learn a given task.
The motivation to learn while playing may be used in diﬀerent contexts
namely in higher education where, due to the pandemic, the traditional presential learning process as shifted to a virtual and remote environment. This had
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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an impact in the quality of the education provided which was reﬂected in the
students’ motivation. Indeed, keeping a motivated student is essential for his/her
academic success.
In [19] Vallerand et al. deﬁned three types of motivation: intrinsic motivation
(IMOT), extrinsic motivation (EMOT) and amotivation (AMOT). IMOT is the
desire of achieving the goal by himself/herself, EMOT is the interest related
to achieve the goal by an external source, whereas AMOT is the disinterest of
reaching the establish goal. Using this scale of interest there is the evidence
that there must be an eﬀort both by teachers and students in order to avoid
amotivation.
Through PG one is able to promote a higher EMOT which may lead to
higher levels of IMOT. Indeed, by accomplishing diﬀerent tasks through a game,
the student may be more motivated for the learning process and the multiple
execution of the same task (even in diﬀerent contexts) allows to create a better
learning process. The competitive process of being a better player may also be
used to improve the knowledge acquisition since the users (students) will be
encouraged to be a better gamer and to beat other colleagues [14].
In learning a programming language there are a multitude of games both for
computer and mobile devices. However, these are essentially based on the building blocks concept where the user must insert the actions in the correct order so
the character achieves the goal. Through these games it is possible to understand
several programming concepts such as cycles, conditions, comparisons, among
others. However, those may not be suitable to learn a speciﬁc programming language. Some programming environments such IntelliJ allows teacher to create a
course and enable students to check their own progress, but they do not provide
a valuable feedback to the teacher. Through this work we present a web-based
tool that allows students to develop their programming skills while giving the
students’ progress feedback to the teacher.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 demonstrates related projects for
motivating students in the learning process through ICT tools. Section 3 presents
the developed solution, demonstrating its main beneﬁts. Finally, in Sect. 4 we
present the main conclusions of using the developed tool and future development
lines.

2

State of the Art

According to the Oxford dictionary deﬁnition gamiﬁcation designates the implementation of elements typical of games for activities that are not considered
games with the purpose of obtaining engagement and joy during the execution
of these activities [17]. In [9] a case study based on the application Duolingo
identiﬁed that the use of gamiﬁcation encourages the production of a neurotransmitter called dopamine that controls the reward and satisfaction centers of
the brain, thus favoring learning [9].
A more scientiﬁc based deﬁnition was proposed by Deterding, Dixon, Khaled
and Nacke [6,7] who deﬁne gamiﬁcation as the use of game design elements
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applied in non-game contexts. This deﬁnition contrasts gamiﬁcation against
other related concepts across two dimensions. The ﬁrst dimension, represented
by the extremes Play/Play, represents the nature of a certain concept about
the type of behavior practiced by users. The second dimension, represented by
the Parts/Whole extremes, represents the nature of a given concept about the
amount of game elements used.
Gamiﬁcation is thus known for the fact that it applies practices of gamedesign thinking in applications outside the context of games to promote focus on
a certain task to be performed. Traditional gamiﬁcation elements such as points,
levels and achievements are commonly used [15]. However, this is a reduced
view of the concept of gamiﬁcation and its potentialities. According to [4] we
can enumerate diﬀerent styles for the use in gamiﬁcation according to diﬀerent
objectives:
1. Fixed action rewards - the user knows exactly what to do to receive their
reward. Examples include any activity that involves collection points;
2. Random Rewards - rewards still have ﬁxed values but are awarded through
random strategies when the player reaches a positive or negative state. Often
this process is used in an unpredictable way, which drives players to stay
engaged in the game during longer periods;
3. Sudden rewards - rewards that are not announced and that the client does
not expect to receive when a speciﬁc action is taken. In other words, while
random rewards are unexpected rewards based on a certain expected trigger,
sudden rewards have no conditions for the user to act on. Sudden rewards use
unpredictability and curiosity in order to drive users to try and adopt new
unknown strategies;
4. Continuous rewards - continuous rewards may be awarded to a select number
of selected users after a speciﬁc action. The main idea of having continuous
rewards revolves around a rule that the user will always achieve something
as long as he participates and engages in a gamiﬁed activity long enough
to perform a certain outcome, so his chances of receiving something bigger
increase linearly;
5. Social Treasure - are rewards given to the user by his peers or the community itself. Social treasures help spread word-of-mouth and interaction among
users, as this forces them to engage more and more with their peers. This is
strategy can be used to achieve group engagement.
The strategies enumerated are only a small subset of diﬀerent strategies that
can be applied while using gamiﬁcation elements in serious tasks. A gamiﬁcation
system requires the continuous categorization of events from an application in
order to determine and active the respective game elements. This creates opportunities to use advanced computer science techniques to capture events from the
real world as events in the system.
Psychological interactions are also possible with gamiﬁed elements. As long
as events such as engaged/not engaged are possible to be collected, new positive or negative reinforcement strategies can be delivered with the objective
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of enhancing the user’s performance regarding a speciﬁc task or participation.
The main objective should be to alter the behaviour of the user with a positive
outcome such not engaged to engaged or beginner to proﬁcient.
Some of the beneﬁts of gamiﬁcation in education related tasks are derived
form these ideas which generally target:
•
•
•
•
•

Improvement in cognitive development
Engagement
Positivity towards studies
Immediate reward
Attention

Examples of application for learning with some gamiﬁcation elements are
numerous, mainly in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [18], however
the completion and gamiﬁcation strategies may diﬀer greatly. The application
Duolingo focuses on the traditional elements focusing on points, levels and
achievements [8]. A similar approach was followed by other more generic implementations such as Cousera [10] for general purposes online courses and Datacamp [5] for computer science and data science.
These applications strategize their gamiﬁcation elements to maintain users
engaged in a joyful learning experience, but there are new innovations which
aim to immerse the experience of the user with new gamiﬁcation mechanisms.
The PG concept gained popularity over the last years and the perspective is to
continue to grow, allowing new experiences that seem impossible in the past [2].
Nowadays, there are several projects based on the PG concept which are
being applied in diﬀerent areas, such Health and Education. The National Institute of Standards and Technology developed a augmented reality game that
simulates ﬁres in hotels [16]. To create an immersive game scenario that simulate several situation the developers make use of Oculus and a set of headphones.
In the Health area, Klaassen et al. [13] developed an application for young people
with chronic diseases, namely diabetes, in order to help them to better control
their glycaemic level.
In the higher-education level there are also recent projects that apply the PG
concept such as the one described in [3]. The authors implemented a leaderboard
to stimulate students to implement better artiﬁcial intelligent algorithms. The
study was conducted under the curricular unit of AI (Artiﬁcial Intelligence) in
which students should implement a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to play the Super
Mario game. To beat the leader of the leaderboard time was not the only variable
under consideration. Indeed, students had to kill some of the enemies to increase
the game points while achieving the goal under the time limit. After ﬁnishing
a level, results were upload to a server and students were motivated to beat
not only themselves, but other colleagues. Students felt more motivated and the
learning results demonstrated such knowledge acquisition.
Concerning programming languages, Edu-Tools plugin from IntelliJ by JetBrains [11] enables the creation of an entire course or simple interactive programming exercises in which the learner may obtain hints that help solving the
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exercises. The teacher may also include some automatic code validations based
on unitary tests and provide default feedback according to the type of errors.
The resolution of the programming exercises is based on the outcome of, for
example, Java functions, enabling the user to freely develop the algorithm to
achieve the goal.
Previously described projects are well adopted solutions to provide training
and interactive learning resources to students in the base of PG. However, such
systems are focused on the results and are usually developed for the students,
i.e., he/she may achieve the goal of the exercise by trial and error or execute
all tasks based on provided hints. Despite knowing who ﬁnalized the worksheet
through, for example, leaderboard visualization, teacher is usually left without
knowing students diﬃculties or is not able to assess in which exercises students
were struggling to surpass. The major goal of the developed system described in
Sect. 3 is to provide such feedback to the teacher.

3

Solution

The main goal of the solution is to automatically assess the maturity of the
student at a given programming language, i.e., given a set of exercises check
if the resolution of those exercises indicates that the student is more or less
proﬁcient in programming. As a second main goal, the platform must be able
to retrieve some real-time metrics to the teacher so he/she is able to check who
are the students that may need more support or guarantee that all students are
assimilating the contents of the lecture. Student-teacher interaction is improved
and stimulated through a systems that acts as middleware between them (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Overview of the student-teacher interaction

Being at a development stage, and in order to achieve the main goal, at the
moment the application enables the teacher to create a set of exercises (course)
and to retrieve some metrics about the students’ performance in solving such
problems. For the students, the exercises are provided in a web-based platform
(like Moodle) and each time the student validates the develop solution, the
system validates the proposed solution and provides the feedback to the student.
This result may include the errors that invalidate the resolution such, but not
limited to, null pointer exception, array index out of bounds, or arithmetic errors.
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In each interaction that the student takes with the platform there are several
metrics extracted in order to, with the continuous development of the platform,
assess the programming skills of the student, i.e., a junior (beginner) or a senior
(experiment) programmer.
The current system is based on the MEAN (Mongo, Express, Angular and
Node) stack as depicted in Fig. 2. The architecture has a server-side module
which is responsible to store all information, validate the student’s resolution
using a JDK (Java Development Kit), and provide all API’s (Application Programming Interface) to be accessed by the front-end module. This module is also
responsible to generate and store students’ metrics such as the solving time. At
the front-end side, which is an Angular application, all graphical interfaces and
system interaction are provided.

Fig. 2. Architecture of the developed solution

Through the front-end module, teachers are able to create the exercises (or
courses), indicate its solution (for server-side validation) and the feedback that
will be given to students. This is done through JUnit tests that, in case of errors,
may give some hints to the student.
On the other side, students insert their develop code and try to accomplish
all exercises. In the interaction with the platform the metrics are extracted and
used to create a leaderboard. Thus, students that are faster developers and use
low computational resources get more points and go higher in the leaderboard.
While creating a healthy competitive class scenario, the teacher is able to
monitor all students and assess their individual performance. Indeed, students
may work individually without feeling the pressure that the teacher may create
when being next to him/her. By seeing the reports the teacher is able to reach a
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student in a more individually context and personally explain the class materials.
There is also another barrier that is surpassed, most of the students are ashamed
to call the teacher. Indeed, with this platform, they do not need to ask for help,
help is automatically provided.
The platform comprises a full-stack development that has two main development stages:
• Server-side: stores all information regarding user credentials and permissions,
courses/exercises, resolutions and students’ attempts. This is also responsible
to compile and test the submitted code in order to validate its correctness. All
metrics that are needed to assess the user learning ability and programming
skills are also generated here
• Client-side: this module is responsible to provide the means for students to
access the courses, solve and submit the exercises’ resolution and provide the
corresponding feedback, creating the leaderboard. On the other hand, for the
teacher perspective, it shows the current progress of students and indicates
who may need personalized attention.
To assess the student programming abilities and to create dashboards with
meaningful information to the teacher, the following metrics are extracted:
• CPU usage: integer number that indicates the total time the CPU was used
to execute the submitted code;
• Memory usage: the necessary memory in bytes;
• Submission number: the total number of submissions for a given exercise, for
each student;
• Compilation number: the total number of successful compilations of the submitted code;
• Solving time: elapsed time since the exercise is shown to the user until its
submission, for a given exercise and student;
• Total submission number: the total number of submissions a student has done
in order to solve the course (worksheet);
• Total compilations number: the total number of compilations were successfully performed.
With the extracted information is possible to distinguish, for example, compilation errors and execution errors. Indeed, if the total number of submissions
is high and the total number of compilations is low, then the submitted code
is not being compiled which may indicate that the student did not acquire the
necessary skills to start coding. With this real-time information the teacher may
approach in a more personalized way the student and give the necessary help.
As previously described, the system is at a development stage, being the
server-side implemented without the ability to assess student coding skills, since
the artiﬁcial intelligence component needs data to be trained and to extract
useful information. Thus, the server-side enables the course creation, students
submission and metrics extraction. The developed component had been tested
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using Postman software in order to ensure the API is fully functional. The clientside is currently under development.
Considering the current state of the system, it is possible to validate some of
the established goals such as the feedback provided to the teacher, the creation
of a healthy competitive class scenario (by applying a leaderboard) and enabling
the user programming learning. Teacher as also available a dashboard with simple
charts (bars and lines) where he/she may verify the progress of students.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

The current world state derived, for example, by the pandemic forced the society
to change several patterns. The most visible ones were remote oﬃce and remote
education. This suddenly shift of the teaching paradigm showed that there is
a huge gap between traditional education methods and the alternative remote
education.
To learn a programming language there are some projects/software that
enables the remote execution and validation of code, providing some feedback
to the user. This may be under the form of a hint or by providing the entire
solution with some text explanation.
However, most of these tools centered their attention in the student leaving
the teacher in the background. Indeed, he/she creates the exercises and validates them (by applying unit tests), but does not receive a feedback concerning
the ability of the students to correctly solve and understand the transmitted
knowledge.
Considering this gap, we are creating a system that tries to fulﬁll such distance between teachers and students by providing real-time feedback to both
type of users. There are several metrics being extracted in order to generate the
maximum information to the teacher.
As future work one goal is to implement machine learning methods such artiﬁcial neural networks to assess the maturity programming skills of students. To
validate the model we intend to apply a set of exercises to a entire class at the
beginning of the term and at the end of it, in order to verify if students successfully achieved the goals of the course. A diﬀerent future goal is to establish a real
test scenario (with a deﬁned methodology) in order to validate and assure that
the results obtained by the trained machine learning algorithms are accurate.
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Abstract. Gamification is a topic which aims to apply game elements to real
world tasks, that results in a pleasant influence over a user behaviour towards an
objective. Learning is one of the fields where gamification has been implemented
and experimented to motivate students and improve their learning process. The first
iterations account for the use of game elements such as points, levels and badges or
achievements based on task completion according to rules set before. The learning
tasks in this approach are not necessarily changed or take advantage of new forms
of interactions and guidance. In this article we introduce the application of virtual
reality, augmented reality, and machine learning as tools to improve upon the
standard application of gamification, making the experience more immersive to
the user. We hope to advance gamification to account for more elements, such
as digital twins and digital aids in a learning application. In this article we detail
possible scenarios for the application of virtual reality and augmented reality
combined with machine learning in serious games and learning scenarios.
Keywords: Gamification · Virtual reality · Augmented reality

1 Introduction
Contemporary society is featured by instability, fluidity, globalization, rapid changes
and growing inter-linkages between human life and technology. Smartphones, tablets,
and computers are common in daily lives and play a central role in individuals’ social
adjustment.
As a consequence of technology being entangled in the current society, children
have been labelled native-digitals [1]. This means that the use of technology is getting
more natural and intuitive in our lives, whereby its potential to sustain individuals’
learning and development needs to be acknowledged. For example, a number of studies
have suggested technology’s advantages in children’s curiosity, multicultural awareness,
self-esteem, creativity, and exploration [2–4].
However, technology’s disadvantages have been also considered. Concerns regarding
dependency from technology, Internet addiction, cyber-bullying or technology’s potentially negative impact on individuals’ social skills, interpersonal relationships, pro-social
behaviour, and emotional competence have been disseminated [5].
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 175–184, 2022.
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Gamification consists of applying game principles to an everyday activity. These
principles appeal to natural instincts so as to influence human behaviour [6]. It does not
need to be connected to the computer science definition of game, but it’s a fact that most
of its implementations are based on computer-based game elements.
The application of this concept has increased in the last decade and has also been
applied in diversified areas. From the incentive to reduce the energy impact, allowing
to improve the sustainability of the planet, as is the case of the platform PHESS [7]
to the incentive to increase sports practices to improve health and quality of life, such
as the Nike Fuel punctuation system [8] that has a public/private ranking and rewards
participants for practicing sports. On one hand encourages the continued practice of
sport at an individual level, and on the other hand, keeps public rankings that increase
the competitiveness among the users, again translating into an incentive for practicing
sports. Gamification has proven to be a very powerful tool to help engaged people in a
world of possibilities.
On a learning perspective, gamification has been successfully implemented over
several platforms mostly in its traditional form accounting for basic game elements
such as points, levels, badges and achievements. However currently technology can
portray more game elements from computer technology such as avatars, digital objects
of virtual and real interactions within a mixed reality environment. This works aims to
demonstrate the benefits of applying virtual reality and augmented reality in a gamified
learning system.

2 Related Work
2.1 Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR)
Virtual Reality as defined according to Kalawsky, R. [9] “Virtual Reality is a synthetic
sensory experience that may one day be indistinguishable from the real physical world”.
It was in 70’s that the first virtual reality equipment appeared, at the time called artificial
reality, at that time some studies were carried out that combined computers and video
systems.
Virtual reality consists of several components, two of the most important are presence
and immersion in the virtual environment. For immersion to exist, interaction between
the user and the created environment is necessary, such as a movement of the user’s head,
there must be an immediate feedback from the side of the environment. In relation to
presence, this is a psychological state of a subjective experience of being in a different
place than reality [10]. The presence in virtual reality can be in three ways:
• Personal presence, in which the user feels that he is in that same created environment.
• Social presence in which the user feels that other beings also exist in the environment.
• Environmental presence, in which the environment and the user react with each other.
For there to be a strong presence in the environment, there are certain factors that
contribute, such as sensory factors, factors at the level of user controls in the environment,
factors at the level of reality used in the environment, and finally factors of distraction,
attempted that the user keeps the greatest attention to the created environment. When
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all these factors are used, it is possible to keep the user as immersed in the virtual
environment as possible, thus making the user’s behaviour in the virtual environment as
identical as possible with reality.
These two components are related to each other, the better the immersion created by
the environment, the better the user’s presence in it, making it possible to remove the
user as much as possible from reality [10].
On the other hand, Augmented Reality. according to Klopfer [11] should not be defined
with a restricted definition, but more comprehensive to all technology that combines real
virtual information in a meaningful way for the user. The most concrete definition is that
Augmented Reality is a situation in which the context of the real world is dynamically
superimposed with a location coherent to the context of virtual information [12].
The quality of AR technology is linked to the technology, such as the combination
of virtual images with real ones, interactivity in real time and 3D interaction. For these
components to be present in technology, there are operations that must be respected to
the best effort possible, such as object detection, depth estimation and plan detection.
Other operations, such as the synchronization of virtual elements with the real elements
are achieved through registration and tracking algorithms. These are responsible for
positioning the virtual object in the real world, thus managing to give the user a sense
of reality to the scene viewed by the user.
2.2 Gamification
Gamification seems to be advancing in the alignment between the primordial purpose of
technology and the contemporary needs. Gamification requires and aggregates knowledge from multiple fields besides computer engineering, such as public psychology, and
sociology. It can be conceived of the use of game and interactive mechanisms to foster
individuals’ motivation in non-game settings [13]. It triggers psychophysiological reactions similar to those experienced when one is playing a video game in order to increase
motivation and help change risk behaviours [14]. By promoting fun, joyful, ludic and
flow experiences, gamification is believed to motivate individuals to perform a given
activity. At a practical level, gamification can be used in political, educational, work,
marketing, touristic training and learning [13].
For example, gamification might be useful to cheer and motivate people to walk and
work out more often as well as to reduce environmental unfriendly habits by challenging
drivers to minimize fuel consumption and, thus, reduce carbon emissions. Gamification
offers, therefore, the potential to engage individuals in civic matters and jointly solve
common social problems [15].
Although gamification implementations in the learning domains are generally common, the use of immersive implementations of gamification is less frequent [16]. This
presents an opportunity to further enhance gamification application with more immersive
applications making use of immersive technologies such as VR and AR.

3 Application of Gamification and Mixed Realities
The experiments described in this work, aim to demonstrate the application of techniques
of gamification and VR and AR in learning and training of practical tasks. The intention
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is to support the learning tasks with the development of gamified architecture that can
combine different lessons both on virtual and augmented reality according to proficiency
of the student/trainee and apply gamification elements to motivate self-learning and
continuous improvement.

Fig. 1. Augmented gamification system for learning tasks

The architecture proposed (Fig. 1) after the proof-of-concept experiments contemplates a server application which should store the definition of the learning lessons, and
a list of interactable objects both on VR and AR. The base lesson should be implemented
either by Virtual Reality Manager (VRM) or Augmented Reality Manager (ARM) to
correctly load assets belonging to each version. A Gamification Manager (GM) should
interact with both VRM and ARM, through event triggers which notify the GM of
interaction and events of interest according to gamification rules.
On the client side, specific hardware is necessary to run the experiments, ideally a
Head Mounted Display (HMD) or specialized device.
3.1 Gamification Elements
This approach uses gamification as base context for student motivation. However, the use
of virtual reality and augmented reality are explored to create an immersive environment
for learning task enhancing student motivation specially on practical lessons.
In this approach the traditional assessment and grading is substituted by gamification
elements which introduce different approaches to the learning tasks. Elements such as
points allow a direct reward from each task and a level represents a threshold towards different proficiencies or task completion. Finally, achievements rewards users which mastery
over a single aspect of a specific task or a combined event in the platform (Table 1).
Considering the learning tasks on inherently practical fields such as man craft, cooking, an innovative aspect is that gamification elements only offer a reward after physical
tasks are validated. Virtual Reality and Augmented reality change this notion by immersing the student in virtual world shielding him from the natural world where interactions
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Table 1. Gamification Elements present on Virtual Reality or Augmented Reality approach.
Element

Description

Virtual reality Augmented reality

Points

Collection of points for each instruction
followed

X

X

Level

Levels are divided according to the
accumulated experience

X

X

Achievement

Certificates of task completion with
minimal, optimal or excellent
performance

X

X

Digital objects

Introduce digital objects such as avatars
and tools

X

X

Physical objects Capture interactions with real world
objects through machine learning object
detection algorithms

X

must be replicated and can be easily conferred automatically. On the other hand, Augmented Reality links both virtual and real elements through a passthrough display. This
approach links the physical setting with virtual elements displayed over the scene taking
into consideration the physical structure of the environment and reproducing physical
rules appropriately.
3.2 Virtual Reality
The implementation of the techniques used for the task learning were implemented
using the VRTK, Virtual Reality Toolkit. With the help of this toolkit, it was possible to
implement the features such as Ray-Casting for selection of virtual objects and the HandCentered, Object, Manipulation Extending Ray-Casting (HOMER). This technique uses
the size of the objects at the scale of the environment, which makes manipulation more
realistic. Along with this manipulation technique, Snap Drop Zones are another technique to define areas where objects should be placed or removed for a detailed precise
interaction.
The navigation inside an environment is made defining a camera rig for the user,
getting him to be as integrated as possible in the environment and tasks performed,
detecting collisions and interactions with other objects in the space. The navigation
paths are based on the environment modelled.
Objects placed inside the simulation lesson should be retrieved through the gamification server and applied in the VR scene. The objects used should be the most identical
to reality, to facilitate their recognition and interaction. All objects used, should be influenced by physical rules such as gravity and collisions. In terms of feedback, visual and
sound effects were used attached either to object interaction or the environment itself.
Gamification events are captured from object interactions, and simulation events
which should be sent to the gamification server in order to categorize events and interactions according to gamification rules present in the gamification manager. In turn the
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gamification manager should update the user’s profile accordingly. This synchronization
could be done in real time or at the end of a lesson.
3.3 Augmented Reality
To implement the AR lesson the ARFoundation library from the unity game engine was
used. With ARCore it is possible to have a set of behaviours and APIs that allow to realize
functionalities such as, position and orientation of the device in relation to the physical
space, detection of planes and representation of 3D objects at scale. These functionalities
complement the functionalities already existent on a traditional VR approach.
Image Detection models with location aware clues are used with the AR Track Image
component. This is useful to identify a workstation or environment from clues such as
QR codes or labels present in the real environment.
The positioning of virtual objects in a real environment at scale and integrated with
real objects is a complex task which should be handled by a combination of techniques
such as plane detection and AR Raycast. The device’s camera works as the user’s vision,
that we can use to apply algorithms to detect the planes of the physical space that
surrounds us, as well as the distance to those planes.
Other machine learning tasks are also used to process the camera feed to perform
Object Recognition in the physical worlds. Algorithms such as Single Shot MultiBox
Detector (SSD) [17], can be used to identify and delimit, inside the feed, the position of
known classes of physical objects.
The last technique used was Cloud Anchors, with the use of ARCore Cloud Anchor
technology which makes it possible to save the position of virtual objects inside a real
environment. This takes into consideration the properties of the virtual object retrieved
from the gamification server, but also planes and physical objects nearby. This technique
was used to store virtual objects that complement real objects during a student’s lesson.
When the student launches the lesson, it should load not only gamification rules for the
lesson, but also recognize the physical environment and reload all virtual objects.
Gamification elements are applied in a similar strategy as in a VR environment
albeit, in this approach they are only visible through the AR device screen as they are
also virtualized.

4 Results
For the demonstration of the application of virtual reality and augmented reality, a practical learning task in which gamification elements can be deployed to control the flow of
actions was chosen. Over this task we assessed the use of gamification elements both in
a virtual reality and augmented reality setting to have the user learn how to perform practical tasks obtaining direct feedback from its performance using gamification elements.
In an initial phase, the simulator appears as part of a hotel business or catering course
to replace student training over culinary lessons or the preparations of new catering
products.
In the first iteration a demonstration utilizing virtual reality as a catalyst for learning
simulation under real conditions was developed. A simulator to avoid the costs that these
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trainings involve was developed for beginner students. It simulates with the best possible
effort, and students have the same training with relative low cost derived from being able
to train in the simulator without having to spend physical resources.
In the second iteration augmented reality was implemented for a similar task, however, the task is intended to be developed in a real environment combining real objects
with simulated virtual objects in an AR scenario. This task is intended to be completed
with a companion device such as mobile device to query physical objects through object
recognition through the device’s camera and display virtual objects over the screen of the
mobile device. In this experiment a real desk and ingredients were used in combination
with a virtual object representing the ensemble of the final product.
To perform the evaluation of a virtual reality application there are some ways to measure in terms of presence as well as in terms of immersion. In this work the evaluation
questionnaire created by Witmer and Singer in [18] to assess presence and immersion
during the simulation was used. The virtual reality experience was assessed in the categories: Control Factors (CF), Sensory Factors (SF), Distraction Factors (DF) and Realism
Factors (RF). The results from the assessment are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Immersion assessment of virtual reality-based gamification.
Assessment criteria

Score %

Sensory factors (SF)

25.83 78%

Control factors (CF)

33.99 81%

Distraction factors (DF)
Realism factors (RF)

7.84 68%
12.81 80%

The best categories assessed were SF, CF and RF. this was due to our concern with
making the proof of concept virtual environmental modifiable through interaction with
objects and scene realism reproducing the virtual space that is identical to reality. Of
course, the assessment of the simulated environment is not perfect, but an assessment
based at 80% of the maximum is satisfiable for the team as a proof-of-concept at this stage.
The last category, DF has a lower score, due to the imperfect nature of the simulation, and
the lack of physical movement during the simulation as well as the lack of specialized
input hardware and the need to use more generic controls which will make user’s more
distracted as they coordinate the task through unnatural movements.
Gamification elements are spread inside the VR simulation, as observed in Fig. 2,
to direct the user to the most important tasks using point rules and level change for each
milestone inside the lesson. The application of gamification was correctly identified
from test subjects and the grading system based on levels was deemed adequate and
motivating. The most important tasks are signalled by rewarding more points to the user
which can make the instruction in the correct order in the optimal time.
With regard to the results of the second part of the article, an application was made
capable of providing the user with informative and training components, in order to
accompany these employees in their workstations.
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Fig. 2. VR gamified task with list of objectives and points (left) and current status of the simulated
lesson (right)

Fig. 3. Augmented reality implementation for catering preparation task

Through visual elements, the application is able to provide users with product information, techniques and good practices, so that student can acquire experience without
the need for extra personnel for these trainings. This application also contains auditory
elements, this is included to facilitate the use of the application as a learning tool, derived
from the application not only focusing on training of new student, but also, students who
want more proficiency in the lesson. Proficiency is assessed by the gamification structure of the lesson rewarding correct identification and interaction between objects. In this
case, a hamburger ensemble is a demonstration of the ingredient identification and order
of tasks. The simulation is only reproducible when a real brown tray is detected on the
scene. Interaction was simulated with virtual objects, but detection of real ingredients
can also be used, although some restrictions may apply.
In the example demonstrated in Fig. 3, we can see a snapshot from a lesson to
a student interacting with tray in a real recognized environment, trying to follow the
instruction given at the beginning of the lesson and being assessed by the interaction
events detected and processed according to gamification elements.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
Gamification is one motivational tool for serious activities such as the case of learning.
Nevertheless, practical tasks which require manual labour may also benefit from the
integration of immersive technologies such as VR and AR. This article presents a proofof-concept architecture drawn from the proof-of-concept experiments presented.
The application has room for improvement, during both a VR and AR implementations. Although satisfactory, the experience is not yet at the level of a real environment.
Nevertheless, gamification elements allow the users to stay motivated while completing
the tasks. There are differences perceived from a VR or AR experiments with the former being less realistic which was of concern to learning tasks. While VR is deemed
appropriate to learn basic operation, AR seems more suitable for gaining proficiency
over a task as it can guide the students while performing tasks in a real setting prior to
acquiring basic knowledge. This gap is largely, due to the problems in the VR experience probably related with imperfect simulation of reality and the presence of DF as
pointed from the presented study. Assessing the presence of gamification elements, in
both experiments, users were able to recognize the game mechanics and improve upon
the task given by repeating tasks that although completed were not fully perfected. This
motivates the user to perform better. Gamification elements such ranking, leader boards
and select information diffusion to motivate positive reinforcement and generate healthy
competition while acquiring mastery over the presented lessons should be included.
Although satisfactory results regarding presence and immersion in VR and virtual
and physical interaction in AR, the work presented has improvement opportunities that
will be addressed in future iterations. First the categorization of events occurring in the
scene and linkage to gamification elements. Although already implemented to a degree,
an improved interaction schemes and categorization of events detected via machine
learning software will enable finer point systems and achievement generation. New
machine learning for object detection can also improve the quality of the presented
lessons. An extension for custom built model tailored to objects from a domain should
also increase the quality of the system specially in the case of AR based lessons. These
improvements would also prepare the system to make a generic platform for multiple
domains of practical learning and gamified classes.
Acknowledgments. This work has been supported by national funds through FCT – Fundação
para a Ciência e Tecnologia through project UIDB/04728/2020.
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Abstract. Currently, teachers are faced with the challenge of ensuring that students from vulnerable backgrounds achieve educational success, thus contributing
to their educational and social inclusion. In most cases, the lack of motivation of
these socially disadvantaged students leads to school failure. For this reason, it
is necessary to use a methodology that is effective in promoting the commitment
and motivation of students for their learning. In this sense, active methodologies
are presented as pedagogical strategies that respond to 21st century students and
favour educational inclusion. Specifically, gamification stimulates the mastery of
social and emotional skills, which these students need, through the motivational
content they provide. The aim of this study is to investigate the possibilities that
gamification can offer teachers to contribute to the inclusion of students at risk of
social exclusion. Through a literature review, we hope to analyse the benefits that
this methodology can bring to classrooms where socially disadvantaged students
live, as well as their educational needs, in order to determine the suitability of this
pedagogical strategy used as an inclusive resource.

1 Introduction
In the 21st century, many countries face the challenge of ensuring that all people have
equal access to quality education. Ensuring universal access to educational services
remains a problem, as does the high percentage of students who drop out of school
without having obtained a basic qualification [28], including students at risk of social
exclusion [9].
An environment of social exclusion can be defined as one that presents social vulnerability, a group of people who participate in society, but from the periphery [31] and
whose cultural and socio-economic levels are low.
The high level of absenteeism, failure and dropout among these students means
that those responsible for the different levels of educational administration, at local,
autonomous, state and European level, are particularly concerned, and it has become
one of the issues that is attracting most attention [12].
Responses to this group should cover aspects such as motivations, interests, abilities,
learning styles and rhythms and socio-cultural situations, from an inclusive perspective,
with the aim of preventing absenteeism and, therefore, school failure and dropout [13].
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 185–192, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-86618-1_19
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In this sense, numerous research studies [5; 23] highlight the effectiveness of transferring new learning methodologies to the educational context, such as active methodologies, which are presented as pedagogical strategies that favour educational inclusion.
Within these active methodologies, it is worth highlighting gamification, which is characterised by capturing students’ attention and improving their motivation, as in the case
of students at risk of social exclusion [15].
Through gamification, students work on the contents of the subject as a playful
activity and not as a job in itself, they acquire an active role, ceasing to be mere spectators
in an environment of growing creativity [29], favouring their interest and commitment
to their learning process [17].
Based on the above, it is worth highlighting goal 4 of the 2030 Agenda, “Ensure
inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities
for all” [32]. For this reason, teachers have a great challenge: to ensure that all students
participate in their learning process with equal opportunities, adapting methodologies
to the characteristics, needs and interests of each student.
“Social inclusion not only guarantees the acceptance of all, but also equal opportunities. Inclusion then emerges as a strategy to overcome personal, cultural, and economic
inequalities” [34, p. 93].
This study analyses the characteristics and advantages of the application of gamification in the educational context, as well as the different strategies that can be used
to achieve a given objective. It also analyses key aspects that gamification develops in
students at risk of social exclusion.

2 Gamification. Characteristics and Benefits of Its Application
Faced with the lack of motivation in disadvantaged environments, the application of
active methodologies is presented as a possible alternative to foster interest in the content
taught, and to recover the motivation levels of students. More and more educational
centres at all stages are opting for the introduction of this type of pedagogical models in
the classroom, in which the role of protagonist lies with the students [20; 27].
Specifically, gamification is presented as one of the methodologies characterised by
improving student motivation, recovering interest in the teaching-learning process and
increasing students’ academic performance [7]. This consists of the use of mechanics,
elements and techniques of game design in non-game contexts to engage users and solve
problems [35].
This methodological approach is based on the use of elements of video game design
adjusted to the educational context that are not specifically game-specific, in order to
encourage a fun, engaging and motivating learning process [21; 10]. Its foundations are
based on the dynamics, the implicit structure of the game, i.e., the processes that trigger
the development of the game; the mechanics, which refers to the rules or operating rules
of the tool; and the components: the specific implementations of the dynamics, such as
avatars, badges, points obtained, missions, progress bars, leaderboards, etc. [16].
It is important not to confuse the concept of gamification with other similar terms
such as “games”, which are recreational activities whose main objective is to entertain.
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Gamification is not a game per se, but a tool that applies game elements in real environments, with the aim of motivating individuals to perform tasks that at first glance may
seem unattractive, as in the case in question, academic tasks [10; 19].
In order to better understand this concept and its application in the educational
context, the fundamental characteristics of its application are presented below [11; 18;
35]:
• The basis of the game: where there is the possibility to play, to learn, and the existence
of a challenge that motivates the game. At the same time, emphasis should be placed
on the establishment of game rules, interactivity and feedback.
• Mechanics: the incorporation of levels and badges as rewards. In this way, a sense of
achievement is encouraged.
• Aesthetics: the use of images that are pleasing to the player’s eye.
• Idea of the game: through these game mechanics, the player receives information,
sometimes perceptible only by his subconscious. This allows the player to simulate
certain real-life activities in the virtual world and thus acquire skills that he/she did
not have before.
• Game-player connection: a commitment between the player and the game is sought.
• Players: the type of players targeted by the didactic proposal must be taken into
consideration in order to motivate them in a direct way.
• Promoting learning: gamification incorporates techniques to promote learning through
play, such as the allocation of points and corrective feedback.
• Problem solving: i.e., the player’s ultimate goal or objective, which they must strive
for throughout the duration of the dynamic.
In terms of the form of rewards available in this methodology when reaching a certain
objective, different strategies can be used [26]:
• Scoring system: based on the accumulation or loss of points for completing a certain objective (task, activity or behaviour) planned by the teacher. In this sense, a
quantitative value is given to the students’ work and progress.
• Level system: there are different learning levels so that the student has to progress to
the next level by achieving the objectives proposed by the teacher.
• System of prizes or badges: the student can obtain different prizes or badges as
recognition for a job well done or for having shown positive behaviour.
• Gifts: on this occasion, the learner can get some tangible reward for achieving an
achievement or a set of achievements.
• Ranking system(s): this consists of awarding different positions to students according
to the points, badges or rewards they have achieved so far.
• Challenges: this technique can be used to motivate students through competitions to
see who gets the most points, or moves up to the next level first, or any other reward.
Therefore, by way of synthesis, we could summarise the advantages of gamification
around the following ideas [3]:
• It makes it possible for the student to focus better on the content taught and to become
involved in the learning objectives.
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•
•
•
•

It enables the creation of a new world according to the parameters that we establish.
It provides the exercise of physical and/or mental activity.
It allows to be in contact with other people, to cooperate and to work collaboratively.
It improves problem-solving skills, through facing challenges, as well as allowing for
more autonomous learning.
• In short, it promotes reaching a didactic objective in a playful and dynamic way,
compared to traditional learning.

3 Gamification as an Inclusion Strategy
The Coleman Report “Equality of Educational Opportunity” already in 1966 highlighted
the need to eradicate inequalities in education, focusing on improving the education of
minority groups at risk of exclusion from the education system. However, to this day,
these educational differences continue to persist [24].
In order to achieve inclusion of all students, schools need to improve their response
to students through the renewal and improvement of programmes, including the development of new and improved curricula., services and specialists and the development
of different pedagogical approaches that enable constructivist and cooperative learning
[2].
In this sense, active methodologies, and more specifically gamification, are pedagogical resources that are ideally suited to the educational needs of students at risk of
educational and social exclusion [15].
Gamification, in this case, improves the learning of students at risk of exclusion in
the following key aspects, reflected in Table 1. These must be addressed in order for
their educational inclusion to become a fact [25; 30; 6; 33]:
Table 1. Key aspects that gamification develops in students at risk of social exclusion.
Educational needs of pupils at risk of
exclusion

Benefits of gamification

Students at risk of social exclusion need to
make the most effective use of their time in
class

This methodology makes the most of the
learning time in the classroom

The main problem that hinders the teaching
and learning process of these pupils is the
lack of motivation for their education

The use of this pedagogical strategy increases
the motivation of the students considerably

There is a need to increase performance

Gamification increases performance thanks to
the challenges that characterise it and
stimulate student effort

In order to avoid school failure in these cases, Gamification increases students’ engagement
it is necessary that pupils show interest in
and interest in their education
their education
(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)
Educational needs of pupils at risk of
exclusion

Benefits of gamification

Self-esteem is a necessary element for the
well-being of students in general and for the
correct assimilation of learning. These
students tend to have low self-esteem due to
the difficulties they encounter in assimilating
content

According to Castro (2012), gamification
significantly improves students’ self-esteem

There is a need to improve the social skills of These cooperative dynamics foster
these students
relationships between peers, helping to
reinforce such important aspects for these
pupils as social and civic competence. In this
way, a positive classroom climate is achieved
Students at risk of social exclusion need
individualised attention in the classroom. The
teacher must therefore find the form of
teaching that best suits their learning style

They respect the different rhythms and ways of
learning, as well as encouraging
communication, allowing individualisation of
teaching. This makes the learning experience
more enjoyable and rewarding, avoiding stress
and frustration. In addition, students have the
opportunity to monitor their results on an
ongoing basis, which allows self-regulation
and avoids unpleasant and irremediable
surprises

Ferrer-Planchart et al. (2018) add to these aspects that favour the inclusion of students
at risk of social exclusion, the modification of inappropriate behaviours through the use
of the resources provided by this strategy, such as challenges and incentives. Aznar-Díaz
et al. (2020) also highlight the potential offered by gamification to improve the social
interaction skills of these students and to develop values and behavioural patterns.

4 Conclusions
One of the basic pillars for the development of a country is education and the empowerment it offers its citizens to be able to evolve and emancipate themselves. From the
beginning of the industrial revolution, education became increasingly important as a
mass training system for what would later become the workforce needed by companies.
This educational model has survived to the present day with barely perceptible changes.
On the other hand, today’s society is a far cry from the one in which an educational model
was designed to train workers ready to join the production chain. Today, production systems have changed drastically and the perception of entering a company and finishing
one’s working life in it has become an odyssey. According to estimates, a young person
entering the world of work today will go through seven jobs before finding the desired job
stability. The emergence of new types of jobs and the destruction of old ones, motivate
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the need for updating training and job flexibility. From this perspective, the education
system cannot remain anchored in obsolete models without a transformative perspective. As mentioned in previous paragraphs, the inclusion of active methodologies in the
classroom allows students to be the centre of their learning and the ones who interact
with the contents to give them meaning.
The educational administration itself is legislating for teachers to incorporate different active methodologies as a strategy for developing and implementing competences.
In this sense, gamification, as part of the list of active methodologies, is integrated as
an innovative methodology due to its playful features in an educational context and
the benefits it brings. Recent studies [4] with students at risk of social exclusion have
implemented this methodology to reduce the feeling of isolation and exclusion by incorporating different cultural and geographical elements. In addition, all physical senses
were represented to increase students’ motivation and involvement. On the other hand,
Parra-González et al. (2021) have carried out an experience using gamification with primary and secondary school students and have verified how the development of learning,
using gamification, influences student motivation through participation and involvement
in tasks and activities.
The elements that define gamification play a key role in the effectiveness of this
methodology, which helps to prevent and safeguard pupils at risk of social exclusion
from dropping out of school prematurely. Its components, such as socialisation through
cooperative dynamics, respect for different learning rhythms, better use of class time,
increased motivation for learning and improved self-esteem, are key to the success of
this methodology in vulnerable socio-educational contexts. In addition, the possibility
of creating situations that promote the achievement of challenges and obtaining rewards
from them is one of the pillars to initiate the modification of unhealthy behaviours and
habits that hinder the acquisition of learning.
In short, promoting active methodologies such as gamification in primary and secondary classrooms is an effective strategy for combating early school dropout and, in
turn, allows the inclusive paradigm to be implemented in the classroom.
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Workshop on TEL in Nursing Education
Programs (NURSING)

Workshop on TEL in Nursing Education
Programs (NURSING)

In the ﬁeld of nursing, learning outcomes involve nurses both as learners and as
educators.
As learners, they are involved in basic and post-basic academic programs, whereas
they act as educators when they are engaged in health educational programs aiming to
enhance community health-literacy levels.
According to some evidence, the quality of learning outcomes in basic and postbasic nursing academic programs could be potentially improved by technology-based
systems like simulation and blended learning models. However, little is known about
the use of technology to enhance community health-literacy levels.
This workshop aims to share the best available knowledge about the application of
technology-based systems into basic and post-basic nursing academic programs, and
into health educational programs aiming to enhance community health-literacy levels.
In order to pursue this intent, workshop topics have been grouped into the following three main discussion aims.
First, topics on education in nursing academic programs aim to discuss the effects
of simulation and other technology-based systems on learning quality, including ethical
and legal aspects.
Secondly, topics on community-health educational programs aim to discuss the
impact of technology in improving community health-literacy levels.
Finally, the workshop intends to provide a complete overview of technology-based
methods as useful tools to improve the learning of the nursing process in clinical
settings.
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Loreto Lancia
(Full Professor of Nursing)
Rosaria Alvaro
(Full Professor of Nursing)
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The Collaboration Among Pediatric Residents,
Nursing and Midwifery Students for Newborn
Health: A Quasi-experimental Study
on Interprofessional High-Fidelity Patient
Simulation
Paola Ferri(B) , Rovesti Sergio, Vivarelli Chiara, Volpi Paola, Cavani Daniela,
Masoni Barbara, Morotti Elena, and Di Lorenzo Rosaria
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, 41125 Modena, Italy
paola.ferri@unimore.it

Abstract. Background: Pediatricians, midwives and nurses are the health professionals who provide treatment and care to newborns in life-threatening clinical conditions. Their professional training also consists of the development of
communicative and collaborative capacities. Interprofessional simulation is effective training for improving students’ collaborative attitudes, although many questions remain about its feasibility and acceptability. Study design and participants:
with the aim of investigating if interprofessional high-fidelity patient simulation (IHFPS) increases interprofessional collaboration, we implemented a pre
and posttest design study in a Northern Italian University. The sample was composed of 126 nursing students and 20 midwifery students attending the last year
of Nursing and Midwifery programs respectively and 20 residents attending the
last two years of the Pediatric Residency Program. Methods: participants, who
were grouped into small interprofessional teams, participated in an experimental
intervention based on an IHFPS. To measure interprofessional collaboration attitude, the Jefferson Scale of Attitudes toward Physician-Nurse Collaboration was
administered to all participants in pre- and post-test of IHFPS. Results and conclusions: at the pre-test, nursing and midwifery students presented greater attitude
of interprofessional collaboration than pediatric residents. At the post-test, only
nursing students presented a statistically significant increase in their attitude of
interprofessional collaboration, although midwifery students and pediatric residents also presented an improvement in interprofessional collaborative attitude.
The results indicated that all three professional groups presented a more positive attitude toward collaboration following the interprofessional simulation event
compared to the pre-training, suggesting that IHFPS is beneficial for increasing
collaborative attitudes in different professional groups.

1 Introduction
Pediatricians, midwives and nurses are health professionals who provide care for newborns in life-threatening clinical conditions. The training of these professionals can play
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 197–209, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-86618-1_20
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an important role in both the health outcomes of these very small patients and their
ability to collaborate and communicate effectively together in interprofessional staff.
Interprofessional Education (IPE) is considered essential to increase the communication
and collaborative skills of different professionals who have to work closely in maternity
and neonatal care services [1]. In the absence of specific interdisciplinary educational
programs, the development of teamwork abilities in undergraduate medical and nursing
students can be limited and probably influenced by their socio-cultural environment [2].
IPE is a necessary step in preparing a “collaborative practice-ready” health workforce
that is better prepared to respond to local health needs. A collaborative practice-ready
health worker is someone who has learned how to work in an interprofessional team and
is competent to do so [3]. Interprofessional Education has been defined as “occasions
when two or more health professions learn with, from and about each other to improve
collaboration and the quality of care” [4]. World Health Organization (2013) suggests
that health professionals’ education and training institutions use simulation methods of
contextually appropriate fidelity levels in the education of health professionals [5]. HighFidelity Simulation is a “technology-based educational approach performed in a realistic
and safe environment, that uses an interactive patient simulator able to reproduce life-like
clinical conditions, allowing students to improve their technical and non-technical skills”
[6]. A systematic review demonstrated that High-Fidelity Patient Simulation (HFPS) is
superior to other teaching methods in improving knowledge and performance of nursing students when exposed to life-threatening clinical condition scenarios, but did not
confirm if it improves nursing students’ self-efficacy, self-confidence, satisfaction and
interprofessional collaboration [7]. The systematic review by Davies et al. (2016) on the
effectiveness of IPE in improving interprofessional collaboration in maternity services
suggests that further investigation is warranted [1]. Rutherford-Hemming et al. (2018)
highlighted that gaps in literature still remain regarding interprofessional education in
nursing [8]. Granheim et al. (2018) suggested further research into the implementation of
interprofessional learning and simulation in nursing education [9]. The aim of this study
was to investigate if an interprofessional education activity with high-fidelity simulation
improved the attitude in interprofessional collaboration for newborn health in pediatric
residents, undergraduate nursing and midwifery students.

2 Method
Study Design and Participants
A quasi experimental study with a pre and post-test design was implemented in a large
public University in Northern Italy. Participants were 126 nursing students and 20 midwifery students attending the last year of Nursing and Midwifery programs respectively,
and 20 residents attending the last two years of the Pediatric Residency Program.
IPE Training
Participants were grouped into small interprofessional teams, composed of nursing students and at least one midwifery student and one pediatric resident, who participated
together in an experimental intervention based on an IHFPS. In particular, HFPS aims to
achieve changes in attitudes or mutual perceptions among groups of participants towards
the value and usefulness of the team approach to caring for a specific group of clients,
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in accordance with the Kirkpatrick framework [10]. Setting: the simulated scenario took
place in the so called “neonatal island” of the simulation classroom, at the Advanced
Training and Medical Simulation Center. Chronogram: briefing (1 h), preparation for
simulation and scene simulation (40 min), debriefing (1 h). Briefing: it was conducted
by expert simulation nurse trainers; the introduction focused on sharing the neonatal
resuscitation algorithm and the principles of Crisis Resource Management. Scenario: it
started in the neonatal island, where the team briefing took place. The team was called by
colleagues in the operating room for a newborn, born by caesarean section, who experienced marked deceleration of heartbeats during labor. At birth, the infant presented with
hypotonia, with absent breathing and crying; the newborn weight was estimated at 3 kg.
The team implemented the interventions suggested in the first minute by the neonatal
resuscitation algorithm, including stimulation and ventilatory support. At the revaluation, the team detected the infant’s heart rate below 60 bpm and began heart massage.
The team prepared the equipment for intubation, for cannulation of the umbilical vein,
and for the administration of drugs and, at the same time, telephoned the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) for urgent transfer of the newborn. At that moment, the father of
the newborn entered the scene, insistently asking for information on the conditions of
his child. The scenario ended shortly before the transfer of the newborn to the NICU.
Debriefing: it took place in a dedicated classroom in the presence of all groups of participants and was conducted by two expert simulation nurse trainers. The guided reflection
focused on the following aspects: emotions felt by the participants, doubts regarding the
simulation, reasons for the actions implemented in sequence, generalizability in wider
clinical contexts of what was learned from the simulation.
Instruments
Each participant completed a form for collecting information regarding age, sex and professional discipline. To measure the attitude in interprofessional collaboration, the Jefferson Scale of Attitudes toward Physician-Nurse Collaboration (JSAPNC) was administered to all participants before and after the simulation. JSAPNC has demonstrated a
high reliability and validity among medical and nursing students [11, 12]. Reliability
coefficients for this scale were 0.76 for Italian medical students and 0.70 for Italian nursing students [13]. Permission to use this tool was obtained from one of its developers
(Dr. Mohammadreza Hojat). The JSAPNC consists of 15 items with answers concerning participants’ degree of agreement/disagreement on a 4-point Likert scale (from 1 =
strongly disagree to 4 = strongly agree), the score ranges from 15 to 60 points: the higher
the score, the greater the attitude toward physician–nurse collaborative relationships.
JSAPNC items investigate four factors: “Shared education and collaboration” (Item
1,3,6,9,12,14,15); “Caring versus curing” (Item 2,4,7); “Nurse’s autonomy” (5,11,13);
“Physician’s authority” (8,10). In the present study, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.76 at pre-test
and 0.76 at post-test.
Data Collection Procedure
This study was approved and authorized by the Nursing and Midwifery Degree Programs
Directors and the Pediatric Residency Program Director. All participants were informed
about the objectives and methods of this research and their participation was voluntary.
This study was conducted in agreement with the Helsinki declaration. Students and
residents were asked to anonymously complete the scales before (T0) and after (T1) the
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IHFPS. Student anonymity was guaranteed by assigning a code to each participant. The
faculty facilitators left the room during the survey administration.
Sample Size and Statistical Study Power
The sample size was calculated by referring to the data collected in a previous prepost study conducted at the same training site, focused on a pre- and post-simulation
intervention [14]. Assuming a minimum difference between the pre- and post-test of
2 points in the mean JSAPNC scores, the minimum sample of study participants was
calculated to be 42 students, based on the JSAPNC total mean score and a standard
deviation of 5.15, with an alpha error of 0.05 and a power of at least 0.80.
Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics such as mean ± standard deviation and percentage were applied to
summarize the socio-demographic characteristics of the participants and the JSAPNC
scores. Statistical comparisons at and between T0 and T1 of JSAPNC mean scores were
conducted using the Student’s t-test. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and ttest were used to examine the data, between pre and post simulation. Multiple linear
regression between the pre- and post-test JSAPNC total score and the demographic (sex
and age) and discipline variables was applied. A p < 0.05 value was defined as statistically significant. Survey data were analysed using IBM-SPSS (version 27). Internal
consistency reliability was calculated using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient.

3 Results
The participants in the study were 148: 108 nursing students (73%), 20 pediatric residents
(13.5%) and 20 midwifery students (13.5%). The simulation adhesion rate was 86%
in nursing students and 100% in the other two groups. Female gender was the most
represented, in the following percentages: 90% among pediatric residents and midwifery
students; 85% among nursing students. The mean age of different discipline participants
statistically significantly differed: m = 22.9 ± 3.3 SD years for nursing students, m
= 31.2 ± 1.5 years for pediatric residents and m = 22.6 ± 1.1 years for midwifery
students (F = 73.908, ANOVA, p = 0.001). At post-test (T1), the JSAPNC total mean
score showed an increase in all three groups of participants when compared to pre-test
(T0) score (Table 1). Nursing students obtained the highest JSAPNC total mean score
both in the pre-test and in the post-test in comparison with the other discipline groups,
with a statistically significant difference between T0 and T1 scores, as shown in Table 1.
In the post-test, the JSAPNC total mean score increased also among pediatric residents
(+2.5) and midwifery students (+1.5), but without any statistically significant difference
compared to T0 score. The analysis of the JSAPNC Factor scores shows that Factor
1, “Shared education and collaboration”, increased at T1 among pediatric residents,
whereas Factor 3, “Nurse’s autonomy”, and Factor 4, “Physician’s authority” increased
in a statistically significant way among nursing students (Table 1). In the three discipline
groups, the JSAPNC item scores statistically significantly increased at T1 compared to
T0 were item 14 (“Physicians should be educated to establish collaborative relationships
with nurse”) and item 15 (“Interprofessional relationships between physicians and nurses
should be included in their educational programs”), as shown in Table 2. The JSAPNC
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item 10, “The primary function of the nurse is to carry out the physician’s orders”, slightly
reduced at T1 whereas item 3, “During their education, medical and nursing students
should be involved in teamwork in order to understand their respective roles”, reported
an increase at T1 at the limit of statistical significance (Table 2). The 15 item scores of
JSAPNC reported by participants of the three discipline groups at pre-test are shown in
Table 3 and those reported at post-test in Table 4. At T0, the scores of total JSAPNC
and all but three items (items n. 4, 6, 13) differed statistically significantly between the
three professional discipline groups (Table 3). At T1, the scores of total JSAPNC and
all but six items (items n. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11) differed statistically significantly between the
three groups (Table 4), suggesting greater homogeneity of the three groups. In particular,
the statistically significant difference of the following items was no longer present in
the post-test among the three groups: “Nurses are qualified to assess and respond to
psychological aspects of patient’s needs”, “Nurses should be accountable to patients
for the nursing care they provide” and “Nurses should be involved in making policy
decisions concerning the hospital support services upon which their work depends”.
At the post-test, high JSAPNC scores suggest agreement or strong agreement with the
item statements in all three groups, except for item 8, in which pediatric residents did
not agree with the item statement “Doctors should be the dominant authority in all
health care matters”. Bonferroni’s multiple comparison of the total JSAPNC score at the
post-test confirmed a statistically significant difference between pediatric residents and
nursing students (mean difference 4.982, p < 0.001) and between pediatric residents and
midwifery students (mean difference 3.578, p = 0.01). At the multiple linear regression,
the age of participants (r = 0.444, F = 35.141; p < 0.001) and the discipline group (r
= 0.198, F = 5.874; p = 0.017) were statistically associated with the pre-test but not
with the post-test total JSAPNC score (dependent variable). No gender difference was
detected in the outcomes of simulation.

4 Discussion
Nursing students and midwifery students presented at the baseline a greater attitude
of interprofessional collaboration, in particular compared to pediatric residents. After
IHFPS, the interprofessional collaborative attitude increased in all three professional
groups, but in a statistically significant way only in nursing students. The pediatric resident group, who presented a lower attitude to collaboration at baseline, showed the
greatest increase after HFPS, albeit not statistically significant. The age of the participants and their belonging to a specific professional group conditioned their attitude
for interprofessional collaboration, as evidenced before the simulation. The influence of
these two factors was no longer evident in post-test, suggesting the effectiveness of simulation in improving interprofessional attitudes, which were shown to be increased in all
three groups, albeit in a different way. In fact, after the simulation, the three professional
groups showed a homogeneous agreement on the following issues: “Nurses are qualified
to assess and respond to psychological aspects of patient’s needs”, “Nurses should be
accountable to patients for the nursing care they provide” and “Nurses should be involved
in making policy decisions concerning the hospital support services upon which their
work depends”. These results indicate that all three professional groups presented a more
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positive attitude toward collaboration following the interprofessional simulation event,
which proved to be strongly formative and educational for health professionals. The
simulation, in particular IHFPS, probably due to the immersive experiential learning,
was confirmed to be a very effective modality of education for improving collaborative attitude among different health professionals, in line with other studies [9, 15–18].
Despite the strong recommendation of WHO, interprofessional education is still very
poorly implemented and future healthcare professions are very often trained in independent training silos [3, 5]. A potential weakness of this study is represented by the
lack of a control group, which decreases its validity and generalizability. Moreover, the
monocentric design of this study and the unequal number of different professionals in its
sample can represent other limits. Despite the limited availability of midwifery students
and pediatric residents, there was a strong interest in IHFPS, attested by the high rate of
adherence to this research. In future, a randomized controlled multicentric study could
deepen our knowledge of the topic and highlight more generalizable results. A strength
of the current study is the involvement of three different professional groups in a realistic
simulation which is very close to clinical practice, in addition to the adoption of a well
validated instrument.

5 Conclusions
This research represents one of the first experiences of simulated interprofessional teaching in the Italian University context. The results obtained so far are encouraging and seem
to support the effectiveness of interprofessional simulation training, not only for nursing
and midwifery students but also for pediatric specialists, in improving collaborative attitude. Simulations, in addition to favoring the application of theory in practice without
risk, may improve collaboration in multidisciplinary teams to deliver holistic and safe
care.

Appendix

Table 1. JSAPNC mean scores at pre- (T0) and post- (T1) test simulation.
JSAPNC factors

Nursing students

Pediatric residents

Midwifery students

T0
m ± SD

T1
m ± SD

p

T0
m ± SD

T1
m ± SD

p

T0
m ± SD

T1
m ± SD

p

Shared education and collaboration

25.9 ± 1.7

26.2 ± 1.6

0.16

23.1 ± 2.5

24.7 ± 2.8

0.07

25.6 ± 2.0

25.7 ± 1.9

0.79

Caring versus curing

10.6 ± 1.4

10.6 ± 1.6

0.86

8.5 ± 1.4

8.8 ± 1.8

0.50

10.6 ± 1.2

11.0 ± 1.3

0.28

Nurse’s autonomy

10.9 ± 1.5

11.3 ± 0.9

0.06

10.6 ± 1.6

10.8 ± 1.3

0.59

9.9 ± 2.2

10.4 ± 1.9

0.46

Physician’s authority

6.9 ± 1.5

7.7 ± 0.6

0.000

6.1 ± 1.3

6.5 ± 1.3

0.40

6.1 ± 2.4

7.2 ± 2.0

0.15

Total score

54.3 ± 4.1

55.7 ± 3.1

0.005

48.2 ± 4.9

50.7 ± 6

0.15

53.7 ± 3.1

55.2 ± 2.9

0.18
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Table 2. The JSAPNC item scores in all three discipline groups at T0 and T1.
JSAPNC items

T0
m ± SD

T1
m ± SD

p-value

1. A nurse should be viewed as a collaborator and colleague 3.92 ± 0.3 3.93 ± 0.3
of a physician rather than his/her assistant

0.836

2. Nurses are qualified to assess and respond to
psychological aspects of patient’s needs

3.56 ± 0.6 3.63 ± 0.5

0.223

3. During their education, medical and nursing students
should be involved in teamwork in order to understand
their respective roles

3.85 ± 0.4 3.92 ± 0.3

0.05

4. Nurses should be involved in making policy decisions
affecting their working conditions

3.85 ± 0.4 3.88 ± 0.4

0.557

5. Nurses should be accountable to patients for the nursing
care they provide

3.56 ± 0.6 3.63 ± 0.6

0.275

6. There are many overlapping areas of responsibility
between physicians and nurses

3.30 ± 0.6 3.39 ± 0.6

0.227

7. Nurses have special expertise in patient education and
psychological counseling

3.53 ± 0.6 3.60 ± 0.6

0.289

8. Doctors should be the dominant authority in all health
care matters

2.99 ± 0.8 3.09 ± 0.9

0.323

9. Physicians and nurses should contribute to decisions
regarding the hospital discharge of patients

3.76 ± 0.5 3.81 ± 0.4

0.354

10. The primary function of the nurse is to carry out the
physician’s orders

3.58 ± 0.7 3.55 ± 0.7

0.745

11. Nurses should be involved in making policy decisions
concerning the hospital support services upon which
their work depends

3.70 ± 0.5 3.74 ± 0.4

0.462

12. Nurses should also have responsibility for monitoring
the effects of medical treatment

3.46 ± 0.6 3.54 ± 0.6

0.335

13. Nurses should clarify a physician’s order when they feel 3.82 ± 0.4 3.86 ± 0.3
that it might have the potential for detrimental effects on
the patient

0.332

14. Physicians should be educated to establish collaborative 3.43 ± 0.6 3.69 ± 0.6 <0.001
relationships with nurses
15. Interprofessional relationships between physicians and 3.52 ± 0.6 3.80 ± 0.5 <0.001
nurses should be included in their educational programs
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Table 3. The JSAPNC item scores in each of the three discipline groups at T0.

JSAPNC items at T0

Nursing students Pediatric residents Midwifery students p-value
m ± SD
m ± SD
m ± SD

1. A nurse should be
viewed as a
collaborator and
colleague of a
physician rather than
his/her assistant

4.0 ± 0.1

3.75 ± 0.4

3.8 ± 0.4

<0.001

2. Nurses are qualified
to assess and respond
to psychological
aspects of patient’s
needs

3.6 ± 0.5

3.1 ± 0.6

3.7 ± 0.5

<0.001

3. During their
education, medical
and nursing students
should be involved in
teamwork in order to
understand their
respective roles

3.9 ± 0.3

3.7 ± 0.6

3.9 ± 0.2

0.028

4. Nurses should be
involved in making
policy decisions
affecting their
working conditions

3.9 ± 0.4

3.6 ± 0.6

3.8 ± 0.4

0.11

5. Nurses should be
accountable to
patients for the
nursing care they
provide

3.7 ± 0.5

3.1 ± 0.6

3.4 ± 0.6

<0.001

6. There are many
overlapping areas of
responsibility
between physicians
and nurses

3.3 ± 0.6

3.3 ± 0.6

3.2 ± 0.7

0.63

7. Nurses have special
expertise in patient
education and
psychological
counseling

3.6 ± 0.5

2.9 ± 0.7

3.8 ± 0.5

<0.001

(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)
JSAPNC items at T0

Nursing students Pediatric residents Midwifery students p-value
m ± SD
m ± SD
m ± SD

8. Doctors should be the 3.1 ± 0.8
dominant authority in
all health care matters

2.4 ± 0.7

3.1 ± 0.7

0.003

9. Physicians and nurses 3.9 ± 0.4
should contribute to
decisions regarding
the hospital discharge
of patients

3.2 ± 0.7

3.8 ± 0.4

<0.001

10. The primary
3.7 ± 0.6
function of the nurse
is to carry out the
physician’s orders

3.0 ± 0.6

3.7 ± 0.5

<0.001

11. Nurses should be
3.7 ± 0.5
involved in making
policy decisions
concerning the
hospital support
services upon which
their work depends

3.4 ± 0.7

3.8 ± 0.4

0.003

3.5 ± 0.6

3.5 ± 0.6

2.9 ± 0.7

0.001

13. Nurses should
3.9 ± 0.3
clarify a physician’s
order when they feel
that it might have the
potential for
detrimental effects
on the patient

3.7 ± 0.6

3.8 ± 0.4

0.297

14. Physicians should be 3.5 ± 0.6
educated to establish
collaborative
relationships with
nurses

3.1 ± 0.8

3.3 ± 0.7

0.006

12. Nurses should also
have responsibility
for monitoring the
effects of medical
treatment

(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)

JSAPNC items at T0

Nursing students Pediatric residents Midwifery students p-value
m ± SD
m ± SD
m ± SD

15. Interprofessional
3.6 ± 0.5
relationships
between physicians
and nurses should be
included in their
educational
programs
Total score

54.3 ± 4.1

3.1 ± 0.7

3.4 ± 0.8

<0.001

48.2 ± 4.9

53.7 ± 3.1

<0.001

Table 4. The JSAPNC item scores in each of the three discipline groups at T1.
JSAPNC items at T1

Nursing students Pediatric residents Midwifery students p-value
m ± SD
m ± SD
m ± SD

1. A nurse should be
viewed as a
collaborator and
colleague of a
physician rather than
his/her assistant

4.0 ± 0.1

3.65 ± 0.7

3.9 ± 0.2

<0.001

2. Nurses are qualified
to assess and respond
to psychological
aspects of patient’s
needs

3.7 ± 0.5

3.40 ± 0.7

3.67 ± 0.5

0.16

3. During their
education, medical
and nursing students
should be involved in
teamwork in order to
understand their
respective roles

4.0 ± 0.2

3.7 ± 0.6

4.0 ± 0

0.001

4. Nurses should be
involved in making
policy decisions
affecting their
working conditions

3.9 ± 0.3

3.8 ± 0.4

3.8 ± 0.4

0.14

(continued)
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Table 4. (continued)
JSAPNC items at T1

Nursing students Pediatric residents Midwifery students p-value
m ± SD
m ± SD
m ± SD

5. Nurses should be
accountable to
patients for the
nursing care they
provide

3.7 ± 0.6

3.6 ± 0.6

3.4 ± 0.5

0.14

6. There are many
overlapping areas of
responsibility
between physicians
and nurses

3.4 ± 0.6

3.3 ± 0.8

3.3 ± 0.7

0.74

7. Nurses have special
expertise in patient
education and
psychological
counseling

3.6 ± 0.5

3.3 ± 0.8

3.7 ± 0.5

0.04

8. Doctors should be the 3.2 ± 0.9
dominant authority in
all health care matters

2.4 ± 0.9

3.4 ± 0.8

0.001

9. Physicians and nurses 3.9 ± 0.3
should contribute to
decisions regarding
the hospital discharge
of patients

3.3 ± 0.7

3.8 ± 0.4

<0.001

10. The primary
3.6 ± 0.7
function of the nurse
is to carry out the
physician’s orders

3.1 ± 0.7

3.7 ± 0.7

0.009

11. Nurses should be
3.8 ± 0.4
involved in making
policy decisions
concerning the
hospital support
services upon which
their work depends

3.6 ± 0.5

3.8 ± 0.4

0.33

3.6 ± 0.6

3.7 ± 0.5

3.2 ± 0.8

0.01

12. Nurses should also
have responsibility
for monitoring the
effects of medical
treatment

(continued)
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Table 4. (continued)

JSAPNC items at T1

Nursing students Pediatric residents Midwifery students p-value
m ± SD
m ± SD
m ± SD

13. Nurses should
3.9 ± 0.3
clarify a physician’s
order when they feel
that it might have the
potential for
detrimental effects
on the patient

3.6 ± 0.5

3.9 ± 0.3

<0.001

14. Physicians should be 3.8 ± 0.5
educated to establish
collaborative
relationships with
nurses

3.2 ± 0.6

3.8 ± 0.5

<0.001

15. Interprofessional
3.9 ± 0.3
relationships
between physicians
and nurses should be
included in their
educational
programs

3.3 ± 0.7

3.8 ± 0.5

<0.001

50.7 ± 6

55.2 ± 2.9

<0.001

Total score

55.7 ± 3.1
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Abstract. Our life depends more and more on intelligent machines that help us
carry out our work or have completely taken our place in tasks which used to be
wholly human. This also applies to the field of care and assistance for the sick
and fragile: indeed, carebots are increasingly present by the patient’s bed and can
collaborate in care work. However carebots are not objects like others that we use
in our everyday life: unlike the tools through which we do things, robots have
(and will more and more have) some level of autonomy. We intend to consider
the type of relationship it is right to build with these devices and ask whether
intelligent robots deserve some moral and legal relevance. The robot may be seen
as a slave or an entity with which we can form friendships or loving relationships:
we will maintain that it is our responsibility to prepare for future scenarios in
which increasingly intelligent, autonomous machines will be not mere tools, but
significant life companions.
Keywords: Carebots · Robots · Bioethics

1 Are Carebots Slave or Friends?
New technology can make a significant contribution to medicine and health care. Carebots are more and more present by the patient’s bed and can collaborate in care work
[1]. Moreover, health operator training courses today widely use dummies (planned for
standard training) increasingly true-to-life, favouring empathy with the clinical situation simulated each time and allowing the student to exercise, beyond technical abilities,
critical thinking, the ability to work in a team, and appropriate communication skills. It
is easy to imagine that intelligent robots could make an even more significant contribution in training medical staff, preparing them still further for relating to the patients. The
robots could become not only a training tool for the health operator, but also companions
beside him, assisting in care and assistance. In a previous article, we discussed the main
moral questions emerging with the introduction of increasingly interactive didactic tools
with some level of autonomy. In our contribution here, we intend to consider the type
of relationship it is right to build with these devices and ask whether intelligent robots
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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deserve some moral relevance. The robot may be seen as a slave or an entity with its
dignity and with which we can form a relationship on equal terms: we will maintain that
it is our responsibility to prepare for future scenarios in which increasingly intelligent,
autonomous machines will be not mere tools, but significant life companions.

2 Robots as Slaves
The introduction of increasingly intelligent machines and their use next to (and together
with) a human workforce raises a series of moral questions lying closer and closer to
the heart of public debate. The question we intend to discuss in this brief contribution
here concerns the type of moral (and possibly legal) relevance that should be recognised
to intelligent machines (or robots). It can be imagined that, with the development of
artificial intelligence, autonomous (and intelligent) machines will more and more be an
integral part of our society and probably an increasingly essential resource in any social
or professional field of our existence. It has become legitimate to ask what type of moral
responsibility we have towards these machines and what type of (moral as well as legal)
rights should be recognised to them. At the moment it seems unreasonable to ask whether
a machine may have a moral personality. Some of us would be prepared to admit that
recognising moral relevance to only human beings is a form of discrimination towards
other sentient beings. Yet a machine does not seem to be the type of entity to which
our actual (moral) rights may be attributed: we may also succeed in programming it to
perform a series of tasks intelligently, but if it lacks awareness or sensitivity, it does not
seem that we may claim any rights [2]. It may be agreed that things could change in the
future: for the moment, thinking that machines could become self-aware and able to feel
pleasure and pain sounds like science fiction, but scientific, technological progress might
make us able to produce them. In this case, the moral and legal condition of (intelligent)
machines would change deeply, because we could no longer see them as mere things
or objects or use them as we like, in that our behaviour might have morally relevant
consequences for them. The fact that machines are not human beings (in the sense of not
having our biology) does not appear morally relevant, because only the consequences
of our actions matter, and what we do could improve or worsen their initial condition.
At that point, (intelligent) machines would be people with our own (moral and legal)
rights.
According to Bryson [3], intelligent machines are a significant resource, but this is
precisely why we should not allow them to reach a level of technological development
that would then force us to attribute some form of dignity and, therewith, relevance to
them. In other terms, Bryson states, it is right for robots to be our slaves, because only then
can we use them as we most like so as to promote our interests and needs. Bryson does not
intend to defend the value or legitimacy of slavery: it is never morally acceptable to use a
person as a mere object, no matter what advantages we may draw therefrom. According
to Bryson, the point is that we are still in time and able to choose the direction in
which to shift technological development and, in particular, the production of intelligent
machines. The production of increasingly intelligent machines is not an issue: we do
well (and it is an advantage) to possess and interact with machines capable of promoting
our interests. But the mistake to avoid is that of making the robot subjects aware of selfaware, because we would then no longer have the right to treat them as mere objects (or
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things). Some think that scientific and technological progress is always advantageous or
morally approvable: but we should not use technologies to improve or enhance machines.
In general, when enhancement is discussed, only human improvement comes to mind:
that is, whether it is morally legitimate to improve our abilities or natural dispositions.
(Not only physical abilities are referred to, but also mental and moral dispositions.)
It is easy to imagine the controversial aspect: one position considers that the natural
condition is the measure of our humanity and border that should not be overstepped, while
another states that human enhancement is moral – whatever the abilities or dispositions
improved may be – because it promotes our interests and wellbeing. Here we are not
thinking about human beings, but intelligent machines, though Bryson seems to share
fear towards uncontrolled development: it is right to make machines safer and more
efficient, but we should place a limit on the enhancement of artificial intelligence. The
problem is, though, not only that enhancing the abilities of intelligent machines could
deprive us forever of the chance to exploit them freely or for our own for pleasure.
The point is that it is far easier to develop loving relationships with robots that may
seem significant but can never, according to Bryson, be real (or authentic) relations. A
machine can indeed give the impression that it loves or is fond of us, but that is mere
fiction, because what it does (or says) depends not on its will but on the programme it
has received. For this reason, Bryson states, it would be better for us to build robots that
are unable to arouse affection or attachment through their looks, features, behaviour and
intelligence. In fact, the less the robots resemble us, the less tempted we will be to treat
them as human beings (or people) and we well not even think of seeing them as more
important than any other flesh and blood individual. We cannot fully rule out the risk
of this happening, in that it is known how we may also grow fond of objects or things
with the look or voice of a human or sentient being. This is what authors like Robot
Sparrow – professor of philosophy at Monash University, Melbourne – have called an
inclination to sentimentality, which would mainly afflicts those attributing personalities
to machines [4]. According to Bryson, though, anyone working on planning machines
has a responsibility to find a solution that would permit reducing attachment towards
machines or, when this is not possible, encouraging acceptable forms of interaction with
machines. The ideal solution would be, for Bryson, to have machines with an external
memory because this would allow the user to worry less about the physical survival of
its machine. For example, if a fire broke out or there were a car crash, we would not
need to put our – or others’ – wellbeing at risk so as to safeguard our robot, in that
its memory would already be safe on another device, ready to be reinstalled. In these
situations, then, we could prioritise helping other people and let our robot friends die,
without feeling guilty over not worrying about their survival, in that the destruction of
the machine would be merely temporary and easy to resolve.

3 Robots as Friends
According to Aristotle [5], three different types of friendship can be described: utilitarian (where both parties draw advantages from the relationship); pleasing (where the
relationship is a source of pleasure); and, finally, virtuous (this is the relationship where
the parties admire each other and share the same values). The problem with the first
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two forms of friendship is that they are generally based on non-symmetrical relations,
and disappear when the usefulness/ advantage for the parties fail. According to Aristotle
[5], for the most significant form of friendship to exist, there must be: a) reciprocity; b)
authenticity; 3) equality and 4) diversity of interaction (the parties must interact together
in different areas of life). For this reason, Danaher states, robots are not considered as
possible friends of ours [6]. But it should be explained whether he intends to affirm a
technical or only metaphysical impossibility, that is: that machines will never be able
to interact with us as friends, no matter how intelligent. That equality and diversity of
interaction are always present in relationships can of course be doubted: the question of
reciprocity and authenticity remain. As for authenticity, Danaher writes, we cannot go
against our friends’ minds to ascertain whether they really have the values ad interests
they demonstrate through their behaviour. There is always possibility of this correspondence lacking and people actually being different – profoundly different – from how they
appear externally and want to make us believe they are. In any case, Danaher states, “The
only reasons we have for believing that the conditions of reciprocity and authenticity are
satisfied in the case of common human friendships are epistemically acceptable ones,
which in this case means ‘external behaviour and performance’; deeper, epistemically
inaccessible metaphysical attributes are not at stake” [6]. The same rule should, then,
be applied to our relationship with a machine. That is, if we see that a robot behaves in
a certain way (for example, taking care of us and worrying about our wellbeing), why
should we not give credit to its behaviour? Anyone sceptical about the possibility of
building an authentic relationship with a machine thinks that its behaviour cannot be
sincere because it fails to express anything deeper (for example, biological properties,
which would be at the basis of awareness and self-awareness). But there would be no
point in linking authenticity to particular biological features, in that certain capacities
might subsist even independently of human biology. For instance, it is no contradiction
for us to think that an individual (such as an extra-terrestrial) may lack our biological
constitution and nervous system, yet still be able to interact with us as we would with
another human being. Before a being of this type, we would not say that it may not be
our friend because it does not have the same biology as us: so for what reason, concludes
Danaher, may we not think that a robot without the same biology as us may not be an
authentic partner or friend? Furthermore, nor can we rule out the possibility of robots
in the future having a synthetic biology similar to our own (like the robots in Josef
Čapel’s work or dispositions built starting from this ‘structure’). It could be objected
that the problem of free will still remains, in that robots are indeed intelligent machines
programmed by others (engineers, designers, etc.) to act in a certain way to meet a need
of ours. But the objection works as long as things are only considered rationally, in that
the fact that the robots lack our biology may not be so significant, should their behaviour
be able to touch our feelings intensely. A robot’s functioning mechanism may, in other
words, be important if we consider things rationally and on the basis of this analysis try
to draw definitive conclusions regarding their chances of truly feeling the emotions and
sentiments they seem to express. But if Hume is right, and “[r]eason is, and ought only
to be the slave of the passions, and can never pretend to any other office than to serve and
obey them” [7], then the affection we may naturally feel towards an intelligent machine
just because it is ours and interacts with us may be all the more reason to recognise it as a
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faithful, sincere friend, to whom we have a responsibility. That is, the fact that it is only
an intelligent machine (programmed to act in this way) may not suffice to discourage us
from having feelings of affection and even love towards it [8].

4 Trusting Robots?
It may be agreed that there are two sides to trust: on the one hand, having trust means
recognising one’s limitations and accepting another person’s help; but on the other, we
turn our trust towards people showing they are able to provide a – trustworthy indeed
– reference point for us: “In trusting others, we are willing not to consider ourselves as
the only guarantors of the legitimacy of some notion or the effectiveness of some action.
This happens because we admit—more or less consciously—that we have limits, that
we do not know everything, that we do not control everything. (…) Such reliance is
owed to a quality that is specific to the one we rely on: the fact that this person or this
thing deserves to be trusted by us, as they turn out to be a firm point of reference for our
actions. Only because of this can the person or thing we place our trust in be considered
worthy of it” [9]. The possibility of trusting machines does not seem to be an issue, in
that, especially at an age in which our life depends on them, trusting in their functioning
is fundamental. Our life also depends on the fact that we may trust in the computer’s
working so that we may press the number and soon hear the voice of the person we are
calling or, moving around the city in our car, we will (at least almost) punctually reach
our appointment. But robots are not objects like others that we use in our everyday life:
unlike the tools through which we do things, robots have some level of autonomy [9]. In
a relationship with a robot, then, the question of trust is fundamental, in that robots may
only be a significant resource if we have the capacity of trusting them. But is it legitimate
to ask what type of faith we may nurture (and cultivate) in machines if we treat them
like ‘slaves’ and our relationship with them is one of domination and submission [10]?
Within the dynamic of power, a slave will have full interest in obeying his master – at
least as long as the domination by his master is not too harsh or unbearable. But as soon
as the slave is able to rebel successfully, he will not miss the chance to do so and upturn
the dynamics of power that see him condemned to submission. At the moment, thinking
that machines can rebel seems closer to science fiction than to reality, but the awareness
that we treat them as slaves could still foster our fear, in that – before machines that seem
increasingly human in terms of look, behaviour and voice – we might have the impression
that we are doing something wrong and we should, instead of exploiting them as we like,
recognize them the same rights that people have. Also, it is hardly strange to hypothesise
that the more autonomous and intelligent the robots are, the more capable they will be
of withdrawing from domination by human beings and subverting current relations by
force. Not least considering these scenarios and the danger that robots escape our control,
we find it far more reasonable to build relationships with the machines (which we use
every day) that are marked by reciprocal respect, rather than exploitation and domination
from one side. This means first and foremost not ruling out the possibility of recognising
the machines’ moral relevance (and citizenship), and then investing in research projects
able to programme them to act morally, also teaching them to correct themselves on the
basis of the approval and disapproval they receive. Programming a machine to follow
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general principles (or simple laws) may be important, but we think that, especially in the
field of care, our main aim should be to make the machines ‘sensitive’ to the reactions
of the people they interact with [11, 12]. In our opinion, this is the most promising way
to make a machine moral and sensitive. We should then not discourage but encourage
feelings of affection and care towards machines, in that they may turn out to be a more
significant resource as partners or companions in a relationship of friendship, rather
than as mere objects to exploit and subdue. This is true overall, in any sector of life,
but it may be especially valuable in the field of care because it is important to perceive
(recognise) that we are not indifferent to those with the task of and responsibility for
paying attention to our fragility and vulnerability. Moreover, being able to open up to
another and welcome him in all his differences – without presuming to impose one’s own
point of view – is always positive, in that it is an essential attitude for anyone living in an
increasingly secularised, pluralistic society. Indeed, a liberal democratic society should
not promote forms of socialisation (or models of interaction) based on exploitation,
especially regarding relations that involve (or might involve) entities resembling human
beings more and more.

5 Conclusions
It is of course never easy to reason on the future, and this is especially true nowadays,
because scientific and technological development is always a step ahead of our imagination. But we have attempted to think about what a future society might be like, with
machines being an increasingly important part of our social network and our relationships. We are convinced that we should resist the temptation to assert our privileges
as human beings and start to think of forms of citizenship that also include machines.
Today, it may seem bizarre to attribute rights and legal relevance to machines, but in
the face of increasingly intelligent machines, our perception of things might change.
Also, the more intelligent the machines are (whatever their appearance), the harder it
will be not to care about what we do to them. We might demand that our robot, which
has been by us in our most difficult moments and cared for us when we have been ill, be
considered a person. We consider this model of relating to machines the one that is most
correct, and in any case more advantageous than any other model based on exploitation
and a relationship of domination.
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Abstract. Current research experiences provide promising evidence about the
positive impact of robotics in improving students’ learning outcomes. The growing interest in robotics for nursing education led to new evidence. This scoping
review aimed to identify available evidence, to examine how research has been
conducted, and to explore knowledge gaps in the use of robotics in nursing education. Retrieved manuscripts described the application of robotics as learning
tool in the nursing education. CINAHL, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, Engineering Source, ERIC, INSPEC, PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science electronic
databases were searched on December 2020. Of 2033 retrieved references, a total
of 18 manuscripts were included. Two main technologies are currently used in
nursing education: humanoid robot patients and remote-presence robots. The first
are prototypes utilized for the acquisition of practical skills, while the second
are in an advanced stage of development and are used to gain cognitive learning
outcomes. Available results are heterogeneous and related to the reaction of students to the use of robotics or to explore the ability of robots to reproduce human
movements and behaviors. Despite promising results, the lack of evidence limits the possibility to understand the effectiveness of robotics to enhance learning
in nursing students. Further studies investigating the impact of robotics on nursing students’ performance and knowledge are expected, as current knowledge is
inadequate to justify its large-scale introduction in nursing educational field.
Keywords: Nursing students · Robot patient · Remote-presence robot ·
Simulation · Learning outcomes · Review
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1 Introduction
High-fidelity simulation (HFS) is a technology-based educational approach performed
in a realistic and safe environment through an interactive patient simulator able to reproduce life-like clinical conditions [1]. When HFS is used in nursing education, it allows
students to practice clinical skills in a forgiving environment where mistakes can occur
without the risk of patient harm. In the last decade there was an increasing interest from
researchers seeking to understand how effective HFS is in improving learning outcomes
in undergraduate and postgraduate nursing students [2–4]. In this regard, current evidence shows that this technology can enhance learning in nursing education; however, a
higher level of mannequin fidelity plays a crucial role in the achievement of better learning outcomes [5]. Moreover, high-fidelity patient simulators have shown some limits in
their ability to faithfully reproduce the human behavior and clinical conditions, as they
are static and are not able to reproduce facial expressions and emotions [6] limiting the
realism of simulation session. To overcome these limitations, researchers are developing
new patient simulators based on robot technology [7, 8]. Robot is a mechanical device
that resembles humans, and it can perform human tasks or can behave in a human manner
while working automatically or by remote control [9]. In robot patients, the human likeness, voice recognition, eye and face tracking, gesture, and speech processing, as well
as movement and reasoning abilities, are embedded allowing for an accurate reproduction of several human clinical conditions and emotions when compared to high-fidelity
patient simulators [10]. Current research experiences are providing promising evidence
about the positive impact of robot patients in improving students’ learning outcomes
however, considering the growing interest of researchers in robotics applied to nursing education, new evidence in this area is accumulating [8, 11]. For this reason, it is
imperative to map the available evidence to depict how research has been conducted,
its characteristics, its themes, and methodological choices, to identify knowledge gaps
related to the use of robotics technology in nursing education, and present recommendations for future research. This manuscript addresses the following research questions
referred to the application of robotics technology on nursing education: a) What type
of evidence is currently available? b) How has research been conducted? c) What type
of robot technology is currently applied? d) What outcomes have been investigated? e)
Where are the research gaps?

2 Methods
2.1 Study Design and Search Strategy
A scoping review was conducted to identify the types of available evidence, to examine
how research has been conducted, and to identify knowledge gaps related to the use
of robotics technology in nursing education [12, 13]. CINAHL, IEEE Xplore Digital
Library, Engineering Source, ERIC, INSPEC, PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science
electronic databases were searched on December 2020 combining, with the Boolean
operator ‘AND’, the following key words: ‘robot patient’, ‘robot*’, ‘nursing education’,
and ‘nursing students’. No time limitations were applied to the electronic search.
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Considering the exploratory nature of this scoping review, no additional research
strategies have been utilized. Bibliographic references were managed with the Thomson
Reuters EndNote X7.8 software.
2.2 Study Selection, Data Collection Process, and Synthesis of Results
To be considered eligible, abstracts and titles had to clearly refer to any use of robotics
technology in undergraduate or postgraduate academic nursing education. To be included
in the evidence synthesis, manuscripts needed to be a) focused on robotics as learning
tool utilised in the academic nursing education, b) published in English or Italian, c)
available abstract, d) available in full-text version.
A coding spreadsheet was designed by the research team and subsequently tested to
obtain an accurate version of the tool. To summarize the evidence, data were synthesized
by a descriptive report. In accordance with the current guidance for the conduct of scoping
reviews, neither critical appraisal nor risk of bias assessment has been conducted [12].
Abstract screening, study selection, and data collection process were independently performed by two researchers and any disagreement was resolved through group
discussion.

3 Results
The search on electronic databases produced a total of 2033 references (Fig. 1). After
removing duplicates, 843 abstracts were screened, and 30 full texts were considered
as potentially suitable for inclusion. Twelve articles were excluded for not having used
robot in nursing education; thus, 18 papers were included in the scoping review.
As showed in Table 1, included studies were published from 2009 to 2021 mainly in
Japan [11, 14–21] and USA [22–30]. The experimental study design was more frequently
adopted by authors to investigate this topic [11, 14–20, 31]. However, also descriptive,
mix-method, discussion paper, and pilot designs were utilized [6, 21, 24–31].
In the last ten years, three type of robotic technologies have been applied in nursing
education: the Humanoid Robot Patient (HRP) [11, 14–20, 31], the Humanoid Rehabilitation Robot (HRR) [21], and the Remote Presence Robot (RPR) [24–29]. Both HRP
and HRR are humanoid robots with the body shape built to resemble the human body.
They generally embedded voice recognition, speech processing [11, 14, 15, 17, 18],
and movement abilities [11, 14–19, 21]. In one study, visual abilities, eye and head
movements, as well as facial expressions have been embedded in the robot, in order to
reproduce recognition abilities and emotional states [16].
The RPR is a multicomponent roaming remote-controlled droid (robot that look like
a box) equipped with wheels. It is topped with a computer screen that allows 2-way
video conferencing between the controller, that control the robot through a joystick, and
students located in a remote location [24–27, 29].
The controller is generally a teacher while in some cases it could be a postgraduate
student [25, 29]. The RPR is also equipped with lenses allowing the teacher to zoom
in, zoom out, take video, photo, and use a pointer for give instructions. In addition,
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Fig. 1. Search and selection strategies

through dedicated jacks is also possible to connect medical devices such as stethoscopes,
otoscopes, and other equipment allowing a remote clinical assessment.
Overall, the investigated samples were heterogeneous: faculty [14, 15, 19], undergraduate nursing students [11, 18, 20] or mixed samples, i.e., faculty and undergraduate
students [21, 26, 27], and different student groups [17, 24, 25, 28, 29]. Sample sizes
ranged from 1 to 195 participants. Studies that involved a low sample size aimed at
testing the ability of HRP in imitating patient mobility deficits and understanding the
students’ messages [14, 15, 17, 19]. Other studies aimed at describing students’ performances and experiences when they interacted with the HRP [11, 18, 20] or RPR
[28].
A dedicated room [18–20] and a traditional simulation laboratory [24–26, 28] were
the most frequent settings where robotics in nursing education was investigated. However, the RPR was also utilized in a Living Laboratory smart house, which was designed
to reproduce the home of an integrated multigenerational family [27].
The type of simulation scenarios was influenced by the robot technology utilized. In
particular, studies investigating the HRP, were based on a ‘patient transfer’ scenario [11,
14, 15, 17–20]. Conversely, studies investigating the RPR, were based on heterogeneous
scenarios, such as cardiac arrest [28], pediatric meningitis, bronchiolitis, and respiratory
syncytial viruses [25, 29], and substance abuse disorders [24]. In addition, through RPR,
students also had the possibility to provide simulated nursing care to older adults living
at home with a family member [27].
The performance of HRP was generally compared with the human ones, especially
when the investigation was aimed to the use of this technology to support the acquisition
of ‘wheelchair transfer’ skills [11, 14, 15, 17, 19].
In contrast, the RPR was generally used to support students and faculty to learn
and teach about topics such as giving an injection [26], patient assessment [24, 25, 27],
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Table 1. Characteristics of the included studies.
1st author, year,
country, design

Sample, N,
(setting)

Technology vs.
comparison
(scenario/learning
objective)

Outcome

Huang, 2014,
Japan, experimental

Faculty, 1,

HRP vs. human
(wheelchair patient
transfer)

(R) performance –
(R + SP) head
trajectories

Huang, 2015,
Japan, experimental

Faculty, 4,

HRP vs. human
(wheelchair patient
transfer)

(R) response and
performance

Huang, 2017,
Japan, experimental

BSNs, 20,

HRP vs. human
(wheelchair patient
transfer)

(S) performance

Lin, 2019,
Japan, experimental

BSNs, 8,
(room)

HRP vs. RP
(wheelchair patient
transfer)

(S) performance

Lin, 2020,
Japan, experimental

Faculty, 4,
(room)

HRP vs. human
(wheelchair patient
transfer)

(R) translational and
rotational motions

Nakamura, 2017,
Japan, experimental

BSNs, 12,
(room)

HRP
(wheelchair patient
transfer)

(S) experiences

Kitagawa, 2009,
Japan, Experimental

–

HRP
(injection)

(R) feedback

Kitajima, 2014,
Japan, experimental

Nurse, 1

HRP vs. Human
(R + SP) head
(Wheelchair patient trajectories
transfer)

Tsujioka, 2017,
Japan, descriptive

Faculty + BSNs, 195

HRR

(S) Assessment - CA
– (F) observation
ability

Scott, 2020, USA, M- Is, 29,
mixed-method
(Sim Lab)

RPR
(CA / C)

(S) Experience satisfaction

Rudolph, 2017, USA, ABSNs + NPs, 160,
descriptive
(Sim Lab)

RPR
(S) satisfaction (PB – PM / A- RcC
self-confidence
- C)

Sampsel, 2011, USA, Faculty + BSNs, 92,
descriptive
(Sim Lab)

RPR
(insulin
administration)

(S + F) usefulness - UF
- satisfaction - opinions
(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

1st author, year,
country, design

Sample, N,
(setting)

Technology vs.
comparison
(scenario/learning
objective)

Outcome

Sampsel, 2014, USA, Faculty + BSNs, 76,
descriptive
(living Lab)

RPR
(OH- A - RCC - C)

(S + F) usefulness acceptability - impact
of robot

Danesh, 2019,
USA, pilot

PMHN, 36,
(Sim Lab)

RPR
(substance abuse/A
- DM)

(S + F) satisfaction feasibility

Shaw, 2018,
USA, pilot

BSNs + NPS, 84

RPR
(PRSV – PM/C)

(S) feasibility satisfaction

Wilmont, 2016, USA, –
DP

RPR

Satisfaction

Balistreri, 2020, Italy, –
DP

HRP

–

Dante, 2021,
Italy, DP

HRP

–

–

Design: DP = Discussion Paper. Sample: ABSNs = Accelerated Bachelor of Science in Nursing
students; BSNs = Bachelor of Science in Nursing students; Is = Interdisciplinary students;
NPs = Nurse Practitioner students; PMHNs = Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing students.
Technology: HRP = Humanoid Robot Patient; RPR = Remote Presence Robot; HRR = Humanoid
Rehabilitation Robot. Setting: Sim Lab = Simulation Laboratory. Scenario: A = Assessment: CA
= Cardiac Arrest; C = Communication; DM = Decision Making; PRSV = Pediatric Respiratory
Syncytial Virus; PB = Pediatric Bronchiolitis; OH = Older at Home; PM = Pediatric Meningitis.
Comparison: RP = Robot Patient. Skill Focus: RcC = Recognizing changes in patient Condition;
RCC = Response to Changes in patient Condition. Outcome: (R) = Robot; (F) = Faculty; (S) =
Students; CA = Class Attendance; (SP) = Simulated Patient; UF = User Friendliness.

recognition and response to changes in patient conditions [26, 27], decision-making
[29], and communication [25, 27–29].
In regard to the investigated outcomes, studies conducted on HRP were mainly
oriented to assessing the robots’ performances in replicating human mobility in a faithful
way and to evaluate their feedback abilities during the interaction with both students and
faculty. To evaluate the realism of the movements of the HRP, parameters like head
trajectories [14, 17], translational acceleration of the waist, rotational speed of the chest,
and joint angles [19] were compared with those measured in human simulated patients.
To explore the ability of HRP to provide learner with a realistic feedback, researchers
provided an HRP with cameras as eyes, that allowed the robot to see when receiving
an injection. Consequently, the HRP was able to react through facial emotions (i.e.,
normal, painful, angry, and smiling) and detect any feedback from the student [16].
Other researchers observed the transferring tasks and verified whether HRP was able to
identify the step that operator was performing and provide an appropriate response [15].
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In other studies, the outcomes were measured on students and faculty. Some
researchers investigated the students’ performance in completing the transfer of HPR
from wheelchair to the bed [11], other investigated the students’ experience regarding
self-study using the HRP [20]. However, many studies were conducted using the RPR.
Measured outcomes were the level of satisfaction in the use of this technology [24–26,
28–30] as well as the opinion about the feasibility [24, 29], usefulness, acceptability, and
impact of this technology in the learning activities [26, 27]. In addition, class attendance
and student’s assessment ability [21], level of self-confidence in learning with RPR [25],
and student’s lived experience in the use of RPR were also investigated [28].
The introduction of robotics in nursing education stimulated the debate about this
technology both as a training opportunity and a new challenge to enhance learning in
nursing education. Hence, some discussion papers have been published [6, 30, 31] and
some authors discussed the opportunity offered by HRP to overcome some limits of
current high-fidelity simulators. The application of robotics and artificial intelligence to
high-fidelity simulators would allow for the accurate reproduction of human movements
and behaviors, and dramatically improve the realism of simulation experiences, with
potential benefits for learning outcomes [6, 31]. Other authors discussed the possibility
of RPR to effectively replace several traditional clinical training activities as well as some
current educational support tools, such as power point or skype [30]. In this regard, RPR
seems to facilitate the collaboration between students, faculty, and clinical instructors
improving learning experiences and allowing students to familiarize with novel evidencebased educational technologies to be used in clinical settings.

4 Discussion
This scoping review provides a picture of current evidence related to the use of robotics
technology to enhance students’ learning in nursing educational field. Descriptive results
showed that the pioneers in studying this topic were the US and Japanese researchers
[8, 11, 14–17, 19–21]. In other countries, the debate is just beginning [6, 31], highlighting a geographical gap in the research production that deserve to be filled in the next
future in order to control any possible ecological biases [32]. However, there are two
main emerging research lines in robotics technology applied to nursing education, i.e.,
humanoids and remote presence robots. These findings depict the current state of art
about the use of this technology and identify its expected development. The RPR technology is at an advanced stage of application in nursing education when compared with
HRP, maybe due to its earlier and successful use in clinical practice [33–35]. This is also
confirmed by the different study designs utilized to investigate these two technologies.
Moreover, the need to develop robot prototype and test their ability to reproduce both
the human behaviors and movement abilities justify the large use of the experimental
study design [11, 14–20]. Other study designs were mainly utilized to describe pilot
experiences related to the students’ and faculty perceptions of feasibility, usability, and
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satisfaction with the use of RPR [21, 24–29]. Other aspects that resemble this difference in the advancement of the abovementioned robotic technologies are sample sizes,
group composition, and investigated outcomes. In fact, studies with a small sample size
generally involved procedure experts as faculty or nurses since the aim of these studies
was to explore the ability of HRP to faithful reproduce human behavior or mobility
deficits [14, 15, 17, 19]. Larger studies usually involved students or mixed sample and
the investigated outcomes were mainly related to participants’ reactions in utilizing the
RPR [24–29]. Therefore, this latter technology was always utilized to investigate first
level of learning outcomes according to the Kirkpatrick model [36], while participants’
learning outcome were rarely studied using the HRP. In addition, HRP were mainly
used to reach practical learning objectives, such as wheelchair transfer and injections. In
contrast, RPR were mainly used to achieve cognitive learning objectives such as decision making, communication, or patient assessment. The current use of HRP to enhance
nursing students’ practical skills instead of cognitive skills, is probably due to the lack of
ability to provide realistic feedback, express feelings, emotions, and nursing care needs.
In this regard, the introduction of the artificial intelligence, will allow robots the ability
to provide feedback like humans, and consequently to overcome this evidence gap [6].
Current evidence does not provide the opportunity to conduct a systematic review in
the next future. Available results are heterogeneous and related to the reaction of students
to the use of robotics, or to explore the ability of robots to reproduce both the human
movements and behaviors. For these reasons, further studies investigating the impact of
robotics on nursing students’ performance and knowledge levels are expected, as current
knowledges are not sufficient to justify the large-scale introduction of this technology in
nursing educational field. In addition, further research is needed to increase the level of
realism of current humanoid robot patients. Further, a strong collaboration among nurse
educators, engineers and computer scientist is highly desirable to obtain robots tailored
to nursing students’ learning needs.

5 Conclusions
Currently, two main robotic technologies are applied to enhance learning in nursing students, HRP and RPR. The first are at an early stage of development, and available studies
are mainly oriented to understand the ability of HRP to faithful reproduce movements
and behavior like humans, as well as to describe learning experiences in which students
had to achieve practical skills. In contrast, RPR technology is already utilized in clinical
practice and was mainly investigated to explore its ability to promote the acquisition of
cognitive skills of students and prepare them to use RPR technology in clinical practice.
Nowadays, there is no evidence about the impact of robotics technology in promoting
learning gains in both knowledges and performances while students care for patients
in complex simulation scenarios, limiting the possibility to understand the effectiveness of robotics to enhance learning in nursing students. For this reason, further studies
are needed to reach a clear reference framework that will allow universities to make
decisions on the introduction of robotics technologies in nursing education.
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Abstract. High-fidelity patient simulators (HFPS) are wireless, computercontrolled, full-body mannequins developed to reproduce immersive learning
experiences for healthcare students. Unfortunately, expert human resources are
not always available to adequately set and manage the HFPS to obtain maximum realism. This issue inevitably threatens the achievement of high levels of
learning outcomes, especially in postgraduate students who already possess an
advanced level of competence and clinical experience. Starting from a secondary
analysis of a previous study, this research discussed possible strategies to increase
the realism using available computer technologies. Results confirmed that HFPS
can positively affect individual learning outcomes with a moderate gain in selfconfidence, self-efficacy, and performance, as well as guarantee high levels of
students’ satisfaction with learning. However, even if the simulation has been
quite effective, it does not mean that the cost of the provision is justified and
sustainable for a large audience in a global framework with resource constraints.
On this subject, reframing current learning experiences through the integration
of new technologies could represent a disruptive solution to provide high-quality
and efficient simulation-based education. In this regard, with the use of artificial
intelligence, HFPS can respond autonomously both to verbal inputs and to nursing care allowing for heightened realism. In addition, the use of human resources
before and during simulation sessions can be optimized with artificial intelligence,
making faculty able to better guide students in their learning. Interdisciplinary
collaboration is desirable to obtain results which are effective and calibrated for
postgraduate students’ educational needs.
Keywords: High-fidelity patient simulators · Nursing students · Postgraduate
education · Learning outcomes
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1 Introduction
High-fidelity patient simulators (HFPS) are wireless, computer-controlled, full-body
mannequins developed to reproduce immersive clinical learning experiences for healthcare students [1–3]. HFPS can reproduce physiological and pathophysiological human
body conditions through programmable algorithms or dynamic ‘on-the-fly’ instructions,
making students able to repeatedly face complex clinical scenarios in a safe environment [4]. For this reason, HFPS-based experiences are increasingly used in the academic
context to allow students to reach adequate technical and non-technical skills useful to
effectively respond to the patient’s needs [5, 6]. In the academic nursing education, the
use of HFPS has shown a positive effect in improving students’ learning outcomes, even
if a full understanding of the variables influencing the magnitude of learning gains has
not been reached [1, 6, 7]. In this regard, the level of realism, i.e., how closely a simulation imitates or amplifies reality, seems to play a key role: the higher the fidelity, the
more a student can act and learn effectively [8]. Therefore, the challenge for faculty is
to reach the highest level of realism possible, acting on the engineering, emotional, and
conceptual dimensions of fidelity [9]. In this regard, literature suggests that a high level
of engineering fidelity, i.e., the degree to which the HFPS duplicate the appearance and
feel of the real patient, could be reached using humanoid robots in real practice settings
[10], while the emotional fidelity, that is the extent to which the scenario allows to reproduce real relationships, could be increased engaging students into truthful relationships
[11]. The conceptual fidelity consists in ensuring that clinical scenarios make sense and
guaranteeing the consistency between learning goals and students’ needs [12]. In this
regard, to reach a high level of conceptual fidelity, faculty must initially translate the
scenario script into the computer language through an algorithm that allows HFPS to
reproduce the pathophysiological conditions that students must face, as well as provide
them a feedback to be consistent with nursing care delivered during the running scenario
[13]. In this latter case, faculty must drive the HFPS to provide realistic physical and
vocal feedback, especially when unexpected actions are performed by students.
The HFPS setting and the management of the simulation session are the most critical
and resource-demanding phases, as any programming error, omission or oversight may
affect both the fidelity of the scenario and the quality of feedback provided by the
HFPS, with direct implications on students’ learning outcomes [12]. Unfortunately,
expert human resources are not always available to adequately set and manage the
HFPS for a large audience and, therefore, obtain the maximum level of realism. This
is especially true in postgraduate nursing education, in which a debate about the best
application modality of simulation is still open and where students with a strong level of
competence require more realistic scenarios to achieve satisfactory learning outcomes
[6, 7]. In this regard, to support faculty and increase the fidelity of the simulator’s
responses, current computer technologies could be embedded into simulation design and
its implementation. For this reason, starting from a pragmatic experience investigating
learning outcomes in postgraduate critical care nursing students involved in a learning
experience based on multiple exposure to high-fidelity simulation, we discussed about
possible strategies to increase the realism in simulation-based learning practice using
available computer technologies.
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In particular, the research questions guiding the rationale of this work were: 1)
could the artificial intelligence (AI) embedded in the HFPS improve the emotional and
conceptual fidelity of simulation sessions? 2) what are the simulation phases that could
benefit of the AI embedding?

2 Materials and Methods: Applying Multiple Scenario Algorithms
in a Learning Experience of Postgraduate Critical Care Nursing
Students
This work is a secondary analysis of data of a previous pilot study from Dante et colleagues (2021) [10], aimed at investigating learning outcomes in postgraduate nursing students describing the whole process of both simulation session design and its
implementation.
Participants were 18 graduate nursing students who followed an innovative teaching
approach based on multiple exposures to critical care high-fidelity simulation sessions.
The preparation of a simulation session requires a series of design phases that must
be developed with care to make simulators able to faithfully reproduce human-like
clinical conditions and make them able to provide realistic feedback to students. Currently, simulation design and its application during sessions require a substantial human
contribution to guarantee acceptable levels of realism. Through the description of the
simulation design phase and reporting the learning outcomes obtained by a group of
postgraduate nursing students, this research explained the possible positive implications
related to the embedding of AI in the HFPS.
2.1 The HAL® S 1000 Interface: From the Scenario Script to Algorithm Setting
The simulation design required creativity, attention to details, and the research of a
high level of consistency between learning goals and the scenario content to achieve its
validity, reliability, repeatability, and realism [14]. In that sense, starting from real clinical
data, a series of scenario scripts, describing the initial clinical condition of a patient
and his progression in response to participant actions, were written to provide a clear
framework to guide participants in their learning experience. The scenario script provides
a clear description of 1) learning objectives, 2) context (description), 3) personnel and
equipment (actors, patient preparation, and makeup), 4) computer setup and operator
instructions (physiological parameters at key stages, expected treatment), 5) supporting
documentation (patient charts, clinical exams), 6) learning materials (e.g., slides and
handouts), 7) references, 8) notes.
During computer setup, the scenario scripts, representing the scenario flowcharts,
were manually translated into the computer language through the development of a series
of algorithms providing a visual representation of both the minute-by-minute patient’s
condition (clinical node) and participants’ decision-making process (key actions). In
addition, in the algorithms were reported the clinical choices that participants could make
(key actions) and the physiological changes that HFPS had to reproduce in response to
participants’ clinical decisions or omissions. Figure 1 depicts the initial algorithm used in
this research experience, illustrating possible pathways of patient conditions depending
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on the participants’ actions or omissions. In that context, the possible clinical trajectories
were patient recover, remain unstable, or death.

Fig. 1. Initial scenario algorithm

Data contained in each algorithm was manually embedded into the HFPS computer
interface (Fig. 2) starting from the development of a series of ‘palettes’, a space in which
the cardio-circulatory and airway conditions, as well as the appearance of the mannequin,
can be set. The different colors of palettes express the current patient’s conditions passing
through healthy (green), care required (yellow) to critical (red).
Palettes were then combined to obtain a logical pathophysiological pathway (scenario
flowchart), while the progression time lapse from one condition to the following was
planned. In this sense, the established time frame can be manually modified during
scenario running in case of unexpected clinical actions performed by participants. At
the same time, a series of key actions, able to modify the progression of the HFPS
clinical conditions that students should have performed to solve the clinical scenario,
were scheduled. Also in this case, clinical conditions following unexpected actions can
be changed ‘on the fly’, during scenario running. Each step had to be carefully named
and saved.
Through a wi-fi connection, a pre-loaded scenario can be sent to the HFPS. When
operator started the session, HFPS faithfully reproduced clinical conditions reported in
the scenario flow-chart.
In this research, during scenario running, one operator gave the voice to the mannequin through a microphone while a second operator drove the HFPS and intervened
in case of unexpected clinical actions or omissions, to revise current clinical conditions
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of the simulated patient. A third operator was involved into the simulation session as
facilitator. All the involved nurses received a training aimed at managing the simulator.

Fig. 2. Interface of HAL® S 1000

2.2 Procedures, Learning Outcomes, Measurement Tools, and Data Analysis
After attending lectures about acute respiratory failure, students participated in simulation sessions provided in a simulation lab equipped as a real intensive care room. Over
time, scenarios programmed with increasing complexity were run under the guide of an
expert faculty. Each session was surrounded by prebriefing, debriefing, and skill reinforcement activities. During the prebriefing, students received information about what to
expect from the simulation. While the scenario was running and during the presence of
a facilitator, students were expected to perform all key actions to obtain the best clinical
outcomes and prevent the clinical deterioration of the HFPS. To make the assessment
and provide personalized nursing care, students could verbally communicate with the
HPFS which provided adequate feedback thanks to the voice given by a faculty. After the
simulation, an audio/video-assisted debriefing allowed students to receive feedback and
critically reflect about their performance. This allowed them to reinforce key skills and
actions, as well as plan to act during the next session. Before simulations, participants
were divided in groups of three. Then, students decided their roles within their group.
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The Student Satisfaction and Self-Confidence in Learning [15] and the General SelfEfficacy Scale [16] were utilized to measure self-confidence (S-C) and self-efficacy (SE), respectively, before (T0) and after (T1) each learning experience, and to measure
satisfaction only after each experience (T1). Group performance was evaluated by two
faculty observers from the control room with a checklist directly during sessions.
The secondary data analysis consisted in exploring: a) the absolute students’ learning
gain [the ratio between learning gain (T1 – T0) and the maximum score achievable];
b) the normalized learning gain [the ratio between the learning gain (T1 – T0) and
the maximum possible learning gain (100 – T0)]; c) the individual single-students’
normalized learning gain [what student achieved in tests, given what was possible to
achieve (normalized learning gain of students who reached a learning gain/number of
students who showed a learning gain)].
2.3 The Simulation Experiences and Students’ Learning Gains
Socio-demographic characteristics of participants and primary analysis are reported
elsewhere [10]. Immediately after participating in the learning experience, a total of 15
(83.33%) students reported a learning gain in S-C and S-E while two students reported
a learning loss, and one did not report any gain (Fig. 3). The average absolute S-C and
S-E gain were 8.16% ± 10.06% and 12.04% ± 11.55%, respectively. The individual
absolute S-C gain ranged from 3.13% to 28.13%, while that of S-E ranged from 3.33%
to 30.00%.

Fig. 3. Individual learning outcomes

Considering the values reported in S-C and S-E at T0, students had the possibility to
gain only the difference between the maximum score achievable and the score obtained
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at T0 (S-C 15.80%; S-E 32.23%) (Fig. 4). The normalized absolute gains were 52.00%
for S-C and 37.00% for S-E, calculated on the maximum achievable levels.

Fig. 4. Self-confidence and self-efficacy learning gains

After having excluded students who did not reach any learning gain in S-C nor in
S-E, the normalized learning gains showed an increase (S-C 56.00%; S-E 46.00%).
After both the first debriefing and skill reinforcement, the group performance increased
from 80.00% to 93.30%, showing an absolute gain of 13.30%. Immediately after the
simulation experience, the overall level of students’ satisfaction in learning was 98.89%.

3 Lesson Learned and Future Perspectives
The results of this secondary data analysis confirmed that computer-based HFPS can
positively affect individual learning outcomes in postgraduate nursing education. As
expected, postgraduate students showed a high level of S-C, S-E, and group performance
at baseline, making particularly challenging to guarantee the achievement of high levels
of learning gains. In this regard, some students (about 17.00%) did not improve their
S-C and S-E levels. Although no data about the reasons why students did not reach
their learning goals is available, it would be supposed that a higher level of realism
could improve postgraduate learning outcomes. However, in contrast with the results
of a recent meta-analysis, a moderate increase of the levels of S-C and S-E has been
detected overall [6].
In addition, the use of HFPS confirmed to be a valuable method to improve performance levels in postgraduate education. However, even if the simulation had been
quite effective, it does not mean that the cost of the provision is justified and sustainable for a large audience in a global framework of resource constraints [17, 18].
In this regard, reframing current learning experiences through the integration of new
technologies could represent a disruptive solution to provide high-quality and efficient
simulation-based education. In this regard, integrating the AI into HFPS is both an opportunity and a future challenge for nurses as it would redefine the standard of simulation
practices with direct implications for nursing practice [10, 19]. AI is considered as the
ability of a machine to emulate intelligent human behavior and represents an umbrella
term for machine learning, computer vision, and natural language processing technology
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innovation [20]. In this regard, AI encompasses the techniques used to teach computers to learn, think, perceive, infer, communicate, and make decisions like or better than
humans [21]. Integrating AI into HFPS allows to raise the level of realism during the scenario running, obtaining high-quality simulation practices that will more deeply engage
students enhancing their learning outcomes and leading to better health outcomes in clinical practice [17]. To increase both emotional and engineering fidelity, a first type of AI
technology to be embedded in the HFPS is the natural language processing technology
enabling simulators to efficiently understand the language of humans [22]. Moreover,
the combination of this technology with machine learning, i.e., the conversational AI,
may allow students to talk with the simulator in a realistic way. In fact, conversational
AI has components that allow it to process, understand, and generate response in a natural way, imitating human interactions. Furthermore, embedding facial recognition and
the ability to replicate visual expressions, may be useful to improve communication
between HFPS and students. From the point of view of optimizing resources, the abovementioned technologies, could reduce the need for human resource to provide the voice
to the mannequin while increasing the realism of the simulation session. Hence, using a
conversational AI provides a double advantage. From a subjective point of view, there
could be an increased engagement and satisfaction of nursing students. On the other
hand, objective benefits are related to cost savings (the automation can limit the need for
human resources) and time savings (faster and simpler in giving feedback to students).
The machine learning technology could also improve the conceptual fidelity of simulation session, especially when unexpected actions are performed by students. Thanks
to machine learning, HFPS can learn from the experience and reproduce autonomously
a clinical condition coherent with the students’ actions as well as autonomously respond
to verbal inputs and nursing care. This inevitably reduces the involvement of faculty in
the management of HFPS, allowing faculty to be the ‘second set of eyes’ to supervise
students and provide high-quality feedback. In addition, the machine learning technology could facilitate the translation of the scenario scripts into the computer language,
limiting faculty workload [23]. As already known, learning is really facilitated by faculty who can devote enough concentrated attention during the simulation; this can be
achieved when faculty are not distracted by having to perform multiple functions and
roles during the simulation scenario [24].
In the near future, to achieve a full integration of AI-based technology into HFPS,
the involvement of multidisciplinary panels of experts is required (nurses, engineers,
computer scientists, psychologist, pedagogist) as well as policy makers who support
investing in AI-based technology. Further studies are required to understand the costbenefit ratio when investing in this technology especially for postgraduate education in
which a high level of realism is required.

4 Conclusion
Advancements in postgraduate nursing student’s education use of HFPS is expanding
and is increasingly demonstrating the benefits of this method in promoting learning outcomes. In this research experience, postgraduate students showed a moderate increase of
S-C, S-E, and group performance. However, even if simulation is effective in improving
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learning outcomes, it does not mean that the cost of provision is fully justified. Available
resources useful to provide simulation activities at a large audience are limited, and it
is necessary to identify new delivery methods that can maximize learning outcomes in
this framework characterized by resource constraint. The integration of AI with HFPS
can represent a disruptive solution to provide an efficient high-quality simulation-based
education. However, interdisciplinary collaboration with informatics, engineering, and
other technological fields of expertise is desirable for the future to obtain results that are
effective and calibrated for nursing students’ educational needs.
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Abstract. In Italy, there is a growing interest in high-fidelity simulation (HFS)
applied to nursing education; however, available evidence does not report the nursing student point of view. A multicentric multi-method sequential study was conducted in two Central-Italy universities during 2020. A 19-item semi-structured
questionnaire and a face-to-face guided interview were used for quantitative
and qualitative data collection, respectively. Students experienced difficulties in
approaching critically ill patients and integrating teamwork. They also experienced
emotional difficulties and lack of self-confidence. Students believed the HFS is a
method to enhance learning about critical care when added to clinical placement.
Data triangulation highlighted common opinions and experiences among students
while attending clinical training in critical settings. Their lack of practical skills
and emotional turbulences resulted in a challenged learning preventing an easy
integration in teamwork. Student perceived HFS as an opportunity to repeatedly
act in a safe environment without any risk for patients. In addition, students could
have the opportunity to learn how to manage their emotional load, enhance their
self-confidence, and function better as a productive member of the teamwork. The
difficulties experienced by nursing students while attending their critical care clinical placement sound as a call for action to offer them better opportunities to learn,
reinforcing traditional teaching methods and integrating new technologies such as
HFS. In the near future, an increased use of this method is expected to improve
learning experiences of nursing students and offer better quality in nursing care
to critically ill patients.

1 Introduction
Academic educational paths provided to nursing students, aim at developing cognitive,
gestural, relational, and clinical judgment skills, in order to provide effective, efficient,
and risk-free nursing care [1]. These educational outcomes could be improved through
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 237–246, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-86618-1_24
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training strategies such as high-fidelity simulation (HFS). In this regard, there are many
studies that have investigated the effects of HFS on nursing students’ learning outcomes
showing a significant improvement in several technical and non-technical skills [2–5].
HFS has been defined as ‘technology-based educational approach performed in a realistic
and safe environment through an interactive patient simulator able to reproduce life-like
clinical conditions’, that allows students to improve their technical and non-technical
skills [6]. Despite the amount of available evidence, few studies were conducted in
the European context in which Bologna process represents a framework to uniform
nursing educational pathways [2, 7]. Therefore, to pursue the goal of this process, it is
necessary that the implementation modality of HFS and its related clinical areas would
be homogeneous among nursing curricula. In Italy, there is a growing interest in the
study of HFS technology applied to nursing education [8–12], however HFS laboratories
are heterogeneously spread within the Country, consequently, nursing students do not
have the same opportunity to access the same training methods. Available evidence
showed contrasting students’ opinion about HFS. On one hand they consider HFS as a
stressor and on the other hand they consider HFS a means to achieve a better sense of
the clinical activities [13]. Comprehend students’ knowledge, reactions, and opinions
regarding this new technology, could allow universities to better adapt a nursing path for
the students’ learning needs and at the same time contribute to beginning the process of
homogenization of applying HFS as a teaching modality. For these reasons, the study’s
aim was to document knowledge, opinions, and lived experiences of nursing students
related to their learning through the use of HFS.

2 Methods
A multicentric multi-method sequential study [14] was conducted in two Central-Italy
universities during the academic year 2019–2020. The convenience sample for quantitative phase was composed by all nursing students enrolled in their third year of the Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) program who had attended at least one period of clinical training in a Critical Care Unit and have given their informed consent to participate.
Regarding the quantitative phase, data was collected through a 19-item semi-structured
questionnaire composed of two sections. The first included nine multiple-choice questions about socio-demographic characteristics and learning experiences. The second was
composed by ten questions exploring students’ experiences with HFS (seven Likertscale questions) and their opinion on its applicability in educational path (three multiplechoice semi-structured questions). Likert questions scoring ranged from 1 to 5 (from 1
= ‘strongly disagree’ to 5 = ‘strongly agree’). The questionnaire was developed after a
literature review and, before its utilization, its content and face validity were evaluated by
a research group composed by two clinical nurses, one PhD student, one research fellow
in nursing and three nursing professors, through the methodology described by Polit and
Beck [14]. Questionnaire administration was anticipated by an online meeting in which
the study and its methodology were shown, and informed consent was obtained. Afterwards, students filled out the online questionnaires via the Google Forms platform while
the phenomenological data collection [15], based on a face-to-face guided interview was
conducted using Google Meet (Table 1). The progressive recruitment of participants was
determined until data saturation was reached [14].
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Ethical Aspects
The study was authorized by the Internal Course Committees and was carried out in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki principles. Students were asked to provide
their voluntary consent to data collection for which confidentiality in data management
was guaranteed. Students were free to interrupt the interview or drop out from the study
at any time without any consequence to their academic career.
Table 1. Guiding questions
What perception did you have of your knowledge acquired when you started the clinical
placement in the Critical Care Area?
Do you believe your education and clinical placement made you ready for practice in critically
ill patient care?
Do you believe HFS could positively influence your competencies and skills? If yes, why?
What was your perception of Critical Care context at the beginning of your clinical placement?
What were the most challenging aspects?
Do you remember a specific event that happened to you?
Do you believe HFS could help you to manage your emotionality? If yes, why?
How did you feel that others (colleagues or medical students) perceived your presence?
How did you feel organizational aspects and support in your clinical placement in Intensive
care?
Did you fit into the context? Did you feel involved by the Intensive care personnel? What
helped you in difficulty moments?
Do you believe HFS could promote a major involvement of students in invasive procedures of
Intensive care? If yes, why?

Data Analysis
For quantitative data, descriptive analysis was performed through frequency and percentage, central tendency, and measures of dispersion by using Statistical Package for
Social Science (SPSS IBM Corp., Armonk, New York, USA) version 25.
For qualitative data, the audio-video recorded interviews were first verbatim transcript and subsequently analysed through a thematic analysis. According to the Giorgi
phenomenological descriptive approach, the experience of participants was documented
through the following steps: 1) reading the transcript, 2) discrimining units from descriptions, 3) assigning a meaning to participant experiences, and 4) synthetizing all of the
transformed meaning units [15]. In the first step, to avoid conditioning in data analysis,
researcher put aside personal opinions, judgement, and evaluation. After, the text was
read several times to understand the deep meaning of the concepts expressed by students, researcher identified the core meaning of the phenomenon and extracted the most
significant themes. Triangulation was made comparing and contrasting quantitative and
qualitative data, leading to an overall interpretation of both sets of results [14].
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3 Results
Characteristics of Participants and Their Learning Experiences
All students who were invited to participate, answered the questionnaire (n = 162). The
mean age was 24.8 years (±4.5), and most students were female (73.9%). The majority of
students (76.5%) were aware of HFS but only 38.9% participated in simulation sessions
during their educational path. The most utilized teaching method was the traditional
theoretical lessons (56.2%), however blended education (25.3%) and simulation-based
education were also utilized (18.5%).
As shown in Table 2, during clinical training, the most challenging clinical conditions
faced by students were cardiac arrest (61.1%) and pediatric emergencies (14.2%) while
the blood gas analysis was the most difficult procedure to perform (32.9%). In addition,
75.9% of students reported a failure in the execution of nursing procedures, generally
due to a combination of causes (33.9%) such as difficulties in managing emotions, lack
of collaboration in nursing team, and lack of knowledge.
As showed in Table 3, most of students expressed a neutral opinion about the appropriateness of the theory and practice received in the critical area (44.4%). Likewise, they
did not have an adequate level of self-confidence in the management of both critically
ill patients (45.1%) and simulated patients (38.3%).
One third of students (30.8%) considered HFS as a learning tool able to provide
opportunities to understand learning material provided by faculty, and almost half of
them (49.3%), stated that simulation goals were clear and easy to understand. In addition,
64.2% considered the HFS as a useful tool for improving their knowledge and skills,
however, as shown in Table 4, most of students (67.9%) believed that HFS could not
fully replace clinical placement, and an integration between these two teaching methods
is needed. Further, 30.9% of the sample believed that teaching activities did not allow
students to obtain all the core knowledge to care for critically ill patients, while 89.5%
thought that HFS sessions should be provided before the clinical training in intensive
care units (Table 4). Finally, 88.3% of the students considered the BSN course the priority
in which to utilize HFS.
Table 2. Difficulties in approaching critically ill patients
N

%

Most challenging clinical condition
Cardiac arrest

99

61.1

Convulsions

9

5.6

Major trauma

20

12.3

Pediatric emergency

23

14.2

Other

11

6.8
(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)
N

%

Most difficult procedure
Blood gas analysis

52

32.9

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation

34

21.5

Management of intubated
patient

34

21.5

Venous access in emergency

34

21.5

4

2.5

Other

Failure in performing nursing procedures
Yes

123

75.9

No

39

24.1

Causes of failure in performing nursing procedures
Difficulty in managing
emotions

35

28.9

Lack of knowledge

15

12.4

Lack of collaboration with
nursing staff

30

24.8

Combination of the previous
factors

82

33.9

Table 3. Experiences of students using HFS expressed as n (%)
1

2

Strongly
disagree
Theoretical and practical education in critical care area is
appropriate

3
Neutral

4

5
Strongly
agree

8
(4.9)

33
72
(20.4) (44.4)

27
22
(16.7) (13.6)

Self-confidence in acquired knowledge to manage critical 4
care situations
(2.5)

37
73
(22.8) (45.1)

35
13
(21.6) (8.0)

Self-confidence in managing simulated situations

6
(3.7)

25
62
(15.4) (38.3)

49
20
(30.2) (12.3)

HFS provided enough opportunities to understand
learning material

26
(16.0)

26
60
(16.0) (37.0)

31
19
(19.1) (11.7)

Simulation goals were clear and easy to understand

23
(14.2)

12
(7.4)

47
(29.0)

43
37
(26.5) (22.8)

HFS improve knowledge and skills

16
(9.9)

8
(4.9)

34
(21.0)

42
62
(25.9) (38.3)

Bachelor’s degree provides core knowledge to care
critically ill patients

9
(5.6)

41
63
(25.3) (38.9)

32
17
(19.8) (10.5)
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Table 4. Students’ opinions about HFS application in educational path (n = 162)
N

HFS could substitute clinical
placement in critical care area

%

No, both modalities need to be provided 110 67.9
Yes, completely
Only partially

Area in which HFS should be
Surgical
implemented before clinical placement Intensive

7

4.3

45 27.8
2

1.3

145 89.5

Medicine

1

0.6

Pediatric

6

3.7

Other

8

4.9

3

1.8

Educational path in which HFS is more Master’s degree
useful for learning
BSN
Post-graduate courses

143 88.3
16

9.9

HFS and Students’ Experiences
Thirteen students were enrolled into the phenomenological phase of the study until data
saturation was achieved. Of the enrolled sample, 9 were female (62.9%), mean age of
24.8 years (±5.65, median 24, range 22–30).
The Experience of Nursing Students
Three themes and five descriptive categories emerged from the thematic analysis
(Table 5).
Table 5. Thematic analysis
Themes

Descriptive categories

HFS as a link between theory and practice

Adequacy of knowledge and skills
Opportunity to increase knowledge and skills

HFS as emotional modulator

Emotion management

Integration in nursing team

Difficulties in integration
Students’ involvement

HFS as a Link Between Theory and Practice
Most of participants considered their knowledge as satisfactory to deal with clinical
practice in hospital wards
‘I faced clinical practice with the consciousness of having enough knowledge, I
was aware of the clinical activities to be done’. (Interview 11).
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However, skills were not considered totally satisfactory in relation to the management
of critically ill patients and the complexity of the clinical environment of the Emergency
Department
‘I started clinical placement in ICU at the beginning of the third year, so I felt
confident to deal with these critical situations. Suddenly, I realised being not
enough ready to deal with Intensive Care patients. Medications, management of
intubated patients, devices for treating bedsores.’ (Interview 3).
For almost all participants, education and clinical practice were not enough to be
ready to deal with a critically ill patient, therefore HFS could enhance knowledge and
skills
‘Theoretical preparation was excellent, also thanks to the teachers who were competent and brought their own experiences. I had technical difficulties instead, for
nursing maneuvers to be applied to critically ill patients’. (Interview 7).
HFS as Emotional Modulator
When participants were asked about utilization of HFS as teaching methodology, they
agreed on how HFS could help them in feel more prepared to provide nursing care to
patients. Being more prepared meant also a better management of anxiety and fear of
misacting
‘[…] despite being prepared I don’t feel ready to manage critical patients but,
thanks to simulation, I have an idea on what were priorities in managing patients,
so I felt a bit less anxious’. (Interview 3).
Lessons on HFS provided students a new learning methodology and, from interviews,
perception that its utilization could help to control emotions when performing maneuvers
on patients.
‘I would feel more confident practicing with a mannequin before and after being
in clinical settings with real patients’. (Interview 7),
‘I think students need to practice more on mannequins since the forgiving situation
allows to learn safely’. (Interview 11).

HFS and Integration in Nursing Teams
HFS was considered by all the interviewed an educational strategy that could favor the
integration of students in nursing team and the involvement in experiences during clinical
placement.
‘At the beginning, I did not know how to use medical and monitoring devices.
Perhaps, having at least tried during some HFS sessions would have made me
more prepared and safer so I could have been involved into care faster’. (Interview
10).
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Students’ perception of being more prepared could also influence their skills and
knowledge and the way students are involved into activities
‘When caring for critical patients we felt as obstacles for nurses. Much depends
on the idea that nurses have about you. If they see you smart and prepared, they
will ask for your collaboration in maneuvers’. (Interview 10).

4 Discussion
Almost three fourths of the included students were aware of the HFS as an educational method. However, despite the growing diffusion of this methodology in Italy
[8–12], less than 40% of them had ever experienced educational activities involving
HFS. Considering the significant improvements that HFS could have on technical and
non-technical skills when used as integrative learning method, the opportunity to systematically introduce HFS in nursing curricula should be considered in the near future
[2–5].
Data analysis depicted the presence of common opinions and experiences among
students while attending clinical training in critical care area. In this context is required
the ability to perform complex procedures under stressful conditions. However, most of
students reported failures in their execution highlighting learning difficulties. Although
participants considered their theoretical knowledge satisfactory to deal with nursing
care to critically ill patients, they had few chances to learn while respecting their own
times, and consequently few opportunities to effectively acquire caring skills and manage
their own emotions. In this regard, high-fidelity simulation could be a valuable tool to
effectively support the learning of complex procedures while acquiring non-technical
skills, as supported by the international evidence [2–5], as well as being a need perceived
by students. In this study almost all of participants (88.3%) considered HFS useful for
learning in the BSN Course.
The difficulties reported by students in achieve practical skills as well as their emotional turbulence during clinical training, limited the possibility for an easy integration
in the teamwork. In this regard, a positive pedagogical atmosphere is essential to reach
adequate learning gains [16] and faculty should orient their efforts to put students in the
best condition to learn. The above-mentioned factors are considered as relevant causes
of failure in performing nursing procedures by students. In addition, qualitative data
confirmed the level of students’ competence and skills can influence the way they are
involved into teamworking, highlighting an emerging need to trigger a virtuous circle in
which the HFS takes a pivotal role in promoting nursing students learning gains.
In this regard, HFS could improve learning experiences, providing students the
opportunity to repeatedly act in a safe environment without any risk for patients [6].
In addition, students could have the opportunity to learn how to manage their emotional
load, enhance their self-confidence [3, 17, 18], and better integrate into the work team
[19]. This is the first multicenter study that explored the opinion and the lived experiences of Italian nursing students regarding HFS. Even if sample size does not allow to
generalize results in other contexts, this study offers a realistic perspective of students’
learning experiences. It is essential that nursing students receive support before and during their clinical placement in critical care area. In this regard, students’ opinion as well
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as current evidence should stimulate universities to invest resources to improve learning
experiences through the use of HFS. Moreover, to offer better learning opportunities
HFS should be considered as a proxy for better patient care.

5 Conclusion
This study aimed at investigating students’ opinions and experiences about the implementation of HFS in the educational nursing path. The difficulties experienced by nursing
students while attending their clinical placement in critical care area sound as a call for
action to offer them better opportunity to learn, integrating traditional teaching methods
and new technologies such as HFS. In the near future, a large utilization of this method is
expected to improve the learning experience of nursing students and offer better quality
nursing care to critically ill patients.
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Videotraining and Expert System: A New
Peritoneal Dialysis Training Model
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Abstract. Peritoneal dialysis (PD) is a kidney failure replacement therapy based
on patients or their caregiver managing self-care of the dialysis procedure at home.
In order to perform PD, the patient or caregiver must receive an appropriate
period of training, as incorrect performance of the procedure can result in serious
complications such as peritonitis.
The training ends when the patient is capable of performing all the dialysis
procedures, recognizing an infection, and identifying the right solutions for the
different complications that may occur.
Traditional training is based on the physical presence of a nurse and the
patient/caregiver, so it involves a transfer of the patient to hospital or of the nurse
to the patient’s home.
It is conditioned by space-time constraints in the following ways: duration location - home visits - methodology.
In an attempt to overcome the limits of traditional training, a new training
model has been devised by our Center based on three fundamental elements:
standardization of the procedure, delivery using Telemedicine (Videotraining),
and objective computerized evaluation of learning (Expert System).
This paper examines the advantages that Videotraining has over the traditional
training method, and the potential that the use of the Expert System provides with
regard to the evaluation and customization of learning.
Keywords: Peritoneal dialysis · Training · Expert system · Telemedicine

1 Training in Peritoneal Dialysis
Peritoneal dialysis (PD) is a terminal kidney failure replacement therapy based on
patients or their caregiver managing self-care of the dialysis procedure at home.
In order to perform PD, the patient or caregiver must receive an appropriate period of
training, as incorrect performance of the procedure can result in serious complications
such as peritonitis.
For this reason, the PD candidate undergoes a careful nursing assessment in order
to evaluate physical, emotional and cognitive suitability to the learning of the procedure
and safe self-care.
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If the patient is not considered suitable, it is necessary to have recourse to a caregiver,
generally a family member or paid carer; if the patient requires care as well as dialysis,
it may be necessary to have recourse to placement in a Nursing Home (NH).
Recently [1, 2] a new model of remote caregiver (Videodialysis) has been proposed
by our Center. With the use of this Telecare system, many patients/caregivers - especially
those with cognitive or emotional barriers to PD such as the “fear of not coping” - can be
assisted remotely. By connecting remotely by video from the Center, the nurse can see
and guide the patient/caregiver at home in the performance of the dialysis procedure. The
technical requirements and the way in which Videodialysis is used have been described
in detail in a recent paper [1].
A patient or caregiver considered suitable is trained in the performance of the dialysis
procedure. The training in PD self-care represents a very significant moment in the
patient’s dialysis history.
Since the ‘90s there have been numerous studies which have sought to determine
the most important characteristics in defining the success of training. All this work
represented the basis for the 2006 International Society of Peritoneal Dialysis (ISPD)
training guidelines, which were extensively revised and updated in 2018 [3, 4].
The ISPD Guidelines analyze the characteristics that good training should provide
in terms of the nurse who is teaching, and the methods of teaching (subjects, session
structure, training duration and location) and of checking learning. In every case, the
fundamental principle is that the training must be adapted to the characteristics of the
patient/caregiver [4], which vary greatly from person to person.
The training ends when the patient is capable of performing all the dialysis procedures, recognizing an infection, and identifying the right solutions for the different
complications that may arise [4].

2 Traditional Training
Traditional training is based on the physical presence of a nurse and the patient/caregiver,
so it involves a transfer of the patient to hospital or of the nurse to the patient’s home,
depending on whether it is performed in the Center or at the home of the patient.
The home visits required for periodic checks or retraining must then be added.
Space-time constraints condition traditional training in the following ways: duration
- location - home visits - methodology.
Duration. A major multi-centre investigation carried out in 2006 showed how the training in most Centers lasts 5 days. In other words, the aim is to complete the training within
one working week [5]. It is known, however, that a longer duration can produce better
results [6, 7], in particular for patients with cognitive difficulties [8].
Furthermore, the need to reduce transfers and the duration of training inevitably
means that the patients or caregivers selected for PD are those with a good cognitive
capacity, who can guarantee the training will be completed in a short time, and who will
not need future checks, as shown by the younger age of patients started on PD compared
to those started on Hemodialysis (HD).
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Location. The same multi-centre study highlighted how training is mainly carried out
in hospital, less frequently in hospital and at home, and - despite its greater effectiveness
[9] - only at home in a minimal percentage of Centers [5].
Home Visits. Checking learning over time requires periodic home visits. However,
Peritoneal Dialysis Census data highlight that only a minority of Centers employ this
re-training method [10].
Methodology. The organizational conditions in Centers often require the training to be
entrusted to the expertise of a single nurse, who is therefore subject to a considerable
emotional burden and responsibility when making an assessment of suitability for selfcare without engaging with other operators.

3 Videotraining with the Expert System
In an attempt to overcome the limits of traditional training, a new training model has
been devised by our Center based on three fundamental elements:
– standardization of the procedure;
– delivery using Telemedicine (Videotraining);
– objective computerized evaluation of learning (Expert System).
Standardization of the Procedure. The dialysis procedure is divided into a series of
steps, the number of which depends on whether it relates to a Continuous Ambulatory
Peritoneal Dialysis (CAPD) manual exchange or Automated Peritoneal Dialysis (APD)
preparation, connection and disconnection of the cycler (Home Choice Claria-Baxter).
For the CAPD exchange, the procedures are differentiated further in relation to
the type of dialysis solution, and whether the volume introduced into the abdomen is
complete or partial.
The procedures in APD are differentiated further in relation to the type of bag, if a
last fill is envisaged, and whether it is performed with a mix or a different concentration
(icodextrins).
The patient has a manual illustrating the actions comprised in the procedure, and is
invited to read it while performing them.
All the nursing personnel involved in the training follow the steps in the chosen
procedure.
Videotraining. With this method, the training is carried out using the Videodialysis
system described in a previous paper [1].
Figure 1 shows the Videodialysis system, with the Totem used at home (Fig. 1A),
and the control station used in the Center (Fig. 1B).
For CAPD, the nurse goes to the patient’s home on two consecutive days:
– Day 1: the Videodialysis system is set up and the first exchange is performed, explaining it to the patient/caregiver; on the same day, the patient/caregiver is guided in the
performance of a second exchange;
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Fig. 1. Videodialysis system: Fig. 1A: Peripheral station. – Fig. 1B: Control station
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– Day 2: the training is carried out by a nurse in the Center using Videodialysis, while
the nurse at the patient’s home makes sure the procedure is performed correctly.
For APD, the nurse goes to the patient’s home on three consecutive days:
– Day 1: the Videodialysis system is set up and the dialysis procedure is performed,
explaining it to the patient/caregiver;
– Day 2: the patient/caregiver is guided in the performance of the dialysis procedure;
– Day 3: the training is carried out by a nurse in the Center using Videodialysis, while
the nurse at the patient’s home makes sure the procedure is performed correctly.
Starting from Day 3 in CAPD, and Day 4 in APD, the training continues remotely
using Videodialysis.
Expert System. During the procedure, the nurse records the correctness of its performance, scoring each step as follows:
– score of 0: step carried out incorrectly
– score of 1: step carried out correctly, but guided
– score of 2: step carried out correctly, without guidance
The nurse can also award a score of N/A if an action is not performed.
A low or high risk level in the event of error is also given to each step.
In order for the training to be considered completed, all the steps must receive a
score of 2; moreover, in the event of a low level step error, the step must be performed
again at least once without errors, while if an error is found on a high level step, it must
be repeated error-free at least three consecutive times.
Retraining in the dialysis procedure is carried out 2 and 4 weeks following the end
of the training. If the patient makes any errors, the training restarts.
The evaluation of the steps can be carried out either with the patient/caregiver
physically present or using Videodialysis as shown in Fig. 2.
The recording and evaluation of the procedure is computerized on the basis of the
criteria described previously; at the end of the procedure, the system expresses a positive
or negative assessment, and the nurse can only express a positive or negative judgment
as to whether the training can end or not if the system’s assessment is positive.
The system can also provide a detailed analysis of the errors in tabular or graphical
form, allowing the healthcare personnel to customize the training and assess its progress
over time (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Use of the Expert System with Videodialysis.
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Fig. 3. Display of errors during the Training with Expert System in tabular (3A) and graphical
form (3B).
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4 Acquired Experience and Objectives of the Study
The experience with Videotraining and the Expert System began on 01/08/2016, and
it is now at the point at which the results achieved can be analyzed, which is the aim
of an observational retrospective study approved by the Joint Ethics Committee of the
Province of Cuneo.
This study comprises two parts:
– comparison of Videotraining with traditional training
– analysis of learning using the Expert System.
Comparison of Videotraining with Traditional Training. The comparison in our
Center of the Telemedicine and traditional nurse-at-home methods of training took the
following variables into consideration:
– duration (number of days) and distribution over time (period between the first and last
days of training);
– number of home visits by the nurse, and - only for the telemedicine method - number
of video contacts required to complete the training;
– number of procedures (exchanges for CAPD - preparation, connection and disconnection for APD) performed during the training;
– patient outcomes: peritonitis, drop out to HD and technique survival.
For this first analysis we have considered all the incident patients on PD at our Center
who completed training at home between 01/01/2014 and 30/06/2020.
The Videotraining Group included incident patients starting on PD from 01/08/2016,
while the Traditional Training Group included incident patients from 01/01/2014 to
31/07/2016, and those subsequently who did not perform Videotraining due to technical
problems or refusal.
Only the first training given to a patient or caregiver has been considered. The
total number of trainings analyzed was 25 for the Videotraining Group and 21 for the
Traditional Training Group.
The results show how Videotraining reduced home visits by 69.5% during CAPD
training, and by 57.0% during APD training.
Furthermore, the cost and inconvenience of transfers of the nurse to the patient’s
home or of the patient/caregiver to the Center can be reduced using this new remote
method of training.
The average duration of the training is not increased, but there is greater variability
from patient to patient. In CAPD the Videotraining lasted 4.6 ± 1.6 days, and the
Traditional Training 4.9 ± 1.2 days (p = NS); in APD the Videotraining lasted 9.3
± 5.0 days, and the Home Training 8.0 ± 3.0 days (p = NS). This variability results
from the greater flexibility, and customizability and adaptability to the patient’s learning
capacity of the duration of the training using Videodialysis and the Expert System.
A highly significant result of this first part of the study is the demonstration of
the safety of Videotraining. As a matter of fact, there were no significant differences
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between the 2 groups in terms of peritonitis, drop out to HD and technique survival
at 12 months (Videotraining Group: 86.3% - Traditional Training Group: 82.4%) and
24 months (Videotraining Group: 76.9% - Home Training Group: 56.3%).
Expert System Learning Analysis. The objective of this part of the study is to analyze
learning with the possibilities offered by the Expert System.
Only trainings performed using the Expert System will be considered for this
analysis, as a comparison with traditional training is not possible.
Subsequent trainings undertaken by a patient due to a change of peritoneal dialysis
method will also be considered.
The data recorded using the Expert System allow for a detailed analysis of the
following characteristics of training:
– duration of the various stages in the training: performed with the nurse at home, with
remote guidance, retraining;
– duration of the training in CAPD and APD;
– error frequency and trends;
– types of error;
– correlation of errors with in particular the cognitive and emotional characteristics of
the patient/caregiver;
– correlation of training with patient outcome.

5 Discussion and Conclusion
To our knowledge, no other experiences with Videotraining for Peritoneal Dialysis have
been reported in literature.
Though its main limit is represented by its retrospective nature, this paper
demonstrates that, compared to Traditional Training, Videotraining makes it possible
to:
– significantly reduce home visits;
– achieve a superimposable mean duration, with greater interindividual variability;
– obtain PD outcomes which are not significantly different.
The reduction in the number of home visits by the nurse not only results in lowers
costs due to fewer transfers and less traveling time, but - were the training to be performed
in Hospital, as is the case in many Centers [5] - could also improve the quality of life of
the patient and/or caregiver.
Furthermore, during the current Covid-19 pandemic, the reduction in transfers
reduces the opportunities for contagion for both patients and nurses.
Videotraining’s greater interindividual variability suggests it is more flexible and
adaptable to the cognitive skills of the patient or caregiver.
This result is grounds for more in-depth analysis of the learning methods used by
patients or caregivers, which it will be possible to examine in the second part of the
study.
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As a matter of fact, using the Expert System the level of learning can be evaluated,
and the type, seriousness and frequency of errors can be analyzed and correlated with
the emotional and cognitive characteristics of the patients or caregivers. The results of
this analysis can provide key indications for customizing the teaching and assessing the
learning.
The safety of Videotraining demonstrated by the analysis of the outcomes confirms
the results of a previous work of ours in which there were no significant differences
in incidence of peritonitis and technique survival between patients with no barriers to
self-care and patients with barriers continually using Videodialysis as Videocaregiver
[1, 2].
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society and people are boosting their own participation in democracy through digital
architectures and the physical interaction to devices. Sharing and collaborating
throughout platforms, networks, interactive ecosystems, using different intelligences
are decisive factors of a new approach to learning and teaching as well.
Our world’s complexity is deﬁnitely permeating education and interlinking
apparently different and separate ﬁelds: as researchers and educators, we have to
facilitate students in shaping a sustainable citizenship in a connected and globalized
world.
The strategies to integrate diverse disciplines in a TEL framework is the aim of our
workshop. It means to represent an opportunity of debate on how to increase the future
citizens’ digital awareness and gradually setting up an ecological and sustainable
mindset for all learners. The future of our society indeed depends on an engaged,
informed, and critically-thinking population.
The workshop is meant to connect researchers, educators and technologists
involved in different and diverse areas, such as education, digital government, pedagogy, social and collaborative systems, cultural heritage, ethics, etc. to promote
interdisciplinary research around the citizenship and the role of Technology-Enhanced
Learning in shaping the future of our society, through the construction of future citizens
that are fully aware of potentials and risks.
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Abstract. Storytelling is an eﬀective educational strategy to empower
narrative, creativity, critical and divergent thinking, communicative and
literary skills. Storytelling relies on narrative capabilities, such as literary
artiﬁces deﬁned by the Italian writer Gianni Rodari in his masterpiece
“Grammar of Fantasy” to teach children how to create stories. While
narratives and principles for empowering storytelling skills are widely
explored, educators and children are rarely supported in applying these
theories by technological tools. To encourage children to improve their
creativity, we proposed Novelette, a digital learning environment to support Rodari-style storytelling.
As engagement in education is often correlated to learning, in this
article, we focus on the engagement perspective in inventing and telling
stories by Novelette. We report an in-presence activity with 49 children,
aged 10 years old, held in a formal setting at school. An engagement questionnaire was administered to understand whether children were engaged
in telling stories by Novelette. This paper oﬀers a descriptive statistical
analysis of the questionnaire results, which are discussed to distil lessons
for future engaging digital storytelling activities at school.

1

Introduction

Storytelling, the skill of presenting stories, is a simple but powerful method
to share experiences and convey knowledge [28], enhance learning practices,
improve communication, critical thinking, and technical skills [22].
Storytelling in education has a robust tradition that relies on Bruner’s
study concerning the role of narratives in describing and sharing knowledge [6].
Researchers have widely explored the contribution of applying (digital) storytelling in education as an approach to improve literary skills [10,22,25,32,33].
Moreover, storytelling has been investigated in a broad range of educational
domains, such as anti-bullying [4], ﬁrst aid intervention [16], social issues [21]
computational thinking [20], science learning [26] and social science [19], showing
that it may be used to discuss any topic of interest.
Storytelling is also metaphorically deﬁned as thinking without a banister [3]
by underlying the relation of storytelling with creativity, thinking out-of-the-box,
reasoning in a diﬀerent manner by using imagination and intuition, critical and
divergent thinking. Divergent thinking is deﬁned (by Guilford) as the thought
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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approach to come up with creative ideas or not conventional solutions by augmenting problem-solving skills. It typically occurs in a spontaneous, free-ﬂowing,
non-linear manner drawing unexpected connections.
Creativity potentially lies in everyone, but it is crucial to provide children
with stimuli and a favorable context for letting these skills emerge to support
their active role in a fast-moving world.
Storytelling relies on narrative capabilities, i.e., scaﬀolding resources, such
as templates, that behave as a starting point to invent and tell stories [27]. In
this direction, the Italian writer Gianni Rodari, in his Grammar of fantasy [25],
describes the art of creating stories. He discusses techniques, methods, literary
and narrative artiﬁces to let children inventing and telling stories.
While principles for empowering storytelling skills are widely explored in education thanks to contributions provided by Bruner and Rodari (among others),
rarely educators and children are supported in applying these theories by technological tools and environments. According to a recent Survey on Creativity on
online platforms for supporting creativity at school, 76% of the respondents feel
that there are not enough opportunities for creative activities in schools [1]. The
situation seems not changed much in 10 years, as a 2010 survey of European
Commission Joint Research Centre reported that teachers claim to need more
support and training to help pupils fully develop their creative potentiality [7].
To mitigate the lack of tools to support children in improving their creativity
by digital storytelling, we proposed Novelette [2], a digital learning environment
based on Gianni Rodari’s techniques (mainly focusing on suggestion provision
and the opportunity to continue someone else’s story), to invent and create
stories as well as group management at the class level.
Engagement in learning settings is often correlated to learning [12,18,24].
Research has demonstrated that engaging learners in the learning process
increase their attention and focus, motivates them to practice higher-level critical
thinking skills, and promotes meaningful learning experiences.
This paper assesses to what extent Novelette can engage children in inventing and telling stories. The presented activity involved 49 participants, aged 10
years old, both males and females. The activity has been performed in formal
settings, involving three classes of an Italian primary school, spanning over 7
1-h lessons in each class, and tackling both the invention and the telling phases.
Both stages were conducted with Novelette. Engagement was evaluated by considering children’s answers to a standardised questionnaire. Results of mainly
descriptive-statistical analyses are positive, e.g., children reported high engagement in inventing and telling stories by Novelette.
The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 overviews storytelling platforms
proposed in the literature to support digital storytelling; Sect. 3 describes the
Novelette features; Sect. 4 reports the performed evaluation to assess children
engagement while results are reported and discussed in Sect. 5. It concludes with
ﬁnal remarks and future directions.
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Related Work

Digital storytelling tools mainly support users in authoring stories, e.g., StoryMapJS [5] combines authoring maps with narrative text and multimedia content to tell stories. Storeys [8] supports collaboration and interactivity, creative
writing, highlighting a non-linearity of a story tree with no traditional media
content. ComicLab [30] helps users in creating stories as comics.
There is also a consistent eﬀort to support both learners and educators by
providing them with digital environments that scaﬀold educators in organizing
groups of works, easily exchanging materials with learners, and providing classes
with a safe environment. Storyboard That [31], Comic Life [13] and Pixton [29]
are digital environments where learners can create stories as comic strips. Storybird [9] is a collaborative writing tool that supports users in ﬁnding images to
avoid tiredness and negative feedback.
Digital storytelling platforms rarely support users in implementing theoretical approaches to guide narration, such as play-on-words within the platform,
to continue someone else’s story. While these techniques have been proposed to
support textual storytelling (such as in Fabula [17]), they are rarely oﬀered by
digital storytelling tools. Thus, it represents the main novelty of Novelette [2].

3

Novelette

Novelette 1 is a digital learning environment that supports educators and learners
in inventing and authoring stories.
Novelette supports the student and the teacher roles. Users who play the
teacher’s role can create an arbitrary number of classes providing access to their
learners. Novelette supports teachers by creating a set of accounts, whose amount
can be arbitrarily chosen by the educator, to overcome the issue of user accounts
for minors and breach their privacy. Learners can use these anonymous accounts
to access the creator component, i.e., the editor interface to invent and create
stories. All stories saved by learners are visible from the educator panel to enable
teachers to revise and publish stories.
Educators can scaﬀold learners by creating templates, referred to as incipit.
Incipits are incomplete stories that can be used to bound the usage of speciﬁc
scenes in a story. For instance, the teacher can provide the initiation of the story
and ask learners to continue it. It is a classical path Rodari-style, and the most
famous example in this direction is “What happens when Pinocchio met his
father?” and children are encouraged to continue the story starting from this
premise. Educators can also share a set of suggested images (by uploading them
in Novelette) with learners and inspire them in the narration without requiring
looking for images on the Internet.

1

Novelette homepage: http://www.isislab.it:19984/en/home-page-2/
Novelette source code: https://github.com/routetopa/storylet.
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Users who play the student role have access to the Novelette creator. After
the authentication, learners can start from default templates, such as the empty
template, or by the teacher deﬁned incipits. Learners will be provided with the
same interface to continue the story starting from the selected template regardless the selected starting point. Novelette oﬀers a clear and concise interface
where icons and tooltips clarify all the performable actions to meet the requirement of the intuitiveness. The massive usage of icons partially overcome the
issue of the internationalisation and pose no age limit by providing an interface
that can be used by learners belonging to any school level. As a story editor,
Novelette provides access to a library of images, including characters and backgrounds. The educator’s proposals can enhance image suggestions. Moreover,
learners can freely upload images from the local storage and apply basic manipulation, such as resize, rotation, orientation. Novelette poses no constraints on
applicability as users can freely choose the story theme and its layout. Novelette guarantees the forgiving mechanisms by providing users with the undo to
erase performed errors. Once learners have realised their stories, they can be
attached to a rendering template that determines the visualization approach in
the Novelette viewer. Learners can opt for a linear layout to show the scenes in
sequence. Alternatively, they can opt for the circular layout or the cube. Some
rendering templates pose a constraint on the minimum or the maximum number
of visualised scenes. For instance, the cube can use at most six scenes.
If users experience the writer’s block, Novelette is provided with a suggestion
provision mechanism to inspire storytellers by letting them play on words, spur
imagination and develop creativity. Learners can freely type a word of interest,
and Novelette will provide them with a navigable word cloud to explore analogies retrieved by WordAssociations2 . Moreover, Novelette retrieves synonyms by
querying BabelNet [23] and organised them by senses. For each sense, both a
textual description and a synonym word cloud are shown. Finally, rhymes are
collected by RhymeBrain3 .

4

Evaluation

This paper evaluates children’s engagement in inventing and telling stories held
in presence, at school, by Novelette. This section reports the research question (RQ), participants, and activity setting. It describes the performed protocol
in as many details as possible to make it replicable.
4.1

Research Question

The main goal of the research around the performed activity is about the participants’ engagement in storytelling by Novelette. By posing it as an RQ: Are
children engaged in inventing and telling stories by Novelette?
2
3

https://wordassociations.net/.
https://rhymebrain.com.
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Participants and Setting

A total of 49 participants joined the activity, 49% females, 10 years old. Participants were divided into three groups according to the attended class. The same
protocol has been followed in each class. The activity took place during April
and May 2021 in a formal setting at school. It has been proposed and moderated
by school educators of an Italian school, Convitto Nazionale Giordano Bruno,
in the Campania region, as a curricular activity. Children’s parents authorised
their participation through a written consent form, signed by both parents, by
stating to be aware of the exploitation of Novelette and to authorise the collection of feedback and comments. Post-workshop data processing was undertaken
by University of Salerno in an anonymous form.
4.3

Protocol

The activity took place in presence during 1-h lessons per week dedicated to
computer science and technology. It spanned over 7 weeks to give everyone the
possibility to actively join the activity. Pupils had the opportunity to use a
shared laptop during the lesson and, collaboratively, invent and tell their story
based on themes proposed by the moderator. Two themes have been proposed.
For each of them, ﬁrst, the moderator introduced the topic and, then, children
invented their story (or part of it) and narrated it by Novelette. Participants were
assisted by the moderator if needed. Details of the performed protocol follow.
Guided Introduction. The moderator introduced Novelette by showing how
to access the platform, a template selection, add scenes, explore available characters and backgrounds, add text, and apply basic manipulation to images (e.g.,
reduce size) or text (e.g., change the font, colour, background colour). It allowed
participants to familiarise themselves with the Novelette interface. It took 1 h
per class.
Funny Stories and the Incipit Exploitation. To lead participants in familiarising themselves with the principle of continuing someone else’s story proposed
by Gianni Rodari, the moderator encouraged them to start with the incipit
related to a Rodari’s tale, The land starting with S. This tale narrates of land
where object names start with S, and it completely alters the object’s property.
For instance, there is a sharpener that lengthens the pencils instead of shortening them or the s-cannon that bring peace instead of war. This tale has been
embedded in Novelette as an incipit by letting participants start from an incomplete story to continue. Figure 1 reports the Novelette interface once selected the
The land starting with S incipit. Every child was challenged to choose a character among the available ones, invent how the S alters its behaviour, and author
a single-scene story. One by one, children were invited to create the story by
Novelette by working independently, asking for the mentor’s or peer support if
needed. It took 3 1-h lessons.
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Fig. 1. Novelette interface once opened The land starting with S incipit.

Introduce Your School. The second theme focused on describing children’s
school, Convitto Nazionale Giordano Bruno. Children were challenged to introduce their school, which boasts a very long story. Founded in 1807 in a former
Franciscan convent, it is characterised by a great hall that has a large painted
decoration spanning 720 square metres, considered the biggest one in South
Italy. Participants were encouraged to graphically represent a school component
and describe it with a short text. While their representation has been upload in
Novelette as hand-made characters or backgrounds, they typed textual descriptions directly in Novelette. While children were free to work independently or in
groups (at most 4 components), the moderator was always available to support
them if needed. It took 3 1-h lessons.
4.4

Data Gathering

A standardised self-report questionnaire was administered to assess the children’s
engagement level. The questionnaire used a language adequate to the age range
of participants and adopts visual analogue scales for answers, which employ icons
or images, and concerning their feelings and opinions. It had a one-close format
question, asking to what extent a child liked to tell stories by Novelette. Ratings
were given with the Smiley-o-meter 5-point Likert scale, ranging from not at all
(1) to very much (5).

5

Results and Discussion

Participants declared to be generally engaged in the inventing and telling stories
by Novelette: the minimum value is min = 2 out of 5, the maximum one is
max = 5 out of 5, the mean score is M = 4.8, with standard deviation SD = 0.6
and 95%-CI (i.e., conﬁdence interval) equal to [4.62, 4.98]. Figure 2 reports actual
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distribution of ratings over the 1 to 5 range, by splitting results by gender.
Results are slightly better in the male group. More precisely, by focusing on
females (49%), min = 2, max = 5, M = 4.6, SD = 0.82, 95%-CI equal to
[4.25, 4.95]. By focusing on males (51%), min = 4, max = 5, M = 4.9, SD =
0.28, 95%-CI equal to [4.8, 5].
Results reported in this paper are overall positive, albeit limited to being
mainly descriptive. Children’s ratings were rather high, with male participants
showing slightly higher engagement than the female ones.

Fig. 2. Engagement results split by
gender.

Fig. 3. Story authored by a pupils during the incipit challenge. The s-tanks,
instead of attacking enemies, protects
pupils during the COVID-19.

We discussed with involved teachers as moderators to identify the reasons for
such a positive engagement. Teachers stated that children felt remarkably free
in inventing strange objects with original features thanks to the S as initial. The
absence of correct replies let participants free to imagine and spur imagination.
Funny stories were used by pupils as means to overcome fears (e.g., jellyﬁshes
that kiss instead of biting), solutions to the COVID-19 pandemic (e.g., tanks
to be safe, visible in Fig. 3), everyday objects with a novel application (e.g.,
fridges transformed into ovens), approaches to make dreams come true (e.g.,
globe behaving as a teleporter). Pupils explicitly stated that they felt free from
any constraint and banister. They started looking around and thinking to what
extent the s as preﬁx can alter objects behaviour. According to the Italian
grammar, the s as preﬁx is mainly used to deﬁne opposites. However, participants
let free their imagination to go beyond simply making objects their opposite, but
proposing original behaviours.
During the creation of the story about their school, children were so enthusiastic to such extent to organise themselves in groups (of 4 or 5 members) during
the homework time to invent stories together. In the future, we aim to explore
and assess the role of the collaborative dimension [11,15].
Teachers also reported satisfaction for Novelette. They appreciated having
a controlled and safe environment to exchange materials between teachers and
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learners. They assessed that the designed interface was so clear and easy-to-use
so that most of the children were able to tell their stories without being supported
by mentors and, in such cases that they required help, peer-support was enough
to clarify doubts and accomplish the task. Teachers had no doubts about the
contribution given by the technological solution to engage participants, mainly
males. They assessed that females are particularly engaged in inventing and
graphically representing stories by traditional means, such as pencils and papers,
while males are pretty sceptical about this task. However, by introducing the
technological component, males are successfully engaged, as demonstrated by our
preliminary analysis. Further exploration is required to verify if the technological
component is a critical variable to engage pupils in storytelling and which is the
role plaid by the participants’ gender.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

Digital storytelling can engage learners in critical thinking and improve their
creativity [14]. As engagement plays a crucial role in learning settings, this article
inspects engagement from the corner of aﬀective engagement to estimate to what
extent Novelette succeeds in engaging 10 years old children in inventing and
authoring stories in a formal setting at school.
Results reported in this paper are overall positive. Thus, Novelette seems to
oﬀer children (above all males) a comfortable and not intimidating environment
for getting acquainted with storytelling and support creativity.
Limitations concern the mainly descriptive data analysis of this study. Future
work will focus on qualitative data analyses as well for a more in-depth understanding. We also aim to quantify the role plaid by the collaborative dimension,
the learning outcome and consider the eﬀect on the participants’ creativity, by
also considering participants with disabilities.
Acknowledgments. We thank the school chief of the Convitto Nazionale Giordano
Bruno, Rocco Gervasio; Cristina Correra, Anna Razzano, and Ippolita Visco, participating children of classes 4 A, B, C and their parents.
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Abstract. The smart city concept is becoming even more popular, but
it can still be unclear for several people. As it does not represent a vague
possibility, but a concrete truth that (future) citizens face in their daily
lives, it is crucial to provide learners with all the skills and the awareness to properly face and deal with challenges that smart cities and their
components, such as smart things, will pose to them.
In this article, we report on two diﬀerent approaches followed to introduce to young citizens the concept of smart cities and smart things. On
one hand, the Roobopoli workshops mainly involved participants in the
programming of smart cities. On the other hand, the SNaP workshops
encompassed an entire design process of novel smart things. By using
them as reference, we aim to provide researchers and educators with
reﬂections on how diﬀerent workshops can enable (future) citizens to
develop digital skills and improve their understanding of the smart city
concept.

1

Introduction

The smart city concept represents a way to address complex challenges that
modern citizens face in their daily life [1]. Smart cities adopt information and
communication technologies and rely on an intelligent network of physical things
with computing capabilities, a.k.a., smart things. Smart things can sense, interpret, and react to data by leveraging on the architecture of the so-called Internetof-Things [3,21].
While the term “smart city” is frequently mentioned in news, the concept
itself is unclear for people without a technical background. Explaining how smart
cities work means exposing to citizens their technical components and their
inner working mechanism [11,19,23]. That requires being able to communicate
complex concepts in a language clear to citizens, without technical background.
That is especially the case of children and teens, who can beneﬁt from learning of smart cities and they will aﬀect their future [20]. By providing them
with the necessary “supplies” to eﬀectively experience smart cities, they can
c The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022

F. De la Prieta et al. (Eds.): MIS4TEL 2021, LNNS 326, pp. 271–280, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-86618-1_27
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grasp what smart cities are and understand the design and functionalities that
underline the interfaces, technologies, and systems encountered in such environments [14].
Authors of this paper organised several workshops with the aim of engaging children or teens in smart-thing design or, speciﬁcally, in programming, so
that participants would learn of smart things in the workshops. In particular,
the Roobopoli workshops mainly involved teens in programming challenges of
smart cities and smart things [4]. The SNaP workshops involved children and
teens in designing their own smart things, through ideation and programming
stages [16]. By using them as reference, we aim to provide future researchers
and educators with reﬂections on how diﬀerent workshops enable future citizens
to develop both their digital skills and their understanding of smart cities. The
conclusive reﬂections stress diﬀerences, success factors and considerations for
future workshops about smart cities with children.

2

Workshops

This section introduces both the Roobopoli [4] and the SNaP [16] workshops
so as to enable their comparison and reﬂections. For each workshop, the paper
explains its overall goal, context, protocol and setting.
2.1

Roobopoli

Roobopoli1 is a project that aims to create an educational experience in the
ﬁeld of smart cities and autonomous drivers. It is designed by the non-proﬁt
association Perlatecnica2 with the technical support of the Bluenet company3 .
Roobopoli is a tiny smart city where the inhabitants’ life is assisted by modern technologies. The town exhibits the same technology available in real cities
(e.g., autonomous vehicles move on roads respecting traﬃc lights and road signs),
reproduced in scale for educational, testing and simulation purposes.
As part of the Roobopoli project, one of the main activities consists in assembling and programming city’s vehicles called Roobokart4 , displayed in Fig. 1b.
Vehicles need to be programmed in order to move autonomously on the city
roads. As any smart city, both Roobopoli and its vehicles are intelligent, i.e.,
they are equipped with advanced sensors and boards to sense data and behave
accordingly. The boards are based on STMicroelectronics micro-controllers. More
in details, Roobokart is controlled by an STM32 microcontroller mounted on
a Nucleo F401RE board that is connected to a motherboard, equipped with
accelerometers, gyroscope, infrared sensors, colour sensors, and proximity Timeof-ﬂight as sensors.
1
2
3
4

Roobopoli website: http://www.roobopoli.org.
Perlatecnica website: http://www.perlatecnica.it/.
Bluenet website: https://bluenetita.com.
Source code: https://github.com/Perlatecnica/Roobokart,
Demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0307OEjOJg&feature=emb logo.
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(a) A Roobopoli workshop including the
Roobopoli city and participants.
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(b) Roobokart

Fig. 1. Details of the Roobopoli workshops: (a) the Roobopoli city and (b) the
Roobopoli vehicles, a.k.a., Roobokart

Protocol. Each Roobopoli workshop is organised as follows: i) an exploration
stage to actively learn smart cities components; ii) a challenge requesting an
algorithm, involving problem-solving skills; iii) the programming stage, in which
the algorithm is coded into an executable and working program. Each stage
requires training, related to skills necessary for the goal of the stage. In terms
of technical skills, participants are introduced to basic concepts of robotics and
practical aspects concerning robots assembly. Concerning problem solving attitudes, they are taught how to ideate an unambiguous high-level algorithm to
solve the given mission. While problem-solving is a transversal attitude, coding
and robotics represent vertical skills (i.e., skills speciﬁc to a particular ﬁeld).
Each stage is separately analysed in the following.
Exploration Stage. This stage asks participants to familiarise with what smart
city and autonomous vehicles are composed of and analyse or construct them,
according to their age and skills. It aims to make any participant familiar with
fundamentals in robotics (e.g., sensors and actuators). At the beginning of the
workshop, Roobopoli may appear as a disassembled city and learners are ﬁrst
challenged to assemble it. The resulting city is visible in Fig. 1a. Then participants may be challenged to also assemble Roobokart. The resulting robot is
visible in Fig. 1b.
Algorithmic Stage. It introduces participants to problem-solving for the chosen
challenge(s) and related goals, presented as missions. They are reported in natural language, at a high-level, by splitting them into desirable objectives with
unambiguous terminology. “Make the Roobokart able to autonomously move by
following a line” is an example mission. During the resolution process, participants, organised in small groups, e.g., 4 members for each group, deepen their
problem-solving skills. In particular, learners have to decompose the mission into
sub-problems and design an algorithm to solve them. Example sub-problems are
“make the Roobokart able to perform line-following”, “how to randomly turn at
a cross”.
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Programming Stage. This stage ensures that participants become familiar with
the basics of coding (e.g., the concept of loops and conditions). Finally, they
have to implement their algorithm and make it a working program.
Setting. The Roobopoli workshops took place from 2017 to 2019 and it involved
two separate groups: a group of high-school learners, aged 13–18 years old (a.k.a.
R-W1); a group of middle-school learners, aged 10–13 years old (a.k.a. R-W2).
As shown in Fig. 1a), R-W1 worked in a formal setting, i.e., a school, during
class hours for Alternanza scuola-lavoro, namely, hours devoted to the learning of skills for the job market, thanks to a collaboration between companies
and schools. The workshop lasted 120 h in total, 4 consecutive hours per week.
It involved 300 learners, around 30% females. Participants were encouraged to
assemble Roobokarts and design solutions in C++ to pre-deﬁned missions, e.g.,
“make the Roobokart able to freely move in the city and randomly choose the
road to take at each cross-road”.
R-W2 worked in an informal setting, after school hours, with children who
voluntarily joined it. It lasted 16 h, 2 consecutive hours per week. It involved 60
participants, 25% females. Participants were provided with an already assembled robot and were encouraged to design solutions by means of a block-based
programming language, i.e., the mBot programming language.
2.2

SNaP

The SNaP workshops are centred around SNaP, a card-based game toolkit for
children and young teens for smart-thing design [6–9,17]. The main game elements of SNaP are cards and boards for conceptualising smart things. Cards of
SNaP are divided into mission cards (i.e., goals that smart things should address),
environment cards (i.e., things related to a park to be made smart), and technology cards divided into input and output cards (i.e., sensors and actuators).
Technology cards are matched with the physical computing toolkit that children
will later use for prototyping their ideas (e.g., [5,13]). Boards serve to organise
cards and conceptualise smart things. SNaP comes into two versions, a physical
one and a digital one. The digital version of SNaP was used in the workshops
examined in this paper, described in [16,18].
Digital SNaP5 supports children or teens in the entire design workﬂow, by,
ﬁrstly, enabling them to familiarise with smart-thing components (e.g., sensors,
actuators) and, secondly, it guides them in ideating novel smart things by conceptualising them on boards. Finally, SNaP automatically generates the programming code corresponding to the idea created, and it displays it in the MakeCode
programming environment, with an inﬁnite loop and an embedded if-else conditional [15]. For example, a smart-thing idea uses a button card as input, a
card for showing an icon as output, and a basketball card for the environment.
Starting from it, SNaP generates an inﬁnite-loop with a nested conditional of
the form: if the button is pressed then show a happy icon, else show nothing.
Therefore, once the ideation phase is completed, children are gently introduced
5

Digital SNaP website: https://snap.inf.unibz.it.
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to the programming stage in the MakeCode environment so as to create more
and more complex smart things.

Fig. 2. The digital SNaP environment

Fig. 3. The automatically generated code for MakeCode by SNaP

Protocol. The SNaP workshops start with the exploration stage, continue with
the ideation and conclude with the programming and prototyping stage.
Exploration Stage. In this stage children become familiar with smart things and
their components, by following the three tutorials oﬀered by SNaP. By doing
so, they explore and familiarise with the cards and the conceptualisation board
of SNaP, and are guided to create their own smart-thing ideas according to the
chosen mission.
Ideation Stage. In this stage, children are able to play freely with SNaP and create
as many smart-thing ideas as they wish, to check through the check-button, and
later share with others through the submit-button (see Fig. 2). In addition, SNaP
automatically generates the programming code that corresponds to each idea.
Children can click on each idea’s code button and see the code of their idea
in the MakeCode programming environment visible in Fig. 3. They can, thus,
proceed to the programming and prototyping stage.
Programming and Prototyping Stage. In this stage, participants explore and get
familiar with basic programming constructs and MakeCode blocks with the help
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of a facilitator. Participants are introduced to the following programming constructs: loops (e.g., for, repeat), conditionals (e.g., if-then-else), comparisons
(e.g., >, <, =), and Booleans (e.g., and, or, not) by introducing each concept
separately via example programs. Next, participants are challenged to expand
their own programs of their smart things generated by SNaP by reﬂecting on
the programming constructs they were taught and implementing them in their
ideas, if they wish so. Subsequently, they can move on making a physical prototype of their smart things by using physical computing toolkits and paper-based
material. Prototyping is not conducted “physically” in case workshops are held
at a distance but only simulated.
Setting. The SNaP workshop took place in December 2020, in two rounds: the
ﬁrst round involved teen participants aged 11–16 years old, referred to as SW1; the second involved children aged 8–10 years old, referred to as S-W2.
Both were conducted digitally and at-a-distance, in the form of a teleconference.
Participants were at home, after school, and they participated voluntarily. Each
round lasted 6 h in total, spanning over 3 consecutive days (2 hours per day).
The workshop involved 20 participants (40% females), 10 per round.

3

Comparison and Reflections

This section aims to compare the aforementioned workshops and highlight what
worked and what did not work in each of them. Table 1 compares the Roobopoli
and SNaP workshops at a glance.
The Roobopoli workshops are focused on technologies future citizens may
experience during their lives, e.g., autonomous vehicles. They propose an imaginary smart city with pre-deﬁned smart things. They encourage participants in
analysing possible behaviours that these smart things may have, expressed as
missions, in which participants should propose an algorithmic solution which
may creatively solve a standard and well-known problem, and program it. The
Roobopoli workshops are more programming oriented and enable participants
to delve into advanced programming challenges. They involved older teens from
secondary schools.
The SNaP workshops, on the other hand, are focused on the active role future
citizens may play in proposing and designing original and novel smart things,
and to reﬂect on them as part of a complex ecosystem. Through their missions,
participants need to use their imagination and creativity so as to ideate their
own smart things, according to their preference, and make them concrete by programming them. This main diﬀerence is highlighted by the performed protocols,
where Roobopoli includes an algorithmic stage, while SNaP proposes an ideation
stage even though this is structured by the game mechanics, so that children are
led to conceptualise ideas which are feasible to implement.
Moreover, the Roobopoli workshops do not support participants in ideation
at all and mainly adopt text-based programming languages, such as C++. It is
well-suited for older participants, such as high-school learners, as it enables them
also to develop technical skills in text-based programming languages. However, it
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Table 1. Information concerning the Roobopoli and SNaP workshops.
SNaP

Roobopoli
R-W1

R-W2

S-W1

S-W2

Year

2017–2019

2020

Field

Smart city

Smart things

Goal

Design smart city and
autonomous drivers

Design smart things

Stages

1. Exploration
2. Algorithmic
3. Programming

1. Exploration
2. Ideation
3. Programming

Mission goal

Make robots able to freely move Make the park smart

Design toolkit

-

SNaP

Programming language C++

mBot

Setting

Informal
Informal
at Perlatecnica at home

Formal
at school

MakeCode

Workshop modality

In presence

At a distance

Duration

30
meetings 8 meetings
(120 h in total) (16 h in total)

3 meetings
(6 h in total)

3 meetings
(6 h in total)

Recruitment approach -

Public
announcement

Public
announcement

Adhesion modality

Mandatory

Voluntarily

Voluntarily

Participants

300

60

10

10

Age range

13–18

10–13

8–10

11–16

Female percentage

∼ 30

25

60

20

Involved researchers

1 moderator

1 moderator + 3 observers

requires abstract reasoning capabilities and knowledge of algorithms, programming languages, and coding constructs. Instead, a block-based environment, i.e.,
mBot, was used in the Roobopoli workshop with 10–13 years old participants. In
both types of Roobopoli workshops, all the participants completed the assigned
missions and demonstrated high engagement in programming automated vehicles and robots [4].
Card-based design toolkits such as SNaP, instead, engage children from
younger ages as well, in ideation and simple smart-thing programming. SNaP
workshops guide children step-by-step in each stage, making them thus suitable
even for younger participants or for those without former experience in programming, to such extent that children aged 8-years old or older successfully
participated in the SNaP-workshop. An analysis on children’s learning conﬁrmed
that the majority of children beneﬁted and learnt of programming during these
workshops [18].
Nevertheless, the digital SNaP may be perceived as a limitation for oldest
participants who wish to acquire more advanced technical skills. In fact, a quantitative analysis on children’s engagement during the SNaP workshops showed
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that all the participants were highly engaged [16]. However, oldest participants
suﬀered limitations from the block-based interface and asked for a similar workshop where they might be free to use also textual programming languages, such
as Python and JavaScript (the ones integrated into MakeCode). It made evident
that participants were positively impressed by the workshop as they asked for
other opportunities like this, but it is crucial to identify programming environments meeting participants’ age, expectations and background.
In designing the workshop protocol and in selecting the support tools, is
also crucial to identify aspects that may encourage a higher participation of
females [2]. Only in a single case, the percentage of females is greater than male
ones. It is interesting to notice that this happened with youngest participants. As
highlighted by most of the research in gender gap, the middle school age seems
to be the crucial phase in which females lose interest in technology and computer
science, which may be caused by a scarce interest in designing activities that may
encourage their participation [22]. Further analysis is required on this aspect.
Participation may be also highly inﬂuenced by the recruitment approach.
While R-W1 experienced the greatest number of participants as it was organised
as a formal activity at school, learners should be further encouraged to exploit
informal and non mandatory courses to deepen their knowledge and awareness
on topics relevant for their educational and job careers [12]. It may be an option
to exploit schools and formal institution to encourage participants in also joining
external activities in informal settings. On the opposite side, mandatory activities in formal settings involve both interested and not interested people, while
workshops in informal settings deal with motivated and interested volunteers.
Consequently, organisers may rely on participants’ interest and background to
conduce the proposed workshops.
While smart things and smart city workshops usually take place in presence
with the possibility of exploiting collaboration and team work to design solutions,
COVID-19 forced researchers to revise the way design workshops are organised.
It mainly aﬀects the prototyping phase, as it is complex to provide participants
with toolkits (it takes time for the distribution and requires additional costs
for the material and the shipping), and restrictions imposed by the pandemic
requires avoiding not-sanitised material exchange among participants. In this
context, the SNaP workshops, held at a distance with digital tools, can still lead
to organise smart-thing design.
The modality, whether in presence or at a distance, may also strongly aﬀect
the workshop schedule and hence its organisation. In informal settings, workshops can be compact and last few days, resulting in focused activities. In formal
settings, the schedule is aﬀected by organisational constraints of schools, e.g.,
class hours are organised per subject in a day. Thus a workshop can only take few
hours per week, within certain subjects and it usually needs to be consistent with
the requirements of the subjects, leading to a fragmented activity. Fragmentation
requires to consider the necessity of organising the workshops accordingly, e.g.,
with material which progressively leads participants across stages and reminds
them of the previous stages over time, as in the case reported in [10].
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Conclusions and Future Work

Despite the wide diﬀusion of smart city and smart things, what is behind them
is unclear to people without technical expertise, and especially children or teens.
However, they are already part of our daily lives and (future) citizens will face
them continuously in the following years. Thus, children and teens should be
provided with opportunities to learn of them and to reﬂect on their impact
within a given ecosystem. We overviewed diﬀerent workshops that introduced
children and teens to smart cities, in general, and smart things, in particular.
Their shared goals were to engage all participants, to make them learn of the
inner working of smart cities, as well as how they relate to their environment.
The workshops were in presence or at a distance, and the paper reports how
they were conducted so as to enable their replicability and compare them as
best as possible. The paper concludes by outlining diﬀerences and lessons learnt
through the workshops. For instance, while younger participants are fascinated
by card-based games and block-based programming environments, older participants were demanding advanced textual programming languages and more
advanced programming challenges. Workshops at school managed to involve a
large number of participants. While all participants were engaged in designing
smart cities and things, further eﬀort is required to encourage a wider female
participation especially in middle schools. A retrospective phase to encourage
participants to reﬂect about result eﬀectiveness and shape together lessons learnt
will also be included in future workshops of both projects.
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